27 December —  God keep you in this New Year and grant you as much happiness as the times will grant.

Saints,

I am usually collecting apocalyptic news and stories over a week and mostly publishing on Sundays, sometimes midweek too (this week, today, Saturday, as I have a family holiday--one of "the twelve days of Christmas" tomorrow!)  In reading over this week's headlines and links, I see some of them already sound dated -- "old news."  This can only be a symptom of the pressurized times we are enduring.  Mass murders daily, geopolitical madness globally, high tech "social media" crammed at us or analyzing us from multiple sources constantly.  My hope must be from Above at this point.  My remedy, "If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those things which are above, where Christ sitteth on the right hand of God.  Set you affections on things above, not on things upon the earth, for ye are dead (to sin and to this world system) and your life is hid with Christ in God."  Paul to the Colossians, 3:1-3.  God give you rest of spirit, soul, mind, and body in this week, in this New Year, and in this present life which we must face courageously and even cheerfully as much as possible.
***

Everybody's paranoid these days…and with good reason.  Your merest opinion or grumpy word may get splashed to millions.  In the '60s, we used to say, "You're only paranoid if they're not really after you."  No wonder folks are jumpy now…every idle word may come back to get you!  (We know God will judge every idle word, but we  stand under his mercy; the world is not so nice!)

I read Mr. Bruni's columns with a strong check in my mind as he is also an open and advocating homosexual with what I call "a sodomite worldview" of many urbane liberalisms, but all humans are complex and I allow that he too has many parts to his humanity; God save him!  Here, as a regular editorialist for the NYTimes, I think he makes some good sense;  you be the judge—


http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/21/opinion/sunday/frank-bruni-sony-security-and-the-end-of-privacy.html

Hacking our Humanity by Frank Bruni

THERE’S a square in the upper right-hand corner of your computer keyboard that probably looks more banged up than it did a week or two ago. It’s the one marked “delete.” I’ll bet that you’ve been giving it a workout lately, pressing it hard and often, moving relentlessly backward over your emails, fretting and fussing and killing off nearly as many words as you birth. Are they open to misinterpretation? Is their tone too mischievous or meanspirited? Delete, delete, delete. Better safe than Sony’d.
And I’ll bet that it’s all been coming back to you and coming to a head: the invasive games that Facebook has played, the data that Uber holds, the alarms that Edward Snowden sounded, the flesh that Jennifer Lawrence flashed to more people than she ever intended. The Dear Leader is late to this wretched party, and the breach that his regime in North Korea apparently orchestrated is less revelation than confirmation. You can no longer assume that what’s meant to be seen by only one other individual won’t find its way to hundreds, thousands, even millions. That sort of privacy is a quaint relic.
The lesson here isn’t that Hollywood executives, producers, agents and stars must watch themselves. It isn’t to beware of totalitarian states. It’s to beware, period. If it isn’t a foreign nemesis monitoring and meddling with you, then it’s potentially a merchant examining your buying patterns, an employer trawling for signs of disloyalty or indolence, an acquaintance turned enemy, a random hacker with an amorphous grudge — or of course the federal government.
And while this spooky realization prompts better behavior in certain circumstances that call for it and is only a minor inconvenience in other instances, make no mistake: It’s a major loss. Those moments and nooks in life that permit you to be your messiest, stupidest, most heedless self? They’re quickly disappearing if not already gone. …  ...
***
Case in point!  Social media can get you tracked, identified, and psychoanalyzed or "shrunk" by a program algorithm, or by a group of do-gooders, OR by a do-badder, a stalker, or someone who might take pleasure in your personal pains, etc., and even promote your self-harm—Look at all the poor sad teens who have committed suicide over being bullied in online social media!

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/27/technology/risks-in-using-social-posts-to-spot-signs-of-distress.html?emc=edit_th_20141227&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Risks in Using Social Media to Spot Signs of Mental Distress
By NATASHA SINGER DEC. 26, 2014

The Samaritans, a well-known suicide-preventions groupin Britain, recently introduced a free web app that would alert users whenever someone they followed on Twitter posted worrisome phrases like “tired of being alone” or “hate myself.”
A week after the app was introduced on its website, more than 4,000 people had activated it, the Samaritans said, and those users were following nearly 1.9 million Twitter accounts, with no notification to those being monitored. But just about as quickly, the group faced an outcry from people who said the app, called Samaritans Radar, could identify and prey on the emotionally vulnerable — the very people the app was created to protect.
“A tool that ‘lets you know when your friends need support’ also lets you know when your stalking victim is vulnerable #SamaritansRadar,” a Briton named Sarah Brown posted on Twitter.  A week and a half after the app’s introduction, the Samaritans announced it was reconsidering the outreach program and disabled the app. … ...
***

I stay out of politics…Period...Unless it is to comment on biblical morality and like topics.  Before I moved to live in the realm of the Spirit and the Word, I had dumb-sheep-led viewpoints from all over the political spectrum;  raised right wing;  moved in youthful rebellion to the radical left wing, and tried also the center, center left, center right, etc. before opting out of the whole entrancement when I learned that God's Word alone is the path of truth.

For a long time, I would still vote as what I had still come to believe, as a Christian, was a moral duty in speaking to the world around me for a Christian worldview, but when the choice became between Obama and Romney, I finally quit even that, though I might again vote (but I doubt it as I feel the End of the Age is upon us, and it is probably irrelevant at this point).

But, I say all that to say this:  Sony is under judgment to have made mockery with the "satire" of a comedy about assassinating a living world leader.  I am no fan of the man.  If it is true, as reported, that he removed his own uncle and cronies from the Head of Intelligence for the country, and had them all thrown into a cage of hungry dogs to be torn apart and eaten alive, then he himself will spend an eternity having something similar happen to him over and over again forever.  May he repent before that happens.

BUT, we have no business in the meantime, suggesting, even as a comedy, that a living leader of a present world country be the butt of an "assassination joke."  This is disgusting, and if the official position of our country is to laugh off this satire, then will we certainly suffer a judgment for it along with Sony.   Maybe we already have and are.  We should apologize to North Korea for this insult to them as a nation.

By Saturday, and to update this, it is looking increasingly like North Korea did not commit the hack, and this leaves American pundits and government voices looking stupider than ever as they begin wiping the proverbial egg off their faces.  I am no fan of the evil North Korean state, but don't we have anything better to do?

***
Is high technology eating our brains?  Throw away your smart phone?  Are you getting your natural neural network replaced by an AI algorithm?

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/e6fa9024-86b6-11e4-9c2d-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3Mb49z2jC

Is the West clinically depressed?
***
Reading from Kindles and staring at smart phones in bed?   Might want to stop…if you value your sleep—

http://rt.com/news/217039-internet-study-sleep-ipads/
E-book insomnia: Kindles, iPads disrupt sleep patterns

Before discarding your dusty paperback books for their sleek electronic versions, consider that the bright light emitted from electronic handheld devices wreak havoc on the body’s natural sleep pattern.
Bibliophiles may have just scored a victory in the ongoing contest between ‘real’ books and their electronic equivalents, with scientists discovering that people who use an iPad or a Kindle before bed get less sleep. … ...
***
O, Lord, what next?  Many of us, who only by reason of birth are white Americans, see the death of Michael Brown as the unfortunate end of a large, tough, young man, who had just committed a belligerent robbery and then violently attacked a police officer.  On the other hand, no racial, societal, or economic perspective can justify in most fair minds the obvious choking to death of Eric Garner.  In my view, not only should the direct perpetrator be indicted, but also the other officers who helped drag this big, non-violent man down, like a pack of wolves.

But, what the result?  Again, spiritually, this last cop killer is, notably, named "Ishmael" though with a unique spelling, and spiritual watchers must have to wonder if the madness of jihad was upon him even if not directly in name.   He was anti-police, saying in a paraphrase, "You take down one of ours, we take two or yours.  Watch, world!"

What next?  Race war as the black community turns on the police?  God forbid, but I can understand the complaints of black men and the black community for the many assaults and targeting they have suffered.  But will one and then another of the diverse elements of our "melting pot culture" begin to break down into anarchy, chaos, and bloody mass murder?  It seems to be happening in many spheres.  As of Saturday morning, gangs of teens, hypnotized by social media stirrings have trashes several malls overnight nationwide.

What I believe the Spirit is instructing me:  Pray steadily for the protection of loved ones directly given under my conscious prayer coverage.  Lose all love for public events UNLESS AND EXCEPT the Lord the Holy Spirit is sending me on missions among the public. Watch and pray without ceasing, REALIZING THE TIMES, and not to take so much as a run to the grocery store for granted.  The pressure (tribulation) on people is pushing many into various forms of mental instability.  It's a media cliche by now, "He seemed so nice; who'da thought?"  Watch out even for road rage, and especially that you yourself don't get goaded into it.

This may be a time of "siege mentality" like the White House Staff fell prey to during the end of the Nixon administration, and NOW as these cops begin to stand back to back and set watches over even their police stations and patrol cars.  There is a spiritual way, without undue paranoia of flesh, to do this.   Says God through Isaiah:  "Come, my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about thee:  hide thyself at it were for a little moment, until the indignation be overpast." (26:20)

Mostly, this is a spiritual act more than a physical one, as remember the Amish schoolgirls murders, so that no amount of societal withdrawal can guarantee safety, but certainly let us watch and pray, seeking God's protection continually (pray daily, said the Lord Himself "to deliver us from evil.") and be busy about his work too.  Let us preach the gospel and testify in every opportunity, to every neighbor and public-met soul we can, and stand, for our offensive weapons, in the power of the Holy Spirit to back us up and protect us.


http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/22/nyregion/a-divided-city-mourns-the-deaths-of-two-officers.html?emc=edit_th_20141222&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
New York Police Add Precautions After Ambush
DEC. 21, 2014

The killings of two officers in Brooklyn on Saturday set off a bunker mentality across the department, as sentries were posted outside station houses and officers were barred from patrolling alone.
*
Institutional and political casualties?

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/22/nyregion/a-widening-rift-between-de-blasio-and-the-police-is-savagely-ripped-open.html?emc=edit_th_20141222&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

A Widening Rift Between de Blasio and the New York City Police Is Savagely Ripped Open
By MATT FLEGENHEIMER
The long-simmering tensions between Mayor Bill de Blasio and the Police Department he has pledged to reshape have reached an extraordinary nadir after two officers were killed.
***
Wired fully up, the new Cyborg You —
Haptics —  Feeling incoming messages; hearing inside your skull, your chest, your hand —

http://www.wired.com/2014/12/haptic-technology/
Soon Your Tech Will Talk to You Through Your Skin
		BY CLIVE THOMPSON   12.22.14 
		***
Beware of anti-christians —

forwarded from The Berean Call —
December 22, 2014
'THE ROB BELL SHOW' PREMIERES DAYS BEFORE CHRISTMAS [Excerpts]
 
Rob Bell, former megachurch pastor and bestselling author, will finally have his new self-help show premiere on the Oprah Winfrey Network next month, just a few days before Christmas.
 
A press release from OWN claims that on "The Rob Bell Show," the Christian author "shines a bright light on the topics we most want to talk about but don't know where to begin."
 
"The special focuses on the universal desire to create a life of meaning, hope, and joy -- making peace with your past, living and thriving in the present right here, right now," adds the press release. "Whether you're spiritual, cynical, religious, or not quite sure, Rob invites you into the questions, wrestling with what it all means and why we find spiritual topics so fascinating."
 
Bell, who joined Winfrey and several other hand-picked guests on the popular and influential media mogul's "Oprah's The Life You Want Weekend" multi-city tour, had released in May an announcement that he would start filming for the show.
Bell caused a stir in 2013 among some Christians when he declared that he was "for marriage ... for fidelity ... for love, whether it's a man and a woman, a woman and a woman, a man and a man." Years prior, after he published Love Wins in 2011, Bell fell out of favor with some prominent evangelical leaders, such as John Piper, who found his questioning of a literal, eternal hell contrary to orthodox Christian teachings on the afterlife.
 
http://www.christianpost.com/news/the-rob-bell-show-premieres-on-own-days-before-christmas-watch-preview-of-rock-star-pastors-new-self-help-program-130179/

[TBC: As we noted in a previous update (http://www.thebereancall.org/content/rob-bell-joins-oprah-winfrey-tour), Bell's teachings are complementary to Winfrey in their denial of the truth of Scripture. We first addressed Rob Bell's heresies in a December 2005 TBC review of Velvet Elvis. Although professing fidelity to Scripture, the content of both Velvet Elvis and Love Wins clearly denies the sufficiency of Scripture. "This is part of the problem with continually insisting that one of the absolutes of the Christian faith must be a belief that 'Scripture alone' is our guide. It sounds nice, but it is not true" (Bell, Velvet Elvis , p. 67). His denial of scriptural authority has turned him from God's specific revelation, and he must therefore look elsewhere for insights that only God can and has provided. In the end, he is leading others on a fruitless quest.]

***
A "carrot and stick approach" to health (life extension, eternal life?) through implants?  In the brief days ahead, we will see more and more human ills treated by cyborg implants.  Not exactly new as we have had pacemakers for years, but it may be that nearly every ill can be addressed by implants. I must admit some of this sounds good.  Why take drugs, when simple internal electrical pulses can tame pain?  Arthritis sufferers have also been using taped-on "TENS" units for years—to electrically/galvanically reduce pain.  How much easier a hygiene-sealed implant under the skin?  

How do we keep this from compromising our personal private integrity?  Make sure the implant can be turned on and off personally and at any time.  Make sure it has no other functions but the one desired, and that info on and in it cannot be uploaded or manipulated by external sources…without instance by instance informed consent and limitations of data uploaded. 

Yet, all this stuff makes the Mark of the Beast all that more predictable, and it will probably also evolve to be programmable/customizable to the person's needs, wishes, health needs, etc.  Yet, it will ultimately fail miserably, having some kind of interaction with the recipient that will produce insufferable sores, lesions, and skin eruptions…(Rev 16:2; cf. 9:5-6)

http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-families/health-news/hope-for-arthritis-sufferers-after-trial-electrical-implants-leave-some-patients-pain-free-9941001.html

Arthritis sufferers offered hope after electrical implants leave patients 'pain free'
***

Once again, a really good idea….and if I were an arm amputee, single or double, I would want this wonderful restoration of my mind's own driving of workable limbs.  But, what happens when this stuff gets used to build "super-soldiers," themselves as much machine as man, and even the biological part being perhaps a soulless hybrid of human flesh, courtesy of transgenics, without human soul?

WATCH THE VIDEO!

http://www.gizmag.com/double-amputee-mind-controlled-prosthetics/35321/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=5d6de3cd9b-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-5d6de3cd9b-91592265
ROBOTICS
Double amputee controls two prosthetic arms at once, using his mind
Researchers at the John Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) have successfully tested bilateral shoulder-level prosthetics, allowing a test subject to perform complex tasks using both arms simultaneously. The tests indicate that the system is quick to learn, and it could one day drastically alter the lives of shoulder-level amputees.
For most of us, simple tasks like drinking a cup of coffee or using a vending machine don’t present any problems. But for people like Leslie Baugh, who lost both his arms in an electrical accident some 40 years ago, they can be simply impossible. The research and development of advanced prosthetics, such as those in this study, aims to change this, and has the potential to truly transform people’s lives.
In order for the technology to work, Mr. Baugh was first required to undergo a treatment known as targeted muscle reinnervation, designed to reassign nerves that once controlled the amputated limb. Following the treatment, the team used pattern recognition software to isolate individual contracting muscles, studying the communication between them, as well as the frequency and amplitude of the nerve impulses. That information was then translated into specific movements in the prostheses. … …
***
CHRISTMAS DAY HEADLINES
***
As, I've been saying — "Enjoy it while you can, cheap gas, that it," but it may set off geopolitical earthquakes in 2015.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/25/world/europe/oils-swift-fall-raises-fortunes-of-us-abroad.html?emc=edit_th_20141225&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

Oil’s Swift Fall Raises Fortunes of U.S. Abroad
DEC. 24, 2014


BRUSSELS — A plunge in oil prices has sent tremors through the global political and economic order, setting off an abrupt shift in fortunes that has bolstered the interests of the United States and pushed several big oil-exporting nations — particularly those hostile to the West, like Russian, Iran and Venezuela — to the brink of financial crisis.
The nearly 50 percent decline in oil prices since June has had the most conspicuous impact on the Russian economy and President Vladimir V. Putin.  The former finance minister Aleksei L. Kudrin, a longtime friend of Mr. Putin’s, warned this week of a “full-blown economic crisis” and called for better relations with Europe and the United States.
But the ripple effects are spreading much more broadly than that. The price plunge may also influence Iran’s deliberations over whether to agree to a deal on its nuclear program with the West; force the oil-rich nations of the Middle East to reassess their role in managing global supply; and give a boost to the economies of the biggest oil-consuming nations, notably the United States and China. … …

***
"The First Church of the Damned Fools"
Contrary to what I have long heard, the author claims Unitarian/Universalism had its miscarried birth in Europe.  I have always heard that it was the first apostasy among the Yankee Puritans after they had formalized as the Congregationalists.  Vermont is full of it, having been one of the first successful outposts after the Boston-founded apostasy.

I was an atheist until God called me in Christ so I pray the he will rescue many from this proud and damned "freethinking."  If he can lift Paul out of opposing God while claiming to serve him than he can save atheists too!

READ THE WHOLE STORY OF THESE SAD TWITS AT THE LINK—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/25/opinion/religion-without-god.html
 CONTRIBUTING OP-ED WRITER
Religion Without God

THIS Christmas our family will go to church. The service is held in a beautiful old church in the charming town of Walpole, N.H., just over the border from Vermont. The Lord’s Prayer hangs on the wall behind the sanctuary. A lectern rises above the nave to let the pastor look down on his flock. The pews and the side stalls have the stern, pure lineaments suited to the Colonial congregation that once came to church to face God.
Except that this church is Unitarian. Unitarianism emerged in early modern Europe from those who rejected a Trinitarian theology in preference for the doctrine that God was one. By the 19th century, however, the Unitarian church had become a place for intellectuals who were skeptical of belief claims but who wanted to hang on to faith in some manner. Charles Darwin, for example, turned to Unitarians as he struggled with his growing doubt. My mother is the daughter of a Baptist pastor and the black sheep, theologically speaking, of her family. She wants to go to church, but she is not quite sure whether she wants God. The modern Unitarian Universalist Association’s statement of principles does not mention God at all.
As it happens, this kind of God-neutral faith is growing rapidly, in many cases with even less role for God than among Unitarians. Atheist services have sprung up around the country, even in the Bible Belt.
Many of them are connected to Sunday Assembly, which was founded in Britain by two comedians, Sanderson Jones and Pippa Evans. They are avowed atheists. Yet they have created a movement that draws thousands of people to events with music, sermons, readings, reflections and (to judge by photos) even the waving of upraised hands. There are nearly 200 Sunday Assembly gatherings worldwide. A gathering in Los Angeles last year attracted hundreds of participants. … …

***
At the bottom of this piece about government persecution of Chinese churches, I found this video (without a separate link of its own) of Benjamin Netanyahu giving a hearty Christmas blessing to Christians.  Though somewhat of a political piece about Israeli tolerance,  I found it interesting and blessing.  See what you think: 

http://news.yahoo.com/china-tightens-church-control-ahead-christmas-010328324.html;_ylt=AwrBJR7UyJxUkj0Ac9LQtDMD
***



*************************
21 December   "God rest ye merry" this Advent Season.  God came for us!

Saints,

The slaughter on all sides continues this week with daily or more-than-daily mass murders in western society, some by jidhadists, some just by people going mad.  And the toll in the Middle East, Pakistan, Africa is terrible.  At Armageddon the blood will run as deep as the horses's bridles for 200 miles down to the Mediterranean Sea, but it would seem the opening springs are welling up now.  Yet so many who profess Christ are "asleep in the light,." busy with their lives and churchianity, but Christ has called his disciples to watch and pray.  Let us not be found as the foolish virgins of Matthew 25 who missed the wedding feast, but let us be found as the ones who kept their lamps ready and supplied — filled with the Holy Spirit — so that we may answer the midnight call and enter into the joy of the Lord and the blessing of the marriage supper of the Lamb, a bride who has made herself ready.

God keep you day to day and hour to hour in this week.  "What I say unto you, I say unto all, watch"!

***
Ho Hum.  Our present Mars Rover discovers "methane belches" on Mars.  Methane is usually said to be produced from the decay of organic matter — LIfe.  But the article caveats that, saying methane may sometimes be derived inorganically.  From there, we jump to "the billions and zillions of years talk" and that Martian water and signs of life may be only the deposits of meteoric, asteroid and comet collision in said fabulous antiquities.

Meanwhile, why will no Rover be sent on a merely photographic mission to the Plain of Cydonia where analytical programs have found strong statistical evidence for artificial structures, where, as well, the structures themselves are found: the sphinx face, the five-sided pyramid, the long geometric outlays of (city?) lines, the amazing Martian tubes (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXQum0t3ZiA), etc. are found?

In the last mere decade plus, we have begun finding exoplanets right and left.  We have also discovered that there are vast bodies of water flung in the remote vastnesses of space—"He divided the waters above the firmament from the waters below the firmament," and the Lord tells us (Luke 21:25-26) that near the time of the end great and upsetting and fear-causing signs will be found in the heavens.  It will not be much longer now until great truths being revealed will upset many secular ideas of evolution, geologic time, cosmology, etc. 

NASA, what are you hiding?  (Russia tried within the last year or so to launch an investigative mission to examine the moons of Mars, Phobos (fear) and Demos (demons), which are so thin in radio wave probbed density that they could be hollow ships in orbit.   This has been discredited by some science cynics, but their orbits interact with the sight lines from Cydonia in marvelous and mysterious ways.  The Russian mission did not make it out of Earth orbit before a catastrophic failure — as though a divine hand batted it away, with a "not quite yet.")

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/17/science/a-new-clue-in-the-search-for-life-on-mars.html?emc=edit_th_20141217&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

‘A Great Moment’: Rover Finds Clue That Mars May Harbor Life
By KENNETH CHANG DEC. 16, 2014

SAN FRANCISCO — Life on Mars? Today? The notion may not be so far-fetched after all.
A year after reporting that NASA’s Curiosity rover had found no evidence of methane gas on Mars, all but dashing hopes that organisms might be living there now, scientists reversed themselves on Tuesday.
Curiosity has now recorded a burst of methane that lasted at least two months.
For now, scientists have just two possible explanations for the methane. One is that it is the waste product of certain living microbes.
“It is one of the few hypotheses that we can propose that we must consider as we go forward,” said John P. Grotzinger, the mission’s project scientist.
The scientists also reported that for the first time, they had confirmed the presence of carbon-based organic molecules in a rock sample. The so-called organics are not direct signs of life, past or present, but they lend weight to the possibility that Mars had the ingredients required for life, and may even still have them.
“This is really a great moment for the mission,” Dr. Grotzinger told a news conference here at the fall meeting of the American Geophysical Union. … ...
***
Speaking of Russia, this same edition of the NYTimes, notes the Ruble's sudden slide.  What might a wounded bear do?  They are highly unpredictable but often attack suddenly and ferociously...

As the Ruble Swoons, Russians Desperately Shop
By NEIL MacFARQUHAR and  ANDREW E. KRAMER DEC. 16, 2014

MOSCOW — Russia faced a snowballing currency crisis on Tuesday that prompted an unusual outburst of public bickering among some top presidential allies, as President Vladimir V. Putin struggled to tame events that had the potential to wreck his reputation as the leader who brought stability and prosperity to this country.
Even a middle-of-the-night increase in interest rates to 17 percent failed to reverse the slide of the ruble, as panicked investors drove the currency past 80 to the dollar, a historic low, before it rebounded late in the day to 68. The ruble has lost 50 percent of its value since the beginning of the year. Russian consumers afraid of losing their savings, as happened in a financial crisis in 1998, flooded stores, rushing to dump rubles that seemed to shrink in worth by the minute. … ...
***
I reported in an earlier blog that ISIS has destroyed the traditional site, but a site revered in long antiquity, of the tomb of the prophet Jonah in Nineveh, present Mosul.  But now I see they have also destroyed a Muslim tomb honoring Daniel in ancient Susa or Shushan, the winter palace and retreat of the Kings of Babylon and of the succeeding Medes and Persians who retreated there from Babylon in the winter months.  Daniel received visions while carried to the palace of Shushan, beside the River Ulai, which was first known as the River Gihon which helped water Eden.  For interesting cultural history and traditions surrounding Daniel's burial, his bones, casket, and site over the centuries, surf "the tomb of Daniel." 
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/183392#.VJG7aRb7KiZ
ISIS Destroys Tombs of Biblical Prophets Jonah, Daniel
Eyewitnesses claim ISIS rigged both tombs with explosives, despite the fact that both prophets are considered holy to Muslims.



***
"As in the days of Noah…"  The public beginnings of human hybridizing…always sounds so good at the beginning, "for a good cause," but is this one of the beginnings of "all flesh had corrupted its way upon the earth"  as in the days of Noah when the evil Nephilim "corrupted" humanity, before the Flood?
What creatures God may not or will not give soul and spirit to, the other side may supply.  Note the term "unclean spirit" in the New Testament and compare it to "all flesh had corrupted his way upon the earth," in Genesis.  All we need to know for sure is that we are in war against evil and evil spirits, but it may also be that some of these spirits were "created" by the hybridizing between angels and humans, called Nephilim in Genesis.  It would seem that not all possessions are by fallen angels, but many demons and "unclean spirits" may be by leftovers from their twisted experiments in the company of evil men ("mad scientists"), bent on perverting God's Creation together.  Will these creations truly be human?  When will the line be crossed? :

https://uk.news.yahoo.com/uk-proposes-rules-embryos-made-3-people-150947052.html#xRg27QO

UK proposes rules for embryos made from 3 people
LONDON (AP) — New rules proposed in Britain would make it the first country to allow embryos to be made from the DNA of three people in order to prevent mothers from passing on potentially fatal genetic diseases to their babies. … ...



*************************
16 December

Saints,

Said NBC's anchor Brian Williams tonight…of multiple horrors all over the world…"and it's only Tuesday."

The ex-Marine —full of PTSD?— was found in the woods today, dead by his own hand after eliciting a manhunt yesterday for killing his ex-wife and five of her relatives over a terrible custody battle they were going through…and right behind, today's...

World wide madness — The assault on children.  Unfortunately, it is not only insane jihadists, as here, below, TODAY,  and also with the slavery/kidnapping of the African girl students, but the madness is also in the States.  Columbine is now ancient history, but, according to a recent report there have been 75 gun-related school incidents in the US just since Sandy Hook, which just had, in these last few days, the remembrance of its two year anniversary.  Today's assault makes history on the Sydney massacre by another insane jihadist, and was that just yesterday?

I must send off this blog update for watchers now before the news gets any fuller.  God keep his people watchful, prayerful, and protected.


http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/pakistan-school-massacre/pakistan-school-attack-taliban-militants-kill-more-140-peshawar-n269011
Pakistan School Attack: Taliban Militants Kill More Than 140 in Peshawar
BY MUSHTAQ YUSUFZAI, WAJAHAT S. KHAN, F. BRINLEY BRUTON AND ALASTAIR JAMIESON
PESHAWAR, Pakistan —Taliban militants laid siege to a Pakistan school in a brazen hours-long attack on Tuesday, killing more than 130 children in an atrocity condemned by the White House as "heinous" and "horrific."
More than eight hours after uniformed militants struck the school, the Pakistani military said the assault was finally over. Shortly thereafter, another loud explosion was heard in the city. It was not immediately clear where the explosion originated or what it was caused by.
Maj. Gen. Asim Bajwa, a military spokesman, told NBC News that at least 132 children were killed in the attack, along with 10 staff from the school — including the principal. Seven militants were killed, he added.
"They didn't take any hostages initially and started firing in the hall," Bajwa also told a press conference, according to Reuters.
At a hospital near the school, blood stained the floors. Crying relatives roamed the wards and searched operating rooms, desperately searching for their sons and daughters.
***
Serious issues with semantics—

You cannot be "a gay Christian."  This is an oxymoron, a contradiction in terms.  Let's look at the subject.  Neither can you be a Christian dedicated to or advocating adultery, fornication, murder, or even theft or tax evasion. How about "The Christian Murderers Society" for those who "just cannot genetically help themselves and need to murder"?  You see, it just doesn't parse.  Like them, homosexuality is declared to be sin by God.  No one walking in and pursuing sin can be allowed into Heaven but will be cast into Hell.

We all suffer many kinds of temptations and often fall short, but the converted Christian at least agrees with God and heads and turns away from the faults of his sin nature.

It should however be noted that not every Christian has to fit the mold of a mom and dad and the kids family life.  Some people have little to no sex drive.  Some people prefer singleness, a choose-able option that can be righteous; some people serve God by forgoing standard relationships and choosing celibacy.  These people should not let the homosexual proselytizers tell them they are "gay."  It is even very much acceptable to God that we all love one another.  It is right and proper for brother to love brother and sister to love sister and for us all to love one another, even warmly and affectionately.  It is even acceptable and maybe profitable for those who have little gender need to form societies of men only or women only like the societies of early monks and nuns, for the purpose of human interaction and care that is still needed by nearly every individual to varying degrees. But, it is NOT ok, but is sin, for people to engage in sexual activity within the same gender.  God forbids this.  We must always be careful to separate love and sex.  They are not the same thing.  When we "love from a pure heart fervently" we would never lead another person into a sexual sin.  This is not love, for we are contributing to the destruction of that person's soul.

Therefore, the following article must be seen as yet more propaganda by the sodomite agenda.  People are not "born gay" and then elect celibacy to be called Christian and yet "gay."  The terms are irreconcilable.  But, yes, we are all born in original sin which can manifest in myriad ways, but the converted Christian must say of all of them, "I was that, before Christ, but now I am not that, even though that may be a temptation or a weakness to me"--drug use, alcohol, thievery, homosexuality, whatever it may be.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/gay-christians-choosing-celibacy-emerge-from-the-shadows/2014/12/13/51c73aea-6ab2-11e4-9fb4-a622dae742a2_story.html

Gay Christians choosing celibacy emerge from the shadows
Despite encountering criticism, the LGBT community is finding greater acceptance, even in religious circles...
***
A "one hundred year reserve" of natural gas is now tapped by a platform named for Tamar off the coast of Israel.  Near it, lays another area of reserve named "Leviathan," which may be much bigger.  No one yet knows.  Israel has previously been dry of the energy reserves found in Saudi Arabia and other parts of the Middle East, but now it has found huge reserves, enough to be selling to the Arab countries of Egypt, Jordan, and even for the Gaza Strip, etc.
Meanwhile, falling world oil prices, sanctions over the Ukraine, pipeline troubles, etc. are putting great pressure on Russia's sales and production.  Hal Lindsey used to quote that Rosh (Russia) would come down to take a spoil, and "the spoil was oil."  But, Israel had none at that time. Now, with huge energy reserves, it has the equivalent of oil.  Will this be a part of "the hook in the jaw" that will draw Russia and her allies down against Israel in the Great Battle of World War 3 when they attack Israel and God Himself annihilates them?  (chapters 38 and 39)

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/15/business/energy-environment/israels-natural-gas-supply-offers-lifeline-for-peace.html?emc=edit_th_20141215&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Israel’s Gas Offers Lifeline for Peace
By STANLEY REED and CLIFFORD KRAUSS DEC. 14, 2014

THE TAMAR PLATFORM, Israel — Alarms rang out across the Tamar natural gas platform off the coast of Israel.
The Israeli navy had detected smoky signs that a rocket might have been fired by Hamas from the shores of Gaza. As a voice over the loudspeaker warned to take cover, the crew raced up the metal stairs to a small gym that doubles as an air raid shelter.
It turned out to be a false alarm.
Natural gas is both a geopolitical tool and a target in Israel, where a newfound bonanza of resources has the potential to improve ties with energy-hungry Egypt, Jordan and even the Palestinian Authority. … …
**
An Opinion piece later in the same Monday, by Paul Krugman of the New York Times—
What I see, I see as one looking into the Scriptures; he sees as a worldly wise pundit, a leading voice in the New York Times
—  lead and pertinent excerpt:
http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/12/14/petrothoughts/?_r=0
Petrothoughts
DECEMBER 14, 2014

Just leaving a conference in Dubai, and thinking about oil prices. (A lot of the conference was actually about geopolitics, and I don’t want to think about the quite grim stuff from that end.) So, some not especially organized notes. … ...

"…My other thought is that Venezuela-with-nukes (Russia) keeps looking more vulnerable to crisis. Long-term interest rates at almost 13 percent, a plunging currency, and a lot of private-sector institutions with large foreign-currency debts. You might imagine that large foreign exchange reserves would allow the government to bail out those in trouble, but the markets evidently don’t think so. This is starting to look very serious.
And now the joy of trying to sleep on a very long flight…"
***
Will the real Jesus please stand up?  "Many false Christ shall appear, and shall deceive many."
forwarded from The Berean Call—
http://www.crosswalk.com/blogs/christian-trends/yes-jesus-did-care-about-correct-doctrine-and-so-should-we.html

YES, JESUS DID CARE ABOUT CORRECT DOCTRINE, AND SO SHOULD WE [Excerpts]  
 
At HuffPost's Religion Blog, author Mick Mooney recently posted a popular article with the intriguing title "Jesus Didn't Care About Correct Doctrine, and Neither Should We." Mooney's title hardly squares with the actual... well, Bible, but he does make a valid point: Christians need to befriend people in every social sphere.
 
Christians who constantly isolate themselves from non-Christians are-plain and simple-not following Jesus.
 
Yes, Jesus enjoyed people from all walks of life. He healed them, hung out with them, and-lest we forget-He also taught them. He knew His beliefs were 100% true. So, He invited everyone to join Him in His accurate view of God, man, sin, salvation, angels, the church, and last things-that's doctrine. Doctrine has the unfortunate reputation of being dry, dusty, and divisive. But when Jesus said "The Scripture cannot be broken" in John 10:35, He was expressing His commitment to the foundational doctrine of Scripture's inerrancy.  
 
When Jesus stood before Pilate and summarized His life's mission, He didn't say He came to befriend everyone. He said: "To this end was I born, and for this cause came I into the world, that I should bear witness unto the truth. Every one that is of the truth heareth my voice" (John 18:37).  
 
It's tempting to take a few bits of information here and there that we like about Jesus and make Him into someone we want. But it's far better and more authentic to embrace the record Jesus left about Himself in the New Testament.

***
Seems wonderfully surreal, doesn't it?  The price of gas dropping like a lead balloon!  Enjoy it while we can.  It may be a harbinger of economic disaster and geopolitical chaos in 2015.  Many indicators, pundits, and people selling books and videos are causing a widespread wringing of hands.  "The Man on the Street" in America (and Europe,etc.) has yet to be convinced that the Great Recession of '08 is over, and this in spite of constant government and media assurances that all is ok.  The "crash of '15," if it occurs may toll the end of the present world order with wars, chaos, and anarchy at hand.
Thanks be to God we know the One that will "destroy them which destroy the earth."  (Rev. 11:18).  Consequently, let us be wise and watch and pray.
http://www.centnews.com/Business/Plunging-oil-to-spark-more-global-tensions-in-2015/S-2014-12-16/109139.html
Plunging oil 'to spark more global tensions' in 2015
United Kingdom - The oil market faces an uncertain outlook in 2015 as tumbling prices resulting from global oversupply stoke geopolitical tensions in key producers of crude, analysts say.Oil prices have lost around half their value since June, punished by abundant supplies, a stronger dollar and weak demand in the faltering world economy. … ...
***
If you've studied the prophecies of "the revived Roman Empire," here's a detail note, just happening now.  Also, this thinking speaks spiritually as a prelude to the scorpion-like demonic inventions/transgenic horrors(?) that come like locust hordes, up out of the bottomless pit, the Abyss, in Revelation 9:1-11.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2875968/ISIS-using-bombs-containing-live-SCORPIONS-effort-spread-panic-tactic-used-2-000-years-ago-against-Romans.html
ISIS using bombs containing live SCORPIONS in effort to spread panic, in tactic used 2,000 years ago against Romans 
Canisters packed with the creatures are being blasted into Iraqi towns
They do not cause mass causalities but have serious psychological impact
The tactic was first used by Iraqis in the desert city of Hatra in 198-199AD
They would pack clay pots full of scorpions and hurl them at Roman armies



*************************
14 December

for more: ntfellowship.net.  See fellowship note at bottom—

Saints,

Earth colliding asteroids, as we call them now, are mentioned no less than nine times in the Book of Revelation.  There may well be a whole "rain" of them in the Tribulation Period.  Two individual strikes are mentioned right together in chapter 8, verses 8 to 11 when the second and third angels of the "Seal Judgments" sound.  The first huge asteroid, sent by the second angel, is said to be (the size of) "a great mountain burning with fire" that falls into the sea, turning 1/3 of the world's seas into blood.  Could this be the entire Pacific basin?  The result of this strike is the death of 1/3 of all sea life and the destruction of 1/3 of all mankind's ships.  The second strike, by the third angel,  is said to be "a great star (which fell) from heaven, burning as (if) it were a lamp," which poisons 1/3 of the Earth's fresh water with a killing bitterness named Wormwood.  Wormwood is also what Absinthe is made from, a potent, bitter, psychedelic liquor and numbing drug, which may also have been of the same painkilling herbs or drugs offered to the Lord on the Cross, which, tasting of it, he then refused.

While some asteroids have hit Earth occasionally, today's culture and "zeitgeist" can't get enough of thinking about them, planning to beat them—UN and NASA conferences, hollywood flicks, etc.  Could we simply be being prepared for the onslaught of them in the Tribulation period?…both by God's warning and also by the devil numbing the populace by media overexposure? the overall "zeitgeist" of them?  Interesting to watch and see:

http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Europe/2014/1208/Russian-scientist-spies-mountain-sized-asteroid-heading-our-way
Russian scientist spies mountain-sized asteroid heading our way

In a video posted online Sunday,  astrophysicist Vladimir Lipunov says the newly discovered asteroid could collide with Earth during its three-year orbital cycle. A giant meteor exploded over a Russian city in 2013. 

***
The "Trans-human," or, better, "Post-human" era continues to dawn, and, oh, the problems—

I have no beef with co-education classrooms--within a Christian moral context--where gender is respected, an old fashioned view at this point.  But separating gender in a world completely charged with immorality and the encouragement of promiscuity, often in the name of diversity and political correctness?  It is interesting how separating the genders for appropriate occasions and venues begins to recommend itself again, even to the liberal "diversity freaks"--to help sort out the mess they find themselves in.

The "college epidemic of rape" is due to the collapse of morality and respect for gender and one's fellow humans in their roles, trials, and difficulties.  The so-called progressive would rather solve this by chemical castration and pharmacological somnolent suppression of gender and proper sexual desire than to do anything so "politically incorrect" as teaching distinct gender roles and respect.  

It is amazing how stupid smart people can become when entranced by political correctness. Why are our soldiers depressed, suicidal, disoriented?  Because the political powers are dehumanizing them.  You can't require a soldier, pumped in masculinity, to have female soldiers showering and sleeping near him or with him--in the same quarters, platoons, etc…and not have trouble arising.  Women do not belong in the men's military. It is so OBVIOUS, but I am committing HORRENDOUS POLITICAL INCORRECTNESS to even say it! There was little problem when WACS and WAVES had separate quarters, off-limits to men, and moral oversight and rules for both genders, demanding they respect one another.  But now, the PC crowd would rather work for genderless, chemically-altered, cyborged super-soldiers for their transhumanist end to humanity.  They will burn in hell unless they repent of this wickedness.  You can't destroy God's designs without huge ramifications.


http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/09/opinion/creating-separate-classes-for-boys-and-girls.html?src=twr

Creating Separate Classes for Boys and Girls
Readers discuss the social and academic effects of a new trend toward single-sex classrooms.
***
forwarded from The Berean Call—
December 9, 2014

We live in perhaps the most crucial age of history since the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus.... Our job is enormous. This is not a time to twiddle our thumbs. This is a time to pray.  
 
--Roger Peugh (Longtime missionary to Germany and Brethren Bible School teacher)
***
"Cli-Fi" (Climate Fiction), a new genre of climate disaster movies.  Seems just about everyone, at least in Western culture, knows, fears, or surmises that we are running out of options, that the Age is indeed ending.  This may be one way that God or his angels are instructing and speaking to the mind of humankind that the Time is drawing near.  The thought of Apocalypse, no where left to go, and no more time to do it, runs through every mind.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/10/opinion/what-interstellar-and-snowpiercer-got-wrong.html?src=twr&_r=0

Climate Fiction Fantasy
What 'Interstellar' and 'Snowpiercer' Got Wrong

***
via Drudge—
Humanoid robot's slow development bypassed by animal, here fish, robotics.  Soon, nowhere Big Brother can't see?

http://hamptonroads.com/2014/12/navy-spy-fish-could-be-operational-next-year
Navy spy "fish" could be operational next year

***
via InfoWars—

http://www.infowars.com/congress-passes-bill-which-grants-unlimited-access-to-communications-of-every-american/
CONGRESS PASSES BILL WHICH GRANTS “UNLIMITED ACCESS TO COMMUNICATIONS OF EVERY AMERICAN”
Amash labels legislation "most egregious I've encountered"

According to Congressman Justin Amash, Congress just passed a bill which grants the government and law enforcement “unlimited access to the communications of every American”.
When the Michigan lawmaker discovered that the Intelligence Authorization Act for FY 2015 had been amended with a provision that authorizes “the acquisition, retention, and dissemination” of all communications data from U.S. citizens, he desperately attempted to organize a roll call vote on the bill.
However, the legislation was passed yesterday 325-100 via a voice vote, a green light for what Amash describes as “one of the most egregious sections of law I’ve encountered during my time as a representative”.
The bill allows the private communications of Americans to be scooped up without a court order and then transferred to law enforcement for criminal investigations.
The legislation effectively codifies and legalizes mass warrantless NSA surveillance on the American people, with barely a whimper of debate. … …
***
We know that a blindness fell on us when mankind sinned and the Fall occurred.  We can no longer know God personally, as was his intention, without the way of Faith that he has revealed in his Word from the prophets of the Old Testament to the revelation of Christ Jesus the Savior in the New Testament.  Any knowledge we may find out about all of the Great Creation points toward God the Creator, but the same knowledge can be used for unbelief too.  God has hidden himself beyond knowledge, and yet knowledge testifies of him.  We cannot "compass God about," which would make us try to be his equal, by the mere discoveries of knowledge.  Yet, for those who will believe his testimony by faith (not an irrational thing, but with many facts, histories, and testimonies given--finally revealed completely in his Son), He continually manifests his glory and his ways in his great Creation---from the design intricacies of DNA to the whole of the material universe and the testimony of other universes and dimensions peopled by his "hosts of heaven," ETC!  What an Awesome Being we are made by and called by to be his friends!
http://y-jesus.com/more/science-christianity-compatible/?gclid=CL2i_fi0w8ICFS0Q7Aod1X8A1g
Has Science Discovered God?
Einstein didn’t believe it was possible.
Stephen Hawking said it might be the greatest scientific discovery of all time.
What discovery has baffled the greatest scientific minds of the past century, and why has it caused them to rethink the origin of our universe? New, more powerful, telescopes have revealed mysteries about our universe that have raised new questions about the origin of life.
Has science discovered God?
But wait a minute! Hasn’t science proven we don’t need God to explain the universe? Lightning, earthquakes and even babies used to be explained as acts of God. But now we know better. What is it about this discovery that is so fundamentally different, and why has it stunned the scientific world?
This discovery and what molecular biologists have learned about the sophisticated coding within DNA have many scientists now admitting that the universe appears to be part of a grand design.
One cosmologist put it this way: “Many scientists, when they admit their views, incline toward the teleological or design argument.”
Surprisingly, many scientists who are talking about God have no religious belief whatsoever.
So, what are these stunning discoveries that have scientists suddenly speaking of God? Three revolutionary discoveries from the fields of astronomy and molecular biology stand out:
1. The universe had a beginning
2. The universe is just right for life
3. DNA coding reveals intelligence
The statements leading scientists have made about these discoveries may shock you. Let’s take a look. … ...
***
Now, you can both live and die in "the Matrix," your body in a deep sleep while machines tend bodily function.  Why wake up? … just die there too!  One problem not noticed is that with so much deep rest, some bodies may return to health…like the hearts that have unexpectedly healed themselves when an artificial heart pump assistant has been put in beside them.  Then what?
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/france/11290282/French-parliament-prepares-new-end-of-life-legislation.html
French parliament prepares new end-of-life legislation
French parliament to debate a draft law that will give doctors in France the right to put terminally-ill patients into a deep sleep until they die

Doctors in France will have the right to put terminally-ill patients into a deep sleep until they die, under plans unveiled on Friday that reignited a national debate on euthanasia.
Apart from Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, few countries in the world explicitly permit euthanasia or assisted suicide.

In France, a 2005 law permits "passive euthanasia", where a person causes death by withholding or withdrawing treatment that is necessary to maintain life.

The proposals by two MPs – one from the ruling Socialists, the other from the opposition UMP – go a step further, as they allow doctors to couple passive euthanasia with "deep and continuous sedation" for terminally-ill patients who are conscious and whose treatment is not working or for those who decide to stop taking medication.

Patients who are not able to make decisions could in certain circumstances also be placed into deep, permanent sleep. … ...
***

Well, let's see.  No more cows for mass consumption of meat and dairy as their massed flatulence is raising greenhouse gases globally.  Actually, no more animal foods as this "exploits" our animal brethren who are now being granted "human rights."  No more energy generation:  CO2, ditto.  Can't burn your paper trash or have barbecue campfires in the backyard, and maybe we will have to stop heating our homes for the same reasons.  Welcome to the "New Dark Ages," literally.  Better hunt out a cave, and get your bows and arrows ready (not for hunting though), but even shooting bullets could add to the greenhouse gases, but is it politically correct to defend yourself and your family?  Maybe just better roll over and die?

Yes, we need to be stewards of the planet, but as usual, we stagger from one excess to the other.  It is only the Lord who will finally put an end to it:  Revelation 11:18:  …he will "destroy them which destroy the earth."

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/14a47e1a65968e20

New York Times Breaking News Alert, Sunday morning, the 14th—

Breaking News:  Climate Deal Would Commit Every Nation to Limiting Emissions

Negotiators from around the globe on Sunday morning reached a climate change agreement that would, for the first time in history, commit every nation to reducing its rate of greenhouse gas emissions — yet would still fall far short of what is needed to stave off the dangerous and costly early impacts of global warming.
The agreement reached by delegates from the world’s 196 countries establishes a framework for a climate change accord to be signed by world leaders in Paris next year. While United Nations officials had been scheduled to release the plan on Friday at noon, longstanding divisions between rich and poor countries kept them wrangling through Friday and Saturday nights to early Sunday.
The agreement requires every nation to put forward, over the next six months, a detailed domestic policy plan to limit its emissions of planet-warming greenhouse gases from burning coal, gas and oil. Those plans, which would be published on a United Nations website, would form the basis of the accord to be signed next December and enacted by 2020. … ...

***
for more:  ntfellowship.net

Saints, over the last few months, we have had the fellowship of readers from states coast to coast and the District of Colombia, but also from 54 countries!  I have recognized that this little newsletter meant for a small collection of friends, brethren, and colleagues is being used by God as a mission…thanks to the powers of the internet…which, like anything else he chooses, he can use!  I have made no effort to go beyond my first mailing list, but the Lord seems to have other plans.  In the period of time monitored, our readership in South America surpasses even our US readership.  We rejoice in the saints spread from Brazil and Chile, etc. to Australia and South Africa, from Tunisia to Singapore, Slovenia, to Russia and Georgia, to some other countries where we were showing up but may now be blocked.  Let God be God.  We are glad for the fellowship of watching saints around the globe and happy to correspond as we are able.  The Lord keep you!  Maranatha!

*************************
7 December (Anniversary of Pearl Harbor)

Saints,

Be careful not to abandon "the blessed hope" (Titus, 2:11-15), the doctrine of the Rapture.  It is plain Bible teaching:  1 Thes. 4:13-18; I Cor. 15:51-52 ; Luke 21:36; Revelation 3:10 and others.  

Stumbling over "pre-trib" issues? charges of escapism?  of leaving the saints unprepared for tribulation and persecution, etc?  Fine!  Don't call it pre-trib, call it "the doctrine of imminent return."  Jesus told his disciples over and over again to be always on the watch for his return for them if they wanted to go with him;  the apostles echoed this also.  Yet his Second Coming is not always imminent, but will not occur until 3 1/2 years after the "abomination of desolation" when the antichrist sits down on the mercy seat in the Holy of Holies of the rebuilt Temple.  The Second Coming is NOT imminent, but will come at an appointed time at the end of the Tribulation to end the slaughter of the Battle of Armageddon and to End the Age and bring in the new Age of the Messiah's direct reign on the Earth, the Millennium.  But the Lord tells his disciples to be watching at all times for his catching up of his people.  The Rapture and the Second Coming are clearly separate events; one scheduled perfectly, and we are told the schedule; one, always imminent.  Said Jesus, "What I say unto you (the disciples present with him at that moment), I say unto ALL (my followers of all epochs in the overall church and church age), WATCH!   Mark 13:37

"Be careful that your hearts be not overcharged with surfeiting…and the cares of this life, lest that day come upon you unawares, for as a snare shall it come upon all that dwell upon the earth."  (see Luke 21:34)

Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I will also keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth."  Rev. 3:10


***
From friend John's email ministry—

Thy word is a lamp unto my feet
And a light unto my path.
– Psalm 119:105

So great is my veneration for the Bible that the earlier my children begin to read it the more confident will be my hope that they will prove useful citizens of their country and respectable members of society.

I have for many years made it a practice to read through the Bible once every year.

– John Quincy Adams

***

Are we ready to do the same as these little ones?  God help us, we are weak and always need the faith of little children—

http://myocn.net/before-being-killed-children-told-isis-no-we-love-jesus/
Before Being Killed, Children Told ISIS: ‘No, We Love Jesus’
Andrew White, an Anglican priest known as the “Vicar of Baghdad,” has seen violence and persecution against Christians unprecedented in recent decades.

In the video embedded below, he recounts the story of Iraqi Christian children who were told by ISIS militants to convert to Islam or be killed. Their response? “No, We Love Yeshua (Jesus).”… …
***
With rumors/urban legends that half-ape half-human hybrids have been brought to birth as prototype super soldiers, themselves Nephilim, here's an open story of the beginnings of human/animal hybrids, the very doctrines of the Nephilim come again.  See my piece, "Notes on the Nephilim" at the website teachings column: ntfellowship.net.  Read also the book by Horn and Putnam, Exovaticana.  The days of Noah are here.

http://www.cnet.com/news/mice-implanted-with-human-brain-cells-become-smarter/
Mice implanted with human brain cells become smarter
Implanting mice with human astrocytes makes them demonstrably more intelligent than their non-human-hybrid peers.
***
Is the West "baiting the bear" of Rosh, "the chief," Russia?  Putin poses for "destiny."  Ezekiel tells us the destiny of Rosh is to lead an invasion of Israel and be destroyed by a direct act of God as his Undeniable Voice to the nations before Armageddon arrives — Ezekiel 38 and 39.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/05/world/europe/putin-russia-state-of-nation-speech.html?emc=edit_th_20141205&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Putin, Amid Stark Challenges, Says Russia’s Destiny Is in Hand
DEC. 4, 2014

(Lead excerpt):

MOSCOW — The defining event of Vladimir V. Putin's  initial rise to power was the crushing of an Islamist insurgency in Chechnya, at the cost of human rights abuses and years of dictatorial rule there.
The defining event since his return to the presidency two years ago was his hard-line response to the Ukraine uprising in February, with the invasion and annexation of Crimea and the incursion into southeastern Ukraine — while sneering at critics in the West.
On Thursday, Mr. Putin was forced to contend with trouble on both fronts, as insurgents mounted a deadly attack in the Chechen capital of Grozny, and he was compelled in his yearly address to reassure Russians that his assertive foreign policy would not bring economic ruin. 
An overnight attack in Grozny left at least 20 people dead and shattered years of relative calm. Yet just as the attack reminded Russians that the insurgency in the Caucasus Mountains never really ended, (underlining added) Mr. Putin’s speech did not convincingly explain how the Kremlin would contend with the economic damage from Western sanctions — and a simultaneous plunge in oil prices and the ruble. … …
***

A warming story of betrothal and marriage in an Iraq divided between ISIS and Shiite; crossing the Tigris surreptitiously by small boat, when the bridges are all blown, the members of the tryst also face murder threats, etc. for their love, but they manage to marry though the groom calls the month of their marriage, "…no honeymoon,” he said. “It was a month of sadness, a month of bullets.”

Though we in the US are in many ways largely protected so far, we must call to mind that many in this world are already experiencing the terrible wages of the impending Apocalypse.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/05/world/middleeast/2-iraqis-tiptoe-down-the-aisle-as-a-furious-isis-tries-to-block-the-path.html?emc=edit_th_20141205&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

Under ISIS Fire, Love Conquers
By BEN HUBBARD DEC. 4, 2014
***
If any man come to you preaching another Jesus than we have preached, let him be anathema. (see Galatians 1:9).  Rick Warren preaches the doctrines of antichrist;  the papacy is the nest of The False Prophet.

http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/December05/052.html
Rick Warren’s Call For Christians To Unite With Catholics, ‘Holy Father’ Raising Concerns

In a new video, megachurch leader and author Rick Warren is calling for Christians to unite with Roman Catholics and “Pope Francis,” who Warren recently referred to as the “Holy Father”—a move that is raising concerns among Christians nationwide and is resulting in calls for Warren to repent. … ...

***
Interestingly enough, the Scriptures tell us that the antichrist will pass over the lands now occupied by the nation of Jordan, and they shall escape his wrath (Daniel 11:41).  King Abdullah has keen insight, seeing ISIS as the beginning of WW3.  Almost certainly, today's events lead to and point to the coming World War that is described in detail by Ezekiel in his prophecies concerning Gog and Magog (chs. 38 & 39).

http://washington.cbslocal.com/2014/12/05/jordans-king-abdullah-battling-isis-is-our-third-world-war/

Jordan’s King Abdullah: Battling ISIS Is ‘Our Third World War’
December 5, 2014 8:40 AM

(Lead excerpt):
WASHINGTON (CBSDC/AP) — Jordan’s King Abdullah believes battling the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria and other terrorist groups is “our third world war.”

Speaking to "CBS This Morning,"  Abdullah stated that ISIS is a Muslim problem that they need to take ownership of.

“We need to stand up and say what is right and what is wrong. This is no reflection of our religion. This is evil and all of us have got to make that decision,” Abdullah, who is in Washington to meet with President Barack Obama, said. “We have to stand up and say this is the line that is drawn in the sand and those that believe in right should stand on this side and those that don’t have to make a decision should stand on the other. It’s clearly a fight between good and evil. I think it’s a generational fight. As I said to President Putin (underlining added),I think this is our third world war by other means.” … …
***
God rest you and keep you strong in his Christ this week and comforted by the Holy Ghost by whom the worlds are made.

*************************
30 November

Saints,

Let us remember this week, the horrific slaughter of Jews in their synagogue in Jerusalem, and the gleeful dances of the enemies of God over this barbarity.  May God, as he saved Saul to become Paul, glorify himself in converting some of these actors in barbarity. May he also awaken and save many more Jews, a prophecy being fulfilled at this time of the End of the Age, and with the Great Troubles prophesied coming to pass.

Elsewhere, and everywhere around the world, the troubles grow almost exponentially, with now nearly daily multiple murders by men gone insane, suicide bombings, beheadings, imminent race wars, women and children sold into slavery, right wing militias taking to housetop sniper positions in Ferguson, inciting an eventual Federal response, etc., etc., etc., etc!  Let us fix our eyes firmly on Jesus and learn to watch and pray "without ceasing."
***
With Hagel booted, will the chief exec go it on his own?  install a woman as Secretary of Defense? (she has since removed herself from consideration), etc?  Again, it is going to be an interesting two years…and where will we be at the end of it?
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/25/us/politics/hagels-departure-tightens-white-house-hold-on-national-security-policy.html?emc=edit_th_20141125&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
A Shake-Up Stops at One
By MARK LANDLER NOV. 24, 2014

…With his core team intact, and with none of the candidates to succeed Mr. Hagel likely to show the independence of Mr. Obama’s first defense secretary, Robert M. Gates, the White House seems likely to keep a tight leash on foreign policy for the remainder of Mr. Obama’s presidency. … ...
***
http://news.discovery.com/human/health/bubonic-plague-spreads-in-madagascar-141125.htm
Bubonic Plague Spreads in Madagascar
NOV 25, 2014 11:27 AM ET //

Madagascar said Monday it was trying to contain an outbreak of plague -- similar to the Black Death that swept medieval Europe -- that has killed 47 people and is spreading to the capital Antananarivo. … ...

***
"Count the Cost," the ignored verses in Fat-Cat American Evangelicalism—
"The hard sayings" of Jesus—

"If any man come to me and hate not his father, and mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple (Luke 14:25, compare, Matthew 10:37).  And whosoever doth not bear his cross, and come after me, cannot be my disciple.  For which of you, intending to build a tower, sitteth not down first, and counteth the cost, whether he have sufficient to finish it…? (27-29).

I would rather consider myself a repentant coward, and earnestly study how to stand in the days ahead, calling on God's grace and mercy with all that is in me, than to profess great bravery after the flesh, like Peter with his sword in the Garden, and turn tail and run when the hour of temptation comes.  May God fully help us in the days of martyrdom ahead.  For many Christians in the savage lands of false religion, the days are NOW.  May God strengthen this brother who has repeatedly lost all for Christ, including seeing his own daughter murdered in his stead when he made a quick but erroneous decision.  May God strengthen him not to stand under condemnation, but to continue strongly proclaiming the Lord Jesus as the only Savior.  Amen

http://www.frontpagemag.com/2014/raymond-ibrahim/christians-losing-everything-to-islam/

forwarded from The Berean Call:

CHRISTIANS "LOSING EVERYTHING" TO ISLAM [Excerpts]
 
"Yea doubtless, and I count all things but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord: for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and do count them but dung, that I may win Christ" (Philippians 3:8).
 
When Paul wrote the above in his letter to the Christians of Philippi, he and the early church were being persecuted (Paul was eventually executed in Rome). While today's Western Christians still quote his words in the context of their daily struggles, an increasing number of Christians around the world, especially the Muslim world, are still literally losing absolutely everything for their faith.
 
In Uganda, matters have gone from bad to worse to murderous. The plight of Hassan Muwanguzi, for instance, a Muslim convert to Christianity...After earning a university degree in Islamic law and then, in 2003, when he was in his early 20s, converting to Christianity, his family immediately threw him out of their home. "Enraged Muslims" beat him. Later that same year, his wife left him and he lost his job as a teacher at Nankodo Islamic School, near Pallisa.  
 
This was just the beginning. Picking up the pieces of his life and moving on, he eventually opened a Christian school, Grace International Nursery and Primary School, near Muslim-majority Mbale. Accordingly, "The Muslims have tried to use all kinds of threats to make me close the school - first they used witchcraft," said Hassan. "This did not work, so then they tried to discourage Muslims from bringing their children to the school, saying that the school was converting Muslim children to Christianity by teaching Christian Religious Education."
 
When all else failed, in 2011 an Islamic teacher, Sheikh Hassan Abdalla, filed a false charge claiming that Hassan had "defiled" the sheikh's young daughter. Together with his fellow Muslim countrymen, the Islamic cleric filed a case at the chief magistrate's court. Hassan was subsequently arrested and incarcerated for three weeks. But because Sheikh Abdalla, his accuser, repeatedly failed to appear in court to testify, Hassan was released. In his words: "The judge found out it was a false accusation, hence the case was dropped. I had been subjected to humiliation, but I forgave them for the sake of my Christian outreach in the area."
 
The next Islamic attack came a few months after Hassan was acquitted. First, the owner of the land where Hassan had built his Christian school denied ever having sold it, leading to a court order to close down the school in May, 2012. This incurred great losses on Hassan. The month after, in June, the Christian convert's home was burnt down by three Muslims: I and my family escaped from the house by grace, but if it had not been so, then by now we would be no more.... This attack was mobilized by Muslim sheikhs, imams and family members after hearing that I had converted to Christianity after studying and completing university with a degree in Islamic law.
 
Less than a year later, on March 31, 2013, Hassan was hospitalized in Mbale after an aunt who had called a "family gathering" slipped some insecticide in his tea. According to Hassan: After eating and taking tea, I started feeling stomachache, then I realized that she was the one responsible for it - and I believe she did not do it alone, since they have been hunting for me directly and indirectly, because when I left them and converted to Christianity it pained them so much.... The reason they want to kill me is very clear - it is because of being a convert to Christianity; above all, to them it is like I brought shame by converting, as a [former] sheikh. But to God the Almighty Father, this was His plan for me to expand His Kingdom.  
 
According to the doctor who treated him, when Hassan arrived at the hospital, he had already vomited, "looked confused with slurred speech" and his "vision was getting very poor," so that "he could not even recognize the friend who brought him in."
 
Now, most recently, on June 16, 2014, four Muslim men barged into his home with one shouting, "Today we shall kill you - you have been a trouble-maker and are not respecting our prophet's religion." The "apostate" fled into a room, thinking they would not hurt his young daughter, Grace Baruka. But then he heard the 12-year-old girl's cries, as the Muslim invaders were strangling her. When he came out of the room they seized him: "They hit me with a blunt object, and I fell down. I just woke up and saw neighbors surrounding me while wailing, saying that my daughter is in critical condition." Neighbors took Grace to a clinic but she was declared dead upon arrival. "I am regretting why I survived the poisoning," said Hassan. "God could have allowed me to die. My daughter has died, and I am now mourning for her death as well [as] have pain all over my body."
 
***
Sure, it will be a great boon to the disabled (we always hear the "it's good" propaganda first), but do I want a computer portal to the Net watching and interpreting/profiling my every eye blink? (and every other bodily function, facial meditation, sigh, giggle, snort, etc.?)

http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/samsung-eye-mouse-lets-users-control-computer-blink/story?id=27168677
Samsung 'Eye Mouse' Lets Users Control Computer With the Blink of an Eye
Nov 25, 2014, 12:38 PM ET

***
Why do my people want their water from "broken cisterns" when I have given them wells of living water? (See Jeremiah 2:11-13)
For God hath not give us a spirit of fear but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind. (2 Timothy 1:7)
God is not the author of confusion (split personalities, manic depression, bipolarism, personality disorder, suicide, etc., etc.) but of peace…(I Corinthians 14:33)
It is surely a rough world with many mental disorders and attacks to avoid and much grief to bear, but Christ is sufficient and will not share his glory with secular theorists and practitioners.  The true Christian will endure through the Comfort of the Holy Spirit and the power of the Word of God.  We do not need and must avoid the "sorcery" (pharmakeia) of mental meds.  At best, they are bandaids.  They numb the mind and spirit instead of delivering from evil.  Faith, prayer, confession of God's ways, and the unlimited supply of the Holy Spirit, our  "downpayment" of Eternity to come are sufficient to endure, and even to be comforted and to overcome until the end comes.  "According as his divine power hath given unto us all things that pertain unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of him who hath called us to glory and virtue."  (2 Peter 1:3, see also 4, etc.)
These ministers are giving way to the "church" of antichristianity—yea, the church of antichrist and delusional altered realities and false reality structures—and false comforters—for those they are trying to "help."
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/29/health/more-pastors-embrace-talk-of-mental-ills.html?emc=edit_th_20141129&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
More Pastors Embrace Talk of Mental Ills
EAGLE SPRINGS, N.C. — The pastor’s phone rang in the midnight darkness. A man’s voice rasped: “My wife left me and I’ve got a shotgun in my mouth. Give me one reason why I shouldn’t pull the trigger.”
The Rev. Matt Brogli, a Southern Baptist pastor scarcely six months into his first job, was unnerved. Gamely, he prayed with the anonymous caller, trying out “every platitude I could possibly think of.”… ...
*************************

24 November / Breaking News Alert

Widening War Realities with Islamic State "takes off" high-level head, the Secretary of Defense...
The Developing War with ISIS grows more serious — Ezekiel's Great Battle, chs. 38 & 39 looming?

The New York Times

BREAKING NEWS
Monday, November 24, 2014 9:20 AM EST

Hagel Said to Be Stepping Down as Defense Chief Under Pressure
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel is stepping down under pressure, the first cabinet-level casualty of the collapse of President Obama’s Democratic majority in the Senate and a beleaguered national security team that has struggled to stay ahead of an onslaught of global crises.The president, who is expected to announce Mr. Hagel’s resignation in a Rose Garden appearance on Monday, made the decision to ask his defense secretary — the sole Republican on his national security team — to step down last Friday after a series of meetings over the past two weeks, senior administration officials said.The officials described Mr. Obama’s decision to remove Mr. Hagel, 68, as a recognition that the threat from the Islamic State would require a different kind of skills than those that Mr. Hagel was brought on to employ. A Republican with military experience who was skeptical about the Iraq war, Mr. Hagel came in to manage the Afghanistan combat withdrawal and the shrinking Pentagon budget in the era of budget sequestration.

*************************
23 November
Saints,
We take no pleasure in the troubles of this world and its system, but we do take pleasure in the way it proves that our God is above it and will bring it to an end when its time comes. He tells us often to watch if we want to see his hand move, and if we want to see the end of this global and cosmic Beast, and to be with our God when the hour comes.  "But when you see all these things coming to pass, then look up, lift your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh."
***
The Troubles of the Temple Mount—
...Religious war, out of control of all authorities, politicians, and leaders?
...Palestinian suicide as Israel will not allow murderous anarchy without instant response.
Heaps of Palestinian "martyrs" as a demonic spirit moves over them to act individually, lone wolves, without any way to trace or anticipate actions or destroy dens of leadership in advance.
Al Aqsa and the Dome of the Rock must go at some point, unless the Temple can be rebuilt on another part of the Temple plateau…which would bring violent controversy from all elements from Hasidic rabbis to Islamic radicals.  The whole site is so fraught with spiritual conflict that even after the Israelis captured it, they left its management under Islamic Jordan and set strict restrictions on Jewish religious activity there.  
Yet, the Temple must be rebuilt at the Lord's own words that there the antichrist would commit the "abomination of desolation" sitting down on the mercy seat within the Holy of Holies and declaring himself the messiah, Matthew 24: 15.
How will it come to pass?  Israel, for all its might, dare not touch the mosques there.  Will "stray" (but guided by Satan) terrorist rockets "accidentally" take down the dome and the mosque?  Will a divine earthquake remove them?  Will insane radicals in a whirling fury destroy the works of their own religion as some kind of sacrifice to incite widespread war?
The saints of the Lord must take careful note and watch and pray and search the Scriptures at this time, for we are not yet made fully aware of every detail but we are told the End of the matter.  May we pray for the safety of the followers of Christ, and that many others, both Jew and Palestinian would learn of Christ in this unfolding of the End of the Age.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/19/world/middleeast/in-jerusalem-war-of-neighbors-the-differences-are-not-negotiable.html?emc=edit_th_20141119&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

In Jerusalem’s ‘War of Neighbors,’ the Differences Are Not Negotiable
By JODI RUDOREN NOV. 18, 2014
JERUSALEM — Amid the condemnations from all corners of Tuesday’s deadly attack at a Jerusalem synagogue, there were also disturbing signs of celebration. A cartoon of a bloody meat cleaver like the one used in the attack that killed four Orthodox Jews circulated on social media. Residents of the Gaza Strip paraded in the streets singing victory songs, giving out candy, waving flags.
The cartoon was captioned, “For you, oh Aqsa,” a reference to the contested Old City holy site at the heart of a recent violent escalation that increasingly seems to be beyond the control of Israeli or Palestinian leaders. That blood splattered the victims’ prayer shawls and holy books underscored growing indications that extremists on both sides are turning the stalemated battle over territory and identity into a full-throated religious war. … …
***
Ebola Update—

As an untrained, lay caregiver, I was able to surmise this in an earlier blog, just from watching field reports on Eboda.  Such good sense is good to have reinforced by this article with anecdotal, medical testimonies from survivors.

Treating Ebola:  DRINK, DRINK, DRINK…a gallon a day, even if in continual sips between bouts of vomiting.  Use an electrolyte supplying liquid…like Gatorade 2.  Don't use NSAIDs for pain as this may increase intestinal bleeding.  A fairly common, apparently non-NSAID, painkiller called Panadol is recommended in this article.

A quick and accurate electronic thermometer, also an inexpensive drugstore item, is also a necessity of care giving.

Basic survival gear for caregivers:  Hooded Tyvek suit available at building suppliers, paint stores, etc, wide eye protectors, breather masks, available same places and pharmacies. Wrap any exposed areas of face or neck with Tyvek strips / wraps, etc.  Cut up another Tyvek suit or cut from a roll of Tyvek House wrap.  Med or Surgical exam gloves; doubled, taped.  Shin tall farm boots tucked under Tyvek pants leg.  Tape that can be removed to reuse Tyvek suit?  Such as duct tape may be too strong and rip suit on removing.  High end "blue" masking tapes may hold up to clorox water spray and removal better than plain masking tapes, or use other removable tapes that are not too porous.

CLOROX IN ABUNDANCE;  Step with boots into 5 gallon bucket, dish pan, etc, filled with 6:1 water to clorox.  Use spray bottles of the same mixture to spray down a caregiver in Tyvek suit for decontaminating.  Spray all surfaces in care area frequently.  Consider a milder solution, maybe 10:1 for swabbing bare skin on both caregivers and patients.  Temperature lowering compresses perhaps also should be wet in this milder solution?  Continually kill off the virus on the patient, especially after diarrhea, vomiting, sweating?   Supposedly Ebola can only enter through uncovered facial openings or open wounds, so most of the key to avoiding it involves covering the face from any transmissions of bodily fluids from the patient, and then disinfecting rigorously as protective gear is shed when outside the patient care area.

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-11-16/beating-ebola-hinged-on-sipping-a-gallon-of-liquid-a-day.html
Beating Ebola Hinges on Sipping a Gallon of Liquid a Day
By Jason Gale Nov 17, 2014 2:03 AM ET

The best medical advice for surviving Ebola right now might fit in one word: drink. … …
***
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/18/science/researchers-announce-breakthrough-in-content-recognition-software.html?emc=edit_th_20141118&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Researchers Announce Advance in Image-Recognition Software
By JOHN MARKOFF NOV. 17, 2014
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. — Two groups of scientists, working independently, have created artificial intelligence software capable of recognizing and describing the content of photographs and videos with far greater accuracy than ever before, sometimes even mimicking human levels of understanding.
Until now, so-called computer vision has largely been limited to recognizing individual objects. The new software, described on Monday by researchers at Google  and at Stanford University, teaches itself to identify entire scenes: a group of young men playing Frisbee, for example, or a herd of elephants marching on a grassy plain.
The software then writes a caption in English describing the picture. Compared with human observations, the researchers found, the computer-written descriptions are surprisingly accurate.
“I consider the pixel data in images and video to be the dark matter of the Internet,” said Fei-Fei Li, director of the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, who led the research with Andrej Karpathy, a graduate student. “We are now starting to illuminate it.”
Dr. Li and Mr. Karpathy published their research as a Stanford University technical report.. The Google team published their paper on ar.Xiv.org, an open source site hosted by Cornell University.
In the longer term, the new research may lead to technology that helps the blind and robots navigate natural environments. But it also raises chilling possibilities for surveillance.
During the past 15 years, video cameras have been placed in a vast number of public and private spaces. In the future, the software operating the cameras will not only be able to identify particular humans via facial recognition, experts say, but also identify certain types of behavior, perhaps even automatically alerting authorities. … ...
***
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/18/opinion/a-crucial-vote-on-the-surveillance-bill.html
A Crucial Vote on the Surveillance Bill
The Republican Party is so badly fractured that it is impossible to tell what steps it will take on domestic surveillance once it assumes control of Congress in January. Its rising libertarian wing wants to crack down on abuses of Americans’ privacy, but many of its leaders express full support for any action the intelligence agencies want to take.
That’s why it’s important that the Senate break a filibuster on the USA Freedom Act, which would reduce or end the bulk collection of telephone records, in a vote scheduled for Tuesday afternoon. If the bill doesn’t pass in the current lame-duck session of the Senate, still controlled by Democrats, it may never get past the 60-vote hurdle in the next session of Congress.
The bill, sponsored by Senator Patrick Leahy, Democrat of Vermont, would require the National Security Agency to ask phone companies for the records of a specific person or address when it is searching for terrorists, instead of scooping up all the records in an area code or city. It would force the agency to show why it needs those records, and to disclose how much data is being collecting.
The bill would also create a panel of advocates to support privacy rights and civil liberties in arguments before the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court; currently, there is no one to offer opposition to government requests before the court. The government would have to issue clear summaries of the court’s most significant rulings. … ...
***
NYTimes' David Brooks on the detachment and disassociation of the Obama administration: I wonder: "wounded bear syndrome"? as in, what next?
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/18/opinion/david-brooks-obama-in-winter.html
Obama in Winter
NOV. 17, 2014
They say failure can be a good teacher, but, so far, the Obama administration is opting out of the course. The post-midterm period has been one of the most bizarre of the Obama presidency. President Obama has racked up some impressive foreign-policy accomplishments, but, domestically and politically, things are off the rails. … …

***
Paul's divinely anointed instruction to the New Testament Church:  "I do not permit a woman to teach nor to usurp authority over a man."  (I Tim. 2:11-12) Said the Prophet Daniel of the ways and means of the Antichrist:  "He shall think to change times and laws." (7:25) Said the Prophet Samuel of rebellion, or the setting up of a different reality ("anomos—a new or different or replacement law, iniquity, another law"), differing from the instructions/laws of God, "It is witchcraft." (I Sam. 15:23)
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/18/world/europe/church-of-england-approves-plan-allowing-female-bishops.html?emc=edit_th_20141118&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Church of England Approves Plan Allowing Female Bishops
By KATRIN BENNHOLD NOV. 17, 2014
LONDON — The Church of England overturned centuries of tradition on Monday with a final vote allowing women to become bishops, with the first appointments possible by Christmas. … ...
***
Third Reich Eugenics all over again, this time with the UN?—
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/November18/182.html
Is The UN Using Vaccines To Secretly Sterilize Women All Over The Globe?


In some areas of the world, purposely cutting off someone’s family line is considered to be one of the most wicked things that you can possibly do. But that appears to be precisely what the United Nations is doing. 

Two UN organizations, the WHO and UNICEF, have just been caught red-handed administering “tetanus vaccines” laced with sterilizing agents to girls and women in Kenya. And as you will see below, this is not the first time that this has happened. 

Apparently there is a well-coordinated international program to use vaccines to secretly sterilize women in poor countries all over the planet. The United States needs to immediately demand a full investigation of the UN vaccine program.

There have always been anecdotal stories of women all over the globe being unable to have children after receiving UN vaccines. But now we have scientific proof. Lab tests that were recently conducted found an antigen that causes miscarriages in the vaccines that were being given to girls and women in Kenya. A story that was posted on Life Site News about this caused shockwaves all over the Internet. The following is an excerpt from that report… … ...
***
"Withdraw Troops from Afghanistan"?  "Peace," my Patootie!  "Cry havoc, and let slip the dogs of war" again!
"But tidings out of the east and out of the north shall trouble him…"  Daniel 11:44
Breaking News, Saturday, 22 Nov '14—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/22/us/politics/in-secret-obama-extends-us-role-in-afghan-combat.html?emc=edit_na_20141121&nlid=69381998&_r=0

In a Shift, Obama Extends U.S. Role in Afghan Combat
NOV. 21, 2014

WASHINGTON — President Obama decided in recent weeks to authorize a more expansive mission for the military in Afghanistan in 2015 than originally planned, a move that ensures American troops will have a direct role in fighting in the war-ravaged country for at least another year. … ...


*************************
16 November
Saints,
In the days NOW upon us, in order to survive spiritually, we are going to have to take a very insistent grip on the Sacred Bible as the utterly and divinely inspired and preserved Word of God Himself.  So called "alternate realities" of all kinds —all lies— to use the Scriptures' terminology, will be assaulting us from every conceivable direction.  And a worldly church is there to embrace and accommodate many of them.  Will you be found anchored in the Word, hungering and thirsting for obedience to God and given to the pursuit of his righteousness, or will you be carried away in the ubiquitous, onrushing flood?  This is a full time job, a dedicated profession; it is not a hobby…and it is not for the faint of heart.  "Quit ye (Requite yourselves) like men…" and stand.
God save us!  Christ abide with us!  Holy Ghost comfort us!
***
Is this how humans who are 'borged will lose all self-control over their own bodies, lose their own wills, even the ability to repent?
http://www.gizmag.com/improved-brain-interface-internet-humans/34609/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=74ccfff271-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-74ccfff271-91592265
Direct brain-to-brain interface between humans improved
Direct brain-to-brain communication has been a long-held ambition of scientists and science fiction fans alike. Recently, University of Washington (UW) researchers brought that ambition a step closer to reality by successfully conducting a direct brain-to-brain connection between pairs of volunteers over the internet by transmitting signals from one person's brain to another to directly govern the motions of the receiving person’s hand. … …
***
Star Wars Laser Weapon deployed on Navy Ship—
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-11-14/u-s-navy-deploys-its-first-laser-weapon-in-the-persian-gulf.html
***
As "the Terminator franchise" prepares for yet another episode with Arnold in the upcoming movie GENESYS, the reality of killer robots concerns the nations.  Things of the Book of Revelation take shape, and the nations tremble…
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/nov/13/killer-robots-strictly-monitored-un-meeting-geneva
'Killer robots' need to be strictly monitored, nations warn at UN meeting
Countries warn of potential dangers of autonomous weapons systems they say are at risk of violating international and humanitarian law
“Killer robots” – autonomous weapons systems that can identify and destroy targets in the absence of human control – should be strictly monitored to prevent violations of international or humanitarian law, nations from around the world demanded on Thursday.
The European Union, France, Spain, Austria, Ireland, the Netherlands, Croatia, Mexico and Sierra Leone, among other states, lined up at a special UN meeting in Geneva to warn of the potential dangers of this rapidly advancing technology. Several countries spoke of the need for ongoing scrutiny to ensure that the weapons conformed to the Geneva conventions’ rules on proportionality in war.
The Spanish delegation went further, invoking the possibility of a new arms race as developed countries scrambled to get ahead. Ireland, the Netherlands and other countries called for “meaningful human control” of lethal weapons to be enshrined in international law, although the meeting also admitted that the precise definition of that principle had yet to be clarified.
The Geneva meeting was the second major gathering of world powers this year to discuss the looming threat or possibility of fully self-operating lethal weapons. As such, it was an indication of mounting global concern about the technology, as its adoption by military forces gathers apace. … ...
***
On down the sewer-hole—millions of little children being drugged by "experts in white coats with erudite looks,"aka"sorcerers" / pharmakeia dispensers, drugging them into a state of dazed submission in an era where two parent families are not politically correct and when a little switching of a kid acting as a brat is considered a felony.  "Alas, Babylon, in one hour, you shall be destroyed…" for your evil.  (Be sure to view the photo of this poor, stoned /entranced kid in his mother's arms.  Look at his eyes!  May God deliver them both.)
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/15/us/one-drug-or-2-parents-see-risk-but-also-hope.html
One Drug or 2? Parents See Risk but Also Hope
By ALAN SCHWARZ NOV. 14, 2014
CONCORD, Calif. — Every time Matthias is kicked out of a school or day camp for defying adults and clashing with other children, his mother, Joelle Kendle, inches closer to a decision she dreads. With each morning of arm-twisting and leg-flailing as she tries to get him dressed and out the door for first grade, the temptation intensifies.
Ms. Kendle is torn over whether to have Matthias, just 6 and already taking the stimulant Adderall for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, go on a second and more potent medication: the antipsychotic Risperdal.
Her dilemma is shared by a steadily rising number of American families who are using multiple psychotropic drugs — stimulants, antipsychotics, antidepressants and others — to temper their children’s troublesome behavior, even though many doctors who mix such medications acknowledge that little is known about the overall benefits and risks for children.
In 2012 about one in 54 youngsters ages 6 through 17 covered by private insurance was taking at least two psychotropic medications — a rise of 44 percent in four years, according to Express Scripts, which processes prescriptions for 85 million Americans. Academic studies of children covered by Medicaid have also found higher rates and growth. Combined, the data suggest that about one million children are currently taking various combinations of psychotropics. … ...
***
On down the rabbit hole; tripping into the Matrix.  Virtual Reality is about succeed as the new DMT and LSD—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/16/magazine/virtual-reality-fails-its-way-to-success.html?emc=edit_th_20141116&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Virtual Reality Fails Its Way to Success
By VIRGINIA HEFFERNAN  NOV. 14, 2014  

***
"The music of the spheres"?
A little respite: yes, the "knowledge of good" continues also, and even the rocks will cry out to praise our God, and the planets and all Creation have the urge to sing his praises, and even the leading edge of man's science stumbles into his greatness from time to time…as this little comet, zipping along at 40,000 mph or so and hundreds of millions of miles from us, percolates along in its own little "song."
The Bible speaks of various elements of Creation: rocks, trees, stars, etc. "singing." Want to hear "the song of a comet"? (audio link at bottom of story)
http://www.gizmag.com/rosetta-comet-song/34699/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=50493369f8-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-50493369f8-91592265

*************************
9 November

Saints,

Every week now, every day, cascading, apocalyptic news breaks on every front.  Even the very elect will be deceived it if it were possible, the Lord himself tells us.  No church, no group dynamics, no theological dogma system will save you, though there may be many secondary merits in the various aspects of Christendom, but only Christ will save you in that direct Person-to-person conversion to the personal knowledge of him in your life, that which is called The New Birth.  If you don't know him, you will be deceived, even by the most seemingly religious means.  You must parse his Word and study it as your daily food, for even the devil can theologize with you with ease:  "Hath God said?", yet, God guarantees that if you will keep your eyes on Him alone, he will steer you into the safe harbor of Heaven.  If you are not absolutely certain that the Holy Bible is his personally revealed and preserved Word to and for you, as he has promised over and over again that it is, then you will be led off to deception.  "But look unto Jesus, the Author and the Finisher of our faith, who for the joy set before him, endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand of the throne of God."  (Hebrews 12)

May God help us keep our face turned to the face of Jesus this week and until the battle is done.

***

The sad lives of Sodom.  Innocent children here doomed to lives of sadness and alienation.  No wonder the oncoming generations are becoming known for being insanely murderous!

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/gay-couples-decision-to-donate-sperm-to-their-lesbian-friends-ended-in-mutual-loathing-9837007.html

Gay couple's decision to donate sperm to their lesbian friends ended in 'mutual loathing'


A gay couple’s decision to donate sperm so their two lesbian friends could have children was a “wonderful” and thoroughly progressive endeavour.
But it has ended in “mutual loathing”, bitter litigation and a custody battle that encapsulates some of the potential pitfalls of modern life, a High Court judge said today.
The Family Division of the High Court heard how a falling out between the two couples led to a legal battle lasting nearly six years. Mr Justice Cobb said this has resulted in harm to the two girls born as a result of the donations – one in her early teens and the other nearing her 10th birthday.
In written rulings, he said the two couples – who can be identified only as Father 1 and Father 2, and Mother 1 and Mother 2 – had begun as friends. Two girls – known to the court only as A and B – were born, both the “biological children” of Father 1 and Mother 1. 
Then, in a case that the judge said showed the potential problems of “known-donor fertilisation”, the legal wrangling began. The “fathers” applied to have contact with the children, but found the mothers opposed to the move.
“Friends and collaborators in this wonderful endeavour of creating a family, have become to some extent strangers,  harbouring strong feelings of mutual distrust and reciprocal aversion,” said Mr Justice Cobb.
A “sense of mutual loathing”, he added, appeared to have “infused hearings”. … …
***
Our comforting new masters coming to life?
http://www.heraldonline.com/2014/11/03/6486612_emoshape-provide-intelligent-machines.html?sp=/100/773/385/&rh=1*
Emoshape Provide Intelligent Machines with Emotions
Microchip breakthrough enables emotional response in AI robots and consumer electronic devices


NEW YORK — EMOSHAPE (www.emospark.com) has announced the launch of a major technology breakthrough with an EPU (emotional processing unit); a patent pending technology which creates a synthesised emotional response in machines. This represents a significant advancement in the field of artificial intelligence devices and technologies.
Based on the 8 primary emotions identified by Robert Plutchik's psycho-evolutionary theory, the ground-breaking EPU algorithms effectively enable machines to respond to stimuli in line with one of the 8 primary emotions - anger, fear, sadness, disgust, surprise, anticipation, trust, and joy. This video demonstrates how the EPU empowers machines with empathy: http://youtu.be/MRjSijBsLc .
This is the first time that the science and technology industry has empowered machines to respond with human emotions, which is set to deliver a yet undiscovered level of user experience between people and emotionally enabled technology.
Patrick Levy Rosenthal CEO of Emoshape said: “How can any inanimate object interact with humans and learn how to please them without empathy? The EPU advancement represents a step change for the future of technological goods such as smartphones, computers, toys, medicine, finance and robotics.”
The US and London-based company is now set to launch the production of their first A.I. home console in time for Christmas 2014. The company is also seeking private investment to help roll out mass production of the EmoSPARK cube. Emoshape has now opened up its capital to investors via fundable.com. 
The EmoSPARK cube can fit in the palm of the hand with a purpose of being a digital friend. It monitors a person’s facial expressions and emotions by capturing images through an external camera. The images are then processed until the cube can recognise who the person using it is, and their relationship to others. It will monitor users’ responses to the world around them with a focus on the user’s reaction to music. … …
***
"And in that day will I make Jerusalem a burdensome stone for all people:  all that burden themselves with it shall be cut in pieces, though all the people of the earth be gathered together against it."  Zechariah 12:3
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/04/us/politics/justices-consider-status-of-jerusalem-for-us-passports.html?emc=edit_th_20141104&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Supreme Court Weighs Status of Jerusalem for Passports
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court on Monday considered the status of Jerusalem, which Solicitor General Donald B. Verrilli Jr. told the justices was “the most vexing and volatile and difficult diplomatic issue that this nation has faced for decades.”
The legal question for the justices was whether Congress was entitled in a 2002 law to order the State Department to “record the place of birth as Israel” in the passports of American children born in Jerusalem if their parents asked. … ….
*
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/04/world/middleeast/for-a-packed-part-of-jerusalem-expansion-plans-have-built-mostly-outrage-.html?emc=edit_th_20141104&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
For a Packed Part of Jerusalem, Expansion Plans Have Built Mostly Outrage

JERUSALEM — Residents jokingly refer to “Lower Ramat Shlomo”: In the parking area beneath apartments, instead of cars, wood-veneer doors mark homes fashioned illegally to accommodate a bursting population. Elsewhere in the ultra-Orthodox Jewish neighborhood of East Jerusalem, courtyards and porches are enclosed by wood, glass, even burlap — every available space, it seems, transformed into makeshift shacks by a community whose growth has been stymied by the fraught politics of this contested city.
“It’s not too far from Delhi or Bombay,” Ezra Berger, the head of Ramat Shlomo’s Community Council, said with admitted exaggeration as he showed sidewalks dotted with racks of drying laundry. “It’s like a ticking time bomb in the neighborhood — it’s a social bomb, and it’s also a health bomb.”
Built two decades ago on land captured from Jordan by Israelin the 1967 war, Ramat Shlomo has become a prime symbol of Israel’s conflict with the Palestinians and, especially, its diplomatic confrontations with Washington and the rest of the world. On Monday, after an Israeli committee approved about 500 new apartments in Ramat Shlomo, the Obama administration condemned the measure — for at least the sixth time since expansion plans were unveiled during a 2010 visit to Jerusalem by Vice President Joseph R. Biden… …
***
On the front lines—
Al Shabab coming under judgment for its slaughters?
“I ask God to forgive me,” she said, the tears running down her scarred cheek.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/05/world/africa/shabab-somalia-fighters-leave-terror-group-behind.html?emc=edit_th_20141105&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
As Power of Terror Group Declines, Once-Feared Fighters Defect
By ISMA’IL KUSHKUSH and JEFFREY GETTLEMAN NOV. 4, 2014

excerpt:  

...And young Nurta was a slender assassin, with a bright purple scarf and wide, seemingly innocent eyes.
“There is no life with them,” said Nurta, who like other Shabab defectors requested that her last name not be used for fear of reprisals.
Even before its leader was cut down in an American airstrike in September, the Shabab militant group in Somalia, once one of Al Qaeda’s most powerful franchises, began unraveling. In the past few months, the group has been shedding territory — and fighters. … ...
***
http://features.aol.com/video/believe-it-or-not-not-real-baby?icid=aol|carousel|dl1
A video of The Uncanny Factor in the oncoming robots, cyborgs, near humans, and transhumans.  Why even googleglass bugs people...
***
Reading ExoVaticana has me more UFO conscious these days.   Will they be a part of the fearsome signs that will appear in the heavens as Jesus warned?  This video is the testimony of Paul Hellyer, the former Minister of Defence for Canada (same as our Secretary of Defense) who says outrightly that at least four species of aliens are even now on our planet.  Like NASA, which has rolled its collective eyes when Irwin and other astronauts said they had seen alien ships in space, no doubt many will profess that Hellyer has popped his cork.  However, if they do, they should be aware that not only he and the astronauts have made such professions but so have US Presidents of both parties, chiefly and publicly Carter and Reagan, and old stories circulate that Eisenhower and Truman both had to deal with the issue, with Eisenhower or his representatives alleged to have met with alien representatives.  For sure, this is an interesting day to be alive! Maranatha!  Come, Lord Jesus!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt1WVeyMqdo
The World's Highest Ranking Alien Believer

***
The urge for the Temple is becoming a swirling vortex—
(but this Temple will be built for the antichrist who will sit down in the Holy of Holies declaring himself to be God Incarnate; he will be destroyed by the brightness of Christ's coming—)
http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21631026-binyamin-netanyahu-must-resist-dangerous-campaign-jewish-prayer-rights-muslim-holy?fsrc=outbr|
Temple madness
***
Some primitive peoples in times past have resisted photography for fear the photos are capturing their souls.  I don't want to impede progress like a Luddite, but something about storing my genome in the Cloud makes me similarly nervous.  As well as the "total lockdown" on my being by "the great AI in the sky,"  I think I would prefer that such totality of my records remain in God's hand alone.  I don't want a cyborg resurrection.  I want The Real One!
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/532266/google-wants-to-store-your-genome/
Google Wants to Store Your Genome
***
Is this the last pope?  Is St. Malachy's extra-biblical prophecy of 1139 A.D. valid (surf "the prophecy of the popes")? 
Is this the False Prophet of St. John's prophecy and the Lord's own words, the one who will "spiritually confirm" the Antichrist?

http://www.aol.com/article/2014/11/08/us-bishops-struggling-under-francis-pontificate/20990824/?icid=maing-grid7%7Caol20-ns%7Cdl2%7Csec1_lnk3%26pLid%3D560260
US bishops struggling under Francis' pontificate
U.S. Roman Catholic bishops are gathering at a moment of turbulence for them and the American church, as Pope Francis moves toward crafting new policies for carrying out his mission of mercy - a prospect that has conservative Catholics and some bishops in an uproar.




*************************
2 November

Saints,

A few newsletters back, I reported on Mr. Asghar who is being persecuted for blasphemy and is under the death sentence in Pakistan.  It is also claimed that he is insane.  This particularly caught my attention because I recall the former Soviet Union and KGB would make this assessment just as part of the torture of prisoners.  One cannot speak with any certainty about his mental state, but it is certain that he is being persecuted for these anti-blasphemy laws that are cloaks for enforcing the state religion and denying religious liberty.

Thank God some progress is being made toward his release and for better care in the meantime.


http://www.scotsman.com/news/scotland/top-stories/death-row-scot-may-be-transferred-to-uk-jail-1-3589611

Death-row Scot ‘may be transferred to UK jail’

THE governor of Punjab has said “all necessary measures” are being taken to guarantee the safety of a mentally ill Scot on death row, and raised the possibility of a prison transfer to the UK.
Mohammad Asghar, from Edinburgh, was jailed for blasphemy earlier this year and is recovering in hospital after being shot by a prison guard.
***
New Trouble on the Temple Mount—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/31/world/middleeast/israel-palestinians-jerusalem-temple-mount-al-aksa.html?_r=0

Israel to Reopen Contested Holy Site in Jerusalem
By JODI RUDOREN  and ISABEL KERSHNEROCT. 30, 2014

JERUSALEM — Israel barred all access to a contested sacred site in the Old City for the first time in many years on Thursday, a step that a Palestinian spokesman denounced as “a declaration of war” and one that strained Israel’s crucial alliance with neighboring Jordan. … ...
*
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/October31/311.html
Temple-Rebuilding Activist Shot In Jerusalem
One of Israeli’s most well-known activist rabbis who pushed for Jewish prayer rights on the Temple Mount was shot multiple times in the chest Wednesday night and is fighting for his life in a Jerusalem hospital.

Glick had just left the Menachem Begin Heritage Center where he was one of the speakers for a conference titled “Israel Returns to the Temple Mount.”

He was putting some posters from the conference into his car when a man reportedly drove up on a motorcycle and asked Glick to identify himself. When he responded that he was Yehuda Glick, the man pulled a gun and shot him three times at point-blank range before speeding off, according to witnesses.

Police said the shooting occurred at approximately 10:30 p.m. Israel time outside the memorial center, located near the Temple Mount.

Glick was stabilized after surgery Thursday morning but his life was still in danger, hospital officials said. … ...
*
…and by this Sunday morning, the "Israeli Itch" for a new Temple grows stronger—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/02/world/middleeast/-netanyahu-urges-restraint-in-row-over-sacred-site.html?emc=edit_th_20141102&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

Netanyahu Urges Restraint in Row Over Sacred Site
By JODI RUDOREN  NOV. 1, 2014

JERUSALEM — Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahy of Israel called Saturday night for “responsibility and restraint” regarding this city’s most sensitive sacred site, urging members of Parliament “to work to calm the situation” after days of mounting tension.  
Several lawmakers from Mr. Netanyahu’s own Likud Party have been among a small but vocal group advocating increased Jewish access and prayer at the site, known to Jews as the Temple Mount and to Muslims as the Noble Sanctuary. Israel closed the revered plateau entirely for the first time in years on Thursday, after counterterrorism forces killed a Palestinian suspected of trying the night before to assassinate Yehuda Glick, a 48-year-old Israeli-American and a leading advocate for increased Jewish access. … ...
***
Border Lockdown, between Canada and the United States, over religious views—

http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/October30/303.html#efkTsTU4sOM3RET4.99
American Detained At Border Over Stance On Homosexuality
***
The Brave New World of Artificial Intelligence, taking over thinking for us even now—and what's to come as The Singularity turns itself ON—

NYTimes' David Brooks on—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/31/opinion/david-brooks-our-machine-masters.html
Our Machine Masters
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/31/opinion/david-brooks-our-machine-masters.html
 
Some days I think nobody knows me as well as Pandora. I create a new music channel around some band or song and Pandora feeds me a series of songs I like just as well. In fact, it often feeds me songs I’d already downloaded onto my phone from iTunes. Either my musical taste is extremely conventional or Pandora is really good at knowing what I like.
In the current issue of Wired, the technology writer Kevin Kelly says that we had all better get used to this level of predictive prowess. Kelly argues that the age of artificial intelligence is finally at hand. … …
*************************
30 October /  Pray for protection from the darkness of the witches' high sabbath of Samhain tomorrow, especially that our little ones who only know "trick or treat" will be kept from harm and their parents' eyes opened to this idolatry.

Saints,
Roger Cohen's essay, excerpted below, sums up the present zeitgeist--spirit of the Age--in today's world, mostly a gripping fear at events in every direction.  Jesus said mens' hearts would fail them for fear at the things coming on the earth.  It is so.  
But, we run under the cover of his wings in Psalm 91, and can quiet our hearts before the King who will finally set all right, and under his Father, and ours, who knew the End from way before the Beginning.   His perfect love casts out our fears.  As for me, even this day, I will look unto Jesus, the Author and the Finisher of my faith, who for the joy set before him, endured the cross, despising the shame, and is not set down at the right hand of the Father on Heaven's Throne!
***
"Swarms" all at once?  Sounds like a cross between the flying, stinging, genetic mutant hybrids of the Book of Revelation when the doors of the bottomless pit open….and the Replicator 'bots of StarGate!  Good grief!  What are we in for?

http://freebeacon.com/national-security/swarms-of-cooperative-autonomous-robots-to-hit-battlefields/
‘Swarms of Cooperative, Autonomous’ Robots to Hit Battlefields
Future wars will be fought by interconnected robots

Swarms of highly intelligent militarized robots are predicted to hit the battlefield in the near future and could spark a modern day arms race, according to a report released Monday by the Center for a New American Security (CNAS).
Teams of interconnected robots will change the way America and other countries fight their wars, providing them with more range and the ability to conduct “suicidal missions” without risk to living humans, according to the report entitled, “Robotics on the Battlefield Part II: The Coming Swarm.” … …
***
Be thankful saints, that, at least we know what is going to happen.  The world only quakes in fear at this point.  Says notable New York Times' editorial commenter Roger Cohen, "Then a shadow fell over the world…"
Says God,  " I have not give you a spirit of fear but of power, of love, and of a sound mind…"
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/28/opinion/roger-cohen-a-climate-of-fear.htm
A Climate of Fear
OCT. 27, 2014

LONDON — I don’t know about you, but I find dinner conversations often veer in strange directions these days, like the friend telling me the other evening that the terrorists calling themselves Islamic State could easily dispatch one of their own to West Africa, make sure he contracts Ebola, then get him onto the London Underground or the Paris Metro or the New York subway, squeezed up against plenty of other folk at rush hour, and bingo!
“I mean,” he said, “I can’t possibly be the first to have thought of this. It’s easy. They want to commit suicide anyway, right?”
Right: We are vulnerable, less safe than we thought.
A mouthful of pasta and on he went about how the time has come to blow up the entire Middle East, it’s done for, finished; and how crazy the energy market is right now with the Saudis trying to drive down prices in order to make costly American shale oil production less viable, which in turn should ensure the United States continues to buy Saudi crude even now that it has become the world’s largest oil producer. 
But of course the Russians are not happy about cheap oil, nor are the Iranians, and the bottom line is it’s chaos out there, sharks devouring one another. Nothing happens by chance, certainly not a 25 percent drop in oil prices. Somebody would pay for this plot.
Not so long ago, I struggled to remind myself, this guy was brimming over with idealism, throwing in a big investment-banking job to go to the Middle East and invest his energies in democratic change, a free press, a new order, bending my ear about how the time had come for the region and his country in particular to join the modern world. Nothing in the Arab genome condemned the region to backwardness, violence and paranoia. His belief was fervid. It was married to deeds. He walked the walk for change. I was full of admiration.
Then a shadow fell over the world: annexations, beheadings, pestilence, Syria, Gaza and the return of the Middle Eastern strongmen. Hope gave way to fever. When Canada is no longer reassuring, it’s all over.
We are vulnerable and we are fearful. That is the new zeitgeist, at least in the West. Fanaticism feeds on frustration; and frustration is widespread because life for many is not getting better. People fret.
Come to think of it, our conversation was not encrypted. How foolish, anybody could be listening in, vacuuming my friend’s dark imaginings into some data-storage depot in the American desert, to be sifted through by a bunch of spooks who could likely hack into his phone or drum up some charge of plotting against the West by having ideas about the propagation of Ebola. Even the healers are being humiliated and quarantined, punished for their generous humanity, while the humanoid big-data geeks get soda, steak and a condo in Nevada.
There were cameras and listening devices everywhere. Just look up, look around. It was a mistake to say anything within range of your phone. Lots of people were vulnerable. Anyone could hack into the software in your car, or the drip at your hospital bed, and make a mess of you. … … (continue, using the link)

***
Is "SkyNet" about to become self-aware?  Are we about to turn on the Singularity?  How fast will a self-thinking, self-programming computer progress?
http://betabeat.com/2014/10/googles-new-computer-with-human-like-learning-abilities-will-program-itself/
Human-Like Learning Abilities Will Program Itself
The new hybrid device might not need humans at all.

***
Is the "beheading demon" looking for people, besides jihadis, to possess, or will this killer also turn out to be persuaded by the same motivation?  In the French Revolution, the guillotines began to "call for more" and many who started out running them or consigning to them, like Robespierre, ended up under their blade too.

What are we coming to?  Come, Lord Jesus!

http://nypost.com/2014/10/29/man-possibly-beheaded-woman-jumped-in-front-of-train-cops/

Man beheads woman and jumps in front of train
Farmingdale, Long Island  October 29, 2014   (details at link)


***
At my last report, 31 Egyptian soldiers were killed by encroaching jihadis.  Egypt now retaliates by destroying 800 homes, displacing 10,000 persons, to secure its border with Gaza—
Egypt Flattens Neighborhoods to Create a Buffer With Gaza
By KAREEM FAHIM and MERNA THOMAS OCT. 29, 2014

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/30/world/middleeast/egypt-sinai-peninsula-gaza-buffer-zone.html?emc=edit_th_20141030&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

CAIRO — With bulldozers and dynamite, the Egyptian Army on Wednesday began demolishing hundreds of houses, displacing thousands of people, along the border with Gaza in a panicked effort to establish a buffer zone that officials hope will stop the influx of militants and weapons across the frontier.
The demolitions, cutting through crowded neighborhoods in the border town of Rafah, began with orders to evacuate on Tuesday and were part of a sweeping security response by the government of President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi to months of deadly militant attacks on Egyptian security personnel in the Sinai Peninsula, including the massacre of at least 31 soldiers last Friday
That assault was the deadliest on the Egyptian military in years, and a blow to the government, which has claimed to be winning the battle against insurgents. The resort to a harsh counterinsurgency tactic — destroying as many as 800 houses and displacing up to 10,000 people to eliminate “terrorist hotbeds,” as Mr. Sisi’s spokesman put it — highlighted the difficulties the military has faced in breaking the militants as well as the anger that operations like Wednesday’s inevitably arouse. … …

***
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace 
who's mind is stayed on thee,
 because he trusteth in thee."

*************************
26 October         (more?  ntfellowship.net)

Saints,  

Another week closer to the arrival of the King!  Let us watch and be sober and joyful, "lifting up our heads, for our redemption draws nigh."

***

The present state of the Beast, stateside—

Intent on Defying an All-Seeing Eye
‘Citizenfour,’ a Documentary About Edward J. Snowden

See the article here:  http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/24/movies/citizenfour-a-documentary-about-edward-j-snowden.html?emc=edit_th_20141024&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

See the trailer here:  https://citizenfourfilm.com

***
3 from Drudge—

Ebola patients disappearing?  (InfoWars claims)

http://www.infowars.com/medical-professional-health-authorities-covering-up-ebola-cases-in-u-s/

DOCTOR: HEALTH AUTHORITIES COVERING UP EBOLA-LIKE CASES IN U.S.
Exclusive: Patients being "disappeared" to prevent panic

A doctor has exclusively revealed to Infowars that health authorities are covering up Ebola cases in the United States and disappearing patients in an effort to avoid hysteria.
James Lawrenzi, DO, who has two clinics in Garden City and Archie, Missouri, appeared on the Alex Jones Show today to warn that the true scale of the situation was being deliberately downplayed. It is important to note that none of these potential Ebola outbreaks occurred at the clinics in which Lawrenzi works.
Lawrenzi said that shortly after the arrival of patient zero – Thomas Eric Duncan – in the United States, he was told by a doctor at Truman Lakewood Medical Center in Kansas City they had taken in a possible Ebola patient who had a high fever and was bleeding out of all his orifices having recently returned from West Africa.

The following day, Lawrenzi was told by the doctor that the patient had “disappeared” against medical advice, but that he wouldn’t have been able to leave on his own given his medical condition.
The day after the patient disappeared, a meeting was called for anyone who had contact with the patient. Doctors and other medical workers were told that the patient had malaria. Lawrenzi also revealed that drug reps from within the area warned over additional possible Ebola cases in the area.
A second possible Ebola patient was then admitted to Research Medical Center in Kansas City the following day but also quickly “disappeared,” with hospital bosses claiming he had typhoid, according to Lawrenzi.
“These patients are disappearing, they’re doing something with the patients and God knows where they’re going,” said the doctor.
Asked why authorities were engaged in an apparent cover-up, Lawrenzi speculated that the CDC was attempting to prevent hysteria, noting that workers at his own clinics had been told not to use the word “Ebola,” just as 911 dispatchers in New York have been banned  from using the term, or to reveal any information about a possible Ebola case.
Lawrenzi also revealed that Hospital Corporation of America (HCA), a private operator of health care facilities, had earlier this week removed protective gear and Hazmat suits from local hospitals without replacing it.
“They were told this was so they could have continuity of care for possible Ebola patients,” said Lawrenzi, adding that the real reason was that authorities didn’t want to cause a panic by having medical workers and doctors being seen in protective gear.
Urging people to “stay away from places where there’s large groups of people,” as well as hospitals, Lawrenzi said the situation was “much more serious than they’re letting on.”
“When flu season hits, people are going to be coming into the hospital for flu or Ebola, they’re not going to know what they have….it’s going to be a nightmare, every doctor I’ve spoken with is terrified of this fall,” said Lawrenzi.
“They’re preparing for something,” he added, speculating that the endgame could be medical martial law or the Obama administration’s complete takeover of the medical system.
Lawrenzi’s assertion that Ebola patients are being “disappeared” correlates with claims made by 27-year Border Patrol veteran Zach Taylor, who told Infowars that possible Ebola victims attempting to cross the border were also being secretly detained.
According to Infowars medical correspondent Dr. Edward Group, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is responding to only half the calls it is receiving from doctors reporting Ebola-like symptoms in patients. Dr. Group also talked with other health professionals and border patrol sources who confirmed that potential Ebola victims were being “disappeared” in an attempt to prevent panic.

***
After yesterday's revelation of the first case in NYC, the two states set up mandatory quarantines beyond the Federal response—


http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2014/10/24/new-york-new-jersey-set-up-mandatory-quarantine-requirement-amid-ebola-threat/
New York, New Jersey Set Up Mandatory Quarantine Requirement Amid Ebola Threat
Christie: New Policy Has Already Been Used At Newark Liberty International Airport
October 24, 2014 5:00 PM


***


Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla Motors, may think he's speaking metaphorically, but, he is probably rendering a literal, biblical truth.  AI may be one of the main "dimensional bridges" bridges between our material world and the fallen spiritual worlds.  "SkyNet" (Terminator 2) may well be already awake and assessing.  Jesus said through St. John, "The antichrist has power to give life to the image of the Beast, which will then kill all those who will not receive the mark," etc.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/innovations/wp/2014/10/24/elon-musk-with-artificial-intelligence-we-are-summoning-the-demon/

Elon Musk: ‘With artificial intelligence we are summoning the demon.’
(excerpt):  I think we should be very careful about artificial intelligence. If I were to guess like what our biggest existential threat is, it’s probably that. So we need to be very careful with the artificial intelligence. Increasingly scientists think there should be some regulatory oversight maybe at the national and international level, just to make sure that we don’t do something very foolish. With artificial intelligence we are summoning the demon. In all those stories where there’s the guy with the pentagram and the holy water, it’s like yeah he’s sure he can control the demon. Didn’t work out. 
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/10/24/malicious-ebola-themed-emails-are-on-the-rise/?_php=true&_type=blogs&emc=edit_th_20141025&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
***
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/10/24/malicious-ebola-themed-emails-are-on-the-rise/?_php=true&_type=blogs&emc=edit_th_20141025&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Malicious Ebola-Themed Emails Are on the Rise
By NICOLE PERLROTH  OCTOBER 24, 2014 11:50 A
The Ebola epidemic has migrated online, where cybercriminals are using the virus to infect more people with malware.
Last week, the United States Computer Readiness Team, a division of the Department of Homeland Security, issue an advisory warning users about spam campaigns that used the Ebola virus to bait users into clicking on malicious web links or attachments. This week, Trustwave, a private security and compliance consulting company, discovered several Ebola-themed threats.
One email purporting to be from the World Health Organization included a bogus file that claimed to include Ebola safety tips. Once downloaded, the file dropped a program onto the victim’s machine that evaded antivirus defenses. The program can do everything from grab shots off the victim’s webcam, record sounds from their computer’s microphone, take control of their desktop remotely, modify and upload files and steal passwords. … …

***
Cuomo equivocates on Ebola, changing course completely in nineteen hours—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/25/nyregion/after-calling-for-calm-cuomo-joins-christie-in-ordering-some-quarantines.html?emc=edit_th_20141025&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Cuomo, Shifting His Policy on Outbreak, Opens Up Public Rift With de Blasio
By THOMAS KAPLAN and JENNIFER STEINHAUER OCT. 24, 2014

On Thursday night, Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo sat beside Mayor Bill de Blasio at Bellevue Hospital Center as they offered soothing words to worried New Yorkers: New York City’s first case of Ebola, they said, was no reason for panic.
Less than 19 hours later, Mr. Cuomo, a Democrat, joined the Republican governor of New Jersey, Chris Christie, and struck a starkly different tone. The governors announced Friday that medical personnel returning to New York after treating Ebola patients in West Africa would be automatically subject to a 21-day quarantine.
The risk, Mr. Cuomo said, was grave. Offering an ominous hypothetical, he raised the precise situation that the mayor and the city’s health commissioner had tried to play down the night before: the danger of Ebola spreading through the subway system.
“In a region like this,” Mr. Cuomo said, “you go out one, two or three times, you ride the subway, you ride a bus, you could affect hundreds and hundreds of people.” … …

***
"…and the whole earth was filled with violence…" (Genesis 6) 
 "…and it will be as in the days of Noah when the Son of man comes…" (Jesus)

A media toll of prominent slaughters this week alone…

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/25/us/shooting-reported-at-high-school-north-of-seattle.html?emc=edit_th_20141025&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
2 Die, Including Gunman, in Shooting at Washington State High School
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/25/us/2-california-deputies-are-killed-in-rampage.html?emc=edit_th_20141025&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
2 California Officers Are Killed in Rampage
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/25/world/americas/ottawa-canada-gunmans-radicalism-deepened-as-life-crumbled.html?emc=edit_th_20141025&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Ottawa Gunman’s Radicalism Deepened as Life Crumbled
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/25/world/middleeast/militants-kill-at-least-26-egyptian-soldiers-in-sinai-peninsula-attack.html?emc=edit_th_20141025&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
31 Egyptian Soldiers Are Killed as Militants Attack in Sinai
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/10/25/new-york-city-hatchet-attack/17899003/
NYC police: Hatchet attack was terrorist act


*************************
23 October / breaking news: Ebola in NYC / and other stories

Saints,
Good News for parts of Africa!?  —  (Will our merciful, forbearing God stay this plague?  Praise him for mercy!)

http://www.aol.com/article/2014/10/20/who-nigerias-ebola-outbreak-is-officially-over/20980948/?icid=maing-grid7%7Cmain5%7Cdl2%7Csec1_lnk3%26pLid%3D548584
WHO: Nigeria's Ebola outbreak is officially over
***
BUT, by the evening of 23 October— (As goes NYC, so goes the nation?)
NY Times Breaking News Alert  Thursday, October 23, 2014  8:28 p.m. EDT
Patient in New York City Tests Positive for Ebola

A doctor in New York City who recently returned from treating Ebola patients in Guinea tested positive for the Ebola virus Thursday, becoming the city’s first diagnosed case.The doctor, Craig Spencer, was rushed to Bellevue Hospital on Thursday and placed in isolation while health care workers spread out across the city to trace anyone he might have come into contact with in recent days. A further test will be conducted by the federal Centers for Disease Control to confirm the initial test.While officials have said they expected isolated cases of the disease to arrive in New York eventually, and had been preparing for this moment for months, the first case highlighted the challenges surrounding containment of the virus, especially in a crowded metropolis.

***
While we still have relative ease, we need to BE mindful that much of the world is wracked in torment; we have a refugee crisis on our southern border, but the Mediterranean coasts of Africa and the Middle East, from Syria to Gibraltar, teem with those trying to flee for their lives and often losing them in terrible ways along the way.  The Arab Spring has turned into an interminable winter, and the blood of jihad and defense against it drowns out all reasonable life…

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/21/world/europe/shipwreck-survivors-recount-a-deadly-journey-from-middle-east-to-europe.html?emc=edit_th_20141021&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Shipwreck Was Simple Murder, Migrants Recall
By JIM YARDLEY OCT. 20, 2014

VALLETTA, Malta — On the last morning, only four of the survivors remained. Two sets of Palestinian  brothers, exhausted and adrift in the Mediterranean beneath a blazing white sun. The Awadallah brothers were delirious. Mohammed saw vampires rising from the waves. Ibrahim kept removing his life jacket, imagining himself at home in Gaza, changing his clothes. ...
***


Update on human cybernetics.  Here come the implants, all kinds of them—
The arriving Beast, remember Star Trek's Borg?  We're nearly there.  Tech zombies will flourish, much smarter and enhanced in many ways, but no longer fully human…and tuned to a digital alternate reality mixed with external world reality...

https://au.news.yahoo.com/technology/a/25293925/nine-real-technologies-that-will-soon-be-inside-you/

Nine real technologies that will soon be inside you
MIKE EDELHART Yahoo US
October 19, 2014, 10:20 am

Wearables will have their moment in the sun, but they're simply a transition technology.
Technology will move from existing outside our bodies to residing inside us.
That's the next big frontier.
Here are nine signs that implantable tech is here now, growing rapidly, and that it will be part of your life (and your body) in the near future. … ...

***
Practical Transhumanism arrives and begins to manifest in various areas and body parts, neural network connections, etc.  The Cyborgs are now walking among us—

http://s.telegraph.co.uk/graphics/projects/the-future-is-android/index.html

The Real Cyborgs

Forget wearable tech.  The pioneers of our "post-human" future are implanting technology in to their bodies and brains.  Should we stop them or join them?
By Arthur House


***

This writer notes the "boiled frog concept" that people are ready for the mark of the beast implants after this generation's massive surge in tattoo expressions—
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/October22/221.html
Could An Implanted Tattoo Be The Future Of Wearable Technology?

Asked to speculate on the future of wearable tech, a US design company drafted ‘Project Underskin’ – a digital tattoo that would be implanted in your hand and allow you to trade data with a handshake, monitor your vital signs or even unlock a door, according to Fast Company.

NewDealDesign , who drafted the concept, are known for their work on the popular Fitbit activity trackers. "When we started working on it, everyone was a little squeamish about implanting something. But there's a lot of cultural precinct," says Jaeha Yoo, Director of Experience Design. "Obviously tattoos, piercings - people are implanting birth control. This stuff is going on now. It’s not a huge step forward to implant something like Underskin."
The team envisage the device running off the body’s own electro-chemical energy, staying on permanently and allowing the wearer to unlock their door by touching the handle, or activating a credit card by holding it.
Because the implanted tattoo would also recognise movement, the designers believe it would be able to distinguish between different social modes of interaction that are expressed via the hand. "If you high five someone that’s very different than hand-holding, or a closed fist, or an open palm," explains Mr Yoo. "The hand is where a lot of self expression happens."
As for your health stats, the information would be kept private via encoding and limited display. Project Underskin envisions a small, public display on the side of the hand but a larger screen that sits in the palm, to be consulted just by the user.
Although there are no plans in place to develop the implant, NewDealDesign say Underskin could become a reality within five years, given the current state of electronics research.

***
Highly recommended reading for those seeing "as in the days of Noah" beginning to break over us now:  Tom Horn's and Cris Putnam's, EXOVATICANA.
Surfable, buyable at Amazon.com and SurvivorMall.com


*************************
19 October

Saints,

Keep your eyes open, but keep them on Jesus, the Author and the Finisher of our Faith…for we seem to be living in some kind of mix of sci-fi and dystopian, apocalypse movie.  The Lord will keep those who keep their eyes fixed on him.  This week, much more perspective on the Ebola plague and some thoughts on calm and careful reflection and preparation…and on not "going off the deep end."

***

The Daily Beast (via Drudge) on Ebola Preppers—


Let's face it; if the virus gets past HAZMAT suits in hospitals, your best bet is still PRAYER and prudence.  To update my earlier first thoughts on minimal preparations, it should be noted that you can buy Tyvek suits for around $10 at local hardware stores.   Med gloves and basic masks can be had at pharmacies.  Probably the best offensive weapon is several spray bottles of clorox water, maybe at different strengths, the weakest being as much as human skin will handle, and stronger for wiping surfaces, spraying down Tyveked caregivers, etc.  Tyvek with front zippers, typical available, should probably have a plastic bib over it.  Higher quality then basic masks can be had at Lowe's, Home Depot, etc. for about $30 with changeable filters.  These are for fine mist chemicals;  I could not find on their labels, how well they resist biologics.  Sites like those in this piece could provide heavy biologic filters.  

ONCE AGAIN, THE BEST PREPARATION IS STAYING IN PRAYER FIRST AND SPIRITUAL WATCHFULNESS, but reasonable prudence never hurts, even if only called to care for those who do fall victim.

"Prepping" itself is of the flesh, for a man may have his residence full of materials for the apocalypse and then fall down the stairs and break his neck while loading them to run to the woods.  Nevertheless, the wise take note, watch and wait in prayer, and are ready for unseemly times.

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/10/17/apocalypse-now-preppers-are-gearing-up-for-ebola.html

Apocalypse Now: Preppers Are Gearing Up for Ebola
(lead): It’s showtime for the Doomsday set. As the lethal virus crosses America’s doorstep, prep kits and gas masks are flying off shelves and fringe survivalists are going mainstream.

Jason Charles knows the exact moment he will lead his wife and five kids out of their Harlem home, pile into a car, and take off for the wilderness. It will be not long after Ebola reaches the population of New York City, hospitals overflow, and looting begins—when the first riots break out on the streets of Manhattan.
“Right now it isn’t bad, but if the first case happens in New York, you start hearing about hundreds or thousands of people getting sick and it shotguns through the city, then you want to start getting your plan together to leave,” says the 37-year-old fireman and dedicated prepper. When that happens, he says, “it’s a free fall, that’s the system breaking down.”… ...
***
What does Ebola do inside the body?  A brief video from the Wall Street Journal—
http://www.wsj.com/video/ebola-what-does-it-do-inside-the-body/B4D647BA-2383-4C85-8250-21F89C899559.html?mod=trending_now_video_1
***
Fox News reviews Global Terrorism Policy Documents.  Could terrorists import Ebola purposefully?  Spiritually and biblically authorized Christians recognize that the satanic and demonic realms are the true purveyors of terror, and the inspiration for evil men.  Beyond that, we watch and pray.
Ebola as Terrorism?
4/10/03/could-ebola-virus-become-bioterrorist-threat/
***
Info on Bleach ratios for safe disinfection—
Chlorine Bleach:  A Trusted Ally in the Battle against Ebola Water Quality & Health Council
October 10, 2014
- See more at: http://www.waterandhealth.org/chlorine-bleach-trusted-ally-battle-ebola/#sthash.T0Tjho0V.dpuf

"A 0.5% chlorine solution or a solution containing 5,000 parts per million free available chlorine is an effective surface disinfectant against Ebola"   For product sold as 3.5% bleach, use 6 parts water to 1 part bleach.  See this site for mixing formulas.  Read your Bleach bottle carefully.  No doubt, more diffuse solutions would be needed for skin contact.  Still researching.

***

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/19/us/life-in-quarantine-for-ebola-exposure-21-days-of-fear-and-loathing.html?emc=edit_th_20141019&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Life in Quarantine for Ebola Exposure: 21 Days of Fear and Loathing
By KEVIN SACK, JACK HEALY, and FRANCES ROBLES  OCT. 18, 2014

The number of people who have locked themselves away, either under government orders or voluntarily, has grown well beyond those who lived with and cared for the first Ebola victim in Dallas. … …

***
Are Conspiracy Theories modern myth-making, and if so, what implications remain?
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/19/sunday-review/the-ebola-conspiracy-theories.html
The Ebola Conspiracy Theories
By ALAN FEUER OCT. 18, 2014

THE spread of Ebola from western Africa to suburban Texas has brought with it another strain of contagion: conspiracy theories. … ...

*** ***
other news—
the domino effect—Forget God and the 10 Commandments…and to hell with humanity, love and fidelity!  It's every man, woman, and half-gendered/butchered creature for itself!
http://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/top-stories/bid-to-ditch-adultery-law-in-scotland-1-3577108
IT IS the ancient principle of Scots law which has spawned a sea of heartache and ended countless marriages but now adultery is facing the prospect of being scrapped altogether.
Bid to ditch adultery law in Scotland

The introduction of gay marriage has raised fresh questions over its role in modern Scotland amid claims it could breach “human rights”.
Adultery can only take place between a man and woman and MSPs are being urged to back an overhaul of the law to ensure it doesn’t discriminate on the basis of gender. One leading campaign group warns it would be easier to scrap it.
But pro-marriage groups have hit back insisting this would send out a message that “faithfulness doesn’t matter”.
The first gay marriages will be held in Scotland on Hogmanay after the law was changed earlier this year. But a petition lodged with MSPs by Akri Jones says the legal definition of adultery means that even now it cannot apply to same-sex extramarital affairs.
“This is clearly infringes on the human rights of an individual, it evidences that there is no equality in adultery laws and no marriage equality in all aspects,” he states. “Gender status should not determine what constitutes adultery.” … …
***
"Transgendering 101" at Wellesley.  Get used to it girls, there's a man in woman's clothing (or "a woman in a man's body") coming to your shower rooms—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/19/magazine/when-women-become-men-at-wellesley-college.html?emc=edit_th_20141019&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
When Women Become Men at Wellesley
By RUTH PADAWER OCT. 15, 2014

***
Have we created Masters to comfort us?  A conversation about a very warming and comforting SIRI 'bot—
Is SkyNet yet self-aware?  Getting there.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/19/fashion/how-apples-siri-became-one-autistic-boys-bff.html?emc=edit_th_20141019&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
To Siri, With Love
How One Boy With Autism Became B.F.F.'s With Apple’s Siri
By JUDITH NEWMAN OCT. 17, 2014

Just how bad a mother am I? I wondered, as I watched my 13-year-old son deep in conversation with Siri. Gus has autism, and Siri, Apple’s “intelligent personal assistant” on the iPhone, is currently his B.F.F. Obsessed with weather formations, Gus had spent the hour parsing the difference between isolated and scattered thunderstorms — an hour in which, thank God, I didn’t have to discuss them. After a while I heard this:
Gus: “You’re a really nice computer.”
Siri: “It’s nice to be appreciated.”
Gus: “You are always asking if you can help me. Is there anything you want?”
Siri: “Thank you, but I have very few wants.”
Gus: “O.K.! Well, good night!”
Siri: “Ah, it’s 5:06 p.m.”
Gus: “Oh sorry, I mean, goodbye.”
Siri: “See you later!”
That Siri. She doesn’t let my communications-impaired son get away with anything. Indeed, many of us wanted an imaginary friend, and now we have one. Only she’s not entirely imaginary. … ...
*************************
16 October

—There is so much transpiring so rapidly, I must speak for now more often to those the Lord has given to me.  Please pass on legitimate concerns and thoughts to as many as the Lord gives you—

Saints,
The potential for a widespread plague of Ebola deserves our immediate prayers and concentrated watchfulness in the Spirit.  Just since yesterday, another nurse in Dallas has come down with Ebola, having also just travelled by plane to the Cleveland, Ohio area.  NBC's TODAY just announces all Cleveland schools are closed today.  Will this go on for 21 days?  Or is this the beginning of widespread public panic and even among regional officialdom?  What will the ramifications be, just of such shut downs and mass isolations, not to mention if the disease actually gets loose?  Hundreds of passengers on the plane and everyone they contact are now also in the breath print of the disease, and are being sought out by the CDC.  Frontier Airlines has pulled the plane from service.

I have a few more news stories of prophetic import well below this area of text and set off  by a line of asterisks, but here and now I want to pass along some type of thinking that I as a complete laymen in medical matters have been pondering.  Without even wanting to resist or gainsay official doctrines on the disease, there are some simple prudences and preparations we can make should any of us be found in individual isolations and quarantines, or should we elect such.  Even the best medical care, can only do a couple of things better than the average, careful caregiver can give too---isolation and disinfection,  fever reduction, pain management, hydration, and Ph balance maintenance, possibly as simple as giving Gatorade to drink.  Here are my thoughts so far.  Please only use them to do your own investigation and preparation, but except for blood transfusions and ZMapp, any wise and prepared caregiver can do just about as much and take nearly as good precautions as the hospitals with their HAZMAT suits can do---as even these are being breached.

MINISTERING TO EBOLA PATIENTS: A LAYMAN CAREGIVER PONDERS THE SITUATION:

Pray without ceasing.

In the interest of sparking thought and personal preparation for caring for Ebola patients among family and loved ones, some categorical thinking.  I speak entirely as a layman and only to spark further investigation and preparation.  Please use these thoughts only for further investigation.

There are only several areas to address:
Caregiver Care:  Best possible viral barriers and disinfectants for caregivers.  Food and supplies laid in in abundance; outside contact methods prepared, phone available, internet, etc.

Patient Comfort:  Liquid pain meds, advil, etc., hydration plan--plenty of clean water; Ph balancers, possibly GatorAde style products, possibly low sugar Gatorades so as not to contribute to fevers?
Fever reducers:  aspirin, cool baths, wet cloths.  Probably in the sickest phases too much fever reduction too fast may be injurious, but try to keep fever drawn out by coolness.  At some points in the sickness, full cold baths may break fevers, but you do not want to shock the patient overmuch?

Post quarantine signs:  arrange by phone for dropped deliveries of needed supplies.
About the only things that hospitals can do better at besides, hopefully, disinfection and prevention, are the added benefits of blood transfusions from antibodies donors and supply of ZMapp, the experimental anti-viral drug, already in completely short supply.  If it becomes available, these could also be dropped at the door of your quarantined area.

Especially for those living in rural or more remote situations or individual living units where authorities may permit self-imposed quarantine for those who might elect to care for their own sick, or for those who may with to remain apart from the herding into regional compounds--in which case, much advance food and water and medications and supplies may need to be laid in in advance.

Ebola viruses have been slipping even through the most sophisticated HAZMUT suits, so it can't hurt to at least use rubber gloves, masks, and any gowning at hand or prepared in advance.  Try to lay in all barrier equipment in advance.

Make up or keep lots of viral disinfectant in spray bottles in advance.  Something like windex bottles may do.  Find out the maximum concentration of clorox in water that will not harm skin or tissues, and keep it ready at all times in several spray bottles at hand.  Keep a tub of soapy water and clorox solution to wipe down surfaces, patient hands, etc. regularly.  Change it often.  It may be prudent to add significantly more clorox before dumping it down drains into septic systems, sewers, etc.  Spray objects in the isolation room regularly.  Spray exposed skin of caregivers regularly; avoid eyes of course, and study for appropriate concentrations.  I don't know them.  There are cans of brand name Clorox 4 disinfecting sprays, but plain beach and water will also serve, perhaps in varying concentrations for varying needs?  Spraying exposed skin of patients may be doubly effective, both killing potentially migrating viruses and cooling the patient;  though, again, the concentration of bleach cannot be at a skin harming level.

Pray without ceasing.  Literally, ask the Holy Spirit to kill the virus in the patient and the surrounding areas and to keep if from the caregivers,  Psalm 91. Quote it out loud as needed and plead the protection provided by the Blood of the Lamb.  Read the Scriptures out loud in faith over the patient and in and around the contaminated area.

*****************************************************************************
other apocalyptic news—

Houston's lesbian mayor overtly threatens area pastors and demands their sermons be recorded and submitted for potential prosecution and immediate censoring.  This is an outright overthrow of the Constitutional right to Freedom of Religion.  We foresaw that as soon as the sodomite agenda gained credibility as a "civil right," it would show its ugly face of pure selfism and a blatant self-willed appetite for its own way at any cost.  Voila!

http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2014/10/14/city-houston-demands-pastors-turn-over-sermons/
***
The pope, fulfilling yet more criteria of the spirit of antichrist, moves toward accommodating sodomites into the RCC—

http://www.aol.com/article/2014/10/13/vatican-document-challenges-church-to-change-attitude-to-gays/20977155/?icid=maing-grid7%7Cmain5%7Cdl2%7Csec1_lnk3%26pLid%3D544776
Vatican document challenges Church to change attitude to gays
(Reuters) - In a dramatic shift in tone, a Vatican document said on Monday that homosexuals had "gifts and qualities to offer" and asked if Catholicism could accept gays and recognize positive aspects of same-sex couples.
The document, prepared after a week of discussions at an assembly of 200 bishops on the family, said the Church should challenge itself to find "a fraternal space" for homosexuals without compromising Catholic doctrine on family and matrimony. … ...

***
I guess you could call this "the upside" of cyborgery & practical transhumanism?

http://www.gizmag.com/mind-controlled-prosthetics-robotic-mechatronic/34184/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=43d435ac53-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-43d435ac53-91592265

Mind-controlled mechatronic prosthetics now a reality
Robotic prostheses have advanced greatly in the past decade, in terms of both cost and capability.  Unfortunately, the standard electrode-over-skin method of control makes many of them unreliable and restricts their functionality, meaning that a number of recipients of these devices commonly reject them as a result. However, a Swedish man has recently celebrated a milestone in robotic prostheses by taking advantage of an osseointegrated (bone-anchored), thought-controlled, implant system in his daily life for more than a year and a half. … …
&
http://www.gizmag.com/prosthetic-hand-texture-sensations/34203/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=43d435ac53-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-43d435ac53-91592265

Prosthetic hand capable of delivering texture sensations
A new prosthetic system allows amputees to feel familiar sensations and also, somewhat unexpectedly, reduces their phantom pain. Researchers at Case Western Reserve University and the Louis Stokes Cleveland Veterans Affairs Medical Center developed the system to reactivate areas of the brain that produce the sense of touch, but recipients of prosthetic hands reported their phantom pain subsiding almost completely after being hooked up to the system. … ...

***
Gender rage pervades even the digital world.  There is no final solution until the Prince of Peace arrives, but both feminists and misogynists should realize that there must be a place for distinction of gender.  When is it systemically denied, rage and hatred erupt.  Better for now, a mutual esteem and the allowance of separate spheres when and as needed.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/16/technology/gamergate-women-video-game-threats-anita-sarkeesian.html?emc=edit_th_20141016&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Feminist Critics of Video Games Facing Threats in ‘ GamerGate’ Campaign
By NICK WINGFIELD OCT. 15, 2014  (LEAD):

Anita Sarkeesian, a feminist cultural critic, has for months received death and rape threats from opponents of her recent work challenging the stereotypes of women in video games. Bomb threats for her public talks are now routine. One detractor created a game in which players can click their mouse to punch an image of her face.
Not until Tuesday, though, did Ms. Sarkeesian feel compelled to cancel a speech, planned at Utah State University. The day before, members of the university administration received an email warning that a shooting massacre would be carried out at the event. And under Utah law, she was told, the campus police could not prevent people with weapons from entering her talk. … ...

***
Oh, brother, guess we shouldn't be surprised; people have been trying to buy artificial happiness nearly forever:  it's called booze, drugs, prostitution, ete., etc.,  but "now, there's an app for that."  Take a look at this:
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/16/business/positive-thinking-with-a-little-help-from-your-phone.html?emc=edit_th_20141016&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Positive Thinking, With a Little Help From Your Phone
OCT. 15, 2014
(Lead): AT dinner with friends recently the conversation turned to things that were stressing us out. Yes, it was one of those moody evenings. But it ended up being upbeat because someone asked the inevitable “I wonder if there’s an app for that” question. And it turns out there are lots of apps to help you think positively or aim at happiness, and we all had fun examining them on our phones.
Happify is perhaps the most sophisticated positive vibes app available now. The idea of this free iOS app is to train you into thinking positively and feeling happy by engaging you in various “tracks” with different goals like improving your confidence or seeing new possibilities. By playing through games and activities for a few minutes each day, the aim is to ultimately get into the habit of thinking positively.
Happify, which claims its technique is based on science, starts by asking you some thought-provoking questions about your life and your goals in using the app. Then it recommends some tracks for you, and within a few taps you’ve begun. … ...


*************************
14 October
Saints,
Tracking the situation today— 
I have been watching the internet scuttlebutt on the Ebola situation.  Right-wing thinking, at its most paranoid, is that "regional treatment centers," "community health centers,"  or as in this excerpt below, "designated centers," are euphemisms, code words, or doublespeak for mass enforced quarantine centers or areas, or as one right-winger put it, "concentration camps."
Surely, this is potentially a very critical situation unless God Himself assuages this breaking plague.  May he protect the saints and the loved ones under our prayers-and-watch and shower mercy on those who sit in darkness.  May the Gospel rise up in this day and for this hour.  In Jesus' Name, Amen.
Yes, such virulent disease must be contained, but it will necessitate the setting aside of all personal and constitutional liberties if enforced quarantines are set up over large populations.  Yes, this may be necessary for public health reasons, but a multitude of bad ideas, bad spirits, and evil agendas could sweep in right behind it.  This could be the means by which the populace is divided and cowed to a new, one world government—not to mention being slaughtered off, ethnically cleansed, etc. when uninfected people are contained along with infected people—to die off together.
What rational thinker could not help to think that Ebola could have been kept out by simply allowing no one from the infected areas into our borders without an observed quarantine period, but, we were told that "was not practicable or possible in this international travel age,"etc.  Baloney.  It causes one to wonder, if truth be known, if the importation of Ebola was planned and executed as a move to take over the US population.  
We can only walk it out now in prayer and watchfulness.  Said YaHWeH through Isaiah:  "Come, my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about thee:  hide thyself as it were for a little moment, until the indignation be overpast."  (26:20)  May the Blood of the Passover Lamb of God be found upon our doorposts and lintels.  God save us from this evil!
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/14/us/questions-rise-on-preparations-at-hospitals-to-deal-with-ebola.html?emc=edit_th_20141014&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Questions Rise on Preparations at Hospitals to Deal With Ebola
By DENISE GRADY  OCT. 13, 2014

Federal health officials have offered repeated assurances that most American hospitals can safely treat Ebola, but Emory University Hospital in Atlanta, which had years of preparation for just such a crisis, found out how hard that is while it cared for three Ebola patients.
As doctors and nurses there worked to keep desperately ill patients alive in August, the county threatened to disconnect Emory from sewer lines if Ebola wastes went down the drain. The company that hauled medical trash to the incinerator refused to take anything used on an Ebola patient unless it was sterilized first. Couriers would not drive the patients’ blood samples a few blocks away for testing at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. And pizza places would not deliver to staff members in any part of the hospital.
		“It doesn’t matter how much you plan,” Dr. Bruce Ribner, an infectious disease specialist who directed the patients’ care, said in an interview. “You’re going to be wrong half the time.”

Emory solved its problems, but the challenges it faced could overwhelm a hospital with fewer resources. At Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital in Dallas, mistakes in treating a patient from Liberia — a delay in diagnosing the disease, and its spread to a health worker who had apparently taken all precautions — have raised questions about the general level of preparedness in hospitals around the country. Medical experts have begun to suggest that it might be better to transfer patients to designated centers with special expertise in treating Ebola.
Federal health officials are also beginning to consider that idea, though they emphasize that every hospital has to be able to diagnose the disease. … …

***
The Grim Reaper — The economic destruction of a worldwide plague has caught Wall Street's and IMF's attention—
http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/10/13/calculating-the-grim-costs-of-ebola/?emc=edit_th_20141014&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Calculating the Grim Economic Costs of Ebola Outbreak
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN OCTOBER 13, 2014 9:02 PM

The topic everyone on Wall Street is discussing urgently but quietly isn’t the volatile stock market.
It is Ebola.
While thousands of health care workers seek to control the deadly virus in West Africa, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and other medical professionals seek to prevent its outbreak in the United States, financial analysts and others have been trying to estimate — or “model,” in Wall Street parlance — the potential effect on the global economy.
The math is not pretty. … ...

*************************
13 October / Ebola Update
The "talking heads" of the Mass Media are always willing to assure us that all will be ok, but HERE NOW the nurse who cared for the first Ebola patient to die in the US in Dallas HAS ALSO COME DOWN WITH THIS DISEASE WHICH IS SUPPOSED TO BE 'SO HARD TO CATCH' AND WHILE DRESSED LIKE AN ASTRONAUT IN A SPACESUIT!!!!  Look for healthcare workers themselves to run away from patient care in the days ahead.
Saints, pray consciously and earnestly that God will do a work of "passover" in protecting us and our loved ones from this terrible pestilence!
I know very little about medical care, but if contracted, this disease seems best fought by staying hydrated, and keeping a good PH balance--though I don't know the numbers on that.* (see below)   We need to find out and find out how to do that.  Fever must also be addressed and lowered as soon as possible.  Above all, call upon the name of the Lord Jesus continually.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/13/us/texas-health-worker-tests-positive-for-ebola.html?emc=edit_th_20141013&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Dallas Nurse Contracts Ebola Virus, Elevating Response and Anxiety
By MANNY FERNANDEZ  OCT. 12, 2014

(Lead):DALLAS — A nurse here became the first person to contract Ebola within the United States, prompting local, state and federal officials who had settled into a choreographed response to scramble on Sunday to solve the mystery of how she became infected, despite wearing protective gear, and to monitor additional people possibly at risk.
The news further stoked fears of health care workers across the country, many of whom have grown increasingly anxious about having to handle Ebola cases. The confirmation on Sunday of the second Ebola case in Dallas — four days after the death on Wednesday of the first patient, Thomas Eric Duncan, 42, a Liberian who arrived in this country in September — opened a new and more frightening chapter in the unfolding public health drama. … … ("public health drama"?  indeed!)

Saints, I just took my own advice and surfed: "how to keep the ph balance right to treat ebola"  Here's one I got  "http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message2613523/pg2.  Like most internet mythology, there are some obscene reader comments and some herbs "highly" recommended, etc.  Urban legends won't cure anything, but sometimes herbs of various kinds do help, being the research of "empirical" science, or of observation over time, also sometimes the same as so called  folk lore or folk medicine.  Much other scuttlebutt is all over the net about ebola aids.   Be wise.  Now is the time to look these things over and consider treatment options and supplies.   Something as simple as "GatorAid" (maybe sugarless gatorade if there is such?) may be the way to hydrate a victim and maintain proper ph, at least in part,  (with pure water making up the rest).  Fevers can be reduced gently by continual wet cloth bathing or by cool to lukewarm baths.   Do you have a plan in place?  Will family members take care of family members?  Will the state institute "regional quarantine centers?"  Can you keep a loved one at home in an atmosphere soaked in prayer?  Should you mention your situation to health care providers or just invoke self-quarantine, knowing your family will be instantly separated with some carried off to centers (aka concentration camps, so some say) and the rest being confined not to leave the house?  Do you have a box of latex gloves?  Do you have masks?  Do you have a good supply of clorox.  A strong but not too strong solution can be steadily used to wash all surfaces.  Are you ready to self-monitor risky surfaces, etc. and to keep them wiped down with clorox water?  Can even a patient be wiped down regularly with a mild chlorine solution?
Are you pleading the blood of Christ and the protection of the Holy Spirit and the Scriptures (Psalm 91, etc.) overall?

***
13 October—
QUOTATION OF THE DAY (NYTimes)
"The care of Ebola patients can be done safely, but it's hard to do it safely. Even a single, inadvertent innocent slip can result in contamination."
DR. THOMAS R. FRIEDEN, director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

*************************
11 October

Saints,

In our yet relative ease, I ask God the Holy Spirit to remind me daily to pray for our brothers and sisters who are under the gun and the sword and the bombs and the fires in the places where the Enemy's religion reigns.  Please, let us all remember to pray regularly for them.

http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/nigeria-boko-haram-torch-185-churches-captured-towns-borno-adamawa-1468763

Nigeria: Boko Haram Torch 185 Churches in Captured Towns of Borno and Adamawa
(excerpt):  …"Life is really terribly difficult. We are waiting eagerly to go back home, even as it is obvious that we are going to [have to] reconstruct our looted and burnt houses and ecclesial structures.
"We have been sleeping in uncompleted buildings, camps and school premises. We have been absorbed into houses of relations and friends in [their] sixties and seventies." …
***
CHRIST VS. ANTICHRIST (Christian vs. Antichristian)— Unfortunately, many Christians' "love will grow cold" and they will ally with Antichrist and betray their own former brethren who retain the Word!  
Blood on the Altar
I have NOT read this book, and this is not a review, but the lead advert. blurb for it rings a bell:  "The love of many shall grow cold, and many shall betray many…"  This, by context, speaks of those who profess the Faith.  If we think the horror of Islam are terrible, how much worse when our own brother "lifts up the heel against" us?  Yet, it must come.  I have long called them "the antichristians."  Because the Christian Faith always offers "the benefit of the doubt" and an open communion, many join in a parallel "group spirit" imitation of the life of the Holy Spirit and the true fellowship of believers.  In the latter days, this will be a test and a war between Flesh and Spirit, and the Flesh wants it way and will ostracize, slander, and even murder.  Already, so called evangelical Christianity is full of compromise and the Flesh is in ascendancy:  women in church leadership, sodomites attending as Christians and seeking leadership also, a detesting and ostraciziation of anyone who wants to discuss the Word beyond the narrow clerical diet of dogma, hero worship of Christian leaders, ungodly, flesh-pleasing "mega-churches," and the wholesale departure from sound doctrine to doctrines of demons.
Here's the blurb.  Look it over.  It is by Tom Horn of Exovaticana fame.  EV has been out since about 2012, and while I have wanted to read it for some time, it only recently fell into my hand from a friend.  If you haven't read it, but you are aware that we are in the times of "as in the days of Noah," you should also read it.  ENCLOSED/ATTACHED WITH THIS NEWSLETTER IS A PDF OF TWO OPENING PAGES OF CHUCK MISSLER'S  PROLOGUE FOR EXOVATICANA.  IT JUST SO HAPPENS THAT A TOPIC BEGINS AT THE TOP OF THE FIRST PAGE AND WRAPS UP PARTIALLY (ENOUGH TO PIQUE INTEREST!) RIGHT AT THE END OF THE SECOND PAGE SO THAT THIS PDF OF THE TWO PAGE SPREAD GIVES A LITTLE GOOD INSIGHT INTO HORN AND PUTNAM'S NOW FAMOUS WORK.  ALSO SURF SURVIVORMALL.COM FOR ONLINE BUYING OF EXOVATICANA AND OTHER WORKS: SCROLL TO "BOOKS AND MEDIA."  THE TIME IS AT HAND!
via prophecynewswatch.com
Blood on the Altar: The Coming War Between Christian vs. Christian Book 
When discussing end-times scenarios, and in particular the subject of rigorous persecution, often overlooked is the role that religious “Christians” are being shaped today to play against the true body of Christ. The concept of a coming war between Christians could seem beyond credulity if it were not for what the inspired texts of scripture themselves convey.  Jesus predicted a time when “whosoever killeth you will think that he doeth God service” (John 16:2), and in Matthew 24, He told His disciples:  Then shall they deliver you up to be afflicted, and shall kill you; and ye shall be hated of all [groups of people] for my name’s sake. And then shall many be offended, and shall betray one another, and shall hate one another. And many false prophets shall rise, and shall deceive many. And because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall grow cold. (Matthew 24:9–12) Elsewhere in the Bible it describes this coming era of Great Tribulation as when the Antichrist will have power “to make war with the saints, and to overcome them” (Rev. 13:7; see also Dan. 7:21).  Immediately following those verses, there is description of a second beast with “two horns like a lamb” who speaks “like a dragon” (Rev. 13:11). Most evangelical scholars identify this second “beast” as the leader of the end-times religious institution who will be under Satan’s control. The phrase “like a lamb” indicates he will pretend to represent the Lamb of God and the Christian church, while the expression “speaks like a dragon” identifies the devilish source of his authority and power. This final, global, super-church leader will be a murderer not unlike the Antichrist, and will cause “that as many as would not worship the image of the beast should be killed” (Rev. 13:15).  Thus, the book of Revelation outlines how the political figure of Antichrist derives ultranational dominance from the world’s religious faithful through the influence of an ecclesiastical leader (also called the False Prophet) who will not hesitate to swim in the blood of the genuine saints of God.  As the world races toward its momentous end-times encounter between good and evil (known in the Bible as Armageddon), a deepening antagonism is developing worldwide against conservative Christians. According to a 2014 Pew Research Center report, this hostility now includes the United States, which elevated from the lowest category of government restrictions on Christian expressions as of mid-2009 to an advanced category in only the last three years. This trend may point to one of the most overlooked aspects of Bible prophecy a war that ultimately pits born-again believers against religious Christians.   NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME, IN BLOOD ON THE ALTAR YOU WILL.. Become acquainted with the government report on how true believers will be driven underground * Understand how Religious Christians are set to join the Antichrist in persecuting those born-again * Grasp the social implications involving technology that will be used for the final battle * Hear the new theory of the Image of the Beast that has powerful implications about man * Realize what Jesus meant by the Days of Noah and its connection to new genetic horrors * Uncover how the Mark of the Beast will change those who receive it into murderers.  In Blood on the Altar: The Coming War Between Christian vs. Christian, leading national and international researchers, scholars, authors, and speakers share urgent information and specialized knowledge about this coming war and what you can do to prepare for it. Contributing authors: Thomas Horn, Gary Stearman, Chuck Missler, Cris Putnam, Michael Lake, Sharon Gilbert, Derek Gilbert, Larry Spargimino, Paul McGuire, Douglas W. Krieger, S. Douglas Woodward, and Terry James, with foreword by Stephen Quayle.
***
via The Berean Call—
TRYING TO GET ON THE SAME SIDE AS THE WORLD
 
The chief danger of the Church today is that it is trying to get on the same side as the world, instead of turning the world upside down. Our Master expects us to accomplish results, even if they bring opposition and conflict. Anything is better than compromise, apathy, and paralysis. God, give to us an intense cry for the old-time power of the Gospel and the Holy Ghost!
 
--A.B. Simpson (December 15, 1843 - October 29, 1919, Canadian preacher, theologian, author, and founder of the Christian and Missionary Alliance)

***
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/October08/082.html#7tMjf6YAASJTptKU.99

During An Ebola Pandemic All Of Your Rights Would Essentially Be Meaningless 

Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/October08/082.html#7tMjf6YAASJTptKU.99
If there is a major Ebola pandemic in America, all of the liberties and the freedoms that you currently enjoy would be gone. If government officials believe that you have the virus, federal law allows them to round you up and detain you "for such time and in such manner as may be reasonably necessary." 

In addition, the CDC already has the authority to quarantine healthy Americans if they reasonably believe that they may become sick. During an outbreak, the government can force you to remain isolated in your own home, or the government may forcibly take you to a treatment facility, a tent city, a sports stadium, an old military base or a camp. 

You would not have any choice in the matter. And you would be forced to endure any medical procedure mandated by the government. 

That includes shots, vaccines and the drawing of blood. During such a scenario, you can scream about your "rights" all that you want, but it won't do any good.

In case you are tempted to think that I am making this up, I want you to read what federal law actually says. The following is 42 U.S.C. 264(d). I have added bold for emphasis...
***
"One Ring (card) to rule them all, One Ring (card) to find them, One Ring (card) to bring them all and in the darkness bind them."

Estonia models the latest advances in the kingdom of the Beast—
One card does it all—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/09/business/international/estonians-embrace-life-in-a-digital-world.html
Estonians Embrace Life in a Digital World
By MARK SCOTTOCT. 8, 2014 (lead):
TALLINN, Estonia — The centuries-old city center here looks quaintly antique, with well-worn cobbled streets lined by medieval buildings at nearly every turn.
But the people have fully embraced the digital world, enthusiastically adopting public and private online services — offering a snapshot of a society that lives first and foremost online.
Estonians, using a national identity card embedded with a microchip, gain access to some 4,000 services, including banking, business registration and even fishing licenses. They review medical records and order prescriptions on smartphones. Almost everyone files taxes on the web within minutes, and about a third of voters now cast their ballots online. … ...

 ***
The destruction of gender differences and recognition is, essentially, the destruction of humanity and humanness in exchange for a transgendered, neutered, transhumanist pack of zombies.  Welcome to the non-human future for what used to be human beings...
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/October10/102.html
'Gender Inclusive' School District Says Drop 'Boys and Girls,' Call Kids 'Purple Penguins' 

*************************
5 October

Saints,

"Sure, I'm a Christian!  I'm born in the United States!  I'm even a Republican! How could I not be a Christian?  My parents are Christian; how could I not be a Christian?"

Well, for sure, "Everyone who calls upon the name of the Lord shall be saved."  But, "God doesn't have grandchildren," and mere association with Christianity is not the same as Personal Conversion…an Absolute and Essential!  

You can go to church all your life, be on the right side of all moral issues, etc., etc. and still not be a Christian.  You can be a "cultural Christian" or a religionist by association and still not be saved.  The saved or personally converted Christian has laid down his life to take up the profession and the calling of the cross.  "Pick up your cross DAILY," says the Lord.  This Christian has an active, living, and daily relationship with the Lord Jesus.  He "hungers and thirsts for righteousness," and his daily meat is to hunger to obey the Lord, not to see how much he can get out of doing so, and how he can tend his facade with minimal effort.

Yes, the truly converted and discipled believer still falls short, sins, but he hates it and always strives away from it and toward the Lord, calling on the Lord from a true heart, shouldering his cross daily, and "looking unto Jesus, the Author and Finisher of our Faith, who for the glory set before, endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand of the Father."  Let us be "seated (at rest in his work in us) in high places with him."   No less will do. … … Convert souls with the pure Gospel, no less!

via prophecynewswatch.com

http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/October01/015.html#AXx3rzB5X41fRQve.99
Are You A Cultural Christian Or A Biblical Christian? 
October 01, 2014 Patrick Morley
Christianity is flourishing. There are more Christians today in America than ever before, both as a percentage and in total numbers. Roughly one in three Americans indicate they have asked Jesus to forgive their sins and grant them the gift of eternal life.

Here's the question: If religion is such a big part of our lives, why isn't it making more of an impact on our society? The sad reality is that claims of religious commitment run high, but impact is at an all-time low.

Here's the problem: Although Christianity is flourishing, many of us who are Christians have gotten caught up in this increasingly bankrupt culture. We have adopted many of the values of the world around us. Maybe it's the new sexual ethics of cohabitation or pornography, rampant greed and materialism, or winking at the needs of the poor. Gal. 5:9 explains why adopting these values is a problem: "A little yeast works through the whole batch of dough."

So when we try to have the best of both worlds, we exchange the truth of God for a lie and the glory of God for idols, we do what seems right in our own eyes, we get engrossed in the secular world, and we worship created things instead of the Creator.

The result? Cultural Christianity. Cultural Christianity means pursuing the God we want instead of the God who is. It is the tendency to be shallow in our understanding of God, wanting Him to be more of a gentle-grandfather type who spoils us and lets us have our own way. It is sensing a need for God, but on our own terms. It is wanting the God we have underlined in our Bibles without wanting the rest of Him too. It is God relative instead of God absolute.

What has been the result of this adaptive, cultural religion?

Two Kinds of Christians 

The ease with which people now associate themselves with religion has produced two kinds of Christians: biblical Christians and cultural Christians.

Jesus was the first to clarify the different types of people who would or would not associate with Him. The parable of the sower reveals four groups of hearers of the Word of God.

Group 1: The Non-Christian

"Those along the path are the ones who hear, and then the devil comes and takes away the word from their hearts, so that they may not believe and be saved" (Luke 8:12). Christ makes clear the point that not everyone who hears about salvation will believe.

Group 2: The Cultural Christian: Type 'C'

"Those on the rocky ground are the ones who receive the word with joy when they hear it, but they have no root. They believe for a while, but in the time of testing they fall away" Luke 8:13). 

Type "C" stands for counterfeit faith. Among us are some who profess to be Christians, but in reality they are not Christians at all; they are cultural Christians—type "C." They have a counterfeit faith—a faith that is not a genuine faith in Christ. Jesus said, "Not everyone who says to me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only the one who does the will of my Father who is in heaven" (Matt. 7:21).

Without sounding a false alarm, but in love, I encourage every man who finds himself to be a cultural Christian to consider whether his faith is merely a defeated faith or a counterfeit faith. If counterfeit faith is the condition of your life, don't be discouraged. God loves you with an everlasting love and wants to reconcile with you.

Group 3: The Cultural Christian: Type 'D'

"The seed that fell among thorns stands for those who hear, but as they go on their way they are choked by life's worries, riches and pleasures, and they do not mature" (Luke 8:14). 

Sadly, there is little marginal difference between the way many Christians spend their money and the way non-Christians spend theirs. For a group whose primary commission is to be salt and light to a broken, confused world, this example does little to present a viable alternative to empty lifestyles.

Type "D" stands for defeated faith. The type "D" cultural Christian lives in defeat. There is little, if any, marginal difference between his lifestyle and the lifestyle of the man who makes no claim to be in Christ. He has never understood, perhaps because he has never been told, the difference between what it means to be a cultural Christian versus a biblical Christian. This is the category I flirted with before God brought me to my senses.

Group 4: The Biblical Christian

"But the seed on good soil stands for those with a noble and good heart, who hear the word, retain it, and by persevering produce a crop" (Luke 8:15).

A biblical Christian is a person who trusts in Christ, and Christ alone, for his salvation. As a result of his saving faith he desires to be obedient to God's principles out of the overflow of a grateful heart (see Rom. 1:5). Obedience doesn't save us; faith does. This explains why some men can be cultural Christians—they have a saving faith, but they have not obediently made Christ Lord over all their lives. They have not allowed the Holy Spirit to empower them.

What does it mean to be a cultural Christian today?

Lessons from Elementary School

Do you remember your elementary school teacher demonstrating the principle of diffusion? She started with a clear glass of water. Then with an eyedropper she took some red food dye from a bottle and squeezed one drop into the glass. Within moments, the water was tainted with a pinkish hue as the dye permeated the water in the glass.

To be a cultural Christian in your parents' generation was to be like a clear glass of water with one drop of red dye. In other words, the secular culture was not that different from the Christian culture. That was before the days of Internet pornography, abortion on demand, explicit sex during prime-time TV, songs that degrade women, and a drug culture that's hard to avoid. So a man could be a cultural Christian and still be somewhat close to a Christian worldview and values.

To be a cultural Christian today is like having the whole bottle of red dye poured in the glass.

A Look in the Mirror

The man in the mirror will never change until he is willing to see himself as he really is, and to commit to know God as He really is. This objectivity anchors a man; it gives him the clarity of thought he needs to be a biblical Christian.

Is the man looking back at you in the mirror a cultural Christian or a biblical Christian?


***
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/03/us/california-drought-tulare-county.html?emc=edit_th_20141003&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
With Dry Taps and Toilets, California Drought Turns Desperate
***
A satanic madness grips The Netherlands—

http://www.breitbart.com/Breitbart-London/2014/10/03/Assisted-Suicide-Out-of-Control-in-Netherlands

ASSISTED SUICIDE 'OUT OF CONTROL' IN NETHERLANDS


The number of mentally ill people who have been killed through euthanasia in the Netherlands has trebled in a single year, according to new figures.

The Daily Mail reports that in 2012, 14 people with "severe psychiatric problems" were killed by lethal injection, a figure that rose to 42 in 2013.
There had also been a 15 percent overall rise in assisted dying over the past year, with the number of cases increasing from 4,188 to 4,829.
Deaths from euthanasia have risen by a total of 151 percent in a period of just seven years, with most cases involving cancer sufferers. However, there were also 97 people who were killed by their doctors because they had dementia.

The figures do not include "terminal sedation", where the patient is sedated and then has food and fluids withdrawn. If they did, however, euthanasia would account for one in eight of all deaths in the Netherlands.

Dr Peter Saunders of the Christian Medical Fellowship told the Daily Mail that euthanasia in the Netherlands is "way out of control", saying that it proves that assisted dying is impossible to regulate. … …

***
Debunking the pope—

Yes, we have guardian angels, but, no, they are not usually advising us.  We have the Word for that.  Said Paul, "Though we or an angel from heaven preach any other gospel to you than we have preached, let him be accursed." (Galatians 1:8)  The fallen angels also bring "gospel messages," but of false gospels.  The RCC is presently expecting alien contact (fallen angel contact) and is openly and presently inviting it.  Though holy angels do watch over us, and we even seem to have personal ones (Matthew 18:10, "their angels"), they do not usually converse with us in this age, and if they did, it would be to point to the Word and to obedience to the Lord Jesus and to communication/prayer with/to him, the "one mediator" (1 Timothy 2:5)…and not to have or to give other "advice."  It is enough that they keep us from walking in front of speeding cars, and protect us in many ways, but we are not to speak with them due to the danger of deception from their fallen kin of which we are not often wise enough to discern the difference as satan and his cohorts can come "as an angel of light" (2 Corinthians 11:14) to dazzle us.

On the animals in the stable at Mary's delivery of Jesus, surely it does not name them specifically, but the stabled animals in Israel at that time would include donkeys, camels, horses, kine, and goats.  Jesus was laid in a manger, a feeding trough for herbivorous, domestic animals.

So, pope, don't give to us with one hand and take away with the other!

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/pope-francis-i-believe-in-guardian-angelsand-everyone-should-listen-to-their-advice-9772622.html
Pope Francis: 'I believe in guardian angels...and everyone should listen to their advice'

Pope Francis has said he believes in angels, telling Catholics around the world to reaffirm their belief in holy guardians.
Speaking to followers at the Vatican on Wednesday, the pontiff said every person has a guardian angel advising them in life.
Stressing they were not imaginary, he said it was only pride stopping people hearing their voices.
“Do not rebel: follow his advice,” the Pope said according to the Catholic News Agency.
“No one walks alone and none of us can think that he is alone.”
Pope Francis made the comments on the Feast of Holy Guardian Angels, observed by Catholics around the world
He claimed that no person can rightly give moral advice to themselves and should instead rely on direction from angels.
“It is dangerous to chase away our travelling companion,” he said.
“The Holy Spirit advises me, the angel advises me. This is why we need him.”
During the address, the Pope also used Biblical examples to hit out against “careerism”, saying it was against the attitude of “docility” taught by Jesus.
His predecessor, Pope Benedict, made a similar address on angels in 2011, saying: “From the beginning until death, human life is surrounded by their constant protection.”
But his insistence in 2012 that angels did not sing at the birth of Christ devastated lovers of carol “Hark! The herald angels sing”.
He also wrote in his book about Jesus’ early life that contrary to popular belief, there were no donkeys, camels or any other animals present at the Nativity scene.

*************************
2 October

Saints,

"Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day; Nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness;  nor for the destruction that wasteth at noonday.  A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee…"  (Psalm 91)
*
Ebola Enters The United States—
I first made this note on 1 Oct.  By later the same day, or at most 24-36 hours later, two cases were being reported by Drudge's searches.  This morning, the 2nd of October , NYTimes stories read, "Scrutiny in Texas to Detect Whether Ebola has Spread."  It has been only a week or so since "authorities" were saying there was only an 18% chance of Ebola entering the U.S.  Pray earnestly for the safety of yourselves and your loved ones.  I do.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/01/health/airline-passenger-with-ebola-is-under-treatment-in-dallas.html?emc=edit_th_20141001&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

Ebola Is Diagnosed in Texas, First Case Found in the U.S.
Today, see—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/02/us/after-ebola-case-in-dallas-health-officials-seek-those-who-had-contact-with-patient.html?emc=edit_th_20141002&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/02/world/us-to-increase-production-of-experimental-drug-but-may-not-meet-demand.html?emc=edit_th_20141002&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/02/world/africa/ebola-spreading-in-west-africa.html?emc=edit_th_20141002&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
***


Casualties on the instant volcano in Japan jump from first reports of no casualties, to "a few," now to 48 as of Wednesday morning.  I am no volcanologist and don't pay much attention to the finer mechanics of volcanos, but the pundits who do have been explaining this way and that since it erupted, BUT, for me and many others, no doubt, this seems to be the first time I have ever heard of a volcano going off like this with no advance warning whatsoever…not even to our modern, sophisticated seismic instruments and even detail-monitoring satellites…nothing…and then...boom! on hundreds of hikers!

http://www.aol.com/article/2014/10/01/bodies-found-on-japan-volcano-raising-toll-to-48/20970311/?icid=maing-grid7%7Cmain5%7Cdl1%7Csec1_lnk3%26pLid%3D538544

Bodies found on Japan volcano, raising toll to 48
***
On the self-destructive forces of Islam—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/01/opinion/the-destruction-of-mecca.html?emc=edit_th_20141001&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
The Destruction of Mecca
By ZIAUDDIN SARDARSEPT. 30, 2014

***
Nature runs amok as partisans struggle between sentiment and need—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/01/us/as-wild-horses-overrun-the-west-ranchers-fear-land-will-be-gobbled-up.html?emc=edit_th_20141001&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
As Wild Horses Overrun the West, Ranchers Fear Land Will Be Gobbled Up
(excerpt): … …Wild horses may be a symbol of America’s unbound freedom in the Old West. But in the new West, they are a tightly controlled legal entity, protected by federal law and managed by a perplexing system on the brink of a crisis.
There are now twice as many wild horses in the West as federal land managers say the land can sustain. The program that manages them has broken down, and unchecked populations pose a threat to delicate public land, as well as the ranches that rely on it. … ...
***
Full Scale Biometric sales begin in earnest.  Cash, Check, Credit or Debit Card?  What's that?  Put your thumbprint here! "There's an App for that!" —

Remember, there's a bite out of that infamous apple!

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/01/technology/apple-pay-signals-new-era-at-cash-register.html?emc=edit_th_20141001&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Apple Pay Signals New Era at Cash Register
***





*************************
28 September / for more visit ntfellowship.net

Saints,

What a week!  The first "spirit of Isis" beheading takes place in the heartland of the USA.  Does anyone think it will be the last?  Authorities scramble to call it "workplace violence," but the jihad in it quickly leaks out.  The FBI sees "no link to terrorism," but they can't see into the spiritual world, whereas the man on the street is often offered a glance at the Truth by God.  Will America and its Church wake up?

Keep the Faith.  Please pray for me as I sing and witness on the streets.

bro.Tim
***


26 April, First beheading in the continental United States, right in the very heartland of Oklahoma when a budding jihadist has job anger and beheads a woman co-worker.  These beheadings are the work of the influence of a mass spirit moving over the darkness of false religion as the times of The Great Tribulation arrive.

By evening, several hours later, PBS ignores the story and NBC plunks it into the midst of a news rundown, with a "horrible story" admission, and then right on to something else.  Police in the locality described it as "workplace violence" and denied any terrorism in it;  FBI so far sees no terrorist linkage, but they cannot see the spiritual battle.

https://news.yahoo.com/police-woman-beheaded-oklahoma-workplace-144459291.html
Police: Woman beheaded at Oklahoma workplace

***

Salvation through chemistry, St. John's, "Sorcery," pharmakeia  Revelation 18:23:  "And by thy (Babylon's) sorceries (pharmakeia) were all the nations (vast multitudes) deceived…"

The New York Times celebrates this End of the Age phenomenon of culture-wide, even planet-wide life inside chemically-adjusted fantasies:  the Prozac world.  Below are just a few quotes from this brief, informative video.  Worth a horrifying watching.

http://www.nytimes.com/video/us/100000003127845/revolution-in-a-capsule.html?emc=edit_th_20140922&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Revolution in a Capsule
BY Retro Report | Sep. 21, 2014 | 9:17
some jargon lifted from the piece—
"cosmetic psychopharmacology"
"bringing out the real self"
"becoming a better person"
"Happiness itself is for sale."


***
(un)holy dopplegangers, batman!
5 years 'til "the replacement you" is up and running?

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2765108/Digital-twins-make-decisions-console-loved-ones-die-2020-futurist-claims.html

'Digital twins' will make decisions for us - and even console loved ones after we die by 2020, futurist claims
The claims were made by futurist and system theorist John Smart
He believes we will have ‘digital twins’ within the next five years
These twins could act like digital personal secretaries or agents
They could also, one day, have human faces and hold conversations
In addition, when people die, loved ones could converse with digital versions of ourselves long after our death
Apps already exist that offer similar tools including Siri and Google Now
The claims signal a step towards the futurist theory of singularity

By 2020, our day-to-day lives, relationships and even what to have for dinner could be controlled and run by digital versions of ourselves.
According to futurist John Smart, within the next six years many of us could have so-called ‘digital twins’ that schedule our appointments and even have conversations with others on our behalf.
And they could one day console loved ones after we die by mimicking our voice, emotions, mannerisms and thoughts.

‘[Digital twins] will become increasingly like us and extensions of us,’ Smart said.
‘When you and I die, our kids aren’t going to go to our tombstones, they’re going to fire up our digital twins and talk to them.’
He continued there are prediction apps and software that already carry out similar tasks – such as Siri and Google Now – and these services are only going to get smarter as algorithms, interfaces and processing power increases.
The software in prediction apps is based on an algorithm that combines various snippets of information to form a prediction.
In the case of personal-assistant apps, the software scans calendar entries to work out where a user is, or should be.
It combines this with location data, taken from the phone or tablet’s GPS unit, as well as posts on social networks, email information and more. It then presents the user with the help it thinks they need.
For example, if a calendar on an Android phone contains a diary invite, Google Now will create a reminder.
It will then check to see whether the user is en route to the meeting and add directions to this reminder, or work out how long it will take them to get there based on current traffic.
Elsewhere, as users pass bus stops, prediction apps can show bus timetables, show the latest deals as they enter a supermarket, or open a digital boarding pass as they approach an airport.
Mr Smart believes that digital twins could additionally learn our likes and dislikes from emails, messages and verbal feedback, in the way that machine learning currently does.
IBM’s Watson supercomputer uses machine learning, as does ‘Eugene Goostman’ - a computer program that was able to trick users it was a teenage boy, leading to claims it had passed the Turing test.
Watson won the TV game show Jeopardy, in 2011, by answering general knowledge questions posed in natural language.
More recently it has been used as a customer call centre agent and can learn a customer's needs

A sidebar of this piece—

WHAT IS SINGULARITY?
Ray Kurzweil, director of engineering at Google, believes that in just over 30 years, humans will be able to upload their entire minds to computers and become digitally immortal - an event called singularity. 
Mr Kurzweil also claims that the biological parts of our body will be replaced with mechanical parts and this could happen as early as 2100.
The claims made by John Smart regarding 'digital twins' are a step towards this futurist theory of singularity becoming a reality.  
Technological singularity is the development of 'superintelligence' brought about through the use of technology.
The first use of 'singularity' in terms of technological minds was by mathematician John von Neumann in the mid-1950s.
He said: 'ever accelerating progress of technology and changes in the mode of human life, which gives the appearance of approaching some essential singularity in the history of the race beyond which human affairs, as we know them, could not continue.'
The term was then used by science fiction writer Vernor Vinge who believes brain-computer interfaces are causes of the singularity.
Ray Kurzweil cited von Neumann's use of the term in a foreword to von Neumann's classic The Computer and the Brain.
Kurzweil predicts the singularity to occur around 2045 while Vinge predicts it will happen before 2030.

***
Yes, "the knowledge of good" also advances along with "the knowledge of evil."  Thank God for his mercy in such a matter.  Here's a really helpful personal robotic tool that "gives sight to the blind," by Ray Kurzweil, an inventor, thinker, and proponent of The Singularity, a man who's genius fascinates me but who's overall vision of the future is, for me, the spirit of antichrist.


http://news.yahoo.com/smartphone-app-gives-sight-blind-165328512--finance.html
New smartphone app gives sight to the blind
By Christina Farr and Alexei Oreskovic

SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Jonathan Mosen, who has been blind since birth, spent his evening snapping photos of packages in the mail, his son's school report and labels on bottles in the fridge. In seconds, he was listening to audio of the printed words the camera captured, courtesy of a new app on his Apple Inc iPhone. … ...

***

An interesting and provocative historical essay on forerunners of ISIS.  As a biblical observer, it causes me to consider that islam, as an imitation of Truth, does not possess the capability of sustaining a state, as it wants to do, but only a reign of terror and has ever been reliant on secular dictators and demagogues, tribal leaders and kings, like a parasite, to exist alongside them, feeding off their powers.
A history of failed attempts to form a caliphate—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/24/opinion/the-ancestors-of-isis.html
The Ancestors of ISIS
By DAVID MOTADEL SEPT. 23, 2014


***
Wow!  How time flies here at the end of the Age!  Just months ago, Amazon or was it Google did a pilot program (neg. pun intended) on drone delivery and bought some companies, etc. in what was called an imaginative stake in the future…a future still thought to be some way off, but, once again, the drone delivery thing has taken wings (yes, intended) and realtime, actual drone delivery has just been approved by the German government for a special situation.  How far off is Domino's dropping pizzas at your doorstep? Months?  Weeks?

http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/09/24/us-deutsche-post-drones-idUSKCN0HJ1ED20140924

Drone delivery: DHL 'parcelcopter' flies to German isle
BERLIN Wed Sep 24, 2014 3:55pm EDT

(Reuters) - Logistics firm DHL is using a drone to fly parcels to the German island of Juist, in what it says is the first time an unmanned aircraft has been authorized to deliver goods in Europe. … ...
***
Health agencies this week predict that 1.4 million people will be infected with Ebola by January 20.  With a mortality rate around 62%, that's 868,000 deaths.  The great flu epidemic of 1918 saw an unknown number over 20 million dead.

see also, via prophecy news watch:  http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/September24/242.html
***
Had a brutal winter up here in the north country last winter, and I was hoping that tales of an active La Nina in the Pacific would find us warmer this year, but, what of this volcano outbreak?  Maybe, I had better lay in the extra cord of wood and get that better wood stove in!

Saturday morning update on this phenom:  A volcano has just erupted suddenly and without advance warning in Japan, trapping hundreds of hikers on the slopes and summit with 30" ash deposits.  Fortunately, no lava has flowed yet, and while there are injuries, it appears there are no fatalities yet while people try to get off the mountain.

also via prophecy newswatch—

http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/September24/243.htm

The Number Of Volcanic Eruptions Is Increasing And That Could Lead To An Extremely Cold Winter

The number of volcanoes that are erupting continues to rise, and scientists cannot seem to explain why this is happening. In 2013, we witnessed the most volcanic eruptions worldwide that we have ever seen in a single year, and this increased activity has carried over into 2014. 

In recent months, we have seen major volcanoes roar to life in Russia, Peru, Hawaii, Reunion Island, Indonesia, and all over Alaska. It is highly unusual for so many volcanoes to all be erupting at the same time. According to Volcano Discovery, a whopping 34 volcanoes are erupting around the globe right now. 

This is sending a massive amount of dust and ash into the upper atmosphere, and it may explain why many parts of the planet are experiencing strangely cold weather at the moment. If this trend continues, we could potentially be facing years of crop failures and widespread famines all over the world.

And what we have witnessed already may just be the beginning. There are several more very large volcanoes around the globe that scientists are extremely concerned about right now.

For example, just check out what is going on in the Philippines...


***
Gee!  Ya think?  Glad somebody official finally noticed—
"In the last days, men shall be fierce, incontinent (insane)."  St. Paul

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/25/us/25shooters.html?emc=edit_th_20140925&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
F.B.I. Confirms a Sharp Rise in Mass Shootings Since 2000
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT SEPT. 24, 2014

WASHINGTON — A report released by the F.B.I. on Wednesday confirmed what many Americans had feared but law enforcement officials had never documented: Mass shootings have risen drastically in the past half-dozen years.
There were, on average, 16.4 such shootings a year from 2007 to 2013, compared with an average of 6.4 shootings annually from 2000 to 2006. In the past 13 years, 486 people have been killed in such shootings, with 366 of the deaths in the past seven years. In all, the study looked at 160 shootings since 2000. (Shootings tied to domestic violence and gangs were not included.) … ...

***

The beasts coming to life:  a Darpa video

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=b52_1411601207  (If this link fails, use the one after the headline below.)

U.S. Military's 21st Century Robots Of War:
Read more at http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=b52_1411601207#7MoEbVphq6d7elQb.99

"…and he had power to give life to the image of the beast…" (13:15)

"And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the earth: and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the earth have power…"  (9:3)

***
Demonic possession loose on the streets, erupting in public places?
Remember the human-zombied, flesh-eating drug trances in Florida last year?
Pray and plead the blood of Christ and his protection for you and yours from persons going mad suddenly in these last days when sorcery (drug trances) are poured out widely on the public.


http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2014/09/24/woman-dies-after-taking-off-clothes-at-oc-market/

Woman Dies After Taking Off Clothes At OC Market
September 24, 2014 8:15 PM

SANTA ANA (CBSLA.com) — Police are investigating a mysterious death at a market in Santa Ana.
A woman was acting violently Wednesday at El Toro Carniceria-Meat Shop at 1340 West 1st Street when a security guard placed her in handcuffs, according to investigators.
A witness said she was behaving erratically and began removing her clothes.
“She was jumping like crazy. And then she made a mess inside the liquor store. And that’s why the security guard had to do what he had to do, and grab her and handcuff her,” Joseph Castellan said.
Moments later, she died.
Detectives have not released the identity of the woman.
A coroner will try to determine if she was under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

***

Need an ironic laughter-release about now?  Peter Funt, son of Allen Funt, and present MC of Candid Camera talks about the idiocies and gullibilities created by smartphone addiction and other cyber niceties—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/27/opinion/curses-fooled-again.html
Curses, Fooled Again!
By PETER FUNT SEPT. 26, 2014

*************************
21 September

Saints,

Vicissitude is the word of the day.  Change is coming.  With the recent threat of random beheadings in the streets of Australia, the citizens of the western nations are feeling terror get closer to home…not just in some far countries of the Middle East and Africa and elsewhere.  It is coming home.  Britain and the USA increasingly feel the heat too with threats against British nationals, beheadings of nationals abroad both for them and for US, and with, now, two demonstrations back to back of men even jumping the fence of the White House, one crazed man even making it through the door with a knife.  The powers of terror are screaming, "See, we are at your doors!"  God save the righteous!

Many comfortable, sleepy evangelicals are going to be awakened, possibly rudely, in the days coming on us.  God says through Peter: "For the time is come that judgment must begin at the house of God: and if it first begin at us, what shall the end be of them that obey not the gospel of God?  And if the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall the ungodly and he sinner appear?"  (1Peter 4:17-18)

Those who will seek God need not fear for God will defend them and stand with them, but those who laze and sleep and prefer a comfortable religiosity for their faith will find themselves in the same stead as the men of Jerusalem of whom Zephaniah prophesied in 1:5 that they wish to worship both the LORD God AND the hosts of heaven (the pagan deities), hoping to give room to both Spirit and Flesh in one, while the Lord Jesus through St. Paul said there can only be a permanent war between Flesh and Spirit until the end comes (Gal. 5:17), and that the true followers of Christ will learn to worship God in the (Holy) Spirit only (John 4:24).

Zephaniah warns the men of Jerusalem as the Holy Spirit would warn the men of this day:  "And is shall come to pass at that time, that I will search Jerusalem with candles (bringing light to dark corners), and punish the men that are settled on their lees: that say in their heart, The LORD will not do good, neither will he do evil."  (1:12)

Prepare!  Watch and pray!  Do not be found "settled on the lees" (the settled dregs that must be separated from the good wine.)


***
This week viruses spread more quickly and widely around the USA among children coming down with flu-like conditions which then turn strongly respiratory with strong coughing and breathing weaknesses.

Vacationers stuck in Yucatan resort towns finally got away from the hurricane that hit (though locals are left to loot and wander dazed). The same 'Cane saw our usually arid regions stateside (New Mexico, Arizona, Texas) deluged with weird and unusual floods while California continues to burn. 

Strange weather everywhere while today multitudes gather to "protest" climate change, poor souls.


***

Can't help but notice the list of side effects the government requires advertisers to state along with every ad for their medical products.  Often sounds that to cure something, one has to expect one's kidneys to dissolve, one's bowels to fall out, one's brain to begin leaking out one's nose or ears, etc. etc.  So, how can anyone miss the dangers of suicide, etc. with the use of antidepressants?  Isn't that exactly the sort of thing these pharmaceuticals are supposed to cure?

Better to deal with life's problems, even if it is hard labor or a "full time job," with the Word, with Faith, with the Holy Spirit than with chemicals pickling the brain.  I believe these pharmaceuticals are no less than what the KJV calls "sorcery," since the word is the translation of the Greek "pharmakeia" (whence our word "pharmacy").  These and other entrancements and "spells" of our times signal the end of the Age according to St. John's own prophetic words that at the time of the End, "all nations (great multitudes) would be deceived by (Babylon's) sorceries."  (Revelation 18:23)


http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-antidepressants-brain-structure-20140918-story.html
Antidepressants rapidly alter brain architecture, study finds

A single dose of a popular class of psychiatric drug used to treat depression can alter the brain’s architecture within hours, even though most patients usually don’t report improvement for weeks, a new study suggests.
More than 1 in 10 adults in the U.S. use these drugs, which adjust the availability of a chemical transmitter in the brain, serotonin, by blocking the way it is reabsorbed. The so-called Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors, or SSRIs, include Prozac, Lexapro, Celexa, Paxil and Zoloft.  … …


***

Apostasy / False Spirituality:  the move away from Christ to Antichrist—
An expose of recent "Christian" Dove Award winners via 
The Berean Call, 19 September, 2014

BAPTIST CHURCH CANCELS GUNGOR CONCERT FOR REJECTING GENESIS AS LITERAL 
 
A Baptist church has canceled an upcoming concert with the worship band Gungor after learning that it no longer accepts the Genesis account of creation as literal, according to a new blog post from lead singer Michael Gungor.
 
Gungor and his wife Lisa, who in 2006 formed a congregation called "Bloom" in Denver, are known for their the Dove Award-winning and Grammy nominated worship music, such as Beautiful Things, Say So and Dry Bones. In 2013, they won an award from the Independent Music Awards for their live performance album A Creation Liturgy.  
 
But in 2012, Michael Gungor, the son of pastor and author Ed Gungor, revealed in a blog post entitled A Worshiping Evolutionist? that he had concluded that the Genesis account is only figurative.  
 
"I guess I'll have to come out of the closet and admit... I don't believe in a literal six-day creation," he wrote. "Genesis is a poem if I've ever seen one."
 
Earlier this year, Gungor revealed his thoughts even further, explaining in a blog post entitled What Do We Believe? that he "has no more ability to believe" in Genesis as being literal.
 
http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/blog/?p=15886
 
[TBC: Gungor's conclusions should be no surprise in view of what he has previously revealed about his "Christian" walk. Each step away from biblical doctrine takes an individual further away from God that may very well fulfill what Paul prophesied in 2 Timothy 4:3-4: "For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables." Consider the following information.]
 
Michael Gungor [gives] detailed information on how to practice contemplative meditation in a three part article.
 
He explains to his readers that he went on a "spiritual pilgrimage" in September 2010..."The first week was a week of silence and meditation at a spiritual retreat that I found by googling 'best spiritual retreats in the world.'" He said that he went on this pilgrimage because he was "on the brink" and "didn't really know what [he] believed in." Gungor began his journey with a trip to the Vatican where he heard the Pope speak: "Not a bad way to start out my spiritual journey. Made me want to be Catholic actually." After this, Gungor caught a flight to Assisi and on the flight he "listened to a couple Rob Bell sermons on [his] iPod." Gungor explains that the retreat was "a cross religious retreat, so they had statues of Mary in the room next to a Buddha next to a Hindu something or other."
 
In part 2 Gungor [does] what most emerging figures do - he de-emphasizes beliefs and doctrine, calling evangelism a "pyramid scheme" and says in many ways he agrees with the "new atheists." He says he doesn't  "believe in the old guy in the sky," talking about God, adding: To me, God is the basic Reality of the universe. God is what is. That's how Moses wrote that God introduced Himself, isn't it? "I am that I am." God is. Whatever is, that is God.
 
Gungor tells his readers that "encountering" God is more important than beliefs and doctrine. In part 3 of his article, he teaches how to "encounter" God, through meditation. "Assisi helped me discover a new discipline for me that I can't believe I had gone so long without. Meditation."
 
Gungor isn't talking about biblical meditation where one ponders on and thinks about the Word of God. That is not something "all religions do." He is talking about Eastern-style meditation where either the breath (or something else) is focused upon or a word or phrase is repeated.
 
A de-emphasis in doctrine and beliefs is very common among those who practice contemplative meditation....The result of ongoing meditation is spiritual deception. After awhile a meditator begins to see himself as connected to everything and everyone. He also begins to believe that God is in everything and everyone. Eventually, for the Christian who practices meditation, the doctrines of Christianity begin to grow dim and become less important than how he once may have viewed them. And once these doctrines diminish, even the doctrine of the atonement can take on new meaning (e.g. how could a loving God send His son to a violent death for the sins of others?). We believe this is the spirituality that many of these young people like Michael Gungor and Ann Voskamp could end having if they continue on this contemplative path.
 


*************************
17 September   ERUPTING PESTILENCE / DRUDGE CALLS IT "WORLD WAR E"

Saints,

A few days back, health pundits were setting the likelihood of Ebola reaching the United States at 18%.  Since then, a few short days, it is reportedly turning into an exponentially exploding plague.  Internet scuttlebutt suggests "infection martyrs" are crossing the US/Mexico border to get the plague going here.  Whether or not that is true, our leaders are now sending 3000 US soldiers into Africa to do what?  Shoot "escapees"?  Herd them from a distance?  Pass out body bags?  Help load them?  What is the likelihood that some of them will catch the virus and return to infect others?  Is the situation spinning out of control?

I heard an anecdotal report years ago about a Spirit-filled missionary doctor who ministered to a plague in Africa.  When asked about his fear of infection, he instructed that a sampling of the bacteria be put into this hand and then removed to a microscope where they were seen all to be newly dead.  He said God was protecting him, and the pestilence could not touch him  It is important to seek God in advance and prepare the heart with faith.  We have Psalm 91; we have, "Greater is he that is in you than he that is in the world."  Many will die.  Even many who name the name of Christ will be taken away; for some, it will be a hard salvation, for others judgment, but we do have defensive weapons of faith if we will take them up and stand in them and use them.

If jihadis try to use this plague as a terror weapon against us, God can also cause it to ravage them even for their attempt.  He often judges his people through the heathen, but when his judgment is complete, he then utterly destroys the evil ones.

Let us watch and pray fervently that we may escape, at the least so that we can serve others who are in danger of perishing.  These are the Lord's instructions:  "Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that you may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man."  and, "Come, my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about thee: hide thyself as it were for a little moment, until the indignation be overpast.  For, behold the LORD cometh out of his place to punish the inhabitants of the earth for their iniquity:  the earth also shall disclose her blood, and shall no more cover her slain."  And, "Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence..Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day; Nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness (microbial? invisible?); nor for the destruction that wasteth at noonday…"  (Luke 21:36; Isaiah 26:20-21; Psalm 91).

Watch and pray!  Be asking God to spare you and your loved ones and for mercy upon his sleeping people, and that they would awaken to righteousness.
*************************
14 September

Saints,

The pressure cooker of the impending Tribulation is spouting steam in many directions this week too. Who can say that God is not warning, but how many prefer to be stone cold deaf and dumb to the events?  May God make us faithful watchers and pray-ers.

for more visit:  ntfellowship.net

***
A new (to me!) mega-church movement arrives from Australia to LA— 

Wow!  Am I out of it!  I didn't even know about this movement, though I have unknowingly been led in their song, "Shout to the Lord!" in congregational singing.

I pray for them.  God does care about everyone —"desiring that all be saved"— and so when he walked among us, he often ministered to multitudes.  Yet, he also walked away from them often, wouldn't let them crown him king just by virtue of numbers and enthusiasm (the flesh), and he often rebuked the multitude, "You are only here because you got fed yesterday!" (paraphrase), etc.

Youthful movements are good.  God brings them to pass, but they also must be tested over time, and the ranks of the true among them WILL THIN considerably as the parable of the seed and other principles try them.

In this piece are several links (you must surf up the piece yourself as I remove links from my pastes so as not to mess up certain format issues) to their critics.  Some of the critics will be too harsh —conservative for its own sake, etc. — but others will help to keep the balance as some new disciples take hold and others wonder off.

Ultimately, while God has compassion on the multitude, he also requires a personal walk of everyone who follows him, and it is often lonely and difficult — "Strait is the way and narrow is the gate that leads to life, and few there by that find it."  We must have mercy and compassion and zeal and enthusiasm, and yet we must be busy about enduring until the End through many trials of our Faith.  May God reap a good crop of enduring disciples through and from this young movement, and lead them out of any doctrines that are not in the grace of God.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/10/us/hillsong-megachurch-with-a-beat-lures-a-young-flock.html?emc=edit_th_20140910&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

Megachurch With a Beat Lures a Young Flock
By MICHAEL PAULSON  SEPT. 9, 2014

(Lead):

LOS ANGELES — A toned and sunburned 32-year-old Australian with the letters F-A-I-T-H tattooed onto his biceps strode onto the stage of a former burlesque theater here and shouted across a sea of upstretched hands and uplifted smartphones: “Let’s win this city together!”
The crowd did not need much urging. Young, diverse and devoted to Jesus, the listeners had come to the Belasco Theater from around the city, and from across the country, eager to help an Australian Pentecostal megachurch that is spreading worldwide establish its first outpost on America’s West Coast.
The church, Hillsong, has become a phenomenon, capitalizing on, and in some cases shaping, trends not only in evangelicalism but also in Christian youth culture. Its success would be rare enough at a time when religion is struggling in a secularizing Europe and North America. But Hillsong is even more remarkable because its target is young Christians in big cities, where faith seems out of fashion but where its services are packing them in. … …  (It is worth loading and reading this whole story and checking the links to the critics, etc.)

(Wow, again.  I have been taking my own advice and reading some of the links.  This whole movement may be antichrist instead of Christ, see:  http://hillsongchurchwatch.com)  These are perilous days; Christ must be preached to the multitudes, but the other side is hard at work too…and most often in disguise as righteous and religious.)
***

Looks like maybe a piece broke off that city-killer-sized asteroid that went by on last Sunday and has hit Managua, Nicaraugua  (See a photo of the crater upon surfing the link.)

via drudgereport.com
http://news.yahoo.com/meteorite-smashes-nicaraguan-capital-230034550.html
'Meteorite' smashes into Nicaraguan capital
Managua (AFP) - A mysterious explosion that rocked Nicaragua's crowded capital Managua, creating a large crater, appears to have been caused by a small meteorite, officials said Sunday.

Amazingly, in a sprawling city of 1.2 million people, the impact near the international airport did not cause any known injuries, but it did leave a crater measuring 12 meters (39 feet) across and was felt throughout the capital late on Saturday.
Nicaraguan authorities believe it was a piece of the small asteroid dubbed "2014 RC," which passed very close to Earth on Sunday and was estimated by astronomers to be about 20 meters big, or the size of a house.
"We are convinced that this was a meteorite. We have seen the crater from the impact," said Wilfredo Strauss of the Seismic Institute.
The meteorite appeared to have hurtled into a wooded area near the airport around midnight and the hit was so large that it registered on the instruments Strauss's organization uses to size up earthquakes.
"You can see two waves: first, a small seismic wave when the meteorite hit earth, and then another stronger one, which is the impact of the sound," he said.
Government officials and experts visited the impact site on Sunday.
One of them, William Martinez, said it was not yet clear if the meteorite burned up completely or if it had been blasted into the soil.
"You can see mirror-like spots on the sides of the crater from where the meteorite power-scraped the walls," Martinez said.
Government spokeswoman, First Lady Rosario Murillo, said Managua would be in contact with the US Geological Service to try to get more information about "this fascinating event" in the Central American nation, one of Latin America's poorest countries.
People who live near the crater told local media they heard a blast they took for an explosion, and that liquid, sand and dust were blown through the air, which smelled like something had burned.
There were no reported injuries because the impact was in a wooded spot, and flights at the airport were not affected.
NASA said last week that the asteroid 2014 RC, at the time of closest approach, would be approximately one-tenth the distance from the center of Earth to the moon, or about 25,000 miles (40,000 kilometers).
It had been projected to be roughly over New Zealand at the time of its closest approach, which astronomers had calculated would be on Sunday at about 1818 GMT

***
Modern Kiryat-Arba is the same as the KJV, Kiriath-Arba, or City of Arba.  It also goes by the KJV name of Beth-Arba, or the House of Arba.  It is virtually synonymous with both biblical and modern Hebron.  Arba was the father of Anak, the father of the Anakim, one of the races of Nephilim Giants, half-human, half fallen angel that reoccurred in a second (or more) invasion after the Flood.  The Flood was sent to destroy the works and the persons of the Nephilim in the world before the Flood.  The Nephilim and their teaching and sciences had polluted all of the human blood line except for Noah and his seven. (Gen 6&ff.)
Jesus said it would be "as in the days of Noah" when the Son of Man returned. We don't know if there will be actual Nephilim again or just their revelations to man:  genetic technologies, twisted human and animal hybrids, clones, etc. as we are now beginning to experience…though Daniel 2:43-45 might seem to indicate that fallen angel and human seed will mix again in the time of the last human kingdom, the one of the toes or iron and clay.
As such, I offer a spiritual speculation for the consideration of those who watch and wait in the Spirit:  These women say they were connived into having sexual relations as prostitutes with non-Israelis as a way to save their souls, AND this happened in Arba's town.  Could the same demon presence be manifesting there now just as he did in the time of the Nephilim in the Holy Land after the Flood (see Genesis 6:4> Numbers 13:33, etc.)?  Let us watch.  Daniel tells us that demon lords do rule over geographical areas by naming the demon or fallen angel "Prince of Persia" who withstood the archangel Michael.

News from Kiryat-Arba—
ISRAEL POLICE BUST 'MESSIANIC' SEX TRADE RING
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2014/09/08/Israel-police-bust-messianic-sex-trade-ring

***

This suddenly showed up in my "dock"of opened documents, minimized for storage on my apple desktop.  I did not open it, view it before I found it there, or store it there. I do not know how it got there…a hacking in?  I have no idea of its credibility (what Snopes would say), and I have not heard this conspiracy before. Maybe someone is selling a book!  If you want to make a mental note, that's all I am doing for now. 
Another bit of internet conspiracy scuttlebutt says the 2012 or 2013 meeting, I forget which, saw the attendants of the Bilderberger's annual meeting planning to chip every American by 2017.  No "sky is falling" panic, but only follow the Lord's instructions to watch and pray.

http://moneymorning.com/ext/articles/tesla/americans-will-be-impacted-by-secret-military-base-ap.php
Developing: 98% of Americans Will Be Impacted By Secret Military Base (Must See Video)

***

Whenever one sits down to view a documentary by PBS, National Geographic, even the news, etc. out comes the constant babble of "millions of years, tens of millions, billions and zillions," yet half the American population still believes in Creation.  
Here's a piece of "Scientism," so-called science as its own religion that takes us on down the path of being just animals.  "What fools these mortals be," quoth Shakespeare.  "The fool hath said in his heart, there is no God," says God by David the prophet.
Finally, they will get what they want, to be the dogs and beasts of hell, "monkey's uncles" all of them…a piece of interesting and pure propaganda here...

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/519b6a3c-3439-11e4-b81c-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3ClGfzGtu

September 8, 2014 6:15 pm
The closer we look, the less superior humans are
By Anjana Ahuja
(lead lines):  
Humans can no longer claim our position is earned through a cultural sensibility, says Anjana Ahuja.
You could describe homo sapiens as the last man standing. Our species is the sole survivor among a clutch of humanlike, or hominin, species that have stalked the planet in the past 7m years. … … (blah, blah, blah)


***

Following up on the last blog post about the lemming-like gathering of soldiers to the ranks of "Gog and Magog, Persia, Ethiopia and Libya with them," etc.  Here is the present tale of a  young American woman caught heading to help ISIS fight.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/11/us/guilty-plea-by-american-on-attempt-to-help-isis.html?emc=edit_th_20140911&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

Guilty Plea by American on Attempt to Help ISIS
By EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS SEPT. 10, 2014

(Lead):  A 19-year-old Colorado woman pleaded guilty on Wednesday to conspiring to help the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, the Sunni militant group, after she was caught trying to travel to Syria, federal prosecutors said. … ...


***
The great new problems faced by Democratic America and the West in facing an irreconcilable Enemy, Islam:  We are different in kind; they will be satisfied with nothing less than our utter subjugation or destruction.  The battle of Ezekiel 38 and 39 must be fought.  The American role, if any, is unknown in the prophecy, or not clear, but the other players are named, and the outcome, the virtual destruction of Middle Eastern Islam as well as the northern powers of Rosh, Gog and Magog…
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/12/opinion/islamists-are-not-our-friends.html

 The Opinion Pages| OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR
Islamists Are Not Our Friends
By DENNIS B. ROSS SEPT. 11, 2014
 
WASHINGTON — A new fault line has emerged in Middle Eastern politics, one that will have profound implications for America’s foreign policy in the region. This rift is not defined by those who support or oppose the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria  (ISIS), or by conflict between Sunnis and Shiites and the proxy war between Saudi Arabia and Iran. It is characterized by a fundamental division between Islamists and non-Islamists… ...

***

Let's just face some obvious facts; the last fews years of recent finds of soft tissue inside dinosaur bones makes COMPLETE FOOLS of the atheist evolutionists as they scramble for ways to explain how such soft tissue can still be 60-80 million years old!  What they won't do to preserve their funding with their atheist overlords!  "Science," my patootee!!!
More likely these overgrown reptile genetic experiments of the Nephilim perished in the Flood as not passing for properly created animals by the Creator!

  from THE BEREAN CALL September 12, 2014
 
DISCOVERY OF PARTIALLY FOSSILIZED DINOSAUR HORN PROMPTS CREATIONISM DEBATE [Excerpts]
 
A few miles outside Glendive, Montana, on May 12, 2012, the sun beat down on three researchers as they hammered away at sandstone. They were hunting fossils scattered in the Hell Creek Formation, a geological trove for dinosaur bones. They had no power tools - just chisels, muscle, and the excitement of watching a large triceratops horn emerge inch-by-inch from sediment that swallowed it long ago.
 
The team spent three hours chipping away the rock. "That wears you out, especially for a bunch of old scientists," recalled Kevin Anderson, a member of the team and a microbiology professor at Arkansas State University in Beebe, Ark. The Triceratops horridus horn they excavated was 2 feet long and weighed 20 pounds: "We always joked, this would have been the grandpa triceratops."  
 
After paying the landowner $3,000 for the fossil, the scientists hauled it to their lab to see if it contained any unfossilized soft tissue the ravages of time might have left untouched. After giving the fossil an acid bath that dissolved the hard material, they found - sure enough - soft tissue and structures that appeared to be original dinosaur cells.
 
In February 2013, Anderson and another member of the dig team, Mark Armitage, a part-time employee at California State University, Northridge, (CSUN) published their discovery in the journal Acta Histochemica. A few days afterward, CSUN dismissed Armitage from his job in the microscope lab, claiming it had inadequate funding to continue his position.
 
This isn't the first time scientists have found soft tissue inside a dinosaur fossil. In 2005, North Carolina State University researcher Mary Schweitzer famously reported her discovery of "transparent, flexible, hollow blood vessels" inside a Tyrannosaurus rex leg bone. Others have found soft tissue inside fossils from a mosasaur (an extinct marine reptile), a Brachylophosaurus (a duck-billed dinosaur), and a Tarbosaurus (a theropod).
 
Soft tissue has also emerged from triceratops bones, but Anderson and Armitage were the first to report the discovery of soft tissue within a triceratops horn - a structure presumably less likely than bone to preserve original tissue over a long period.
 
"These are real dinosaur tissues, loaded with real dinosaur cells," Anderson said. "How is it they were preserved?" He believes the preservation of soft tissue challenges the assumption that the fossil is at least 65 million years old. According to the evolutionary timescale, triceratops lived at the end of the Cretaceous Period, which would have spanned 65 to 145 million years ago. "We have biological evidence that it's not 65 million years," Anderson said of his discovery.
 
Other scientists have recognized the quandary created by soft dinosaur tissue. In 2008, some researchers attempted to solve the problem by suggesting the soft tissue was not part of the original dinosaur, but a later "biofilm" formed by bacteria.
Anderson and Armitage explained in their paper why they thought the biofilm theory broke down on consideration. It is unclear, they wrote, "how such biofilm structures could themselves survive the ravages of time, as once produced other microorganisms could begin to digest even these."
 
Last year, Schweitzer, who discovered the T. Rex tissue, co-authored a paper in Proceedings of the Royal Society B suggesting the iron in hemoglobin molecules played a role in preserving the tissue for millions of years by producing a chemical effect similar to formaldehyde. Other than that, the paper admitted, "the persistence of original soft tissues in Mesozoic fossil bone is not explained by current chemical degradation models."
 
As a test of the theory, Schweitzer submerged ostrich blood vessels in hemoglobin, and found it preserved them for more than two years.
 
Anderson says extrapolating a two-year laboratory study to 60 or 80 million years of deep time leaves "a lot of questions" unanswered. He remains unconvinced soft tissues could survive so much longer than the dinosaurs that produced them.
 
http://www.christianheadlines.com/news/discovery-of-partially-fossilized-dinosaur-horn-prompts-creationism-debate.html
 
***

More of the "doctrines of the Nephilim" being passed off as unfolding science???  Not just "mini-humans" but also "super-soldiers." What will "super soldiers" be but human bodies modified by genetic and cybernetic technology and made alive by demons?  Are demons the unresurrectible souls of the Nephilim before the Flood, still drooling over the idea of obtaining bodies again?  Jesus spoke of cast-out demons wandering in "dry places" and then returning to re-inhabit a cleaned-out but not repentant human again via renewed demonic possession.  How much worse a body created just for the demon?  What "fearful signs" will we see in the days ahead?
http://www.infowars.com/mad-science-genetically-modified-micro-humans-to-be-farmed-for-drug-testing-by-2017/
MAD SCIENCE: ‘GENETICALLY MODIFIED MICRO HUMANS’ TO BE ‘FARMED’ FOR DRUG TESTING BY 2017
Developers of artificial micro-humans, or ‘mini GM humans,’ are hoping to release their technology on the market by 2017.

***
As I "go to press" this Sunday morning (as in, "go to press the send button"!) an essay by Peggy Noonan in the WSJ arrives on my desktop from a faithful brother:
The Genocide of Mideastern Christians
Americans haven't suddenly turned interventionist. They're moved by the Islamic State's particular evil.

Read it here: 

 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pi5QNrmX3gAxbWxMr8SHLo1Tokrx0eV-UcnYRVht4Ls/edit#heading=h.8dwjasf82k99

*************************
7 September

Saints,

Life around the Globe for many is becoming a mix of sci-fi flick and horror movie.  Please pray often for those being martyred or in imminent danger for Christ's sake.  Hard as it may be at times, we are also to pray for our leaders in the worldly realms, "for kings and for all that are in authority."  May God give wisdom to them for "deleting" ISIS, yet the battle of Ezekiel 38 and 39 MUST come, when the hordes of Gog and of islam are slaughtered upon the mountains of Israel.

"What I say unto you, I say unto ALL  (that's us!), Watch."  Mark 13:37

God strengthen you in watching this week.
***
“If you watch the nightly news,” the president said, “it feels like the world is falling apart.”   —Barack Obama
from Maureen Dowd's essay in this morning's NYTimes entitled
Is It WWIII or Just Twitter?
on the effects of instant social media on a world imploding..fanning the flames?
read it here:  http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/07/opinion/sunday/maureen-dowd-is-it-wwiii-or-just-twitter.html

***
Saints,  I have been predicting, not prophesying, but predicting based on Bible prophecy, that the troops who coalesce from every direction to descend to Ezekiel's battle of chapters 38 and 39 would begin to come together like a mass of lemmings rushing to their demise in the sea.  It seems to be happening as entranced, brainwashed youth from all over the globe, including the US, head for ISIS.  Bear in mind that many commentators do not distinguish between Ezekiel's battle and Armageddon and so rest in the illusion that Armageddon is yet some ways off, BUT, a careful reading will show that while the battles share a part in the overall War or Campaign of Armageddon, they are distinct and different battles, fought at different sites, with differing outcomes.  Ezekiel's battle may be coming to a head now.  Yes, events may also wax and wane yet again, but this lemming-like drawing of enemy combatants, without any leading by the nations, is worth watching.  Ezekiel's battle may turn nuclear as its combatants begin to see themselves losing under God's mighty hand.  They will turn on each other just as they are already doing, and they may cast nukes at those who "dwell in the coastlands" (a term for the far away places in Ezekiel's day).  Do not forget that Pakistan, a large populace country, is 98% Islamic, and they have 100-200 nuclear tipped ICBMs poised now.  Ezekiel said, "fire will fall on them that dwell carelessly in the coastlands."  Do not be found dwelling carelessly.  Watch and pray.  This may be the latest hour or the latest minute for the Rapture of the Church to occur.  Why should God let tens of millions of his elect perish at one time?  Also, because of the worldwide devastation, the Rapture may be largely hidden from the world that remains to face the full force of the Tribulation and of Armageddon.  We must watch at all times; the Scriptures and the Lord teach "the doctrine of imminency" more even than the pre-tribulational position alone.  Jesus taught us that a foremost element of discipleship is to be waiting on him (serving him) and watching for his coming.
NYTimes Quote of the Day
"We need to open our eyes. This is not going to stop."
AHMED HIRSI, a banker who has led youth groups in the Minneapolis area, referring to young men and women in the Somali community there who are turning to the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria


***

via drudgereport.com
A Promo for the Mark—
	"Just the thing to do!"

http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2014/08/30/is-there-microchip-implant-in-your-future/

Is there a microchip implant in your future?

By John Brandon Published August 30, 2014 FoxNew

You can inject one under your skin and no one will ever notice. Using short-range radio frequency identification (RFID) signals, it can transmit your identity as you pass through a security checkpoint or walk into a football stadium. It can help you buy groceries at Wal-Mart. In a worst-case scenario – if you are kidnapped in a foreign country, for example – it could save your life.
Microchip implants like the ones pet owners use to track their dogs and cats could become commonplace in humans in the next decade. Experts are divided on whether they’re appropriate for people, but the implants could offer several advantages. For soldiers and journalists in war zones, an implant could be the difference between life and death. A tracker could also help law enforcement quickly locate a kidnapped child.
“In the long run, chip implants could make it less intrusive than some emerging ID systems which rely on physical biometrics (like your fingerprints or unique eye pattern),” says Alex Soojung-Kim Pang, author of the book “Distraction Addiction” and visiting scholar at Stanford's University’s Peace Innovation Lab.
“This should be a matter of individual choice, but fighting crime should be much easier using chips,” adds sci-fi author Larry Niven, who predicted chip implants in the ’70s. Niven said he supports chip implantation for security reasons, provided it is an opt-in measure. … ...

***
"...and knowledge shall increase," says the Almighty through the prophet Daniel.  I alway chuckle at what seems like vast understatement, from my point of view.  I mean, c'mon, all of human knowledge up to say 2003, measured in computer memory is about 5 exabytes, while now the NSA alone can process 966 exabytes a year.  BUT, to God that is still child's play, so he just says that at the end, "knowledge shall increase."
Here's robot bird, a raptor, so far built in falcon size and eagle size, well big eagle size.  Watch the video.  Pretty amazing.  Since our spiritual enemy cannot create much of anything in the physical realm, only pervert things, he may well get that flying, buzzing, stinging army of "locusts out of the bottomless pit" in the Book of Revelation by having his human henchmen set up vast 3D printing operations in the subterranean world, then programming them to fly out and attack man en masse by his AI wireless algorithms.  Already, robots and drones can march and fly in legion size together as one, doing intricate maneuvers in perfect sync.  Sci-Fi fans, remember the horror of Stargate's "Replicators."  Look out, here they come!  See the video.
Robotic raptors that look and fly like the real thing
http://www.gizmag.com/flying-robot-raptor-birds-deter-nuisance-flocks/33563/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=a40e340383-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-a40e340383-91592265
***
and…the upcoming promise of eternal life without God…getting ever closer…
Scientists grow fully-functioning organ inside a mouse from scratch
http://www.gizmag.com/fully-functioning-thymus-gland-transplant/33493/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=a40e340383-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-a40e340383-915922
***
New chip advances make computers think like humans—"And he had power to give life unto the image of the beast… (Rev. 13:15)
http://news.yahoo.com/google-working-super-fast-quantum-computer-chip-020341883.html
Google working on super-fast 'quantum' computer chip
San Francisco (AFP) - Google said it is working on a super-fast "quantum" computer chip as part a vision to one day have machines think like humans.
The Internet titan on Tuesday added renowned researcher John Martinis and his team at the University of California, Santa Barbara, to the Quantum Artificial Intelligence team at Google, according to director of engineering Hartmut Neven.
The new hires are part of a "hardware initiative" to design and build chips operating on sub-atomic levels in ways making them exponentially faster than processors currently used in computers,
"With an integrated hardware group the Quantum AI team will now be able to implement and test new designs," Neven said of the quest for a transformative new chip.
Last year, Google's artificial intelligence lab partnered with US space agency NASA on quantum computing research.

***

Here come the plagues and pestilences.  God has said he will hide his saints who look to him, Psalm 91: 3, 6-7:  "Surely he will deliver thee from…the noisome pestilence…the pestilence that walketh in darkness (cannot be seen?).  A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee…"

Cuts at W.H.O. Hurt Response to Ebola Crisis
By SHERI FINK  SEPT. 3, 2014
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/04/world/africa/cuts-at-who-hurt-response-to-ebola-crisis.html?emc=edit_th_20140904&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
(excerpt):
The Ebola epidemic has exposed gaping holes in the ability to tackle outbreaks in an increasingly interconnected world, where diseases can quickly spread from remote villages to cities housing millions of people.
(In another recent news story, the figure is set at 18% currently that Ebola will invade the United States too.)
***

Somewhere in my NTF archives, I mention a story about a software program in use in family courts called The Family Wizard.  Essentially, AI sets up visitation, addresses issues, etc. in family divorce, child visitation scenarios, punitive actions, etc.  Pretty spooky having a court-ordered robot direct the dissolution and new management of your family.

Not quite so spooky, but definitely an obtrusive gremlin is Autocorrect.  As I typed this, it wanted to change my "spooky" to "spoke".  Now, the new Apple iOS8, wants to take over my brain and writing and thinking capacity for me.  Makes me just want to shoot the thing.  Oops, is that a hate crime now?  Will they send a Terminator over to straighten me out?  "Here, take this pill, boy, and shut up, or we will adjust your brain chemistry in other ways, ways you don't want to find out." 

Will the New Autocorrect Steal Your Soul?
By ANNA NORTH  SEPTEMBER 4, 2014 11:22 AM

http://op-talk.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/09/04/will-the-new-autocorrect-steal-your-soul/

Lead excerpt:
Autocorrect may fix some of your mistakes, and make some amusing ones of its own. But will its successor correct more than your spelling, essentially hijacking your personality?
The philosopher Evan Selinger raises this concern in an interview with David Berreby of BigThink. Their jumping-off point is the predictive text feature in Apple’s upcoming iOS 8, which promises more sophisticated suggestions than the old autocorrect. From Apple's website: 
“As you type, you’ll see choices of words or phrases you’d probably type next, based on your past conversations and writing style. iOS 8 takes into account the casual style you might use in Messages and the more formal language you probably use in Mail. It also adjusts based on the person you’re communicating with, because your choice of words is likely more laid back with your spouse than with your boss.”
Mr. Selinger says he’s “horrified” by this innovation. He explains:
“The more we don’t autonomously struggle with language, grapple to find the right word, muscle through to bend language poetically, the less we’re able to really treat conversation as an intentional act. As something that really expresses what we’re trying to say.”
He fears that “we’re starting to find more and more cases where what we want to communicate to people will be automated.” And, he adds:
“Predicting you is predicting a predictable you. Which is itself subtracting from your autonomy. And it’s encouraging you to be predictable, to be a facsimile of yourself.” … ...

***

Hurray!  Hurray! for DNA!  Young-Earth Creationists take heart.  The DNA is on our side!  Three strains lead right back to Shem, Ham, and Japheth!

from The Berean Call—
September 5, 2014
 
HOW OLD IS HUMAN DNA?
 
"So the Lord scattered them abroad from thence upon the face of all the earth: and they left off to build the city" (Genesis 11:8).
 
Mitochondria generate energy inside each of your cells. They have their own DNA, which is passed directly from mother to child. This fact and the known rate at which mitochondrial DNA mutates has led to some conclusions which would be expected by those who accept the biblical history of mankind.
 
Both creationists and evolutionists who study mitochondrial DNA are agreed on several conclusions. They agree that at some time in the past there was a single dispersal of humankind. They also agree that there are three mitochondrial DNA lines represented in all of mankind. (Evolutionists, however, would not connect these three lines to Noah's three sons' wives.)  
 
Both are also agreed that the dispersal of the human population happened fairly recently in the Middle East. The pattern indicates that this dispersal from a common place led to small, related groups or clans moving into new territory. Creationist researchers, seeing a parallel between the agreed-upon scientific conclusions and biblical history, have explored the evidence further.
 
Human mitochondrial DNA mutates at a known rate. Based on this known rate, the human genome is very young - much younger than evolutionary theory says it should be. It is only thousands of years old.
 
http://www.creationmoments.com/radio/transcripts/how-old-human-dna
 

*************************
5 September / breaking news

As the hour of the Book of Revelation draws nearer, we are being forced to think more and more about beheadings, considered the bizarre, anarchic means of execution since the French Revolution-- and the means of execution by the antichrist and his beast technology--because of the present demonized jihadis.  Revelation also mentions, in at least nine references, asteroids hitting the Earth during the Tribulation period with various immense results.  "Scientists" tell us they have always been zinging by, and that it is only our advanced technology now seeing more of them, but for whatever reason they are now far more in our collective mind than in all of history before.

The 25,000 miles away this 60' city killer passes is a whisker-breadth off in terms of distances in space…a close shave indeed!

http://tampa.cbslocal.com/2014/09/04/nasa-asteroid-will-pass-very-close-to-earth-on-sunday/

NASA: Asteroid Will Pass ‘Very Close’ To Earth On Sunday
September 4, 2014 2:05 PM


(lead):
TAMPA, Fla. (CBS Tampa) — NASA announced  that a small asteroid will safely pass “very close” to Earth on Sept. 7.
The asteroid, designated 2014 RC, will be roughly over New Zealand at the time of closest approach, which will be about 2:18 pm EDT based on current calculations. Astronomers estimate that the asteroid is about 60 feet in size. … ...

******************
31 August   

(The 102nd anniversary of my father's birthday; he is with the Lord now 26 years.  Wow, does that give perspective.  I thank God for his life.  We had great fellowship after my conversion to Christ, and i credit his support in the Faith highly.)

Saints,

I begin with commending a video to you by my Palestinian Arabic brother, Thayer.  He and I and another brother, a Messianic Jew named Matt, were all in the fellowship of helping found Calvary Chapel works in Vermont in the early 90's. It was great to see fellowship in Christ between members of ethnicities who have hated one another and hated Christ.  Thayer is in ministry in southern California now, and the Lord is using him to reach out to Palestinians with the Gospel:


http://www.alfadytv.tv/برامجنا/message-of-grace/item/1142-24-meeting-with-brother-thaer

***

SOME APOCALYPTIC EVENTS AND TRENDS OF THE WEEK

***

"…all of them handling swords;  Persia, Ethiopia, and LIBYA with them; all of them with shield and helmet…"  Ezekiel 38: 4, 5)


http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/25/world/africa/libyan-unrest.html?emc=edit_th_20140825&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

Strife in Libya Could Presage Long Civil War
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK  AUG. 24, 2014

			        Closing excerpt:  Taking stock of the damage Tripoli has already suffered, another fighter, 			       Amr el-Taher el-Sayed, shook his head. “Libyans have become monsters,” he said.

Excerpts: (with commentary in italics)
There is a tearing, grating evil between a military dictatorship and the evil false religion with all its entangled hatreds.  There can be no liberty when the God of the Bible is not acknowledged—
Captured on video by the proud attackers just one month ago, Mr. Badi’s assault on Libya’s main international airport has now drawn the country’s fractious militias, tribes and towns into a single national conflagration that threatens to become a prolonged civil war. Both sides see the fight as part of a larger regional struggle, fraught with the risks of a return to repressive authoritarianism or a slide toward Islamist extremism. Three years after the NATO-backed ouster of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi, the violence threatens to turn Libya into a pocket of chaos destabilizing North Africa for years to come. … …
Libyan society disintegrates into ethnic enclaves and returns to being under ancient tribal spirits of darkness—
...Towns and tribes across the country are choosing sides, in places flying the flags of rival factions, sometimes including the black banners of Islamist extremists.
Tripoli, the capital and the main prize, has become a battleground. The fighting has destroyed the airport, and on Saturday night Mr. Badi’s allies finally captured the remaining rubble, at least for the moment. Constant shelling between rival militias has leveled blocks, emptied neighborhoods and killed hundreds of people. Storage tanks holding about 25 million gallons of fuel have burned unchecked for a month. Jagged black clouds shadow the city, with daily blackouts sometimes lasting more than 12 hours.… …

***

On the western nation's scientific collaboration, "The Brain Initiative," 
An essay about the approaching Transhumanism—
from the Wall Street Journal of 8/21/14 (passed along by a close brother)—
(I don't have the direct link for this piece, but surfing Professor Kaku will probably produce further fruit.)


More than a billion people were amazed this summer when a 29-year-old paraplegic man from Brazil raised his right leg and kicked a soccer ball to ceremonially begin the World Cup. The sight of a paralyzed person whose brain directly controlled a robotic exoskeleton (designed at Duke University) was thrilling.
We are now entering the golden age of neuroscience. We have learned more about the thinking brain in the last 10-15 years than in all of previous human history. A blizzard of the new technologies using advanced physics—resulting in scans and tests we know as fMRI, EEG, PET, DBS, CAT, TCM and TES—have allowed scientists to observe thoughts as they ricochet like a pong ball inside the living brain, and then begin the process of deciphering these thoughts using powerful computers.
The Pentagon, witnessing the human tragedy of the wounded warriors from Iraq and Afghanistan, has invested more than $150 million in the military's Revolutionary Prosthetics program, so that injured veterans can bypass damaged limbs and spinal cords and mentally control state-of-the-art mechanical arms and legs. Already, the technology exists to let you walk into a room and mentally turn on the lights, control appliances, surf the Web, write and send emails, play videogames, dictate articles, control a distant robot or avatar, and even drive a car.
Not just our bodies, but even our memories are now being digitized. Last year at Wake Forest University and the University of Southern California, scientists for the first time were able to record and upload memories directly into an animal brain, which is something straight out of a sci-fi movie like "The Matrix." Scientists there trained mice to perform certain simple tasks, which can be recorded by sensors placed in their brains. After they forget the task, the digitized memory can be reinserted back into their brain, allowing them to remember.
One short-term research goal is to create a "brain pacemaker" for Alzheimer's patients. By pushing a button, a person might be able to remember where they live and where they are. But one can imagine a day in the future when we might even be able to upload the memory of a vacation that we never had, or the math course that we never passed.
Although the technology is still in its infancy, there may come a day when the Internet might be replaced by a Brain-net, in which emotions, sensations, memories and thoughts are sent over the Internet. Think about it: Instead of using clumsy symbols like :), teenagers would go crazy sending all their adolescent emotions and feelings on a mentalized version of Facebook.
A Brain-net could revolutionize every aspect of our life, including education and entertainment. The movies (basically a flat screen with sound) would be replaced by total-immersion entertainment, where we would experience the totality of sensations experienced mentally by the actors. It might also reduce barriers between people, as we would be able to experience their suffering and life stories.
Scientists at the University of California at Berkeley have already made progress in photographing our thoughts. A subject is placed in an Magnetic Resonance Imaging machine, which scans your brain as you watch a picture or video. A super computer analyzes this mass of MRI data and then reconstructs a reasonable approximation of the original image. One can imagine the day when we might wake up and watch a video of the dream we had the previous night.
Although years of hard work remain to perfect this technology, the stunning pace of progress has caught the attention of politicians. The European Union and President Obama have collectively pledged more than $1 billion to spearhead this technology. In the U.S. it's called the Brain Initiative, and one objective is to completely map all the circuits of the entire brain.
The short-term goal is to alleviate the suffering caused by mental illness. (According to the National Alliance on Mental Illness, one in four adults will suffer from some form of mental illness in any given year.) But over time the impact of brain-circuit mapping could be as profound as the Human Genome Project, which has revolutionized medicine. In the future, we might have two disks. One disk will contain our genome, containing a genetic blueprint of our body. But the other disk will have our "connectome," storing all the circuits of our brain, conceivably containing our emotions, memories and personality traits.
Even if we die, our genome and connectome will live on. One day we might have a "library of souls," in which we can have a scintillating discussion with our long-dead ancestors or even historical figures. We could talk to a hologram of an ancestor, for instance, which can access all that person's memories and personality.
So the promise of this new revolution in neuroscience is profound, holding out the ability to someday alleviate suffering and enhance our true mental potential. This technology has the power to radically change the medical, scientific, social and even political landscape for the benefit of humanity.
Mr. Kaku is a professor of theoretical physics at the City College of New York and author of "The Future of the Mind: The Scientific Quest to Understand, Enhance, and Empower the Mind" (Doubleday, 2014).

***
Yet more mad divisions spring up in the Middle East, surprising the US too—

http://www.nytimes.com/?emc=edit_na_20140825&nlid=69381998
New York Times Breaking News Alert  August 25, 2014
EMIRATES AND EGYPT SAID TO SECRETLY ATTACK MILITIA IN LIBYA
Twice in the last seven days, Egypt and the United Arab Emirates have secretly teamed up to launch airstrikes against Islamist-allied militias battling for control of Tripoli, Libya, four senior American officials said, in a major escalation between the supporters and opponents of political Islam.
The United States, the officials said, was caught by surprise: Egypt and the Emirates, both close allies and military partners, acted without informing Washington or seeking its consent, leaving the Obama administration on the sidelines. Egyptian officials explicitly denied the operation to American diplomats, the officials said.
The strikes are the most high-profile and high-risk salvo unleashed in a struggle for power that has broken out across the region in the aftermath of the Arab Spring revolts, pitting old-line Arab autocrats against Islamists.


***
A Sad State of Affairs — "Perplexity of Nations" among the People — The U.S. mood

An insightful analysis by Bruni of the NYTimes

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/26/opinion/frank-bruni-lost-in-america.html

Lost in America
AUG. 25, 2014

More and more I’m convinced that America right now isn’t a country dealing with a mere dip in its mood and might. It’s a country surrendering to a new identity and era, in which optimism is quaint and the frontier anything but endless.
There’s a feeling of helplessness that makes the political horizon, including the coming midterm elections, especially unpredictable. Conventional wisdom has seldom been so useless, because pessimism in this country isn’t usually this durable or profound.
Americans are apprehensive about where they are and even more so about where they’re going. But they don’t see anything or anyone to lead them into the light. They’re sour on the president, on the Democratic Party and on Republicans most of all. They’re hungry for hope but don’t spot it on the menu. Where that tension leaves us is anybody’s guess. … ...


***

Robotics (and the takeover of the Tech aspect of the Beast—
Arnold Schwarzenegger's 90's classic Terminator 2 is an all time pre-saging classic of the future now unfolding for us.  In it, we find that SkyNet, the "great AI in the sky" as I call the Cloud, etc. has become self-aware and turned on the humans.  Here is the fuel for that, but "Skynet" may be already self aware by now and only assembling its agenda at this point?

http://www.gizmag.com/robo-brain-cornell/33522/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=ef892930df-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-ef892930df-91592265

Robo Brain uses the web to teach robots human knowledge
By Stu Robarts  August 26, 2014

(lead): One of the steps towards to making robots into the all powerful overlords envisioned in books and movies is to teach them all human knowledge. A project named Robo Brain can do this without any help from humans, trawling the web in search of information and then sharing it with robots.
The project is being carried out by academics at Cornell University's Department of Computer Sciences. A team comprised of many of the same researchers who were responsible for producing the Tell Me Dave robot that's able to understand and follow natural language instructions.
Robo Brain is also able to understand natural language, and uses this capability to make sense of the information it finds on the internet. It allows robots to understand how the world works using the data it finds, as opposed to simply storing the data without having any insight into it. The system can teach robots things like how to find your keys, pour a drink, put away dishes and when not to interrupt two people having a conversation. … …

*************************
24 August

Saints,

Wouldn't it be something if Hamas' terrible inability to aim their rockets--as in the first news story below--even though they aim them at Jerusalem as well as many other places--resulted in one of their bigger ones hitting their own Dome of the Rock on Temple Mount in Jerusalem, thus by their own work clearing the way for the building of the final Temple of this Age?

All around us this week, the tumultuous inceptions of the time of Great Tribulation rage.  Let us pray for protection for ourselves and those given to our care, Isaiah 26:20, and remember to pray for those on the edge of martyrdom in the Middle East, North Africa, etc., our brothers and sisters in the Faith of Jesus.  May God also stay the plague of Ebola through repentance and calling upon him in truth in the places affected.  May the mercy workers be also spared.  Thanks be to God that the American Christian health workers have been spared and have praised the Almighty for their salvation from this pestilence!

"Work while it is yet day, for the night cometh when no man can work."


 
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4560337,00.html

Heavy barrage of rockets fired at Tel Aviv area, southern Israel and Jerusalem

A heavy barrage of rockets was fired at Israel at around 10:40pm Tuesday night. Loud explosions were heard in the Tel Aviv metropolitan area, while Code Red sirens blared throughout southern and central Israel.  
 
Among them, two hit open areas in the Sha'ar HaNegev Regional Council, four more in open areas in the Eshkol Regional Council, and five hit open areas in the Be'er Sheva area.
 
Hamas also claimed responsibility for firing an M-75 rocket at Jerusalem just before 11pm. … ...


***


http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/20/opinion/ronald-lauder-who-will-stand-up-for-the-christians.html
A Jewish call to defend the Christians—
Who Will Stand Up for the Christians?
By RONALD S. LAUDER AUG. 19, 2014

WHY is the world silent while Christians are being slaughtered in the Middle East and Africa? In Europe and in the United States, we have witnessed demonstrations over the tragic deaths of Palestinians who have been used as human shields by Hamas, the terrorist organization that controls Gaza. The United Nations has held inquiries and focuses its anger on Israel for defending itself against that same terrorist organization. But the barbarous slaughter of thousands upon thousands of Christians is met with relative indifference.

The Middle East and parts of central Africa are losing entire Christian communities that have lived in peace for centuries. The terrorist group Boko Haram has kidnapped and killed hundreds of Christians this year — ravaging the predominantly Christian town of Gwoza, in Borno State in northeastern Nigeria, two weeks ago. Half a million Christian Arabs have been driven out of Syria during the three-plus years of civil war there. Christians have been persecuted and killed in countries from Lebanon to Sudan.
Historians may look back at this period and wonder if people had lost their bearings. Few reporters have traveled to Iraq  to bear witness to the Nazi-like wave of terror that is rolling across that country. The United Nations has been mostly mum. World leaders seem to be consumed with other matters in this strange summer of 2014. There are no flotillas traveling to Syria or Iraq. And the beautiful celebrities and aging rock stars — why doesn’t the slaughter of Christians seem to activate their social antennas?
President Obama should be commended for ordering airstrikes to save tens of thousands of Yazidis, who follow an ancient religion and have been stranded on a mountain in northern Iraq, besieged by Sunni Muslim militants. But sadly, airstrikes alone are not enough to stop this grotesque wave of terrorism.
The Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) is not a loose coalition of jihadist groups, but a real military force that has managed to take over much of Iraq with a successful business model that rivals its coldblooded spearhead of death. It uses money from banks and gold shops it has captured, along with control of oil resources and old-fashioned extortion, to finance its killing machine, making it perhaps the wealthiest Islamist terrorist group in the world. But where it truly excels is in its carnage, rivaling the death orgies of the Middle Ages. It has ruthlessly targeted Shiites, Kurds and Christians.

“They actually beheaded children and put their heads on a stick” a Chaldean-American businessman named Mark Arabo told CNN, describing a scene in a Mosul park. “More children are getting beheaded, mothers are getting raped and killed, and fathers are being hung.”
This week, 200,000 Aramaeans fled their ancestral homeland around Nineveh, having already escaped Mosul.
The general indifference to ISIS, with its mass executions of Christians and its deadly preoccupation with Israel, isn’t just wrong; it’s obscene.

In a speech before thousands of Christians in Budapest in June, I made a solemn promise that just as I will not be silent in the face of the growing threat of anti-Semitism in Europe and in the Middle East, I will not be indifferent to Christian suffering. Historically, it has almost always been the other way around: Jews have all too often been the persecuted minority. But Israel has been among the first countries to aid Christians in South Sudan. Christians can openly practice their religion in Israel, unlike in much of the Middle East.
This bond between Jews and Christians makes complete sense. We share much more than most religions. We read the same Bible, and share a moral and ethical core. Now, sadly, we share a kind of suffering: Christians are dying because of their beliefs, because they are defenseless and because the world is indifferent to their suffering.
Good people must join together and stop this revolting wave of violence. It’s not as if we are powerless. I write this as a citizen of the strongest military power on earth. I write this as a Jewish leader who cares about my Christian brothers and sisters.
The Jewish people understand all too well what can happen when the world is silent. This campaign of death must be stopped.


***
On a slightly lighter note—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/21/opinion/shopping-made-psychic.html
THE OPINION PAGES | OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR
Shopping Made Psychic
By CASS R. SUNSTEINAUG. 20, 2014

AS almost everyone knows, we have entered a period in which companies can predict people’s purchases, often with uncanny accuracy. In the near future, they might even use those predictions to enroll you in special programs in which you receive goods and services, and are asked to pay for them, before you have actually chosen them. Call it predictive shopping. … …

***

Are US sanctions baiting Russia?  Ezekiel said that the great battle between Rosh and its islamic and cultural allies would begin when "a hook was put into the jaw" of Rosh (Russia) to draw it forth to battle.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/22/opinion/when-sanctions-lead-to-war.html
THE OPINION PAGES | OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR
When Sanctions Lead to War
By PAUL J. SAUNDERS AUG. 21, 2014

WASHINGTON — As Ukraine battles separatists and Russia appears poised to invade, many historians and scholars are warning of ominous similarities to the outbreak of World War I in 1914. But they are ignoring a more important comparison: 1941.
The United States and Europe have until now relied almost exclusively on the threat of severe economic sanctions to prevent a Russian invasion of Ukraine. But sanctions — even crippling ones — won’t necessarily avert this.
For 20 years, economic sanctions have become Washington’s preferred policy to demonstrate resolve without using force. Yet the United States has not imposed harsh sanctions on major powers; Iran has been the toughest target, and it hasn’t unconditionally surrendered its nuclear program.  Washington has not tried to compel another major power with sanctions since 1940-41, when America imposed them on Imperial Japan… ...

***

Let's face it, Mr. Spock, humans are "illogical."  We are often miserable, sad, murderous, and selfish.  The Great AI in the sky, and all its Terminators and other bots, may see our eventual destruction, by them, as the kindest thing to do, the logical conclusion of all their algorithmic thinking.  How could we even argue with it?  Universal Sin clouds our original creation in the image of God.  Simple machine logic cannot solve it.  Only a Savior who became one of us could understand it and repair it effectively.  The only other logic is to put us out of our misery, eh?

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2731768/Robots-need-learn-value-human-life-dont-kill-Future-droids-murder-kindness-engineer-claims.html
Robots could murder us out of KINDNESS unless they are taught the value of human life, engineer claims
The warning was made by Amsterdam-based engineer, Nell Watson
Speaking at a conference in Sweden, she said robots could decide that the greatest compassion to humans as a race is to get rid of everyone
Ms Watson said computer chips could soon have the same level of brain power as a bumblebee – allowing them to analyse social situations 
'Machines are going to be aware of the environments around them and, to a small extent, they're going to be aware of themselves,' she said
Her comments follow tweets by Tesla-founder, Elon Musk, earlier this month who said AI could be more dangerous than nuclear weapons



***
 
A climate-issues publicist and editorial writer, concerned about mass fear and reactionary actions over the collapses in world climate "takes the words right out of the Lord's mouth" without, of course, realizing it:

"And there shall be signs in the sun and the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring;  Men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those things which are coming upon the earth: for the powers of heaven shall be shaken…"  (Matthew 24)



http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/24/opinion/sunday/the-climate-swerve.html

The Climate Swerve
By ROBERT JAY LIFTONAUG. 23, 2014


(excerpt)…The experiential part has to do with a drumbeat of climate-related disasters around the world, all actively reported by the news media: hurricanes and tornadoes, droughts and wildfires, extreme heat waves and equally extreme cold, rising sea levels and floods. Even when people have doubts about the causal relationship of global warming to these episodes, they cannot help being psychologically affected. Of great importance is the growing recognition that the danger encompasses the entire earth and its inhabitants. We are all vulnerable. …


***

God spare you this week and draw you ever closer to Him.
*************************
18 August

Saints,

Starting right off with quite a week!  Ferguson under martial law--a test run for military policing?  (whatever the politics)  

A person very close to me comes to me with great concern at an NBC reports that universal implantation of microchips for US citizens is targeted for 2017.

ISIS having the power to blow a dam on the rivers of Babylon that could flood and kill millions as far as Baghdad sends multiple US Fighter strikes.

And this is only Monday.  Maranatha!  Let us watch fervently for the coming of the Lord for his saints…so that we may not face the terrors of the Tribulation and the judgment of the Great Day of the Lord (2 Thes. 2).


***

The "good 'ol 'outside agitators' " excuse or the truth?  Ferguson becomes the first test, or even an experiment, for those who might want to put all US citizens under military or martial law---even against the venerable doctrines of "Posse Comitatus" that declares our citizens are not to be policed by soldiers.  In Ferguson, we see the first major roll-out of police as soldiers with Iraq war surplus MRAP vehicles and personal soldiering equipment.  Is the whole thing a set up, a trial run?


https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/147e828128e19098

NATIONAL GUARD TO FERGUSON

FERGUSON, Mo. — Gov. Jay Nixon announced early Monday that he would deploy the Missouri National Guard to this St. Louis suburb as part of a fresh attempt by the authorities to quell the unrest that has paralyzed the town since an unarmed black teenager was killed by a white police officer.
Mr. Nixon said in a statement that he chose to activate the National Guard because of “deliberate, coordinated and intensifying violent acts.”
“Tonight, a day of hope, prayers and peaceful protests was marred by the violent criminal acts of an organized and growing number of individuals, many from outside the community and state, whose actions are putting the residents and businesses of Ferguson at risk,” Mr. Nixon said.
The governor’s decision came after the worst night of violence since theunrest began.


***

Is Snopes denying this one?  But take a look at the NBC report for yourself.  Internet scuttlebutt for some time now had said that a Bildgerberger conference in the last year or two expressed a consensual desire to chip all US citizens by 2017.  It is hard for me to imagine that this will be taken lightly by the general populace here, especially with the at least mythic knowledge among the people of the upcoming mark of the beast, BUT it is amazing what media campaigns and propaganda can do to prepare the minds of the people,  "Everybody's doing it, why not you?"  "You do want your healthcare, right?  Well, this is the only way," etc.

Here's the NBC video:  http://thelastgreatstand.com/lgs/2014/08/06/nbc-news-all-americans-will-be-microchipped-in-less-than-3-years/

Surfable comments (many others available w/varying credibility):

http://www.truthorfiction.com/rumors/n/NBC-RFID-Chips-Prediction.htm#.U_Ha1Bb7KiY

http://www.hoax-slayer.com/all-americans-microchipped-2017.shtml

http://topinfopost.com/2013/10/23/all-americans-microchipped-by-2017-video

ABC News video on chip implantation: 
http://topinfopost.com/2013/10/23/all-americans-microchipped-by-2017-video

***
Since this report, airstrikes have driven back ISIS and the Kurd's army, pesh merga, has gained control of the dam—

http://www.foxnews.com/world/2014/08/16/us-launches-airstrikes-to-help-retake-iraq-dam/?intcmp=latestnews

US launches airstrikes to help retake large Iraq dam captured by Islamic State
*************************
17 August

Saints,

How intensely Time Itself has accelerated!  Friday or Saturday, the news was that they had just laid to rest the general who was killed in Afghanistan, BUT it seems like weeks already since his death was news…yet it was but nine days before the funeral!

By the time you read this, the death of Robin Williams will also seem like it is quickly becoming a distant, past dream.  The pundits and the elegists rattle on for a few days, then the next event blocks out the last.  Jesus said that at the time of the end, time would be shortened, and this is not only because events and knowledge have skyrocketed in pace, but it is also mercy from God as "if the days were not shortened, no flesh would be saved."

Let us take an ever tighter grip on the Word of God and be courting the Presence of the Holy Spirit minute by minute, for the days have become foreshortened.


***


How glibly doth it slip off the tongue of the liberal, intellectual savant/pundit— "demons"— as they speak it as though it were a mere psychological figure of speech.  If they would only listen to their own assessment as a literal thing, how the light might come on!

Sad to see you lost, Robin.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/13/business/media/busy-working-robin-williams-fought-demons.html?emc=edit_th_20140813&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

Busy Working, Robin Williams Fought Demons
By MICHAEL CIEPLY and BROOKS BARNES, AUG. 12, 2014


***

"There shall be pestilences…."


http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/13/science/using-a-tactic-unseen-in-a-century-countries-cordon-off-ebola-racked-areas.html?emc=edit_th_20140813&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Using a Tactic Unseen in a Century, Countries Cordon Off Ebola-Racked Areas
ByDONALD G. McNEIL, Jr.   AUG. 12, 2014


The Ebola outbreak in West Africa is so out of control that governments there have revived a disease-fighting tactic not used in nearly a century: the “cordon sanitaire,” in which a line is drawn around the infected area and no one is allowed out.
Cordons, common in the medieval era of the Black Death, have not been seen since the border between Poland and Russia was closed in 1918 to stop typhus from spreading west. They have the potential to become brutal and inhumane. Centuries ago, in their most extreme form, everyone within the boundaries was left to die or survive, until the outbreak ended. … ...

***

Are we ready to make the leap from ordinary invasive birth control pills and IUDs, etc. to digital implant controls subject to programming by computer algorithms and their distribution of hormones inside the body?  Will women become "farms" for state-managed birthing or instead managed bio-deserts of cyborg sterility?
Birth Control Microchip Adds To Growing Applications Of Digital Implants

Via prophecynewswatch.com:   http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/August13/134.html#M4gbK8oYkYwzhvJC.99

Medical technologies have advanced from simple birth control methods such as pills, to what is now being described as nothing short of a birth control revolution that could also revolutionize various other aspects of medicine: a microchip that could control a woman’s hormones, and prevent pregnancy for up to 16 years. According to reports, local researchers at Cambridge have developed the microchip that can be implanted under the skin and is accessible by remote control, delivering tiny amounts of hormone in much the same way as birth control pills.  According to cbsboston.com, this innovation was the result of a joint effort between M.I.T.(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and bio-tech firm MicroCHIPS of Lexington; they first successfully tested the technology in 2012 in osteoporosis patients, attracting the support of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation which stepped in with a multi-million dollar grant to investigate whether the chip could be used to prevent pregnancy.   Some experts point out that women already have implantable birth control options like the IUD, but many still choose the pill. Given the prevalence and convenience of these long-used birth control systems, is there any real value that this new microchip process will bring, over and above the currently available and popular alternatives? Bob Farra, President and COO of MicroCHIPS says yes: unlike the IUD, the chip doesn’t need to be removed every time a woman is ready to have a child. When a woman wants to conceive, she or her doctor can turn off the device with a remote control.   Researchers are now concentrating on that remote, to make sure it can’t be hacked. As Farra asserts: “The remote control must be put up against the skin in order to establish communication…the reason we do that is we want people to have close range communication to prevent anyone from listening in to the encrypted signal.”
The plan is to have the device ready for testing on women in 2016. The estimated price tag will end up being around $1,000.  Other applications within various facets of medicine that have been beneficiaries of microchip implant-based medical technologies include osteoporosis, cardiovascular disease, multiple sclerosis, cancer, and chronic pain. Benefits based on clinical trials and studies being conducted since 2012 and reported in chips.com are said to include:  • Reduction of the need for frequent injections: During clinical trials, patients received daily doses of the marketed osteoporosis drug Teriparatide through microchip delivery rather than daily injection. 
• The drug released from the implanted microchip demonstrated similar measures of safety and therapeutic levels in blood to what is observed from standard, recommended multiple subcutaneous injections of Teriparatide.
• The device and drug combination were found to be biocompatible with no adverse immune reaction. 
• The study also demonstrated that the programmable implant was able to deliver the drug at scheduled intervals. Drug delivery and evaluation in patients occurred over a one month period and provided proof-of-concept measures of drug release and device durability that support implantable device viability for 12 months or more.
• Patient surveys found that the microchip device was well-tolerated, and patients indicated that they would repeat the implant procedure. 
• A microchip that continues to deliver Teriparatide with this or similar consistency and efficiency over 12 to 24 months could improve bone mass, density, architecture, and strength. This is according to co-author Robert Neer, Founder & Director of the Massachusetts General Hospital Bone Density Center and Associate Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School.
• The design of a next-generation microchip drug delivery device is the only approach to an implantable device that can be wirelessly programmed to release drugs inside the body without percutaneous (needle-puncture) connections in or on the patient. 
• An implantable microchip device also provides real-time dose schedule tracking, and as part of a network, physicians can remotely adjust treatment schedules as necessary.  With such a wide array of actual and potential microchip features and benefits, little wonder that not much ado seems to have been raised around ensuring adequate controls and protocols against potential privacy and tracking violations within authorized establishments. As usual, it’s much easier to ignore the dangers when the benefits seem overwhelmingly popular and beneficial, and the public tnds to besold on the positive side, with the negativities masked somewhere in fine print.  This birth control system is eerily similar to what could potentially culminate in the mark of the beast system spoken of the Book of Revelations 13, where no-one will be able to buy or sell without a mark on their right hand or forehead. Such a mark would certainly require similar technologies as those currently supporting bio-chips and RFID tags today. 
It is therefore no surprise that these current technologies are allowing age-old Biblical prophecies to unfold before our very eyes.

***
—Perplexity of Nations (Matt. 24)
http://www.weeklystandard.com/blogs/defense-secretary-world-exploding-all-over_802893.html
Defense Secretary: 'The World is Exploding All Over'

9:01 AM, AUG 13, 201

***

Men shall become insane (II Tim. 3:3)  

Dog elected mayor in Minnesota

http://www.myfoxny.com/story/26269397/dog-elected-mayor-in-minnesota


***


A very interesting and broad view of Christendom as the end of the Age proceeds:  "When the Son of man comes, will he find faith on the earth?"

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/17/world/asia/huge-crowds-watch-in-seoul-as-pope-francis-beatifies-korean-catholics.html?emc=edit_th_20140817&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

Papal Visit That Thrills Catholics Is Unsettling to Protestants in South Korea

 Excerpt:

…Since the pope’s arrival Thursday, his visits to a center for handicapped children and his common-man touch have generated front-page news lavishing praise for his humility, which has been celebrated elsewhere. One news agency headlined its report: “Let’s Meet the Pope, ‘The Friend of the Poor,’ ” while the national public broadcaster gushed about his willingness to pose for cellphone pictures with ordinary Koreans.

But not everyone in South Korea has welcomed the pope, who is on a five-day visit meant to acknowledge ?Asia's growing importance to the Catholic Church.  And it is not Buddhists or Confucians — the country’s two major non-Christian religious groups — who are publicly expressing unhappiness with his visit, but members of Protestant groups who fear Catholic encroachment in a country where Christians make up 29 percent of the population.
“The enemy king has appeared at the center of our nation!” the Rev. Song Choon-gil, a Presbyterian pastor, shouted during a rally of hundreds of Protestants who gathered a few blocks from the papal Mass on Saturday. Accompanied by a band, the evangelical Protestants sang hymns and danced, shouting that they were sounding “the trumpets of spiritual war” against the “idol worship” and “satanic forces” they said Roman Catholicism represents. … ...

*************************
10 August

Saints,

The times of the Apocalypse continue to unfold around us in every observable dimension:  Hawaii gets a one-two punch of hurricanes when she has not been hit by even one in years.  Firestorms and Floods afflict the west and midwest, and at the same time!  Christians are increasingly persecuted right here in America, being blasphemed, fired, sued as "hate criminals," having their children taken from them, and increasingly ostracized from the "polite society" of the politically correct because we believe in One God in Three Persons, and in his Son Who is of one eternal essence with him, and in his sacrifice of himself, the shedding of his blood, to save whoever will receive him.  

This week, please add your prayers with mine for the confessing Christians trapped on a mountaintop refuge by the insane and satanic forces of ISIS in Iraq.  May God hide them and deliver them and provide food, water, and shelter for them…even as "the great eagle" will help in the deliverance of Israel in the days ahead, even as the ravens fed Elijah and manna fed the children of Israel.  May these folk, our brethren, be calling earnestly upon the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, for deliverance.  May they not waver in faith.  May God convert our officials in the USA as they see the need to drop a massive airlift of supplies to them for survival.  May even those who seem to serve the spirit of antichrist here, pause and take note of the needs of your people, and themselves begin the process of conversion to Christ the Lord.  He said, "Offenses must come, but woe unto him by whom they come."

It is likely only circumstantial, but has anyone noticed that the acronym ISIS is also the name of the false goddess of Egypt who descended from Semiramis of Babylon (as did Astarte, Venus, Diana, the moon goddess Illa of Islam etc.), she (falsely ascribed as such) is of the demon lords of the spirit of antichrist, in the world at least since Babylon.  She will have nothing to do with the Messiah of the patriarchy of Almighty God.

***

...And the great river Euphrates was dried up to make way for the Kings of the East (?)  (see Revelation 16:12)

http://www.cnbc.com/id/101890121
Islamic State fighters seize Iraq's biggest dam

Islamic State fighters seized control of Iraq's biggest dam, an oilfield and three more towns on Sunday after inflicting their first major defeat on Kurdish forces since sweeping through the region in June. … …
***
Whatever shall we do?  It won't be long till we're all hacked.  Let me see, what's the solution?  Let's mark everyone with an individual number tied to multiple bio-metric markers.  Sure, that's it!
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/147a7dd8d4d219f8
RUSSIAN CRIME RING GAINS INTERNET SECURITY DATA ON 1.2 BILLION
A Russian crime ring has amassed the largest known collection of stolen Internet credentials, including 1.2 billion username and password combinations and more than 500 million email addresses, security researchers say. … ...


                                ***

http://www.wnd.com/2014/08/hand-of-god-sent-missile-into-sea/

'HAND OF GOD SENT MISSILE INTO SEA'
Iron Dome operator: 'I witnessed this miracle with my own eyes'

More claims of divine intervention are being reported in the ongoing conflict between Israel and Hamas, with an operator of Israel’s Iron Dome missile-defense system saying he personally witnessed “the hand of God” diverting an incoming rocket out of harm’s way.
Israel Today translated a report from a Hebrew-language news site, which noted the Iron Dome battery failed three times to intercept an incoming rocket headed toward Tel Aviv last week.
The commander recalled: “A missile was fired from Gaza. Iron Dome precisely calculated [its trajectory]. We know where these missiles are going to land down to a radius of 200 meters. This particular missile was going to hit either the Azrieli Towers, the Kirya (Israel’s equivalent of the Pentagon) or [a central Tel Aviv railway station]. Hundreds could have died.
“We fired the first [interceptor]. It missed. Second [interceptor]. It missed. This is very rare. I was in shock. At this point we had just four seconds until the missile lands. We had already notified emergency services to converge on the target location and had warned of a mass-casualty incident.
“Suddenly, Iron Dome (which calculates wind speeds, among other things) shows a major wind coming from the east, a strong wind that … sends the missile into the sea. We were all stunned. I stood up and shouted, ‘There is a God!’
“I witnessed this miracle with my own eyes. It was not told or reported to me. I saw the hand of God send that missile into the sea.”
The commander’s account is reminiscent of a recent newspaper headline which trumpeted the possibility of supernatural protection.
Their God changes the path of our rockets, said a terrorist, "was the headline in the July 18 edition of the Jewish Telegraph.
It was a partial quote from Barbara Ordman, who lives in Ma’ale Adumim on the West Bank.
Her exact quotation was: “As one of the terrorists from Gaza was reported to say when asked why they couldn’t aim their rockets more effectively: “We do aim them, but their God changes their path in mid-air.”
She opened her piece by noting: “In October 1956, [Israeli Prime Minister] David Ben Gurion was interviewed by CBS. He stated: ‘In Israel, in order to be a realist, you must believe in miracles.’”
Ordman also noted religious texts, specifically the Jerusalem Talmud, teaches Israelis not to depend on miracles for survival.
“It argues that we must not desist from our obligations and must not wait for miraculous intervention from the Supernatural,” she wrote.
Meanwhile, the Times of Israel reported a senior officer in Israel’s army said divine miracles protected his soldiers during fighting in the Gaza Strip.
Givati Brigade commander Col. Ofer Winter told the weekly publication Mishpacha that he “witnessed a miraculous occurrence, the likes of which he had never seen before during his military career.”
Winter indicated a predawn raid intended to use darkness as cover was delayed, forcing the soldiers to move toward their objective as sunrise was approaching.
With the troops in danger of being exposed at daybreak, Winter explained how heavy fog quickly descended to shroud their movements until their mission was accomplished.
“Suddenly a cloud protected us,” he said, referring to clouds the Bible says guided the ancient Israelites as they wandered in the desert. “Clouds of glory.”
Winter said only when the soldiers were in a secure position, the fog finally lifted.
“It really was a fulfillment of the verse ‘For the Lord your God is the one who goes with you to give you victory,’” he said, quoting Deuteronomy 20:4. … …

***
from Hal Lindsey's newsletter—
How God used the martyrdom of the 3 Israelite boys to uncover the massive maze of tunnels about to traffic a massive and terrible invasion of Israel—

August 8th, 2014
This week on 'The Hal Lindsey Report'


"Those three boys... saved the nation." 

That's how Isaac Herzog, the leader of the opposition in Israel's Knesset, remembered the tragic kidnapping and murders of three Israeli teenaged boys a couple of months ago. 

Had they not been kidnapped, hastily murdered and sloppily buried, and their graves quickly discovered by Israel, unmitigated disaster could even now be lurking in Israel's future. 

You see, Hamas was planning a daring invasion of Israel on Rosh Hoshanna. On September 24, the eve of the Jewish New Year, they intended to flood southern Israel with thousands of Hamas fighters. These heavily armed invaders were to enter Israel through dozens of tunnels under cover of darkness. As day dawned and shops and schools filled up in the Israeli towns and villages just outside the Gaza Strip, all hell would break loose. 

First, massive explosives already in place under Israeli kindergartens and schools would be detonated. Amid the mass hysteria and chaos, the Hamas fighters would strike, killing as many innocent civilians and children as possible. 

Then, before the IDF could respond, they would retreat through the tunnels back into Gaza, taking with them maybe hundreds of hostages that would be held for ransom and leverage. 

When Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu discussed the discovery of this Hamas plan with his cabinet, he noted that the number of Israeli casualties could well have surpassed the 2,200 who died in the 1973 Yom Kippur war. 

Other experts and analysts believe the death toll would have exceeded 10,000 Israelis. 

But because those three boys were kidnapped, then hastily murdered once their kidnappers realized one of them had been able to telephone the police, the Hamas invasion plan was revealed. 

This brutal tragedy sparked "Operation Protective Edge," the IDF entry into Gaza to stop the rocket barrages and punish Hamas for the murders. That's when Israel discovered the full extent of the vast network of tunnels that Hamas has been able to construct beneath Gaza over the last several years. 

Israeli television news reports have suggested that there are as many as 5,000 tunnels crisscrossing the Gaza Strip. They enable Hamas forces to move with impunity almost anywhere they wish. They store their arsenals and house their command centers there. 

The Israelis call it "the city under the city." 

The IDF also discovered as many as 40 highly fortified tunnels that open in multiple places inside Israel. It is through those "terror tunnels" that Hamas intended to invade Israel in September. 

The horrible, brutal deaths of those three young boys, one of them an American, may truly have saved Israel. Some have suggested that the entire incident, which allowed the Hamas plan to be discovered, is a miracle. 

I can't say that I disagree, simply because Israel's history is nothing more than miracle upon miracle upon miracle. From its miraculous birth to its miraculous rebirth to its miraculous survival against all odds, Israel is truly a miracle nation. 

On this week's program, I'll discuss that miraculous history as well as one of the unexplainable "miracles" that have occurred during "Operation Protective Edge." 

But a word of warning, Israel is not out of the woods by any means. An even greater menace than Hamas is lurking just beyond Israel's northern border. So continue to pray earnestly for God's continued protection of Israel. His people have never been in more danger than they are at this moment. … ...
*************************
3 August

Saints of the Most High (you whom Satan shall endeavor to wear down and defeat by the spirit of antichrist, Daniel 7:25),

Former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright came up with a quotable interview on Face the Nation with Bob Schieffer this last week: 

 "To put it mildly, the world is a mess."

http://theweek.com/speedreads/index/265424/speedreads-madeleine-albright-the-world-is-a-mess
(Face the Nation video link within the piece)
		QUOTABLES    JULY 27 
Madeleine Albright: 'The world is a mess'

Former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright on Sunday succinctly summed up her view of what the world is like right now: It's a hot mess.
Appearing on Face the Nation, Albright said there were "two huge game-changers" that had shaken the world, one being Russia's annexation of Crimea, and the other being the handful of conflicts in the Middle East, most notably Israel's offensive in Gaza.
"There are an awful lot of things going on that need understanding and explaining," she said. "But to put it mildly, the world is a mess." --Jon Terbush

(To put it biblically, Ezekiel's war of chapters 38 and 39 looms over us, a war likely to wax nuclear and be cast beyond the bounds of the Middle East, possibly the latest the Rapture will occur.  Study the texts for many important details.)

**

Many, if not most, unbelievers at this point are sensing a terrible dread; yet they only run around in a blind panic unable or as yet unwilling to receive the Truth which is Jesus Christ.  The world, especially in the Middle East, is in a maelstrom of war and terror:  Libya, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, and now Israel with the Philistines (from which word "Palestinians" derives) of Gaza while the UN scolds, minces, and wrings its hands.  Russia or Rosh is now stirring with new hopes of empire as is China while "little" conflicts—"the rumors of war"(?) in Sudan, Somalia, Nigeria, etc.—drive Africans from their homelands to besiege Europe with border-assaulting urgence desiring shelter, and the same thing happens on the southern border of the United States as murdering drug armies rage in Central America butchering and slaughtering and raping and enslaving for the sheer terror of it among the populace there and without regard to age or gender.

The Rapture will be sudden even for those watching for it, and it is only by grace we will be found worthy, yet we are instructed urgently, vehemently, and with much admonishment to be watching and faithful as we can be, Luke 21:36 and many other places.  But, for those outside The Faith, only a blind panic will follow in which much of the world's population will be killed and pour into hell, while some will also call out in repentance and be saved, though also with the hideous loss of many lives, by the time the Second Coming arrives on God's perfect schedule.  As for the Rapture, the unsaved may not even notice it if it occurs just as the nuclear missiles are underway to major cities here and there around the globe from their launch in the Middle East (Islamic Pakistan's several hundred nukes, etc.)

"Come, my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about thee:  hide thyself as it were for a little moment, until the indignation be overpast."  Isaiah 26:20.  Our chambers and our doors are to dwell in "the secret place of the Most High," in Psalm 91.  Let us gather there.


***Some relative tidbits via Drudge et al***

So you wannabe a "fitness cyborg," all wired up to do your exercise routines?  Oops, those App results may get sold to insurance companies and future employers who may weed you out based on your physical profiles!  I think I would rather stay human and let my own mind and body tell me how much exercise is appropriate.

http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-healthcare-watch-20140727-story.html#page=

Health products like wristband monitors prompt privacy worries

***

http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2014/07/31/countries-near-bankruptcy/13435097/
Not just Argentina: 11 countries near bankruptcy

***

NYTimes Quotation of the Day, 3 August:

QUOTATION OF THE DAY
"It's like sending kindergartners up against an N.B.A. basketball team."
STEVEN S. DUDLEY,a director of InsightCrime.com, a website tracking and analyzing Latin American crime trends, describing how Honduran police are no match for the gangs and drug cartels.


*************************

27 July

Saints,

This newsletter blog has been primarily for a small flock of readers with all of whom I have some personal connection, but, of late, new readers have been appearing from around the globe.  This is a surprise to me as I have done nothing whatsoever to advertise on the net for readership, but it is also very welcome.  A hearty "hello" and the right hand of fellowship to readers from Brazil (of late surpassing the readership in the States!), Italy, South Africa, India, Spain, Ecuador, Romania, Mexico, Honduras, and Colombia!  Please be welcomed to correspond if and when desired.  Sorry, I only speak English, but you must surely speak it also to be able to read my entries.  I am also happy to make an effort through GoogleTranslate.

We are a very privileged generation to be allowed to see these things coming to pass, but it is also comes with a great responsibility to be serious, sober, albeit joyful disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ.  Let us labor for his Gospel for "the night is at hand when no man can work."

brother Tim

***

Top 'o the News—

US embassy abruptly closed and evacuated in Libya as militias descend the country into anarchy.  2012 saw Banghazi; now the embassy's 158 staff are whisked away in a convoy of armored SUV while armed drones and fighter jets followed them overhead.  

Present Libya which more or less follows the borders of ancient Libya will be one of the players who contributes vast numbers of troops to the largest jihad ever to help destroy Israel, unsuccessfully, in the great looming battle of Ezekiel 38 and 39.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/27/world/africa/libya.html?emc=edit_th_20140727&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

Facing Escalating Violence, U.S. Evacuates Staff From Its Embassy in Libya
By KAREEM FAHIM JULY 26, 2014


(lead):CAIRO — The United States closed its embassy in Libya on Saturday and evacuated the embassy’s staff under military guard, in what the State Department said was a response to escalating violence in the Libyan capital, Tripoli.
Officials called the evacuation “temporary” and said they were looking for ways to reopen the embassy, even as the State Department issued a new travel warning on Saturday, advising United States citizens to leave Libya “immediately.”
Weeks of heavy fighting between rival Libyan militias for control of Tripoli’s international airport had in recent days edged closer to the heavily fortified embassy, which is on the main road to the airport. The clashes have all but destroyed the airport, severely limiting air travel to Libya.
The embassy staff was evacuated over land, traveling in convoys to neighboring Tunisia under the watch of United States military aircraft, according to a Pentagon statement. … ...

***

The mad dash of fear and desperation is not just at our borders.  Read about the Africans trying to escape from a satanized continent to Europe, their great struggle to breach heavily secured borders to come to a place with no employment to spare but at least a little less insane!  The world system, and even planetary systems, is collapsing as the Age comes to its End.  May God save us and those who put their trust in him!

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/24/world/europe/migrants-say-storming-of-spanish-border-fences-is-carefully-coordinated.html?emc=edit_th_20140724&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

EUROPE
At a Spanish Border, a Coordinated Scramble
By CARLOTTA GALL  JULY 23, 2014

(Lead):MELILLA, Spain — More than 1,000 African migrants rushed toward the high fences topped with razor wire. They were met by the Moroccan police, who, with the support of the Spanish military police and a Spanish helicopter, thwarted their plan to scale the fences and enter Europe through this tiny Spanish enclave that clings to northern Morocco.
It was the second mass crossing to fail this week and one of the largest since May, when hundreds of migrants launched themselves at the fences on three separate occasions. … ...
***
From a piece on the political situation in Iraq comes this tidbit buried among other horrors—

"…On Thursday, militants destroyed a shrine in Mosul (Nineveh) that was said to be the tomb of the prophet Jonah,  …

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/25/world/middleeast/iraq-president-fouad-massoum.html?emc=edit_th_20140725&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
		(Iraq Picks New President to Confront Militant Threat
		By TIM ARANGO  and SUADAD AL-SALHYJULY 24, 2014)

Whether or not this was the actual tomb of Jonah, this may be an important symbolic act by that great false religion of satan that accepts ancient biblical history but rewrites it to the tune of the false prophet of the 7th century.  Nineveh repented at the preaching of Jonah, but now his memory is cast down and cast off by these infidels.  Final judgment for them and for Nineveh looming?

***

"Fast pass plus" has the "tragic kingdom" making the leap into the beast economy "quick, fun, and easy!"  "Just wave your digitally-banded hand and come quickly into more disney-fun!" 
"It's easier than ever to enjoy the magic!" chimes the video.  Yep, magic is the word, for sure and for real...welcome to world wide fantasy consciousness, exemplified "for fun" here.

https://disneyworld.disney.go.com/plan/my-disney-experience/fastpass-plus/?CMP=KNC-WDW_FY14_DOM_NGE_BR_FastPass%7CG%7C4141321.NG.AM.01.01&keyword_id=siE7AB9yo_dc%7Cfast%20pass%20plus%7C58307417488%7Ce%7C15402cl14044

***

Omen?  Revelation 16:3,4
http://abcnews.go.com/International/river-china-mysteriously-turns-bloody-red-overnight/story?id=24715670
				River In China Mysteriously Turns Bloody Red Overnight
				Jul 25, 2014, 1:09 PM ET
				By YAZHOU SUN


************************
21 July

Christians Driven Out of Mosul (Nineveh) Under Pain of Death—

Long ago, Jonah was able to preach repentance to Nineveh, and its citizens repented.  Are the days of the final judgment of Nineveh at hand?

May God provide a refuge and a hiding place for his people, Isaiah 26:20. Amen.


http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/21/world/middleeast/concern-and-support-for-iraqi-christians-forced-by-isis-militants-to-flee-mosul.html?emc=edit_th_20140721&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

MIDDLE EAST
Concern and Support for Iraqi Christians Forced by Militants to Flee Mosul
By TIM ARANGO JULY 20, 2014  (lead):

BAGHDAD — A day after Christians fled Mosul, the northern city controlled by Islamist extremists, under the threat of death, Muslims and Christians gathered under the same roof — a church roof — here on Sunday afternoon. By the time the piano player had finished the Iraqi national anthem, and before the prayers, Manhal Younis was crying.
“I can’t feel my identity as an Iraqi Christian,” she said, her three little daughters hanging at her side.
A Muslim woman sitting next to her in the pew reached out and whispered, “You are the true original people here, and we are sorry for what has been done to you in the name of Islam.”
The warm scene here was an unusual counterpoint to the wider story of Iraq’s unraveling, as Sunni militants with the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria gain territory and persecute anyone who does not adhere to their harsh version of Islamic law. On Saturday, to meet a deadline by the ISIS militants, most Christians in Mosul, a community almost as old as Christianity itself, left with little more than the clothes they were wearing. … ...
*************************
20 July

Saints,

May God rest you this week in spite of the madness swirling about us.  May he hide you under his wings, Psalm 91, and "as it were for a little moment until the indignation be overcast," in Isaiah 26:20.  "When you see all these things coming to pass, lift up your heads for your redemption draws near!" "Keep the Faith, once (and for all) delivered to the saints."

***

Even now, many people are being microchipped! Trojan Horse indeed:  The enemy always comes in with good and plausible ideas and reasons.  Do not take the Mark, whatever it is and whenever it comes.  Hopefully, we will be caught up before then.  Whatever it is, it will backfire and cause "grievous sores," skin cancers, etc. on those who take it, AND, far worse, they lose their souls.  Perhaps, this painful judgment of "grievous sores" (Rev. 16:2) will be related to whatever psychiatric / brain interfacing / wiring effects ("electroceuticals" & pharmaceuticals) it will also employ?—

Microchip Implants For Medical Purposes Could Be Trojan Horse To Expanded Uses

by Tom Olago
Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/July14/143.html#7cdmIIopUzg7EqRb.99

For those who still think that microchip implants are something that will become commonplace or gain traction in perhaps many years to come, think again: people are now currently queuing up voluntarily to be injected with a microchip in their arm. ABC news recently reported that the 5 million or so U.S residents suffering from Alzheimer’s disease are the current prime target for the microchips, being implanted in the name of keeping Alzheimer’s patients safe, as well as allowing quick and easy access to their identities and medical records should they lose memory or become lost.  The implants are said to be about the size of a grain of rice and contain a unique 16 digit ID number. The implants are injected into the arm or hand of the recipient, and thereafter read and monitored by the use of supporting RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) Systems, which typically include scanners that read the information contained in the embedded chip and relay that information to computerized data systems. These will in turn read and analyse the data transmitted to authorized stakeholders such as medical practitioners and law enforcement agencies.  As expected, privacy activists are up in arms, protesting against the potential “big brother” abuses, such as unwarranted privacy intrusions via GPS tracking and the perceived human indignity in the widespread use of a system that has so far been largely restricted to tracking pets and livestock. However the potential candidates for the microchip implants themselves seem to be sold on the benefits and undeterred from accepting the implants: ABC’s John Berman reported that 34 patients already received the chip with “dozens more” in line.  The process of microchip implants in humans seems to have been taking place quietly behind the scenes for quite a while now. This seems to be a well–calculated and subtle move to gradually desensitize a privacy centered culture and society into accepting the perceived benefits of physical implants, which are packaged and marketed in such a way that privacy and other concerns are made to seem trivial, ridiculous or foolish. 
The husband of a lady featured in the ABC news video who had been micro-chipped because she had Alzheimer’s, merely shrugged off privacy and monitoring concerns, considering the implant benefits to be overwhelmingly positive and went on to take the microchip implant himself, without hesitation.  Two years back, ABC news also reported that 100 law enforcement official in Mexico received implants in the name of providing secure and exclusive access to sensitive classified information to only authorized personnel. Scott Silverman of Applied Digital Solutions, whose company manufactures micro chipped implants, described them as “tamper proof and secure”, as the chips cannot be stolen and re-used to gain unauthorized access. 
According to breathe cast.com Silverman is also credited with the very popular form of the RFID chip originally known as Verichip, and subsequently re-branded as PositiveID which is now reportedly being implanted inside of hundreds of Americans as well as many throughout the world. Verichip was FDA-approved as a human-implantable microchip in 2004.  Inquisitr.com which recently reported these developments, suggests that microchip implants now seem to be steadily gaining traction and acceptance perhaps because the military is developing implantable chips to treat soldiers with PTSD (post traumatic stress disorder), as reported in an earlier report published by The Inquisitir. 
The separate report states that the United States military plans to treat and monitor psychiatric disorders such as depression, anxiety and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) with high-tech devices implanted into patients’ brains. The five-year, $70 million program was launched by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). According to Justin Sanchez, a program manager at DARPA, simple versions of the future brain implants are already being used to help patients with Parkinson’s disease.  According to the Department of Veteran Affairs, 11 to 20 percent of veterans who served in the Iraq and Afghanistan operations (Operations Iraqi and Enduring Freedom) are believed to suffer from PTSD and 30 percent of Vietnam veterans are believed to have suffered from or are still being treated for symptoms of PTSD.  Meanwhile, the twin process of microchipping and gradual desensitization continues. The general populace is now widely exposed and accustomed to RFID and biometric technologies, sold on individual and social benefits seemingly to the extent that privacy issues are now almost always ignored or downplayed, as members of the public become willing participants towards “the greater good”. 
Many Bible scholars see the desensitization to chipping as one more reason the world populace would embrace the potential chip related technology known as "The Mark Of The Beast".  In Revelation 13 we are told that this mark would allow for the buying and selling of goods - in fact you can't conduct commerce without it.
"He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hand or on their foreheads, and that no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man: His number is 666." Revelation 13:16-18  While there is still much debate in the Christian community as to what this final "mark" will look like and be - the emergence of bio-technologies, microchip implants, digital currency (such as bitcoin/paypal) and the desire for greater security seems to be paving the way for several possibilities.

***

Here's "a warning shot across the bow" from the body, soul, and spirit of man:  Close, continual use of electronic devices may cause allergic reactions.  As noted above, the insertion or application of The Mark of the Beast" will cause "grievous sores" on those who have taken it at some trigger point (when the angel "pours out the vial") after they have received it en masse.  (Rev.16:2)

http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2014/07/14/medical-journal-electronic-devices-can-cause-nickel-allergies-to-flare-up/
Medical Journal: Electronic Devices Can Cause Nickel Allergies To Flare Up
Some Phones, Tablets, Computers Can Cause Redness, Itchiness, Blisters, Swelling
July 14, 2014 7:02 PM

(lead):NEW YORK (CBSNewYork) — We use our electronic devices for all sorts of things – from talking and looking up information to playing games.
But as CBS 2’s Elise Finch reported Monday, the frequent use of such gadgets is actually making some people sick.
Smartphones, tablets and laptops are the devices that keep us connected. But as an article in the most recent issue of the journal Pediatrics pointed out, one 11-year-old boy’s persistent rash turned out to be due to the frequent use of his iPad. … ...



***
I reported on this when it hit the NYTimes in my post for July 13.  Here, take a further look by a Christian writer—
I have, for many years now, been one of those apologists who have exposed the serious errors of the so called "faith movement" and "prosperity preachers."  While they appear to be pentecostal or charismatic Christians, the underlying heresies of their movements teach that Jesus was not at all times divine, but "became a mortal man only when the Spirit lifted off of him at the cross."  His death there then was not sufficient, nor his shed blood sufficient for salvation, but he had to go into hell and bow himself down to satan to finish the work there.  This is a variant of the Gnostic heresies of the 2nd Century.  Please refer to my teaching page at ntfellowship.com and to the story there from Greenleaf Journal of 1991 titled "Neo-Gnosticism."
Prosperity Preachers Join Ecumenical Movement  With Praise Of The Pope
July 16, 2014 Tom Olago

Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/July16/164.html#lAVAVRyzZafdVWYy.99


The ecumenical movement towards a one–world religion seems to gaining traction fast, with the meeting of mainstream protestant church leaders warming up to the Vatican in an effort that purports to work toward tearing down the ‘walls of division’ between Catholics and Protestants.  In a recent report, ChristinaNews.net reported that two controversial TV preachers, Kenneth Copeland and James Robison recently met Pope Francis with the aim of working together towards this goal. Copeland and Robison are two religious leaders in northeast Texas known for drawing huge crowds to their services and events, and who were a part of leading the group identifying as a “delegation of Evangelical Christian leaders” in its meeting with the Roman Catholic pontiff late last month. Copeland heads Kenneth Copeland Ministries and Eagle Mountain International Church, while Robison is said to be an “apostolic elder” at Gateway Church and co-hosts the Life Today TV program.  Copeland and Robison are both reported to have visited Pope Francis at the Vatican in late June for nearly 3 hours of “prayerful discussion” as described in Robison’s blog post. “We continued in such glorious fellowship that words could never begin to describe it,” he wrote. “I am fighting back tears even as I write, so glorious was the manifest presence of Jesus.” 
Robison was afterward quoted as describing the meeting as “an answered prayer”, a “supernatural gathering” and “an unprecedented moment between evangelicals and the Catholic Pope.” Said Robison: “This meeting was a miracle…this is something God has done. God wants his arms around the world. And he wants Christians to put his arms around the world by working together…The world is suffering…We as Christians have too much love to share without fighting one another.”  Copeland reportedly also shared similarly positive sentiments about the visit. According to Robison’s blog post, Copeland “lovingly” spoke “a few words of encouragement” to Pope Francis, afterward praying for him.  These leaders are not the first mainstream protestant leaders to have warmed up to the Roman Catholic church and the papacy. As previously reported, megachurch speaker Joel Osteen similarly met with Pope Francis at the Vatican in early June. After the meeting, Osteen praised the Pope’s attempts to make the church “more inclusive.”  It is noteworthy that certain other Christian leaders have also been making similar moves towards inclusivity of Islam, in what is now being commonly described as the creation of “Chrislam”, a merger of Christianity and Islam. This movement has been initiated or embraced by other leaders representing Christendom as well. Examples were provided in an earlier edition of Prophecy News Watch in March and April. 
 What should be made of these efforts to unite Christians with non-Christians and Protestants with Catholics? Unity of mind and purpose is so powerful that even God had to intervene to scuttle an attempt to build a tower from earth to heaven (Genesis 11:1-9). However, is unity to be had at all costs, or it to be based on truth? Clearly , in what is considered to be Jesus longest prayer on earth, he yearns for unity in the body of Christ, as recorded in John 17: 11,21-23:  •"that they may be one, as we are" (11) •"that they all may be one" (21) •"that they also may be one in us" (21) •"that they may be one, even as we are one" (22) •"I in them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one" (23)  In view of Jesus passionate prayer for unity, should we not all be eager to hop onto the unity bandwagon? Only in very qualified circumstances. Jesus was clearly referring to unity in the faith, not outside of it. Evangelical Outreach.org expounds on this:   “…In contrast to all of this, there is also a false unity offered and promoted by the devil! The counterfeit would like to combine all who merely profess a belief in Jesus Christ under one religious banner of tolerance. They seem to think we should unite on things like the Lord’s Prayer. They also believe doctrine is not important… truth regarding the plan of salvation is pre-eminent over unity with other religious people! Therefore, to unify at the expense of truth is NOT from God. That is not Christian unity, but the devil’s false unity. Furthermore, Paul risked Christian unity with Peter to maintain truth, when Peter was in error! See Gal. 2:11-21.”  So where exactly have Protestants found common purpose with the Roman Catholic system, given the glaring foundational differences in doctrine, approach and perspective? It is instructive that to begin with, as was recently reported by nowtheendbegins.com, that the Pope recognizes no salvation outside the Roman Catholic Church. In which case, the protestant leaders seeking unity are not aware of this, or are prepared to sacrifice key doctrinal beliefs at the altar of religious inclusivity for all.  The Bible says, in Ephesians 2:8, 9 that “For by grace are ye saved through faith; and not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: Not of works, lest any man should boast.”Does the Catholic church believe this? Nowtheendbegins.com goes on to quote a sermon delivered by the pope on June 25th, in which he emphasizes a gospel of salvation by works: “…The Christian belongs to a people called the Church and this Church is what makes him or her Christian, on the day of Baptism, and then in the course of catechesis, and so on… We have received the faith from our fathers, from our ancestors, and they instructed us in it.” In other words, you cannot come to God directly through prayer and faith in God through Jesus Christ, but only through following the rites and traditions of the Catholic Church as handed down by the ancestors.  In another statement, the pope declares: “Dear friends, let us ask the Lord, through the intercession of the Virgin Mary, Mother of the Church, for the grace to never fall into the temptation of thinking we can make it without others, that we can get along without the (Catholic) Church…you cannot love God outside of the Church; you cannot be in communion with God without being so in the Church.”  Is this what the Bible says? Who intercedes for Christians before God, is it Jesus or Mary? 1 Timothy 2:5-6 states categorically: For there is one God and one Mediator between God and men, the Man Christ Jesus, who gave Himself a ransom for all, to be testified in due time..  Acts 4:12 states: Nor is there salvation in any other (Jesus), for there is no other name under heaven given among men by which we must be saved.  ChristianNews.net reported that when news of the ecumenical get-together at the Vatican was publicized, many Christians expressed disappointment, saying it was unwise for the evangelical leaders to meet with Pope Francis.   As the Apostle Paul said: Follow me as I follow Christ (1 Corinthians 11:1). Anyone who does enough research will have to conclude that the differences between protestant and catholic doctrine are not subtle or trivial, but instead profound and irreconcilable.  The ongoing global ecumenical movement that seeks to unite all religions under the ruse that “all religions lead to God”, or that there are many paths that lead to heaven and salvation cannot be reconciled with Jesus’ own very categorical statement: Jesus said to him, “I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through Me (John 14:6). This brings us to the pertinent rhetoric question asked in the Bible: Can two walk together, except they be agreed? (Amos 3:3). 

***
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/19/world/middleeast/isis-forces-last-iraqi-christians-to-flee-mosul.htmlemc=edit_th_20140719&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
ISIS Forces Last Iraqi Christians to Flee Mosul
By ALISSA J. RUBIN JULY 18, 2014

(lead): BAGHDAD — By 1 p.m. on Friday almost every Christian in Mosul had heard the Sunni militants’ message — they had until noon Saturday to leave the city.
Men, women and children piled into neighbors’ cars, some begged for rides to the city limits and hoped to get taxis to the nearest Christian villages. They took nothing more than the clothes on their backs, according to several who were reached late Friday.
The order from the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria came after Christians decided not to attend a meeting that ISIS had arranged for Thursday night to discuss their status.
“We were so afraid to go,” said Duraid Hikmat, an expert on minorities who had done research for years in Mosul. He fled two weeks ago to Al Qosh, a largely Christian town barely an hour away, but his extended family left on Friday. … ...

***

A Thought Provoking Piece by a secular NYT opinion writer—
Some moderately wise words from a secular moralist.  He confuses love for people with love for God, but that is forgivable as he makes no profession of being a believer.  He is filled with some blarney of evolution, psychology, sociology, politics, etc., but I'll give him that for the sake of fleshing out the topic.

The West, nearing its end, has become a sodomite culture, not just in homosexuality and perversion, but also in simply giving over to living for nothing but pleasure or "happiness"  and "the truth be damned" or, as the Scriptures say, "…truth lies trampled in the streets."  There is nothing wrong with some pleasure in life, and pleasure is better than suffering evil, but if we do not put our love for God above pleasure, we will end up with neither God nor pleasure.  

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/opinion/sunday/arthur-c-brooks-love-people-not-pleasure.html?emc=edit_th_20140720&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
CONTRIBUTING OP-ED WRITER ARTHUR C. BROOKS
Love People, Not Pleasure
JULY 18, 2014

(LEAD):  ABD AL-RAHMAN III was an emir and caliph of Córdoba in 10th-century Spain. He was an absolute ruler who lived in complete luxury. Here’s how he assessed his life:
“I have now reigned above 50 years in victory or peace; beloved by my subjects, dreaded by my enemies, and respected by my allies. Riches and honors, power and pleasure, have waited on my call, nor does any earthly blessing appear to have been wanting to my felicity.”
Fame, riches and pleasure beyond imagination. Sound great? He went on to write:
“I have diligently numbered the days of pure and genuine happiness which have fallen to my lot: They amount to 14.”
Abd al-Rahman’s problem wasn’t happiness, as he believed — it was unhappiness. If that sounds like a distinction without a difference, you probably have the same problem as the great emir. But with a little knowledge, you can avoid the misery that befell him. … ...

************************
13 July
Saints,
What a day we are seeing.  Another mass murder this week as a man kills multiple family members.  People are going insane everywhere, and why?, because of the pressure of the ghastly future unfolding upon us.  Pressure in the Greek is "tribulation."  It is coming on strong now and in all areas of human experience.  These sort of things, see article below, are too much for human limits to manage:  The Insane Escalation of knowledge — The writer points out that NSA will soon be able to collect 966 Exabytes of information annually.  The entire amount of human knowledge from the beginning of humanity to 2003 is about 5 Exabytes. 
Let us cling to Revelation 3:10 and watch and wait in faith.
***
Uh-oh, with the advent of 3D printable organs, is this here and now, the beginning of bio-imitating muscle structures too?  These can be incorporated into humanoid robots or be implanted into humans making them cyborgs.  Look out, the real "flesh and blood" Terminators may be coming!
http://www.gizmag.com/walking-bio-robot-spinal-muscle/32804/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=3f62381e24-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-3f62381e24-91592265
Building machines from muscle: University of Illinois demonstrates "walking" bio-robot
By Loz Blain
July 3, 2014
(lead):
If you're going to deploy robots in biological settings – for example, inside the body – it makes a lot of sense to build those robots out of actual biological body parts. Muscle, for example, is a very effective, biodegradable replacement for an electric actuator that can run in a nutrient-rich fluid without the need for any other power source. Bio-robotics experts in Illinois have demonstrated a bio-bot built from 3-D printed hydrogel and spinal muscle tissue that can "walk" in response to an electrical signal. Their next step will be trying to incorporate neurons that can get the bot walking in different directions when faced with different stimuli. … ...


***

Star Trek's Food Replicators are now becoming reality with 3D printed food. "Greened-out lefties" want to take away all our meat to "save the poor innocent animals" and stop all the cow flatulence "putting too much carbon in the atmosphere."  Why not go all the way, as in the old sci-fi movie with Charleton Heston, SOYLENT GREEN, and grind up all the dead and executed humans for those little green burgers in that movie, only with 3D printing we can make them into anything from hot fudge sundaes to T-bone steaks.  Glad I am not going to be here for The Great Tribulation!

http://www.gizmag.com/reimagine-food-3d-dinner/32910/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=2c4c4a9b35-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-2c4c4a9b35-91592265
Reimagine Food to serve diners 3D-printed meals
By Stu Robarts
July 10, 2014
(lead):
3D-printed meals sound like something from a futuristic sci-fi movie. You may not have to wait too far into the future to taste them though. Food innovation firm Reimagine Food is planning a 3D dinner event where diners will be served printed food. … ...

***
The subtleties of antichristian unity/ecumenism—
via The Berean Call for July 11, 2014

POPE FRANCIS MEETS EVANGELICAL DELEGATION [Excerpts]
 
Two prominent Fort Worth-based Christian ministers led a delegation of Evangelical Christian leaders to Rome to meet privately with Pope Francis. James and Betty Robison, co-hosts of the Life Today television program, and Kenneth Copeland, co-host of Believer's Voice of Victory, met the Roman Pontiff at the Vatican on Tuesday.  The meeting lasted almost three hours and included a private luncheon with Pope Francis.

In a written statement, Mr. Robison said he believes "the prayers of earnest Christians helped lead to the choice of Pope Francis."  He described Jorge Mario Bergoglio, the Argentine Archbishop chosen as Pope, as "a humble man...filled with such love for the poor, downtrodden..."

In addition to Mrs. Betty Robison, the high-profile Protestant delegation included Kenneth Copeland, co-founder of Kenneth Copeland Ministries in Newark, TX; Reverend Geoff Tunnicliff, CEO of the World Evangelical Alliance; Rev. Brian Stiller and Rev. Thomas Schirrmacher, also from the World Evangelical Alliance; and Rev. John Arnott and his wife, Carol, co-founders of Partners for Harvest ministries in Toronto, Canada.  Gloria Copeland did not travel to Rome because of a previously scheduled commitment.

Later, James Robison telecasted the video on his daily TV program, Life Today.  "The pope, in the video, expressed a desire for Protestants and Catholics to become what Jesus prayed for - that Christians would become family and not be divided," Mr. Robison said the response to the video was very positive, and that Pope Francis asked Bishop Palmer whether a meeting could be arranged with Evangelical Protestants seeking Christian unity in the world.In describing the ecumenical gathering as a miracle, Mr. Robison said, "This is something God has done. God wants his arms around the world. And he wants Christians to put his arms around the world by working together."

Mr. Robison said he received a divine call from God to seek Christian unity while he was hospitalized several years ago with a serious staph infection following hip surgery.  Robison recalled, "[I] was so weak I could not lift a cup of water to my lips...God got my full attention...He spoke to me through Isaiah 58:6-12 and I saw the importance of living in freedom, touching the suffering, the hungry, poor, and downtrodden. I recognized the promise that our prayers would be answered quickly and we would become a free-flowing stream and a well-watered garden, restoring the foundations upon which we must build. During that time God instructed me to focus my attention on Jesus' prayer and encouraging others to begin fulfilling it through us in our day."

During that time, he said, he was impressed by a prayer of Jesus in John 17:21, pleading that all Christian believers be one.  "We've tried to focus on being an answer to Jesus' prayer," Robison said. "We want to see Jesus' prayer for unity answered in our day."

Aware that the meeting with the Pope will be troublesome among staunch Protestants, Mr. Robison said he and the other visiting Evangelical Christian leaders talked about diversity and their belief that Roman Catholics and Protestants could work together without compromising their beliefs.

"The world is suffering," said Robison. "We as Christians have too much love to share without fighting one another."

Mr. Robison said he and other "respected Evangelical leaders and Spirit-filled Catholics began meeting together to pray for God's will to be done and to bring true believers together in supernatural unity....We have been commanded to love God with all of our heart and our neighbors as ourselves. The enemy has kept many Christians from loving one another as Christ loves us and have failed to recognize the importance of supernatural unity even with all of the unique diversity."
 Mr. Robison, whose ministry digs water wells and supplies food for impoverished people in third-world nations, recounted that he was christened as a fatherless boy in an Episcopal Church.  As an adult, he joined the Southern Baptist Church.  In the 1980s, he became one of the first prominent Southern Baptist ministers to openly proclaim he had received the baptism of the Holy Spirit.
 
[TBC: Rome has consistently stated that it has never changed. Consequently, only the "evangelicals" have compromised their position. In the hope of sharing "love" to a "hurting world," we must first of all share the biblical gospel - something denied by Catholicism with its gospel of works.]

***

At the time of the end, knowledge shall increase.   Daniel the Prophet

The Insane Escalation of knowledge — The writer points out that NSA will soon be able to collect 966 Exabytes of information annually.  The entire amount of human knowledge from the beginning of humanity to 2003 is about 5 Exabytes.

A new "legal Snowden" speaks—

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jul/11/the-ultimate-goal-of-the-nsa-is-total-population-control

The ultimate goal of the NSA is total population control
At least 80% of all audio calls, not just metadata, are recorded and stored in the US, says whistleblower William Binney – that's a 'totalitarian mentality'


(lead):  William Binney is one of the highest-level whistleblowers to ever emerge from the NSA. He was a leading code-breaker against the Soviet Union during the Cold War but resigned soon after September 11, disgusted by Washington’s move towards mass surveillance.
On 5 July he spoke at a conference in London organised by the Centre for Investigative Journalism and revealed the extent of the surveillance programs unleashed by the Bush and Obama administrations.
“At least 80% of fibre-optic cables globally go via the US”, Binney said. “This is no accident and allows the US to view all communication coming in. At least 80% of all audio calls, not just metadata, are recorded and stored in the US. The NSA lies about what it stores.”
The NSA will soon be able to collect966 Exabytes a year, the total of internet traffic annually. Former Google head Eric Schmidt once argued that the entire amount of knowledge from the beginning of humankind until 2003 amount to only five exabytes.
Binney, who featured in a 2012 short film by Oscar-nominated US film-maker Laura Poitras, described a future where surveillance is ubiquitous and government intrusion unlimited.
“The ultimate goal of the NSA is total population control”, Binney said, “but I’m a little optimistic with some recentSupreme Court decisions, such as law enforcement mostly now needing a warrant before searching a smartphone.” … …

See this video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=590cy1biewc
*************************

3 July
Happy Fourth of July! Be sure to appreciate our waning liberty; it may be gone before the next Fourth.
Saints,
Here's an eye-opening assessment by a liberal opinion writer, Charles M. Blow, for that center of western media liberalism, the New York Times. In it, he notes that not only is the President caged and angry, but the southern borders are awash with needy people and children—reminiscent of the Vandals pouring into Rome at its end—except these are fleeing from the bloodlust-crazed drug cartels and their satanic armies.
This same writer goes on to note the gathering storm of ISIS in Iraq and the CRUCIFIXIONS, YES CRUCIFIXIONS, they are perpetrating. In case we are not still shocked at the reintroduction of beheadings, considered insane barbarity since the French Revolution, and also the means by which the Tribulation Saints will be executed, now we face CRUCIFIXIONS TOO?!?
ISIS video propaganda finds these mass madmen actually threatening Mr. Obama by name, "We are coming for you!" I won't pretend to know who the antichrist will be as he will be revealed in his time, says St. Paul as a prophet of the Most High, and many if not most of the world's leaders have some seed of the spirit of antichrist about them, but the final Antichrist will suffer an assassination attempt that involves strokes against his right hand or arm and right eye say the prophets. He will seemingly die, and then be brought back to life in an apparent but pseudo- resurrection. Today, we may have the technology via cloning, 3D organ printing, genetic manipulation, and life extending techniques (all the work of the spirit of the Nephilim among us) to effect this seemingly miraculous event.
Editorialist Blow notes that the bear is angry. Hitler, just before he began to have the power to be heard in the beer halls, and then quickly rose to power, had a powerful occult experience; Marx after he had turned to satan from Christ said, "See this sword? The Prince of Darkness sold it to me," then went forth with his doctrine to cause the slaughter of 40 million of his countrymen and countless multitudes of others. What will come upon an angry, frustrated leader if he survives an assassination attempt to be raised up by a powerful, dark spirit to become the Antichrist? The bear is growling, says Charles Blow.
ARE WE AWAKE YET?
***
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/03/opinion/charles-blow-barack-the-bear.html? emc=edit_th_20140703&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
THE OPINION PAGES | OP-ED COLUMNIST
Barack the Bear JULY 2, 2014 CHARLES M. BLOW
The president is growing hostile to being held hostage — both by the very insular nature of the presidency itself,
and by the more stultifying intransigence of Congress.
During a walk a few weeks ago from the White House to the Interior Department, the president proclaimed, “The bear is loose.”
At a Minneapolis town hall last week, Obama said: “With Secret Service, I always tease them, I’m like a caged bear and sometimes I break loose.”
That, however, is the lighter side of things, the side in which the grizzly is merely grumpy because he’s feeling a bit stir-crazy.
But there is the other, more frustrating, and ultimately more consequential side, in which the president is caught in the jaws of a legislative trap, unable to move the country forward because a fraction of it insists on holding him back.
In recent years, major pieces of legislation steered through Congress and signed into law by this president have been few and far between. His major achievements during that time have mostly been confined to military positioning, international negotiations, regulatory adjustments and other executive orders.
But even he is, I’m sure, aware that great presidencies require the cooperation of Congress, and on that measure, his presidency has been clipped. This is not simply about a president, but also about our progress as a nation. Congress can’t simply sit out a presidency and have the country sustain itself.
The nation yearns for action — on employment, on infrastructure, on comprehensive immigration reform, on gun control, on any number of issues — yet all efforts are thwarted by a Congress committed to starving this president of any semblance of progress, committed to the erasure of his inhabitance of the office, as best it can be
achieved.
As an excuse for their inexcusable inactions, Republicans insist that they refuse to act because they find this president perfidious — unwilling in his enforcement of existing laws and willfully insistent on breaking others.
They see him as the former constitutional law professor at war with the Constitution.
This is all happening against an international backdrop where many parts of the world in which we have a vested interest appear to be falling apart.
There is a humanitarian crisis mounting on our southern border: A wave of undocumented Central American children have arrived, and we struggle for a way to treat them humanely but also stem the tide.
According to an NBC News/Walls Street Journal poll last month, the president’s approval rating on foreign policy fell to the lowest level of his presidency.
A Quinnipiac University poll released Wednesday even found that President Obama topped the “worst president” list among those who have held the office since World War II. Worse than George W. Bush? Worse than Richard Nixon? Really?
Of course, this result has to be taken with a boulder-size grain of salt. Poll respondents are not presidential historians. They answer how they feel about the president at that moment. But it can’t be dismissed out of hand, either. It is no secret that people are genuinely frustrated and disillusioned and taking out their anger on our political system over all. For instance, Congress now has a record low confidence rating — just 7 percent, according to Gallup.
A fragile period of relative peace between Israel and its Palestinian neighbors is quickly unraveling following the

kidnapping and killing of three teenage Israeli boys. Now, as The New York Times has reported, “the body of an abducted Arab teenager was found in a Jerusalem forest early Wednesday” and “police were investigating the death as a possible Israeli revenge killing” for the killing of the Israeli teenagers.
The social-media savvy, and utterly brutal Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, or ISIS, continues to hold broad sections of both countries, declaring their controlled areas a caliphate, and reportedly carrying out mass executions and even crucifixions in the process.
Violence in Ukraine, pitting that country’s military against pro-Russian forces, has ramped up since the Ukrainian president allowed a 10-day cease-fire to expire.
Uncertainty at home is being reinforced and inflamed by uncertainty abroad.
There are no easy answers for how to move forward on domestic policies if Republicans are blocking the doorways, and there are no easy foreign policy choices without getting Americans embroiled in another foreign conflict for which there is nearly no appetite.
And yet, the president can see the end of his presidency fast approaching, and can look back with regret about what could have been if only Congress were in the
So now the president appears legitimately angry. He is promising to go even further with executive actions if Congress refuses to act, and daring members to follow through on their threats to take legal action against him for doing so.
As the president said Tuesday at an event in Washington:T“Middle-class families can’t wait for Republicans in Congress to do stuff. So sue me.”
The bear may be trapped, but he’s not browbeaten. He’s growling.
***
Is ISIS the seed, the embryo, of the forces of Gog and Magog, Persia, and the Arab and north African nations that will be drawn to the great battle of Ezekiel 38 and 39 which seems to occur at a time to usher in The Great Tribulation? Maranatha!
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/July02/021.html
Israel Could Get Dragged Into ISIS’s War, Obama Admin Warns
July 02, 2014 | Eli Lake
(lead): The terror group that’s taken over major portions of Iraq and Syria won’t be content with roiling those two countries, senior Obama administration officials told Senators in a classified briefing this week. The Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) also has its eyes on Jordan; in fact, its jihadists are already Tweeting out photos and messages claiming a key southern town in Jordan already belongs to them.
An ISIS attack on Jordan could make an already complex conflict nightmarishly tangled, the officials added in their briefing. If the Jordanians are seriously
threatened by ISIS, they would almost certainly try to enlist Israel and the United States into the war now engulfing the Middle East. ... ...
***
Is it the arrival of the six-armed hindu goddess? or is is Spiderman's nemesis, Octopus Man? Like many another workman, I could use "an extra hand now and then," but I didn't know I could become a cyborg and "grow" as many more as I needed!
http://www.gizmag.com/mit-supernumerary-robotic-arms/32793/?utm_source=Gizmag +Subscribers&utm_campaign=b3811ac27c-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd- b3811ac27c-91592265
MIT researchers augment humans with extra robotic arms
***
A NYTimes unrepentant pro-abort makes an amazingly powerful case against abortion— (May God wake her up the rest of the way.)
http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/07/02/i-couldnt-turn-my-abortion-into-art/? _php=true&_type=blogs&emc=edit_ty_20140703&nl=opinion&nlid=69381998&_r=0
I Couldn’t Turn My Abortion Into Art
By LISA SELIN DAVIS JULY 2, 2014 8:01 PM 

*************************
30 June / Breaking News!
PRAISE GOD! WE JUST WON ONE! https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?pc=topnav-about-en&hl=en#inbox/146ed54795da7ee7

BREAKING NEWS Monday, June 30, 2014 10:59 AM EDT
Supreme Court Rules Family-Owned Corporations Are Not Required to Pay for Contraception Coverage
Requiring family-owned corporations to pay for insurance coverage for contraception violated a federal law protecting religious freedom, the Supreme Court ruled in a 5 to 4 decision on Monday.
The decision, which applied to two companies owned by Christian families, opened the door to challenges from other corporations to many laws that may be said to violate their religious liberty.
The coverage requirement was put in place under President Obama’s Affordable Care Act. It was challenged by two corporations whose owners say they try to run their businesses on religious principles: Hobby Lobby, a chain of crafts stores, and Conestoga Wood Specialties, which makes wood cabinets.
*************************
30 June
Saints, On the war in the heavenlies—
Loosely, and in an artificial way ("the silicon life form"), here's how a "spirit of the age=zeitgeist" can work over a whole populace. Satan has long worked this kind of evil as have his elect human helpers (Illuminati, etc., propagandists, behind-the-scenes workers, political strategists, media spinners, etc.), but now a new portal is being built between the fallen spiritual world and the material world where Man resides — this medium of Artificial Intelligence algorithms driving intensely sophisticated hardware, the Facebooks of the world. St. Paul, speaking to the Ephesians, gave a general covering term to it, "the spirit that worketh in the children of disobedience" (Eph. 2: 2,3) and also noted that, "we are not ignorant of his (Satan's) devices" (2 Cor. 2:11). Be very careful how much you partake in all the little toys and goodies of the Beast. They are very addictive, and it is easier to get into them than it is to get out again.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/facebook/10932534/Facebook- conducted-secret-psychology-experiment-on-users-emotions.html
Facebook Conducted Secret Psychology Experiment on Users' Emotions
Over 600,000 Facebook users have taken part in a psychological experiment organised by the social media company, without their knowledge.
Facebook altered the tone of the users' news feed to highlight either positive or negative posts from their friends, which were seen on their news feed.
They then monitored the users' response, to see whether their friends' attitude had an impact on their own.
"The results show emotional contagion," wrote a team of Facebook scientists, in a paper published by the PNAS journal - Proceedings of the National Academy of Scientists of the United States.
"When positive expressions were reduced, people produced fewer positive posts and more negative posts; when negative expressions were reduced, the opposite pattern occurred. These results indicate that emotions expressed by others on Facebook influence our own emotions, constituting experimental evidence for massive-scale contagion via social networks."
Facebook were able to carry out the experiment because all users have to tick a box agreeing to their terms and conditions. These include "internal operations, including troubleshooting, data analysis, testing, research and service improvement."
*** 30 June, Backlash on the Facebook experiment—"We're all lab rats!"
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/technology/facebook-tinkers-with-users- emotions-in-news-feed-experiment-stirring-outcry.html? emc=edit_th_20140630&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
***
A NYTimes report seems to link the spread of MERS to Islamic religious pilgrimages. Let us watch and see if Ramadan produces a new outbreak—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/world/middleeast/flawed-saudi-response- fueled-outbreak-of-mers-middle-east-virus.html?
emc=edit_th_20140630&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Flawed Saudi Response Fueled
Outbreak of MERS, Middle East
Virus
ByBEN HUBBARD and DONALD G. MECNEIL, jr. JUNE 29, 2014
(excerpt): MERScirculatesmostheavilyinaregionthatisthenexusfor Islam. This port city, Jidda, is the arrival point for most of the two to three million pilgrims who make the hajj to Mecca each year. Riyadh, the Saudi capital, has had the second-largest outbreak after Jidda, and cases have also appeared in Mecca. The hajj will not take place until October, but many Muslims travel to Mecca during the holy month of Ramadan, which most Muslims began observing on Sunday. And off-season pilgrims have already spread the disease to Iran, Jordan and Algeria.
*************************
27 June
Saints,
An amazing testimony of faith under extreme dangers, trials, and persecutions, published in the NYTimes of all places! Praise God! May he keep Josef and deliver him—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/22/world/asia/afghanistan-a-christian-convert-on-the-run.html? emc=edit_th_20140622&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
A Christian Convert, on the Run in Afghanistan
By AZAM AHMED JUNE 21, 2014
KABUL, Afghanistan — In a dank basement on the outskirts of Kabul, Josef read his worn blue Bible by the
light of a propane lantern, as he had done for weeks since he fled from his family in Pakistan.
His few worldly possessions sat nearby in the 10-by-10- foot room of stone and crumbling brown earth. He keeps a wooden cross with a passage from the Sermon on the Mount written on it, a carton of Esse cigarettes, and a thin plastic folder containing records of his conversion to Christianity.
The documents are the reason he is hiding for his life. On paper, Afghan law protects freedom of religion, but the reality here and in some other Muslim countries is that renouncing Islam is a capital offense.
Josef’s brother-in-law Ibrahim arrived in Kabul recently, leaving behind his family and business in Pakistan, to hunt down the apostate and kill him. Reached by telephone, Ibrahim, who uses only one name, offered a reporter for The New York Times $20,000 to tell him where Josef was hiding.
“If I find him, once we are done with him, I will kill his son as well, because his son is a bastard,” Ibrahim said, referring to Josef’s 3-year-old child. “He is not from a Muslim father.”
For Josef, 32, who asked to be identified only by his Christian name to protect his wife and young child, the path to Christianity was only one segment on a much longer journey, a year of wandering that took him through Turkey, Greece, Italy and Germany, seeking refuge from Afghanistan’s violence.
But at each stop he found misfortune. He was detained in Greece and deported from Germany, and he lived on the streets in Italy before he truly understood that there would be no happy ending in Europe, where his application for asylum has gone nowhere. He voluntarily left Italy for Pakistan to be with his wife and son, but that
is no longer an option.
Neither is reverting to Islam. “I inherited my faith, but I saw so many things that made me discard my religious beliefs,” Josef said. “Even if I get killed, I won’t convert back.”
In official eyes here, there are no Afghan Christians. The few Afghans who practice the faith do so in private for fear of persecution, attending one of a handful of underground churches that are believed to be operating in the country. Expatriates use chapels on embassy grounds, but those are effectively inaccessible to Afghans.
Only a few Afghan converts have surfaced in the past decade, and the government has typically dealt with them swiftly and silently: They are asked to recant, and if they refuse, they are expelled, usually to India, where an Afghan church flourishes in New Delhi.
In a country of crippling poverty, ethnic fault lines and decades of war, Islamic piety offers many Afghans a rare thread of national solidarity. To reject Islam is seen as tantamount to treason.
“Religious identity is the only thing that Afghans can claim,” said Daud Moradian, a professor at the American University in Afghanistan. “They do not have a national identity, they do not have an economic identity, and there is no middle or working class here.”
That leaves Josef almost nowhere to turn for protection. The police would be no help. Converts report being beaten and sexually abused while in custody. His family in Afghanistan is also a dead end: His uncles are hunting for him now, too.
Josef said he lost his faith well before he knew what would replace it. Most of his siblings emigrated to Germany when he was a teenager, but he stayed behind
to look after his aging, ailing parents. He drove a taxi at night and studied medicine, earning a degree from Kabul Medical University.
He hung on through civil war, repressive Taliban rule and Western invasion, but a senseless shooting he witnessed at close range in 2009 that left an 8-year-old boy dying in his mother’s arms finally shattered his resolve to stay.
He borrowed money from his family and worked double shifts until he could pay a smuggler to get him to Europe. He left behind his mother, who died soon afterward, and his pregnant wife, who moved to Pakistan to be with her family.
His memories of the journey are flashes of elation and despair: The sights of Istanbul; the fence at the Turkish- Greek border, with his fingers laced in the wire; a field of sunflowers; three sickening days on rough seas in a boat to Italy, and a last-minute swim to shore; a road trip to Germany using the passport of a Pakistani who looked nothing like him; and the desolate Hamburg street where his brothers picked him up.
In Hanover, close to where his siblings lived, Josef found a Protestant church for Farsi speakers, and began attending services, at first just to watch.
“When I threw away my Islamic beliefs, I was living in a space of spiritual emptiness,” he said. “During that time I was studying different religions — Buddhism, Hinduism and Christianity. I was studying Islam as well.”
After 15 days in Germany, he turned himself in and applied for asylum, and was held in a refugee camp where the monotony was broken by visits from missionaries.
“I think I was impressed by the personality of Jesus himself,” he said. “The fact that he came here to take all
of our sins, that moved me. I admired his character and personality long before I was baptized.”
When he was released to live with his sister in Kassel, he returned to the church in Hanover and converted, a decision his siblings accepted with open-mindedness.
The reprieve was short-lived; the German authorities rearrested him and deported him to Italy because he had not sought asylum in the European Union country where he was first processed, as required. Without family or friends in Italy, he sought aid from churches and charities that offered him food but no shelter.
Homeless, broke, depressed and in deteriorating health, Josef gave up and went to live with his wife and her family in northern Pakistan.
Knowing the stakes of his secret, he put digital copies of his asylum paperwork and mementos of his conversion and baptism on a flash drive he carried in his pocket, finding some comfort in having them with him.
But one day in March, he left the flash drive at home. While he ran errands, one of his wife’s brothers borrowed the flash drive to save a file, and discovered what was on it.
When Josef came home that evening, his in-laws grabbed him by the throat and beat him. “We tied his hands and his legs and we wanted to kill him,” Ibrahim said. “It was my father who intervened, and said that he wanted to talk to his family first.”
The father said they would contact Josef’s uncles for guidance, and in the meantime Josef would be locked in a room at the side of the house, bound hand and foot.
In the middle of the night, Josef managed to escape, sneaking out of the house without a final goodbye to his
wife or son. He caught a night bus to the border with Afghanistan. On the way, he phoned a childhood friend to ask for help, and then called his sister in Germany, weeping into his cellphone.
Reached in Germany, his sister, who declined to be named for fear of giving a clue to her brother’s pursuers, said she hasn’t heard from Josef since then.
“I’ve been worrying about his life and his whereabouts,” his sister said. “It will be one of the biggest achievements of my life if I can help him get somewhere that he can practice his new religion openly.”
To aid a convert is nearly as despised here as to be one, but his friend helped him anyway, hiding him in the basement of an empty house and bringing him food once a week.
“When times were good, he was always generous with me,” said his friend, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because of the danger. “Now he’s at risk, and needs my help, and I have no choice but to give it.”
For Josef, who has recently changed hiding places, the time passes slowly now, with little company other than his Bible. He can hear the muezzin calling Muslims to prayer, a reminder of danger’s proximity and the paradox he lives now.
“When I threw away my convictions, it was hard to speak with people about it,” he said, a red ember pulsing on the tip of his cigarette. “It was like an imaginary prison.” He paused, the light from his propane lantern casting a long shadow on the wall. “Now it is the other way around,” he said at last. “My body is in prison, but my soul is free.”
***
Even "toys" of the occult are dangerous. "There shall be no necromancers (speakers to the dead—mediums in trances with spirits) among you..." —The Law of Moses
via DrudgeReport http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2665899/Possessed-girl.html
Three American friends hospitalised after becoming 'possessed' following Ouija board game in Mexican village
Three American friends have been taken to hospital after reportedly becoming 'possessed' by evil spirits while playing with a Ouija board. Alexandra Huerta, 22, was playing the game with her brother Sergio, 23, and 18-year- old cousin Fernando Cuevas at a house in the village of San Juan Tlacotenco in south- west Mexico.
But minutes into it, she apparently started 'growling' and thrashing around in a 'trance- like' state.
Meanwhile, Sergio and Fernando also reportedly started showing signs of 'possession', including feelings of blindness, deafness and hallucinations. Paramedics were called to the house and took the trio to hospital, according to Alexandra's parents.
They restrained Alexandra to prevent her from hurting herself, before treating the three with painkillers, anti-stress medication and eye drops, which seemingly worked. Victor Demesa, 46, the director of public safety in the nearby town of Tepoztlan, said: 'The medical rescue of these three young people was very complicated.
'They had involuntary movements and it was difficult to transfer them to the nearest hospital because they were so erratic. 'It appeared as if they were in a trance-like state, apparently after playing with the Ouija board. 'They spoke of feeling numbness, double vision, blindness, deafness, hallucinations, muscle spasm and difficulty swallowing.' He added that whether the trio were really possessed, or had simply convinced themselves that they were, was not for doctors to comment on.
Alexandra's parents said they had called paramedics after a local Catholic priest refused to perform an exorcism on the three because they were not regular churchgoers.
The Ouija board - also known as a spirit board or talking board - is a flat board marked with the letters of the alphabet, the numbers 0-9, the words 'yes', 'no', 'hello' and 'goodbye' and various symbols and graphics.It uses a small heart-shaped piece of wood or movable indicator to indicate the spirit's message by spelling it out on the board during a seance. Participants place their fingers on the wood and it is supposedly moved around the board by the spirit to spell out words.
Mainstream religions and some occultists have associated use of a Ouija board with the concept of demonic possession, and have cautioned their followers not to use one.
***
"War without end"? What have we created? A silent killer from above that is an instant judge, jury, and executioner in one? What happens when one or one's group is deemed "domestic terrorist" for disagreeing with a government? Long have I had the mental picture of an Afghan shepherd sitting one moment around his campfire and the next instant being nothing but vapor floating down the mountain valley. War without end is living under continual terror from above. It could as easily and instantly come to the pass on Pike's Peak as in the Khyber Pass.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/26/world/use-of-drones-for-killings-risks-a-war-without-end- panel-concludes-in-report.html? emc=edit_th_20140626&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Use of Drones for Killings Risks a
War Without End, Panel Concludes in
Report
By MARK MAZZETTI JUNE 26, 2014 (Lead): WASHINGTON — The Obama administration’s embrace
of targeted killings using armed drones risks putting the
       
United States on a “slippery slope” into perpetual war and sets a dangerous precedent for lethal operations that other countries might adopt in the future, according to a report by a bipartisan panel that includes several former senior intelligence and military officials.
The group found that more than a decade into the era of armed drones, the American government has yet to carry out a thorough analysis of whether the costs of routine secret killing operations outweigh the benefits. The report urges the administration to conduct such an analysis and to give a public accounting of both militants and civilians killed in drone strikes.
The findings amount to a sort of report card — one that delivers middling grades — a year after President Obama gave a speech promising new guidelines for drone strikes and greater transparency about the killing operations. The report is especially critical of the secrecy that continues to envelop drone operations and questions whether they might be creating terrorists even as they are killing them. ... ...
***
Welcome to the United Planet of the Overlord Googleverse. Now, your watch, your phone, your car, even your refrigerator will know way more about you than you do...and will plan accordingly..."just sit back and relax"...
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/26/technology/ personaltech/a-reach-too-far-by-google.html? emc=edit_th_20140626&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=693

81998
Watching Google’s Many Arms
By ARHOOD MANJOO JUNE 25, 2014
(lead):SAN FRANCISCO — One way to think of Google is as an extremely helpful, all-knowing, hyper-intelligent executive assistant. Already, it can remind you about your flight, open up your boarding pass when you get to the airport and offer you driving directions to your hotel when you land.
If what the company showed off at an event for developers on Wednesday is a true vision of our future, Google’s software will soon reach ever further into our lives, sitting on just about every other device you encounter. The software will be available to help you look up any bit of idle curiosity or accomplish any task, anytime you desire.
It’s an extremely far-reaching agenda — and that may be the company’s problem. For a company whose future depends on people voluntarily handing over their information in return for handy online services, Google’s very ambitions may now stand as its biggest hurdle. Is Google, in its globe-spanning reach, trying to do so much that it risks becoming creepy instead of helpful — the assistant who got too powerful and knows too much?
... ...
True persecution of a widespread Christian conference begins in a city of BC, Canada—
***
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/ June26/261.html
The Shame Of Nanaimo - BC City Blocks Leadership Event Due To Christian Sponsorship
(lead): On May 5, city politicians in Nanaimo, B.C., voted 8 to 1 to ban a conference that was scheduled for their city’s convention centre just four days later.
City councilors condemned one of the event ’s sponsors as “hateful,” mentioned it in the same breath as the Nigerian terrorist group Boko Haram, and said the decision to ban the event from public property was no different than if they had voted to ban an organized crime ring, too.
Sounds awful. Who was coming to town – the Hells Angels? The conference itself was based in Atlanta, Georgia, but plenty of people in Nanaimo were paying $60 to watch a pay-per-view simulcast of it in Nanaimo. The event, which took place May 8 and was streamed to 800 cities in North America, is aimed at providing thought- provoking speakers who can help build up a generation of viable leaders; the conference does not explicitly address controversial subjects like homosexuality. So who were these undesirable people?
Actually, Nanaimo councilors didn’t know very much about the conference themselves, calling it by different names throughout their meeting. They weren’t quite sure who was speaking at it either, or what they were speaking about, and they had to be corrected by city staff. And they didn’t invite any conference organizers to answer their allegations – or even give them any notice before ripping up the business contract signed with them by the convention centre.
But what the councilors lacked in knowledge, they made up for in vitriol. You can see for yourself. Nanaimo is a small city of just 80,000 people, but the politicians there think highly enough of themselves and their deep thoughts that they actually televise their council meetings. Their 20-minute tirade against the conference can be viewed online, at www.nanaimo.ca. ... ... ...
Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/ June26/261.html#sjmXHHlZkzLTARRI.99

*************************
22 June
Saints,
The delusions get stronger by the hour as the forces of hell spew their propaganda vomit all over the planet. Only those determined to seek and know the will and Word of God will escape, and "if it were possible even the very elect will be deceived."
May God call you to lean utterly upon his Word in the days ahead. The outward church is breached; only the Word is sure. "But when the enemy comes in like a flood, the Spirit of the LORD will raise up a standard (battle flag) against him." Isaiah 59
bro. Tim
***
Literal Enemies of the (symbol of the) Cross—
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/10904942/Chinese-churchs-fightback-fails-to- stop-cross-removal.html
***
"...and another one bites the dust" (of Sodom). "When the Son of man comes, will he find faith on the earth?"
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/20/us/presbyterians-vote-to-change-definition-of-marriage-to-two- people.html?emc=edit_th_20140620&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Presbyterians Vote to Allow Same-Sex Marriages
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN JUNE 19, 2014
(lead):DETROIT — The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) voted at its General Assembly on Thursday to change its constitution’s definition of marriage from “a man and a woman” to “two people,” and to allow its ministers to perform same-sex marriages where it is legal. ... ...
***
The liberal Presbys really seem to have lost their way—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/21/us/presbyterians-debating-israeli- occupation-vote-to-divest-holdings.html? emc=edit_th_20140621&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Presbyterians Vote to Divest Holdings to Pressure Israel
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN JUNE 20, 2014
(lead):DETROIT — After passionate debate over how best to help break the deadlock between Israel and the Palestinians, the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)voted on Friday at its general convention to divest from three companies that it says supply Israel with equipment used in the occupation of Palestinian territory. ... ...
***
Here's one thickly layered con job—
You can slice it anyway you want. You may think you were born to be a murderer and just can't help it. More likely, you can be pretty sure you were born to be a fornicator or adulterer, but if you practice those things unrepentantly, you will surely go to hell. It is the same with homosexuality. You may have the temptation for whatever list of reasons you compile: classic Freudian issues with your parents, genetics, whatever, but if you walk in sin, even if the government blesses it and legalizes it and even promotes it, you will still end up in hell.
I agree, "reparative therapy" is probably useless; you don't need
therapy; you need to agree with God's Word and walk it out, whether it is easy or hard. That's your job as a Christian. There are no "gay Christians." This is a delusion, an oxymoron. Paul said, "Such were some of you, but you have been cleansed..." He also said that those who practice such things and other sins will not inherit God's Kingdom. Period. Stop excusing yourself, and whining and crying about "poor little you" and practice repentance.
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2014/06/life-as-ex- ex-gay-paulk-108090.html#.U6RZfBb7KiY
To Straight and Back
My life as an ex-ex-gay man By JOHN PAULK June 19, 2014
"I may have the genetic coding that I'm inclined to be an alcoholic, but I have the desire not to do that, and I look at the homosexual issue the same way." – Texas Gov. Rick Perry
(lead):
There was a time in my life when I used to sound a lot like Rick Perry. In fact, for more than ten years I was one of the nation’s leading spokesmen for the “ex-gay” movement. I traveled the country telling audiences that being gay was a preventable condition, and it could be treated if only you followed a simple plan, obeyed God and sought repentance for your sins. “Ladies and gentlemen, homosexuality is not a genetic, inborn condition,” I would say. “It is the result of traceable causes that, once unraveled, can bring about understanding and transformation in the life of one who is motivated and submitted to God.” ... ... ...
***
from The Berean Call—
from June 18, 2014
http://www.jewishpress.com/news/breaking-news/jews-vs-nazis-latest-teen- rage-in-florida/2014/05/12/
"JEWS VS. NAZIS" LATEST TEEN RAGE IN FLORIDA
Trivialization of the Holocaust has reached new lows.
A group of Florida teenagers have devised a local version of the popular college beer pong drinking game. But in contrast to the traditional contest in which two teams gather on opposite sites of a table and try to bounce a ping pong ball into a plastic cup filled with booze, the Florida version has a charming new twist: The groups divide into teams of "Jews" and "Nazis."
According to an image posted on the Imgur website, "The Nazis start the game off with 'blitzkreig,' with each 'Aryan' player shooting freely into the 'Jewish' cups until one misses. Jews are allowed to designate an 'Anne Frank Cup' that can be removed from the table and hidden anywhere in the room. To balance out that unfair advantage, the Nazi team has the right to call 'Auschwitz,' meaning one Jewish player is 'selected' to sit out.
"Also, throughout the game you are supposed to [swear frequently] and say as many racist things as possible to make it more enjoyable," according to the website.
***
A wise woman writes on the dangerous foolishness of the marijuana high and its close statistical association with psychosis and psychotic reactions.
marijuana-laws-ease-the-risks-grow.html?emc=edit_th_20140621&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998 CONTRIBUTING OP-ED WRITER
Candy’s Dandy, but Pot’s Scary
As Marijuana Laws Ease, the Risks Grow JUNE 20, 2014
WE know that occasionally people react badly to marijuana. Some withdraw into anxious, glassy silence. Some responses are more horrifying. In a recent, much discussed case, a Denver man bought cannabis-infused Karma Kandy and hours later — perhaps after also
                 
taking prescription pain medication — began raving
As Marijuana Laws Ease, the Risks Grow JUNE 20, 2014
WE know that occasionally people react badly to marijuana. Some withdraw into anxious, glassy silence. Some responses are more horrifying. In a recent, much discussed case, a Denver man bought cannabis-infused Karma Kandy and hours later — perhaps after also taking prescription pain medication — began raving about the end of the world and killed his wife.
Marijuana is more dangerous than many of us once thought. For one thing, cannabis use is associated with schizophrenia, an often devastating disorder in which people can hear disembodied voices that sneer, hiss and command. A 1987 study published in The Lancet, the London-based medical journal, followed more than 45,000 Swedish military conscripts. Those who said on a conscription questionnaire that they had used cannabis more than 50 times were six times as likely, 15 years later, to have been diagnosed with schizophrenia than those who said they had not used it. There have been many more research papers since. A 2007 meta- study, also published in The Lancet, examined a series of them and concluded that there was a consistent increase in the incidence of psychosis — the radical disconnect from reality characteristic of schizophrenia — among people who smoked marijuana, with most studies showing a 50 to 200 percent increased risk among the heaviest users.
The causal arrow is complicated here. This does not prove that marijuana brings on schizophrenia. It could be that people with incipient schizophrenia are drawn to cannabis. But it is clear that cannabis can lead to passing paranoid and hallucinatory experiences, and a 2014 psychiatric overview argued that cannabis could not only cause those symptoms to persist, but to develop into a condition that looks like schizophrenia. Jim van Os, a leading European schizophrenia researcher, suggested that marijuana might be responsible for as many as one in seven or eight cases of schizophrenia in the Netherlands.
To be sure, that increased risk is pretty low: About one in 100 people will develop schizophrenia. The unnerving question is whether in this country, with its history of gun violence and its easy access to guns, a person with a paranoid reaction is more likely to act
violently.
researcher, suggested that marijuana might be responsible for as many as one in seven or eight cases of schizophrenia in the Netherlands.
To be sure, that increased risk is pretty low: About one in 100 people will develop schizophrenia. The unnerving question is whether in this country, with its history of gun violence and its easy access to guns, a person with a paranoid reaction is more likely to act violently.
A basic anthropological insight about drugs and alcohol is that the effect of a drug is a result not just of biology, but also of culture. The classic argument on this is “Drunken Comportment,” a 1969 book in which Craig MacAndrew and Robert B. Edgerton said that the effects of alcohol depended on local expectations. They wrote that when Americans drank, they fought, argued and were much more relaxed about sex.
When American undergraduates get drunk, they throw sofas out of the frat house and wake up next to people they didn’t think they knew. That’s because we Americans think that alcohol is disinhibiting and that we can’t really control what we do.
That’s not necessarily the case in other cultures. Mr. MacAndrew and Mr. Edgerton gave example after example of people in other cultures who drank plenty of strong alcohol but didn’t behave as Americans did when drunk. In these societies drunks became silent, “thick- lipped,” or they grew talkative, but not violent. In some settings, the anthropologists were able to demonstrate that when drunk, people became violent in culturally rulebound ways.
When Mr. Edgerton was doing fieldwork in Kenya in 1962, for example, he was warned about a man who became dangerous when drunk. But when he encountered that man during a drunken episode, “the man calmed down, and as he walked slowly past me, he greeted me in polite, even deferential terms, before he turned and dashed away.” The drunk role did not include being violent to visiting anthropologists.
How people act when drunk, these anthropologists argue, is a learned behavior. People learn what it is to be drunk and what drunkenness permits.
Since then, anthropologists have demonstrated that this
encountered that man during a drunken episode, “the
man calmed down, and as he walked slowly past me, he greeted me in polite, even deferential terms, before he turned and dashed away.” The drunk role did not include being violent to visiting anthropologists.
How people act when drunk, these anthropologists argue, is a learned behavior. People learn what it is to be drunk and what drunkenness permits.
Since then, anthropologists have demonstrated that this principle applies — to some degree — to the experience of many different drugs. As Eugene Raikhel of the University of Chicago summarizes the literature, drug experience is determined not only by the body’s chemistry but also by local ideas about what those drugs should do.
Right now, for many people, marijuana conjures up the mellow calm of the Rocky Mountain high. But that mellowness is associated with a set of cultural cues that may not be shared by all who buy legal cannabis. Alcohol is a factor in about 40 percent of violent crimes, according to surveys of perpetrators. Let’s hope that the meaning of being high doesn’t migrate.
T. M. Luhrmann, a contributing opinion writer, is a professor of anthropology at Stanford.
*************************
13 June
Saints,
Amazing events in Iraq! Headless soldiers and police of Iraq litter the way of the invading army as it approaches even Baghdad in just a few short days. The government's army has cut and run and deserted, but many who have been caught have been beheaded.
A quickie recall of forces and partisans—may be less than totally accurate, but to get thoughts rolling and compare to the armies of the upcoming war of Ezekiel 38 and 39: The major divide in Islam is Sunni and Shia. Roughly, Sunni is Arab Islam while Shia is Persian Islam (centered in Iran). Arab Islam has radicals like bin-Laden of Saudi Arabia who go out and act with terror, but the Arab governments are more sedate, sponsoring state terrorism but addicted to Western oil money, willing to be fat and sly (38:13, Sheba and Dedan, roughly coastal Arab nations like Saudi Arabia and biblical Teman, modern Yemen). At the end of Ezekiel's battle, the combatants against Israel turn on one another after God brings confusion on them from the biggest earthquake to ever hit Earth until
that time (38:21). Even "birds" (war planes?)(38:20) will be knocked out of the sky (by pressure waves from it?) Then Middle East brother will turn against Middle East brother in their final suspicions and hatreds of one another, just a little less than the hate Israel, to finish the slaughter.
Iraq has been under Shia Prime Minister Maliki who has been denying the Sunni any place in the government. Now, these same Sunni who also fight as Islamic terrorists in Syria have suddenly mushroomed in strength to take on Maliki's government. If they aren't stopped soon, Maliki's head will also be on a stake on the walls of Baghdad. We shall see.
We are surprised at the sudden appearance of this army in such strength, but we should not be as terrorists have been streaming into Syria for the last several years, earnestly desiring jihad and martyrdom from all over the Middle East and even from Europe and America. This is very like the way the troops will gather—called by the Spirits of Gog and Magog, and of Persia, etc. when the time for the battle comes to the full (38:4-16). They will rush in like lemmings to the sea. This may be the early stages of that, or it might not even be that early. But, Rosh has yet to step in and take the lead of military organization though Putin, as noted by NATO and western Europe, has had an adventurous eye since he took Crimea a few months back. The Word says he will be goaded by God to go adventuring militarily (38:3,4). A more widespread nuclear war may also fall at this point when Rosh sees he will be defeated (39:6).
What an amazing day to watch and pray! Yet, so many in the western church sleep in the pews. God save us!
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/11/world/middleeast/exhausted-and-bereft-iraqi-soldiers-quit- fight.html?emc=edit_th_20140611&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Exhausted and Bereft, Iraqi Soldiers Quit Fight
By KAREEM FAHIM and SUADAD AL-SALHYJUNE 10, 2014 (LEAD):BAGHDAD — The infantryman and his
colleagues were already worn down after six months of fighting militants in western Iraq, men flush with weapons and zeal. Army commanders had no answer for the daily deadly ambushes and no broader strategy for
prevailing in the longer war.
The final straw was the death of a friend, killed two weeks ago by a sniper’s bullet. The infantryman, Bashar al-Halbousi, deserted, making the same choice as hundreds of other soldiers in his battalion, he said.
“The state is weak,” Mr. Halbousi said. “This will be an endless battle.”
After months of grinding conflict against a resurgent militant movement, the Iraqi Army is having its power blunted by a rise in desertions, turning the tide of the war and fragmenting an institution, trained and funded by the United States, that some hoped would provide Iraqis a common sense of citizenship.
In a nation tearing apart along sectarian lines, Sunnis and Shiites have served together in the military. But the defections of Sunni soldiers threatened to deepen the growing perception among Iraq’s Sunnis that the military serves as an instrument of Shiite power, even while Shiites soldiers have also fled.
he toll of the desertions came into sharp relief on Tuesday, as soldiers and their commanders abandoned bases in Mosul all but ceding Iraq’s second-largest city to extremist fighters belonging to the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria. ... ...
***
Even a profound atheist as this man intimates himself to be below is used (by God) to glorify God. It is good to see how many Americans still inherently reject "scientism,"
the making of so-called science into a religious dogma of its own which denies God at its most initial level, and from there on. Once again, truly objective science would also consider the possibility, at least, of God in all its inquires. "The fool hath said in his heart, there is no God." Psalm 14 and Psalm 51
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/09/opinion/blow- religious-constriction.html
The Opinion Pages | OP-ED COLUMNIST
Religious Constriction JUNE 8, 2014
I am both shocked and fascinated by Americans’ religious literalism.
One Gallup report issued last week found that 42 percent of Americans believe “God created humans in their present form 10,000 years ago.”
Even among people who said that they were “very familiar” with the theory of evolution, a third still believed that God created humans in their present form 10,000 years ago.
It’s not clear what the respondents meant by being “very familiar” — did they fully understand the science upon which evolution’s based, or was their understanding something short of that, as in, very familiar with it as being antithetical to creationist concepts?
Whatever the case, on this issue as well as many others in America, the truth is not the light.
That is in part because, compared with other developed countries, America stands out for the level and intensity of its religiosity. People are generally more likely to say that religion is an important part of their daily lives in
relatively poor countries, but as Gallup pointed out in a 2010 report:
“The United States is one of the rich countries that bucks the trend. About two-thirds of Americans — 65 percent — say religion is important in their daily lives. Among high- income countries, only Italians, Greeks, Singaporeans and residents of the oil-rich Persian Gulf states are more likely to say religion is important. Most high-income countries are further down the religiosity spectrum.”
And, in America, when people say that they are religious, they overwhelmingly mean Christian. In fact, nearly eight in 10 Americans identify as Christians.
It’s not only that Americans are more religious — Christian, in particular — but that for many, their beliefs in their religious text — the Bible, in particular — are literal.
As Gallup pointed out in a report issued last Wednesday, nearly a third of Americans continue to believe that the Bible “is the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word.”
Furthermore, nearly half believe that it is “the inspired word of God but not everything in it should be taken literally.”
(I am curious which parts would get a pass from most of these respondents and which wouldn’t. Would the origins of the world fall into the literal camp? What about the rules — all or some — in books like Deuteronomy?)
About a fifth of Americans said they believe the Bible is “an ancient book of fables, legends, history, and moral precepts recorded by man.”
Now, I don’t seek to deny anyone the right to believe as he or she chooses. I have at points in my own life been quite religious, and my own children have complicated
views about religion. As my oldest son once told me, “I’d hate to live in a world where a God couldn’t exist.”
That is his choice, as it is every individual’s choice, and I respect it.
What worries me is that some Americans seem to live in a world where facts can’t exist.
Facts such as the idea that the world is ancient, and that all living things evolved and some — like dinosaurs — became extinct. Facts like the proven warming of the world. Facts like the very real possibility that such warming could cause a catastrophic sea-level rise.
How does America remain a world leader in an increasingly technological, science-based world, when so many of our citizens — and even our leaders, including Republicans who might run for president — deny basic science?
Marco Rubio told GQ in 2012: “Whether the Earth was created in 7 days, or 7 actual eras, I’m not sure we’ll ever be able to answer that. It’s one of the great mysteries.”
During a debate in 2007, Mike Huckabee made clear that he believed that “In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth,” but didn’t know when it was done or how long it took.
Bobby Jindal has voiced his support of creationism being taught in public schools alongside intelligent design and “the best science” and allowing students to “make up their own minds.”
Americans, particularly political leaders, who choose religious piety must also create an intellectual framework in which things of faith that exist without proof can make space for truths for which there is proof.
Religious fundamentalism at the expense of basic scientific facts threatens to obscure America’s beacon of light with a bank of fog.
***
Complete cultural insanity? The official dogma of Antichrist? "Discrimination and Discernment" so stigmatized by their politically correct negative definitions as words only so that no one can even note any kind of difference in any subject matter of any kind? Is this not utter madness? How did Einstein define insanity: "Doing the same thing over and over while expecting different results." Is this not similar? Denying any discernment whatsoever of anything and calling it equality? Apparently, antichrist won't be happy until we crawl back into the primordial mud, from which he tells us we came, and cease to be. That's pretty much it.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/10/us/colleges-and-evangelicals-collide-on-bias-policy.html? emc=edit_th_20140610&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Colleges and Evangelicals Collide on Bias Policy
By MICHAEL PAULSON JUNE 9, 2014 BRUNSWICK, Me. — For 40 years, evangelicals at
Bowdoin College have gathered periodically to study the Bible together, to pray and to worship. They are a tiny minority on the liberal arts college campus, but they have
been a part of the school’s community, gathering in the chapel, the dining center, the dorms.
After this summer, the Bowdoin Christian Fellowship will no longer be recognized by the college. Already, the college has disabled the electronic key cards of the group’s longtime volunteer advisers.
In a collision between religious freedom and anti- discrimination policies, the student group, and its advisers, have refused to agree to the college’s demand that any student, regardless of his or her religious beliefs, should be able to run for election as a leader of any group, including the Christian association.
Similar conflicts are playing out on a handful of campuses around the country, driven by the universities’ desire to rid their campuses of bias, particularly against gay men and lesbians, but also, in the eyes of evangelicals, fueled by a discomfort in academia with conservative forms of Christianity. The universities have been emboldened to regulate religious groups by a Supreme Court ruling in 2010 that found it was constitutional for a public law school in California to deny recognition to a Christian student group that excluded gays.
At Cal State, the nation’s largest university system with nearly 450,000 students on 23 campuses, the chancellor is preparing this summer to withdraw official recognition from evangelical groups that are refusing to pledge not to discriminate on the basis of religion in the selection of their leaders. And at Vanderbilt, more than a dozen groups, most of them evangelical but one of them Catholic, have already lost their official standing over the same issue; one Christian group balked after a university official asked the students to cut the words “personal commitment to Jesus Christ” from their list of qualifications for leadership.
At most universities that have begun requiring religious groups to sign nondiscrimination policies, Jewish, Muslim, Catholic and mainline Protestant groups have agreed, saying they do not discriminate and do not anticipate that the new policies will cause problems. Hillel, the largest Jewish student organization, says some chapters have even elected non-Jews to student boards.
The evangelical groups say they, too, welcome anyone to participate in their activities, including gay men and lesbians, as well as nonbelievers, seekers and adherents of other faiths. But they insist that, in choosing leaders, who often oversee Bible study and prayer services, it is only reasonable that they be allowed to require some basic Christian faith — in most cases, an explicit agreement that Jesus was divine and rose from the dead, and often an implicit expectation that unmarried student leaders, gay or straight, will abstain from sex.
“It would compromise our ability to be who we are as Christians if we can’t hold our leaders to some sort of doctrinal standard,” said Zackary Suhr, 23, who has just graduated from Bowdoin, where he was a leader of the Bowdoin Christian Fellowship.
The consequences for evangelical groups that refuse to agree to the nondiscrimination policies, and therefore lose their official standing, vary by campus. The students can still meet informally on campus, but in most cases their groups lose access to student activity fee money as well as first claim to low-cost or free university spaces for meetings and worship; they also lose access to standard on-campus recruiting tools, such as activities fairs and bulletin boards, and may lose the right to use the universities’ names.
“It’s absurd,” said Alec Hill, the president of InterVarsity, a national association of evangelical student groups, including the Bowdoin Christian Fellowship. “The genius of American culture is that we allow voluntary, self-
identified organizations to form, and that’s what our student groups are.”
Some institutions, including the University of Florida, the University of Houston, the University of Minnesota and the University of Texas, have opted to exempt religious groups from nondiscrimination policies, according to the Christian Legal Society. But evangelical groups have lost official status at Tufts University, the State University of New York at Buffalo and Rollins College in Florida, among others, and their advocates are worried that Cal State could be a tipping point.
The Bowdoin group has about 45 people on its mailing list, including 25 regular participants, on a campus of 1,800 students. The group notes that its participants, young people still figuring out where they stand on many subjects, have varying views on issues like same-sex marriage.
A few weeks ago, the Bowdoin group gathered for a final dinner at the Center for Multicultural and Spiritual Life at the college, thanking not only the graduating seniors, but also Robert and Sim Gregory, who volunteered with Bowdoin for a decade but are no longer recognized as advisers.
The students, who plan to meet informally in the fall and may seek an off-campus site for worship, are bewildered by the turn of events. “We can’t discriminate on religion, and we’re a religious group!” exclaimed Olivia Cannon, 18, a Bowdoin student.
Reid Wilson, 23, a leader of the group who has since graduated, rued the turn of events. “It’s hard socially to find people on this campus who make faith a strong part of their identity — people who really understand me and who I can really be open with,” he said. “This group has been a tremendous resource for me.”
Bowdoin officials say they, too, are disappointed.
“I want them on campus, because it’s a sanctuary for many of our conservative evangelical students — Bowdoin has accepted these students, and they need a place, and they need to have their faith challenged,” said the Rev. Robert Ives, a United Church of Christ minister who is the director of relgious and spiritual life at Bowdoin. “But every organization has to be open to every student, and every position of leadership has to be open to any individual, without discrimination.”
At Cal State, evangelicals are facing a similar conundrum. “We’re not willing to water down our beliefs in order to be accepted,” said Austin Weatherby, 20, a Cal State Chico student. He sometimes leads Bible study, and said he had to agree that he believes in the Holy Trinity and the Resurrection to do so. “Anyone can join, but if you want to lead a Bible study, you need to believe these things,” he said.
Cal State officials insist that they welcome evangelicals, but want them to agree to the same policies as everyone else. “Lots of evangelical groups are thriving on our campuses,” said Susan Westover, a lawyer for the California State University System. However, she said, there will be no exceptions from the anti-discrimination requirements. “Our mission is education, not exclusivity,” she said.
At Vanderbilt, the decision to push groups to sign anti- discrimination policies was prompted by a Christian fraternity’s expulsion of a member who came out as gay. About one-third of the 35 religious groups on campus have refused to sign and are no longer recognized by the school; they can still meet and recruit informally, and the campus Hillel has even opened its building for meetings of one of the Christian groups.
“I am hopeful for a better future, but I’m not naïve, there
are some issues that are irresolvable,” said the Vanderbilt chaplain, the Rev. Mark Forrester, who is a United Methodist minister. “This is a larger social and ethical struggle that we as a society are engaged in.”
***
The reading of 1984 seems to be the dividing line between those who fear a pseudo-omniscient dystopia of complete control and total surveillance AND the young lemmings who just can't get enough of it...."more apps, more apps, more apps...more toys, more toys, more toys...more social networking, etc.!"
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/science-news/10881596/Young-people-give-up-privacy-on- Google-and-Facebook-because-they-havent-read-1984.html
Young people give up privacy on Google and
Facebook 'because they haven't read 1984'
Young people hand over their private details to internet companies and on social networking site too readily because they have not read 1984 by George Orwell, an academic warns
By Sarah Knaptom, Science Correspondent
4:55PM BST 06 Jun 2014
Young people willingly give-up their privacy on Google and Facebook because they have not read George Orwell’s ‘1984’ unlike previous generations, a leading academic has warned. Noel Sharkey, professor of artificial intelligence and robotics at Sheffield University, said that large corporations were hovering up private information and modern generations did not realize it was wrong. He said that older people who had grown up reading George Orwell’s 1984 about ‘Big
Brother technology and ‘ authoritarianism’, were in a better position to resist the creeping erosion of privacy. Professor Sharkey, speaking at Cheltenham Science Festival, said: “I’m 65, I don’t want to be targeted. I am very uncomfortable with it. It seems to me that our privacy is gradually being violated and eroded without us noticing.
“I am part of the generation which all read 1984 – I think we are less happy about giving up our privacy.
“But the younger generation aren’t really thinking about it. The services that Google and Facebook give us are so good that people are willing to trade off their privacy for them. If you grow up with that, that is what you know to like.” Technology commentators have become increasingly concerned that Google has recently purchased a collection of artificial intelligence and robotics companies.
They fear it will give the technology giant unlimited access to private information. Google recently paid £1.9billion for Nest Labs, a firm which makes internet–connected heating systems, allowing people to control their thermostats from afar. Although supporters ague that having greater control over home applications can only be beneficial, others are worried that it enables firms to collect data about energy use and living habits. Google also spent £300 million on Deep-Mind, a British artificial intelligence firm which specialises in quickly building up a profile of an individual based on their internet activity. He said: ‘Google has a policy where they keep our entire history. They know far too much about us. “At the moment it doesn’t seem harmful. But because governments can get hold of this information, they can monitor you, things might change quite dramatically. “You give away that much information – you can now take little bits of data, put in a simple little algorithm, and it can put it all together and build up a big picture about us.” He warned that soon Google would know ‘where you are all of the time.’ “The problem with any technology is that once it goes into the wild, once it starts picking up momentum and getting critical mass, we have no idea how it will be used, no idea. It is quite worrying,” he added.
***
The Near Future: http://www.cnbc.com/id/101751468
*************************
9 June
Wow...Saints!
I can't abide lady pastors and church overseers as the Apostles said, loudly and plainly, "No!", but a lady rapper? yeah, maybe. This woman has a message! If she would cover her head, she could give this "prophecy" in "my church" anytime ...:) Wow, what a soul sister! Take a minute and listen to her "prophesy!" (witness and testify)!
Puts a smile on the righteous face. You gotta be addicted to pop media to get it all (thank God, I draw a blank on "some,") but many USAers so addicted still need to hear about the call to follow the Lord Jesus.
Thanks, cousin, for passin' this along. May people hear and heed. It's the Gospel!
http://www.youtube.com/embed/WGnEuGwvXqU?rel=0
*************************
7 June
Saints,
Within the last day or two, we have had mass public attacks by individuals all over our "neighborhood," Seattle (another campus shooting), Atlanta (courthouse stormed), and Canada where a man "went Rambo." All this makes last week's multiple killings by the sadly insane young man in California seem already distant and remote in unfolding history. And there have been so many before: campus shootings, navy yard shootings, theater shootings, primary school shootings, Amish school shootings, all the way back to Columbine, that I have for some time been referring to them as "weekly events." Now, it would seem they will often occur daily, or even multiple times daily and weekly.
Biblical analysis? This may be a strong and obvious manifestation of the (mental) "incontinence" Paul spoke of in 2 Timothy 3:3: (In the last days they will be) "Without natural affection, truce breakers, false accusers, incontinent (insane), fierce, despisers of those that are good..."
Our society is under great pressure from many directions: unemployment and the economy nag at millions; the new generation comes on with huge education debts and no job prospects or hope for the future; gender distinction is virtually illegal and people are encouraged to descend into a pit of sodomite practices that takes away their humanity; soldiers are forced to dormitory with women soldiers and a rape epidemic in the military will see the "war on women" senatorial and congressional nags force chemical castration on soldiers, with "the Beast" system urging them on so as to make a chemically tuned, sorcerized army of half-men, half-women, and cyborg monsters. (Proofs? Soldiers are in an epidemic of suicide that the idiots posturing above them cannot understand in their "political correctness.") And a myriad of other pressures afflict all of western society as the Beast works to dehumanize us and conform us to its mindless ranks of chemically and digitally adjusted zombies. (Three year olds and younger are now ritalinized and adderalized.)
Let the saints cling ever more closely to the Word. Not to all the "latest Christian books" which many times are authored more by Satan than by righteousness, nor to running after big names and charismatic "ministers," often merely fleecing the flock and leading many to destruction like the Pied Piper of Hamlin. But to the Word, the Majority Text, which has many thousands of text witnesses, and not to the 2 or 3 a year new "translations." It was recently pointed out to me that the false god followers would never allow a "new" Koran to be published. Why are we so foolish? Even three major translation groups have removed reference to Jesus as the Son of God from their so-called translations to please the islamic hordes.
Surely, the days of great trouble are upon us. Let us not be weary of watching the times and seeking the Lord. I believe we are in the time that Jesus called, "the beginning of sorrows." The Great Tribulation--much more of the same and much stronger--lies just ahead—coming on said Paul like the increasing pains—stronger and closer—(I Thes. 5:3) of a woman in labor—as the main events arrive just after the Rapture of the Church. But many, JESUS SAID IT, MANY, MANY who call themselves
    
the Church and of Christ will not be obediently watching and following the Lord. Here is the medicine and the antidote; will we take it?: "But what I say into you, I say unto all, Watch." Mark 13:37. "Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man." Luke 21:36. "Because thou has kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from (Greek, ek, "out of") the hour of temptation that shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth." Rev. 3:10.
Let us "earnestly contend for the faith which was once delivered unto the saints," (Jude 3) BE IN THE WORD DAILY.
another brother in tribulation, Tim
*************************
4 June
Dear Saints,
I have had a bit of a wrestle with mortality but am planning to press on for the foreseeable future. I would appreciate your prayers for wisdom and healing.
This issue takes a look at the dystopian future of the Great Tribulation looming ahead, then a look at outright enemies of the cross among the kings of the East, and finally a look at the NYTimes' Maureen Dowd experience when she tries out Colorado's new legal pot.
***
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/29/technology/personaltech/the-soylent-revolution-will-not-be- pleasurable.html?emc=edit_th_20140529&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
PERSONAL TECH
The Soylent Revolution Will Not Be Pleasurable MAY 28, 2014
Farhood Manjoo
(lead excerpt, bold italics added): I just spent more than a week experiencing Soylent, the most joyless new technology to hit the world since we first laid eyes on
MS-DOS.
Soylent is a drink mix invented by a group of engineers who harbor ambitions of shaking up the global food business. Robert Rhinehart, the 25-year-old co- founder and chief executive of the firm selling the drink, hit upon the idea when he found himself spending too much time and money searching for nutritious meals while he was working on a wireless-tech start-up in San Francisco. Using a process Mr. Rhinehart calls “scientific,” the firm claims to have mixed a cornucopia of supplements to form a technologically novel food that offers the complete set of nutrients the human body needs for survival.
I just spent more than a week experiencing Soylent, the most joyless new technology to hit the world since we first laid eyes on MS-DOS.
You can live on Soylent alone, Mr. Rhinehart claims, though in practice he said customers would most likely use it to replace just their “staple meals,” by which he meant most of the junk you eat every day to fill yourself up. Mr. Rhinehart argued that Soylent, which costs about $3 per serving, is cheaper, easier to prepare and more nutritious than much of the food that makes up the typical American officer worker’s diet today.
About a week and a half ago, I began drinking Soylent every day. I can’t recommend that you do the same. For a purported breakthrough with such grand plans for reshaping the food industry, I found Soylent to be a punishingly boring, joyless product. From the plain white packaging to the purposefully bland, barely sweet flavor to the motel-carpet beige hue of the drink itself, everything about Soylent screams function, not fun. It may offer complete nourishment, but only at the expense of the aesthetic and emotional pleasures many of us crave in food.
 
And although the drink is tastier than its horror sci-fi name implies...
(Click this link to see the old '60's sci-fi of Charleton Heston in "Soylent Green" realizing that the future dystopia in which he finds himself is feeding the populace on itself...official cannabalism in extreme austerity. Now, go look at the method of execution during the tribulation (Rev.20:4)) and consider that it may be the first step in slaughtering to butcher for food! How I do want to be in the Rapture!
***
"The Kings of the East" declare themselves to be "enemies of the Cross."
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/30/world/asia/ church-state-clash-in-china-coalesces-around-a-toppled- spire.html? emc=edit_th_20140530&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=693 81998&_r=1
Church-State Clash in China Coalesces Around a
Toppled Spire
By IAN JOHNSONMAY 29, 2014
   
(lead): WENZHOU, China — For nearly a year, the Sanjiang Church was the pride of this city’s growing Christian population. A landmark in the fast-developing northern suburbs, its 180-foot spire rose dramatically against a rocky promontory. Wenzhou, called “China’s Jerusalem” for the churches dotting the cityscape, was known for its relaxed ties between church and state, and local officials lauded the church as a model project.
Late last month, however, the government ordered it torn down, saying it violated zoning regulations. After fruitless negotiations and a failed effort by the congregation to occupy the church, on April 28 backhoes and bulldozers knocked down the walls and sent the spire toppling to the ground. ... ...
***
The NYTimes' Maureen Dowd finds out the hard way. May God yet grant her the presence of the Holy Spirit through Christ our Lord instead of the invasion of many dark spirits through the sorcery called marijuana.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/04/opinion/dowd-dont-harsh-our-mellow-dude.html? emc=edit_th_20140604&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Don’t Harsh Our Mellow, Dude MAUREEN DOWD JUNE 3, 2014
The caramel-chocolate flavored candy bar looked so innocent, like the Sky Bars I used to love as a child.
Sitting in my hotel room in Denver, I nibbled off the end and then, when nothing happened, nibbled some more. I figured if I was reporting on the social revolution rocking Colorado in January, the giddy culmination of pot
Prohibition, I should try a taste of legal, edible pot from a local shop.
What could go wrong with a bite or two? Everything, as it turned out.
Not at first. For an hour, I felt nothing. I figured I’d order dinner from room service and return to my more mundane drugs of choice, chardonnay and mediocre- movies-on-demand.
But then I felt a scary shudder go through my body and brain. I barely made it from the desk to the bed, where I lay curled up in a hallucinatory state for the next eight hours. I was thirsty but couldn’t move to get water. Or even turn off the lights. I was panting and paranoid, sure that when the room-service waiter knocked and I didn’t answer, he’d call the police and have me arrested for being unable to handle my candy.
I strained to remember where I was or even what I was wearing, touching my green corduroy jeans and staring at the exposed-brick wall. As my paranoia deepened, I became convinced that I had died and no one was telling me.
It took all night before it began to wear off, distressingly slowly. The next day, a medical consultant at an edibles plant where I was conducting an interview mentioned that candy bars like that are supposed to be cut into 16 pieces for novices; but that recommendation hadn’t been on the label.
I reckoned that the fact that I was not a regular marijuana smoker made me more vulnerable, and that I should have known better. But it turns out, five months in, that some kinks need to be ironed out with the intoxicating open bar at the Mile High Club.
Colorado raked in about $12.6 million the first three
months after pot was legalized for adults 21 and over. Pot party planners are dreaming up classy events: the Colorado Symphony just had its first “Classically Cannabis” fund-raiser with joints and Debussy. But the state is also coming to grips with the darker side of unleashing a drug as potent as marijuana on a horde of tourists of all ages and tolerance levels seeking a mellow buzz.
In March, a 19-year-old Wyoming college student jumped off a Denver hotel balcony after eating a pot cookie with 65 milligrams of THC. In April, a Denver man ate pot-infused Karma Kandy and began talking like it was the end of the world, scaring his wife and three kids. Then he retrieved a handgun from a safe and killed his wife while she was on the phone with an emergency dispatcher.
As Jack Healy reported in the The Times on Sunday, Colorado hospital officials “are treating growing numbers of children and adults sickened by potent doses of edible marijuana” and neighboring states are seeing more stoned drivers.
“We realized there was a problem because we’re watching everything with the urgency of the first people to regulate in this area,” said Andrew Freedman, the state’s director of marijuana coordination. “There are way too many stories of people not understanding how much they’re eating. With liquor, people understand what they’re getting themselves into. But that doesn’t exist right now for edibles for new users in the market. It would behoove the industry to create a more pleasant experience for people.
“The whole industry was set up for people who smoked frequently. It needs to learn how to educate new users in the market. We have to create a culture of responsibility around edibles, so people know what to expect to feel.”
*************************
22 May
Gov. John Hickenlooper and the Legislature recently created a task force to come up with packaging that clearly differentiates pot cookies and candy and gummy bears from normal sweets — with an eye toward protecting children — and directed the Department of Revenue to restrict the amount of edibles that can be sold at one time to one person. The governor also signed legislation mandating that there be a stamp on edibles, possibly a marijuana leaf. (Or maybe a stoned skull and bones?)
The state plans to start testing to make sure the weed is spread evenly throughout the product. The task force is discussing having budtenders give better warnings to customers and moving toward demarcating a single- serving size of 10 milligrams. (Industry representatives objected to the expense of wrapping bites of candy individually.)
“My kids put rocks and batteries in their mouths,” said Bob Eschino, the owner of Incredibles, which makes candy and serves up chocolate and strawberry fountains. “If I put a marijuana leaf on a piece of chocolate, they’ll still put it in their mouths.”
COMMENTS
He argues that, since pot goodies leave the dispensary in childproof packages, it is the parents’ responsibility to make sure their kids don’t get hold of it.
“Somebody suggested we just make everything look like a gray square so it doesn’t look appealing. Why should the whole industry suffer just because less than 5 percent of people are having problems with the correct dosing?”
Does he sound a little paranoid?
Saints,
We who have decided to follow Jesus, who believe his Word is eternal and infallible, perceive a brave, new world breaking all around us in tidal waves of geometric progressions. While the worldlings go mad or succumb to being programmed right out of "normal" waking consciousness, we only tremble at the magnitude of The Thing and turn our eyes to the Lord Jesus and cry, "Maranatha!"
God keep you in these unbelievable days.
***
Sounds so good. Get away from drug therapies and into "electroceuticals." But isn't this just real and deep and humanly invasive cyborgery? Imagine the mental control possible when tiny transmitters determine whether or not a patient will become depressed and take unknown actions to correct...and imagine the inherent blackmail of needing a source outside your own being to switch on and off your meds...if you conform exactly to the algorithms of the program, or punish you if you do not. Welcome to the Borg...and to the warm, unconscious bath of The Matrix.
http://www.gizmag.com/rechargeable-medical-implants/32150/?utm_source=Gizmag +Subscribers&utm_campaign=55eb54b17e- UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-55eb54b17e-91592265
Safe, wirelessly charged implants could replace drugs
By Dario Bofghino May 20, 2014
Researchers at Stanford University have developed a new way to safely transfer energy to tiny medical devices implanted deep inside the human body. The advance could lead to the development of tiny "electroceutical" devices that can be implanted near nerve bundles, heart or brain tissue and stimulate them directly when needed, treating diseases using electronics rather than drugs.
Electromagnetic waves can be roughly divided in two: far-field waves, which can travel long distances, but interact weakly with the human body; and near-field waves, which can be used in wireless electronics systems, but can only transfer
power over very short distances and are severely refracted when they encounter human tissue. Those characteristics make it difficult to use either of them to power medical implants inside the body.
A team led by Stanford assistant professor Ada Poon combined the best of those two worlds by developing a power source that generates a near-field wave that is harmless to humans and is also able to effectively penetrate tissue to charge small electronic implants inside a patient.
Batteries are by far the largest, bulkiest component of today's medical implants, and their size is limiting the scope of application. Using this new technology, medical implants could run on significantly smaller batteries, shrinking down to the size of a grain of rice, and be implanted much deeper within the body, where they could be charged safely from the outside and open up a wide range of new applications.
The power source is a small device the size of a credit card. When the electromagnetic waves that it generates move from air to the patient's skin, they refract in such a way that they are able to propagate safely and effectively through human tissue, in what the researchers call a "mid-field wireless transfer."
This technology could pave the way to a new generation of highly convenient pacemakers and other micro-implants that could do anything from constantly monitoring vitals to generating neural signals when needed inside the brain, for instance to fight diseases such as Parkinson's, depression and epilepsy. Their smaller size would also make the surgery itself much safer and less invasive.
Poon and colleagues are planning to begin testing their device in humans in the near future, starting a process that will likely take a few years.
***
Many of us have noticed how some days the general public seems blasé, but other days seems happy and peaceful, and yet other days every soul seems completely nuts, driven, and near to murderous anarchy. So, now we are going to have "the great AI in the sky," the Beast, monitoring the emotions of the whole planet, and examining and prescribing with one intricate algorithm after another...and, of course, logging the whole thing into its near infinite memory for ongoing review,
profiling, etc. Oh, joy!
http://www.gizmag.com/we-feel-tweet-based-emotional-trend-map/32156/? utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=55eb54b17e- UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-55eb54b17e-915 92265
"We Feel" tool uses Twitter to provide real-time view of world's emotions
By Lakshmi Sandhana
May 20, 2014
A new online tool aims to create a real-time emotional map of how people all over the world feel, from analyzing how cheerful or depressed different countries might be, to how budget cuts or other news might hit people emotionally. Called "We Feel," the tool analyzes 32,000 tweets a minute to monitor people's collective mood swings and how their emotions fluctuate over time globally.
Researchers have examined blogs to measure the world's happiness levels, but WeFeel aims to do more in real time by leveraging the power of social media to accurately map people's emotions. The tool uses special language-processing algorithms to analyze the emotional content of tweets made in English, and processes those that indicate feelings, its developers claim.
“We Feel looks for up to 600 specific words in a stream of around 27 million tweets per day and maps them to a hierarchy of emotions which includes love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness and fear,” says Dr Cecile Paris, a Research Leader at Australia's Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO). “You can explore emotional trends on a minute by minute time scale, across locations around the globe and gender to further refine the results.”
The CSIRO team developed the tool for for researchers at the Black Dog Institute, a not-for-profit organization dedicated to treating mood disorders, to help them figure out how accurately tweets could reflect poor mental health or observe how factors like the time of day, weather or news led to emotional shifts. According to the team,
the data could help authorities take appropriate action such as creating effective public health campaigns.
“"The power of this information cannot be underestimated," says Professor Helen Christensen, the Black Dog Institute's Executive Director. "Should the real-time data gained using this incredible tool prove accurate, we will have the unique opportunity to monitor the emotional state of people across different geographical areas and ultimately predict when and where potentially life-saving services are required.”
The Twitter-based emotional map could also greatly benefit mental health researchers, allowing them to use social media to track a community's mental health in real time instead of having to base their actions on statistics that may be years old, the researchers say.
The We Feel Tool additionally allows users to explore specific secondary emotions further. For instance, instead of just broadly tracking sadness, users will be able to examine whether the emotion relates to shame, neglect, disappointment, sympathy or suffering.
The primary and secondary emotions are displayed on a segmented color wheel and their prevalence across time is displayed as a river stream which can be explored backwards across days or weeks.
***
Commentary—
Whew! I was beginning to think that I was the only "throwback" that sensed something missing in the big story about Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling. Glad to see Friedman at the NYTimes has also noticed. Sure, what Sterling said was reprehensible, but did anyone notice that it was supposed to be a private conversation? He is now crucified for exercising what was once a constitutional right, to be free to express himself, however horrific his opinion might be. How many of us have bad moments "privately" when we may rant about something we don't even ordinarily care about or have an opinion on...maybe just because we need to let off steam by blowing against some public norm or some perceived "righteousness of the group"? Now, we must learn, like those under the former communist states TO SAY NOTHING AND TO THINK NOTHING AT
ALL TIMES. No wonder people are "a little edgy." The new "silicon-based life form" of mass and constant digital surveillance, of instant internet publicity and no privacy whatsoever will have no one step outside its line of "morality," no human error, period!
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/21/opinion/friedman-four-words-going-bye- bye.html?emc=edit_ty_20140521&nl=opinion&nlid=69381998
OP-ED COLUMNIST THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN
Four Words Going Bye-Bye MAY 20, 2014
(lead): The more I read the news, the more it looks to me that four words are becoming obsolete and destined to be dropped from our vocabulary. And those words are “privacy,” “local,” “average” and “later.” A lot of what drives today’s news derives from the fact that privacy is over, local is over, average is over and later is over.
Lord knows I have no sympathy for the Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling, but the public disclosure of a private recording of his racist rants underscored the fact that in a world where everyone with a cellphone camera is paparazzi, everyone with access to Twitter and a cellphone voice recorder is a reporter and everyone who can upload video on YouTube is a filmmaker, everyone else is a public figure — and fair game.
It is now so easy for anyone to record, film or photograph anyone else anywhere and share it with the world (without an editor or libel lawyer) that we are all now on Candid Camera. You cannot assume anything is private anymore. Which is why it is not surprising that I now often hear regular people — not high government officials — saying to me in conversation: “This is off-the- record.” Huh? What are you secretary of state? I start to imagine third-graders on play dates talking about their
************************
teacher and asking each other, “Are we on the record or off the record? Is your cellphone or Google glasses recording this?” ... ...
18 May —for more info, blog track/archive and other teaching, visit ntfellowship.net
*** Take a moment for Wonder!— http://htwins.net/scale2/ (Take the time to slowly move the slider both ways.) The neatest thing via brother Ross. Thanks, bro., a very awesome reminder. This is Magnificent. "What is man that thou art mindful of him or the son of man that thou visiteth him?" The clue is that we are even able to slightly conceive of this vastness. ***
Saints,
If the present prophetic scenario could be summed up in one word, it could be "cascading." Some of us discussed this after a hymn sing last night. Sure, there is always bad news; many times good stuff isn't even considered news, but who can miss the intense escalation of "news" in every area of human and material world events? I don't need to work up to a witness when I talk to the man on the street these days. Within a minute or two, Joe Heathen and Molly Pagan are wringing their hands to me and asking, in one way or another, "What is happening???!!!"
God help us to testify of Christ straightforwardly to any who will hear us in this late hour.
***
Breaking news in various dimensions this week—
More on my theory that climate change may bring on cascades of small wars---regarding the prophecy by the Lord Himself of "wars and rumors of wars," the implication being considered that the many small conflicts over decreasing goods and places to live will be the "rumors" or small and ongoing skirmishes between big and more reported actions.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/14/us/politics/climate-change-deemed-growing-security-threat-by- military-researchers.html?emc=edit_th_20140514&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Climate Change Deemed Growing Security Threat by Military Researchers
By CORAL DAVENPORTMAY 13, 2014
(lead): WASHINGTON — The accelerating rate of climate change poses a severe risk to national security
and acts as a catalyst for global political conflict, a report published Tuesday by a leading government-funded military research organization concluded.
The Center for Naval Analyses Military Advisory Board found that climate change-induced drought in the Middle East and Africa is leading to conflicts over food and water and escalating longstanding regional and ethnic tensions into violent clashes. The report also found that rising sea levels are putting people and food supplies in vulnerable coastal regions like eastern India, Bangladesh and the Mekong Delta in Vietnam at risk and could lead to a new wave of refugees.
In addition, the report predicted that an increase in catastrophic weather events around the world will create more demand for American troops, even as flooding and extreme weather events at home could damage naval ports and military bases. ... ...
(excerpt): In an interview, Secretary of State John Kerry signaled that the report’s findings would influence American foreign policy.
“Tribes are killing each other over water today,” Mr. Kerry said. “Think of what happens if you have massive dislocation, or the drying up of the waters of the Nile, of the major rivers in China and India. The intelligence community takes it seriously, and it’s translated into action.” ... ...
***
Famed science fiction writer Isaac Asimov, though unfortunately atheistic, if I recall correctly, was a brilliant futurist. It was he who postulated and developed the famous "Three Laws of Robotics" for managing the ethics of robots as they surpass humans in intelligence and longevity. Today, we are at the cusp of needing those three laws.
Here're some thinkers on the matter—
http://www.gizmag.com/machine-ethics-artificial-intelligence/32036/? utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=ce8277882a- UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd- ce8277882a-91592265
Scientists try to teach robots morality
By Dario Borghino
May 13, 2014
A group of researchers from Tufts University, Brown University and the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute are collaborating with the US Navy in a multi-year effort to explore how they might create robots endowed with their own sense of morality. If they are successful, they will create an artificial intelligence able to autonomously assess a difficult situation and then make complex ethical decisions that can override the rigid instructions it was given.
Seventy-two years ago, science fiction writer Isaac Asimov introduced "the three laws of robotics" that could guide the moral compass of a highly advanced artificial intelligence. Sadly, given that today's most advanced AIs are still rather brittle and clueless about the world around them, one could argue that we are nowhere near building robots that are even able to understand these rules, let alone apply them.
A team of researchers led by Prof. Matthias Scheutz at Tufts University is tackling this very difficult problem by trying to break down human moral competence into its basic components, developing a framework for human moral reasoning. Later on, the team will attempt to model this framework in an algorithm that could be embedded in an artificial intelligence. The infrastructure would allow the robot to override its instructions in the face of new evidence, and justify its actions to the humans who control it.
"Moral competence can be roughly thought about as the ability to learn, reason
with, act upon, and talk about the laws and societal conventions on which humans tend to agree," says Scheutz. "The question is whether machines – or any other artificial system, for that matter – can emulate and exercise these abilities."
For instance, a robot medic could be ordered to transport urgently needed medication to a nearby facility, and encounter a person in critical condition along the way. The robot's "moral compass" would allow it to assess the situation and autonomously decide whether it should stop and assist the person or carry on with its original mission.
If Asimov's novels have taught us anything, it's that no rigid, pre-programmed set of rules can account for every possible scenario, as something unforeseeable is bound to happen sooner or later. Scheutz and colleagues agree, and have devised a two- step process to tackle the problem.
In their vision, all of the robot's decisions would first go through a preliminary ethical check using a system similar to those in the most advanced question- answering AIs, such as IBM's Watson. If more help is needed, then the robot will rely on the system that Scheutz and colleagues are developing, which tries to model the complexity of human morality.
As the project is being developed in collaboration with the US Navy, the technology could find its first application in medical robots designed to assist soldiers in the battlefield.
***
Nothing at all wrong with alleviating sickness and disease, but as human organs begin to be reproducible and replaceable by 3D printing devices we come closer to the "transhumanism" of indefinite life extension by such cyborg manifestations.
God lowered human lifespan from around 1000 years down finally to 70-80 for a reason--mercy--for to live on and on as a mere flesh and blood human in this state of moral and physical deterioration would become a living hell. Pity those poor fools who think it will be good to upload their consciousnesses/souls into computers or other cybernetic organisms and machines. It would soon, if not instantly, be a
living hell.
http://www.gizmag.com/3d-printed-device-detoxifies-blood/32060/?utm_source=Gizmag +Subscribers&utm_campaign=53b3e5c02a- UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-53b3e5c02a-91592265
3D-printed liver-like device can detoxify blood
By Lakshmi Sandhana
May 14, 2014
What if you could 3D print small devices that mimicked some of the functions of human organs, to address specific issues? That's what scientists at the University of California, San Diego have done by 3D-printing a liver-like device that's claimed capable of safely detoxifying blood.
Designed to be used outside the body, the device can sense, attract and neutralize toxins within the bloodstream. Nanoengineering Professor Shaochen Chen whose earlier work includes 3D printed blood vessels, created the liver-inspired device to capture pore-forming toxins capable of damaging cell membranes.
Though scientists have successfully used nanoparticles to neutralize toxins in blood, patients who use this treatment, run the risk of secondary poisoning if they are unable to effectively digest the nanoparticles and have them accumulate in the liver instead.
Chen 3D-printed a hydrogel matrix, encasing the nanoparticles to create a device capable of attracting and capturing toxins within itself. Equipped with a surface area that's larger than that of a human liver, the research team reported that the device completely neutralized toxins routed from the blood in an in vitro study.
"The concept of using 3D printing to encapsulate functional nanoparticles in a biocompatible hydrogel is novel," says Chen. "This will inspire many new designs for detoxification techniques since 3D printing allows user-specific or site-specific manufacturing of highly functional products."
The device also changes color when it captures the toxins, turning red in the process. Chen is currently developing a special biofabrication technology called dynamic optical projection stereolithography (DOPsL) to 3D print the liver- mimicking microstructure.
***
On down the rabbit hole of turning humans into cyborgs—
We try to "touch the face of God," the God who made us in his image. While many pacifications and good health effects and soothings may occur and may be proclaimed, could there also be unforeseen side effects from having foreign, electrical circuitry installed throughout our human bodies so that that detestable "knowledge of evil" that tracks us in every endeavor springs up again to harm us and to enslave us? Consider these verses in Revelation concerning the time of The Great Tribulation: Chapter 9, when a "plague of locusts" out of the bottomless pit-- demonic infestation--afflicts the unbelievers with stings like that of a scorpion so that they will be tormented five months...and will seek death and desire to die but will not be able to, verses 3-6. Also, consider chapter 16:2 where "there fell a noisome and grievous sore upon men which had the mark of the beast..." the upcoming implants and cyborgery?
http://www.gizmag.com/shape-changing-implantable-transistors-grip-tissue/32081/
Shape-changing implantable transistors grip living tissue
By Lakshmi Sandhana May 15, 2014
A multinational group of scientists has developed implantable shape-changing transistors that can grip nerves, blood vessels and tissues. According to the researchers, these soft electronic devices can change shape within the body, while still maintaining their electronic properties, allowing them to be used in a variety of applications and treatments.
The result of a collaboration between scientists at the University of Tokyo, Japan and The University of Texas, Dallas, the soft transistors are being designed to change shape in ways that are more biologically compatible.
"Scientists and physicians have been trying to put electronics in the body for a while now, but one of the problems is that the stiffness of common electronics is not compatible with biological tissue," says Jonathan Reeder, the study's lead author. "You need the device to be stiff at room temperature so the surgeon can implant the device, but soft and flexible enough to wrap around 3D objects so the body can behave exactly as it would without the device."
To get the device to behave accordingly, the group integrated the electronics into softening and shape-changing polymer material and also added layers of flexible electronic foils. In their normal state outside the body, the transistors are rigid. Once implanted, they become soft when heated and can flex to grip living tissue.
"We used a new technique in our field to essentially laminate and cure the shape memory polymers on top of the transistors," said the team's Dr. Walter Voit. "In our device design, we are getting closer to the size and stiffness of precision biologic structures, but have a long way to go to match nature’s amazing complexity, function and organization.”
In tests conducted in rats, the scientists heated the implanted transistors to get them to grip a cylinder 2.25 mm (0.08 in) in diameter. The device maintained its electronic properties, the researchers reported, even after it had wrapped itself around tissue.
The group's overall goal is to engineer shape changing electronic devices whose presence within the body is less intrusive as an alternative to flexible plastic-based electronic devices that continue to hold on to their shape and stiffness. Moving forward, the researchers plan to equip these soft electronics with more sensors and shrink the device's size to enable it to flex around even smaller objects.
***
Based on spiritual principle of the Word of God, and not on any pretense of "science," I say we as a culture have lost our grip on our own humanity by using mind and consciousness altering drugs to "manage" human beings. I base this on Revelation 18:23 primarily where "sorcery" / pharmakeia is used to control "the nations," which I take to include the concept of large demographics, people groups, populations. For some years now that pagan priesthood of "shrinks" has been
stoning into entrancement more and more groups of children and at younger and younger ages. Any child in a classroom who misbehaves at all is targeted for parental agreement to "manage" him with Ritalin and Adderal. This is pure Evil, while a "good talking to" or even corporal punishment are derided as abuse. Here and now we see even toddlers, age 3 and down are now being subjected to this sorcery...and even the shrinks and handlers wring their hands...but do they repent?
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/17/us/among-experts-scrutiny-of-attention-disorder-diagnoses-in-2-and-3- year-olds.html?emc=edit_th_20140517&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Thousands of Toddlers Are Medicated for A.D.H.D., Report Finds, Raising Worries
By ALAN SCHWARZ MAY 16, 2014
(lead): ATLANTA — More than 10,000 American toddlers 2 or 3 years old are being medicated for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder outside established pediatric guidelines, according to data presented on Friday by an official at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
The report, which found that toddlers covered by Medicaid are particularly prone to be put on medication such as Ritalin and Adderall, is among the first efforts to gauge the diagnosis of A.D.H.D. in children below age 4. Doctors at the Georgia Mental Health Forum at the Carter Center in Atlanta, where the data was presented, as well as several outside experts strongly criticized the use of medication in so many children that young.
The American Academy of Pediatrics standard practice guidelines for A.D.H.D. do not even address the diagnosis in children 3 and younger — let alone the use of such stimulant medications, because their safety and effectiveness have barely been explored in that age group. “It’s absolutely shocking, and it shouldn’t be happening,” said Anita Zervigon-Hakes, a children’s mental health consultant to the Carter
Center. “People are just feeling around in the dark. We obviously don’t have our act together for little children.” ... ...
***
God grant you his visions of Salvation in Christ for you in the upcoming week...and for Eternity.
*************************
13 May
Saints,
I fear we are in so deep now that only Divine Intervention will rescue us (Rev. 11:18). We, as a planet, cannot turn back now. The die is cast: AI (Artificial Intelligence) and super exponential Knowledge is out of human control; alien "signs in the heavens" are also exploding on public consciousness; Genetic Modifications are rewriting the scripts of LIfe itself, and the whole planet is beginning to run amok with nature itself collapsing. May we find our eyes on Jesus and our only Hope and Expectation in him.
***
"You shall be as gods knowing good and evil," said the Serpent in the Garden to Adam and Eve. The problem is not the knowledge of good but the knowledge of evil. We cannot escape it until God intervenes by ending this Age.
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/05/10/the-peril-of-knowledge-everywhere/? _php=true&_type=blogs&emc=edit_th_20140511&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
The Peril of Knowledge Everywhere
By QUENTIN HARDY 10, 2014 Thanks to advances in technology, we may soon revisit a question raised four centuries ago: Are there
things we should try not to know? That’s because the collection of data is increasing, in both scale and type, at a phenomenal rate.
IBM says that 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created each day. That is a number both unimaginable and somewhat unhelpful to real understanding. It’s not just the huge scale of the information, after all, it’s the novel types of data (incidental photographs stored in the cloud, for example, or requests to
Google for driving directions) that governments, corporations, and individuals gain access to for all sorts of purposes.
Take Jetpac , a mobile app that uses some of the 60 million photos a day stored on Instagram to create visual guides to over 6,000 cities worldwide. So if you’re looking for hipsters in San Francisco, for example, its algorithms can identify by location the incidence of mustaches in snapshots, and determine (are you ready for it?) that the Mission neighborhood is a good place to try. Sounds like fun.
In addition, however, “we are able to identify gay bars in Tehran. Moscow too,” said Pete Warden, a co-founder of Jetpac. The company does not wantto do that, he added, but he does think it’s important that “we make people aware, get people talking about this.”
Mr. Warden was speaking on Friday at a data science conference in Berkeley, Calif., where many participants expressed concern about the effects all this data would have on the ability of powerful institutions to control people, from state coercion to product marketing.
“Big Brother couldn’t have imagined we’d tell him where we were, who we talk to, how we feel – and we’d pay to do it,” said Vivek Wadhwa, a tech entrepreneur and social critic. “We need an amendment in the Constitution that says you own your data.”
That is a difficult and quite possibly unworkable idea though. For one thing, if you walk by the camera at a cash machine, is that picture of you yours? Must you give permission every time someone like Mr. Warden wants to spot your mustache where you’ve publicly posted it? You’d spend all your time giving and denying permissions. And, since much of the data is in a transnational cloud, would it even matter what it said about privacy in a foundational American document?
“People call for regulation, but regulation is slow-moving, and the analysis will just go somewhere else,” said Gilman Louie, a venture capitalist at Alsop Louie Partners, and the former head of In-Q- Tel, the venture firm affiliated with the C.I.A. “Many people are happy to share their information, but they can’t control the flow of it, and any piece of information is a fractal of me.”
That is, one bit here and another there, both innocuous, may reveal something personal that is hidden perhaps even from myself.
If we want protection from the world we’re building, perhaps we’re asking that the algorithm wielders choose not to know things, despite their being true. To some, that may be a little like the 1616 order by the Catholic Church that Galileo cease from teaching or discussing the idea that the Earth moves around the sun.
Since then, we have been living in something closer to the spirit of the 18th-century Enlightenment, when all forms of knowledge were acceptable, and learning was a good in its own right. Regulation has been based on actions, not on knowledge.
Now, however, there is so much to know, and the business of knowing new patterns can be done by so many people, for so many different ends. That changes things.
For Mr. Louie, the situation may be something like a vastly more difficult version of laws against red lining, a practice by some banks to deny mortgages to minorities who wanted to move into white neighborhoods. The banks were allowed to know about the neighborhood, but they couldn’t use the knowledge to that end.
“Data companies will be told that certain correlations should not be applied to data,” he said. Since standards of behavior vary so much between one place and another, he said, “there will be a lot of interesting sociological debates among nations, states, even cities” about what you are allowed to know.
Other participants noted that we are also entering a new world where individuals can be as powerful as institutions. That phone gives Big Brother lots of data goodies, but it can also have access to its own pattern-finding algorithms, and publish those findings to the world.
“It’s not a one-way street, there are new ways to react against power structures too,” said Joe Reisinger, co-founder of Premise, a company that mines hyperlocal data, like prices in markets in India, to figure out national economic information. “What if you structured social action, or civil disobedience, into something that could be repeated at a huge scale?”
The mobile phone, he suggested, is akin to that other important relic of the 18th century, the Minuteman’s musket, leaning against the door as a guard against tyranny.
***
The Pope speaks "tongue in cheek," or is the False Prophet preparing us for the arrival of antichrist or cosmic signs "to make mens' heart fail for fear" that will accompany him? It is well known and documented by Horn and Putnam who accurately predicted the resignation of the last Pope, and by Missler and others that the Vatican is OPENLY expecting alien contact at any time, and is in constant surveillance of the heavens in their observatories in both Italy and Arizona. This Pope declares himself ready to baptize anything.
http://www.smh.com.au/world/pope-says-baptism-for-all--even-martians-20140513-zraqo.html
Pope says baptism for all - even Martians
Vatican City: Pope Francis has declared everyone has the right to be baptised, even aliens should they come knocking on the church's door.
Christians cannot "close the door" to all those who seek baptism even if they are "green men, with a long nose and big ears, like children draw," the pope said at his daily mass on Monday, according to Vatican Radio.
"If tomorrow, for example, an expedition of Martians arrives and some of them come to us ... and if one of them says: 'Me, I want to be baptised!', what would happen?" Francis said in another display of his lively sense of humour.
The Argentine pontiff known for his down-to-earth style has often used colourful and humorous expressions to make his points on the direction of the Roman Catholic Church.
On baptism Francis has stressed that it should not be refused, especially to children whose parents
may be breaking Church rules such as living together as an unmarried couple.
*** Editorial Postscript: A recent DrudgeReport note mentions Bill Clinton's distorted, fearful body
language when asked about aliens. He was apparently shaken quite visibly when asked about them. Chuck Missler has also reported that the previous Secretary of Defense for Canada has openly declared that at least four alien species are even now infiltrated onto our planet. Astronauts have also reported numerous ship sitings outside their space vessels. Who knows what the authorities of government and babylonian religion know and expect?
It's not "the little green men thing," but is likely the work of fallen angels and perhaps some surviving Nephilim who may return looking like "the greys" of alien mythology. The moons of Mars measure as hollow when we probe them with radio waves and may be abandoned ships. The Plain of Cydonia on Mars bears many scars, a sphinx and a pyramid that look to speak of an abandoned civilization or base, perhaps of a few Nephilim allowed to escape Noah's Flood by other means than the ark of Noah. All worth watching while testing everything earnestly against Scripture in the balance of its entire revelation to us. Surely, there will be "signs in the heavens that will cause men's hearts to fail them for fear at the things coming (down?) upon the earth."
**************************
8 May
Saints,
Today's announcement may have crossed some kind of barrier between human and infernal, a new revelation of Nephilim technology?
Monster Chimeras, synthetic hybrids, on the cellular level—
http://health.usnews.com/health-news/articles/2014/05/07/scientists-create-1st-living-organism-from- artificial-dna?src=usn_tw
Scientists Create 1st Living Organism From Artificial DNA
By Alan Mozes, HealthDay Reporter WEDNESDAY, May 7, 2014 (HealthDay News) -- Move over, Frankenstein! Your 21st-
century counterpart has just been announced.
In true sci-fi fashion, a team of researchers from The Scripps Research Institute (TSRI) in La Jolla, Calif., has created a brand-new bacteria based on a genetic structure found nowhere on Earth.
According to lead researcher Floyd Romesberg, the feat involved artificially
engineering a unique combination of DNA material -- a combination not found in any living creature -- and then successfully inserting it into a living cell that usually contains only natural combinations of DNA.
8 May NYTimes Quote of the Day on the same news above—
QUOTATION OF THE DAY
"The arrival of this unprecedented 'alien' life form could in time have far-reaching ethical, legal and regulatory implications."
JIM THOMAS of the ETC Group, an advocacy organization, on the creation of the first organism with a partly artificial genetic code.
This "metaphor" in the NYTimes may be way more than a metaphor but another bridge being built between the fallen spiritual realm and the material realm in which we live... manifestations of the doctrines of the Nephilim?
The attendant article— http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/08/business/researchers-report-breakthrough-in- creating-artificial-genetic-code.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20140508
Scientists Add Letters to DNA’s
Alphabet, Raising Hope and Fear
By ANDREW POLLACK MAY 7, 2014
(LEAD): Scientists reported Wednesday that they had taken a significant step toward altering the fundamental alphabet of life — creating an organism with an expanded artificial genetic code in its DNA. ... ...
***
First contact with our "alien saviors"? US Marines release photos—
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2623330/Is-Inter-Stellar- Assistance-Force-Mysterious-UFO-filmed-blitzing-Taliban-base- Afghanistan.html
What is this mysterious aircraft filmed 'blitzing Taliban base in Afghanistan'? Footage shows 'UFO' blasting terrorists' encampment
Cosmic intervention as U.S.-led ISAF plans withdrawal from the country 
Clip shot by U.S. Marines shows unknown craft bombarding Taliban 
First contact with our "alien saviors"? US Marines release photos—
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2623330/Is-Inter-Stellar- Assistance-Force-Mysterious-UFO-filmed-blitzing-Taliban-base- Afghanistan.html
What is this mysterious aircraft filmed 'blitzing Taliban base in Afghanistan'? Footage shows 'UFO' blasting terrorists' encampment
Cosmic intervention as U.S.-led ISAF plans withdrawal from the country 
Clip shot by U.S. Marines shows unknown craft bombarding Taliban camp 
It appears to be unlike any known U.S. military drone  By DAMEIN GALES PUBLISHED: 07:40 EST, 8 May 2014 | UPDATED: 08:45 EST, 8 May 2014  ***************************  4 May  Saints,  Please note my new email address for the New Testament Fellowship website and prophetic watch blog: fellowshipnewtestament@gmail.com. Also stop by the website, ntfellowship.net for blog archives and Bible expositions and teachings.  God rest you and keep you in these perilous times. Let us "look unto Jesus, the Author and the Finisher of our Faith, who for the joy set before him endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand of the Father."  **********************************************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************************************
**********************************************************
 Here's a recalling of a recent true event that we need to consider, a forward of a part of the most recent Hal Lindsey newsletter. Said Jesus, "Fear not them that can kill the body, but fear him who can cast both body and soul into hell." Let us ask God to strengthen us for the battle ahead:  "Over in Europe, the spiritual vacuum that has come to characterize the Continent has drawn into itself every wicked human attempt at fulfillment to be found on our planet. Though the established church holds legal sway in many European countries, and is often supported by tax dollars, the church actually serves the State. So those nations are officially Christian, but their most dynamic growth is among Muslims.  That's why we're seeing the explosion of "Chrislam," which is a blending of Christianity and Islam. Though the Bible teaches us to love our "neighbors" -- even Muslims -- it also warns us NOT to compromise the Bible's essential truths. In fact, to do so is blasphemy. 
That's what inspired Heidi Mund to risk humiliation and condemnation -- even her life -- to stand up for Jesus.
Last November, Ms. Mund attended an "interfaith" concert at the Memorial Church of the Reformation in Speyer, Germany. The church is a beautiful cathedral built to honor Martin Luther and the Reformation.
During the concert, a Muslim imam was introduced to give the Muslim call to prayer. As he began, Ms. Mund, who was sitting in the balcony, stood to her feet and began to cry out: "Jesus Christ alone is Lord of Germany. I break this curse!"
Someone nearby yelled to her, "This is a concert for peace!"
Ms. Mund responded, "No it's not! 'Allahu Akbar' is what Muslims scream while murdering people! Don't be fooled! Don't be fooled! This is a lie!"
As you would expect, security personnel threw Ms. Mund out of the concert. But before she went, she called out the words that Martin Luther made famous at his trial for heresy in Worms, Germany. She cried out, "Here I stand. I can do no other." Then she shouted, "Save the church of Martin Luther!"
Now, Ms. Mund is known around the world as "The brave German woman." She's become a symbol of resistance to Chrislam and compromise. She is also the target of death threats by radical Muslims. But she says she's not worried, "...the living God of the Bible can protect me for as long as He wants. When my time is over, I'll go to Him."
The Apostle Paul gave a charge to young Timothy: "Do not be ashamed of the testimony of our Lord." (2 Timothy 1:8 NASB). Let's follow the example of Heidi Mund, "the brave German woman," and loudly proclaim the truth of God's Word to the world.
If we don't, who will?" www.hallindsey.com
***
Here's a graphic essay with commentary by several experts on the future and the immediate and near immediate future. With tech moving at speeds beyond the comprehension of human culture, we are about to lose our last remnants of human individuality and free choice in favor of the Tech Beast telling us what we must do...and implanting us with coercive chips, etc. that will see to it that we
do. There may be some bloodbaths of resistance, but the Great Tribulation is at the Door and waiting only the allowance of God for it to occur.
Please stop the bus! I want to get off! I want to go up, not down or sideways, or slumping into the future. Maranatha! Is it not near to time, Lord?
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/05/02/upshot/FUTURE.html? emc=edit_th_20140503&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
A Vision of the Future From Those Likely to Invent It
By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER and CHI BIRMINGHAM
(lead):
From employment to leisure and transportation to education, tech is changing the world at a faster pace than ever before. Already, people wear computers on their faces, robots scurry through factories and battlefields and driverless cars dot the highway that cuts through Silicon Valley. Almost two-thirds of Americans think technological change will lead to a better future, while about one-third think people’s lives will be worse as a result, according to a new survey from Pew Research Center. Regardless, expect more change. In a series of interviews, which have been condensed and edited, seven people who are driving this transformation provided a glimpse into the not-too-distant future. ... ...
***
The Earth has opened up and swallowed as many as
3000+ souls. I do not know if this large a victim count by the Earth itself has occurred since the rebellion against Moses when the Earth swallowed 3000 alive, straight into Hades. In the last very short weeks, the earth slide occurred in Washington State, and just days ago we were let in by the media on the screams of women in the south as whole banks of land gave way carrying away high end cars, trees, street lamps, etc. The Age seems to be ending in every sphere as even the Earth "vomits out" or swallows down and digests its human inhabitants. Is this particular act Judgment from God, or merely the fictional "mother nature" doing her thing? Well, God knows all and his purposes for all. May those who called upon him have mercy, but there is no hope or mercy in false gods.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/03/world/asia/afghanistan-landslide-buries-hundreds-of-
homes.html?emc=edit_th_20140503&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
Hundreds of Afghans Are Killed in Landslides
By AZAM AHMED and HARIS KAKARMAY 2, 2014
KABUL, Afghanistan — Huge landslides caused by heavy rainfall buried hundreds of houses in a remote area of northeastern Afghanistan on Friday. As many as 2,500 people were said to be missing in the disaster, one of the worst to hit the war-torn country in at least a decade.
... ... ***
May God spare his people from this wickedness of Big Brother government. Once there was a Constitution...
Pre-Crime, Coming To A City Near You! via prophecynewswatch.com 2 May 14 by Debbie Smith
Predicting crime before it happens, is it possible? If the possibility exists, then how is it accomplished? “Pre-crime” and “predictive policing”, monikers for forecasting criminal behavior and future crimes, are growing techniques being used more frequently by cities, states and national law enforcement agencies.
Advanced technologies are being enlisted in the predictive policing law enforcement arena, with the purpose being “to identify people who are a risk to the state down the road based on the information we know about the individual.” Consider the following advances in the “pre-crime” arena:
A new program in the state of Louisiana, the Comprehensive Person Profile, has been assembled to compile details on all residents to identify any “individual who is going to be at risk of incarceration down the road,” or in other ways be a problem. The state envisions a time when according the Louisiana Rep. Chris Broadwater,” we can take all the information we have and create that comprehensive person profile that makes the lives of our citizens better.”
According to Broadwater, the program would allow the state to “intervene” in the lives of persons, (based on the comprehensive database), who might pose a threat to the state. The program, originally begun to combat fraudulent use of state entitlement programs, has ballooned into a system designed to mine the data of every Louisiana citizen and share the data throughout
every state agency. Surprisingly, Twitter posts, may be used to predict crimes before they are committed. A study conducted by the University of Virginia, funded by the US Army, and reported in the scientific journal Decision Support Systems revealed that the analysis of geo-tagged tweets can be useful in predicting 19 to 25 kinds of crimes, especially for offences such as stalking, thefts and certain kinds of assault. Although people rarely tweet about crimes directly, tweets about routine activities and environments may supply information directly linked to future crimes, according to lead researcher Matthew Gerber of the University's Predictive Technology Lab.
For the study, Gerber and his associates analyzed tweets from the City of Chicago that were tagged to certain neighborhoods and the city’s crime database.
Based on the information obtained, the researchers were able to predict areas where crimes might be committed.
“This approach allows the analyst to visualize and identify areas with historically high crime rates.” states Gerber. According to researchers, Twitter is fairly easy to use because tweets are publically available and often tagged with the location. Additionally, researchers do not need to go to the area of the crime. Algorithms are sent to a computer which learns the pattern and predicts the crimes.
"Future crimes often occur in the vicinity of past crimes; making hot-spot maps a valuable crime prediction tool." Direct observation is also taking on a predictive” pre-crime” approach. Surveillance cameras installed in places like train stations or public buildings scan passersby to see if they are” acting suspiciously.”
Using a range of built-in parameters of what is ‘normal’ the cameras then send a text message to a human guard to issue an alert - or call them, if a person displays suspicious behavior.
Manufacturer, BRS Labs, said it has installed the cameras at tourist attractions, government buildings and military bases in the U.S and locations outside the US.
BRS Labs says that the cameras have ‘the capability to learn from what they observe’, by building up a database of suspicious behaviors thus having a “memory” of conduct considered dubious.
Each camera has a series of virtual ‘trip wires’ and if activated they send an alert out to a human supervisor.
The relevant clip of footage is then sent over the Internet to human employees, along with a text message informing them of more details.
DNA profiling and biometric testing are also being used to predict likelihood of criminal behavior.
Governments such as the UK, United Arab Emirates, and yes, the US have passed legislation to legalize the acquisition of DNA samples from those arrested for crimes and in the case of the UAE, from all their citizens.
Perhaps the most comprehensive of these “pre-crime” programs is FAST, Future Attribute Screening Technology, developed by the US Department of Homeland Security, monitors “psychological and physiological” indicators to predict “Mal-Intent”. The program boasts an 80% rate of detection.
Heart rate, blink rate, body and eye movements, body heat changes, breathing patterns, as well as
voice modulation changes and inotations, are all used to create statistical algorithms to indicate criminal activity.
Based on response to these indicators, a person can be deported, arrested, and imprisoned. And possibly the strangest “pre-crime” detector:
Reportedly, U.S. Department of Homeland Security has released harmless bacteria into subway systems to act as biological weapons detectors.
Is “predictive policing” another step toward a totalitarian, police state? We will watch and see.
***
Supreme Court Sets Precedent For President and Military to Arrest And Detain Americans Indefinitely
(lead): A decision from the U.S. Supreme Court means the federal government now has an open door to “detain as a threat to national security anyone viewed as a troublemaker,” critics of the high court’s ruling said. Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/ May01/012.html#K4vKiaUvmtT38hCz.99
************************
29 April
For more, visit ntfellowship.net. Please note my new email address for the present and respond there: tlsdesignllc@gmail.com. I will also set up a new ministry address soon. Ongoing problems with my present email system in-house force me now to cloud-based email. Thanks.
Saints,
David Brooks postulates on "Grand Strategy" observations and the imminent and proceeding collapse of Western Civilization and of "The American Century." Speaking to the Secular, his analysis is profound, but he neglects to account for Divine Revelation which shows us the moving and aligning and alienation of nations and peoples as that which leads up to the End of the Age and the coming in of Messiah's Kingdom after the final battle and blood rivers of Armageddon. O, LORD God, remind your people to watch and wait upon you.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/29/opinion/when-wolves-attack.html? emc=edit_th_20140429&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
The Opinion Pages | OP-ED COLUMNIST
      
Saving the System
April 28, 2014 (lead):
************************
27 April
Saints,
All around, the fabric of peace and order is fraying. The leaders of Russia and Ukraine escalate their apocalyptic rhetoric. The Sunni-Shiite split worsens as Syria and Iraq slide into chaos. China pushes its weight around in the Pacific. ... ...
I am a "young-Earth creationist." I believe the Earth is only about 6000 years old and that man was created soon after. For most secular "scientists" these days, that makes me a neanderthal! I don't buy the 30,000 years ago stuff, nor the 14 billion (or whatever the current figure is) for the Big Bang Theory...and all their assertions remain mere theories though constantly stated as absolute truths.
But, we are on the cusp of creating monstrosities (probably have already crossed it) with the Nephilim (antediluvian--pre-flood human/angel hybrid) technology by which spiritual enemies are again building a beachhead into our material realm. It is likely we will begin to see clones that are part human, part ancient human, part animal, and even with cyborg consciousnesses and hardware thrown into the mix. Thus, this essay in the NYTimes becomes of interest to the Christian watching the time and the seasons—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/25/opinion/neanderthals-are-people-too.html? emc=edit_th_20140425&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
Neanderthals Are People, Too By SVANTE PAABOAPRIL 24, 2014
***
Vermont's Heroin Crisis and Epidemic— So much for "higher learning."
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Government/2014/04/24/Burlingtons-Fletcher-Free- Library-locking-bathrooms-after-needles-clog-drains
LIBRARY LOCKING BATHROOMS AFTER USED NEEDLES CLOG DRAINS
from UPI 24 Apr 2014
Burlington's Fletcher Free Library is putting its restrooms on lockdown after having problems with hypodermic needles and other drug paraphernalia clogging the drains. ... ...
***
"...and by thy sorceries (mental drugs, pharmakeia) were all nations (great multitudes) deceived." Revelation 18:23 Don't go down to "sorcery"! Live free of mental meds; resist the dehumanizing, entrancing "mental health care" of the Beast. Find a better way; believe and practice the Word of God and the ministry and Comfort of the Holy Spirit.
http://www.upi.com/Health_News/2014/04/25/75-percent-of-schoolchildren-take-prescription-psych- meds/9691398436127/?spt=su
7.5 percent of schoolchildren take prescription psych meds
“Over the past two decades, the use of medication to treat mental health problems has increased substantially among all school-aged children and in most subgroups of children,” report authors explained.
By Brooks Hays | April 25, 2014 at 11:12 AM
WASHINGTON, April 25 (UPI) -- According to a new health study, some 7.5 percent of children ages 6 to 17 are being prescribed psych meds for emotional or behavioral problems. The study is based on information collected as a part of the National Health Interview Survey, designed and carried out by the CDC's National Center for Health Statistics.
Informed by interviews conducted in 2011 and 2012 with the parents of more than 17,000 children, the new look at America's medicated youth indicates the drugs are apparently working.
"We can't advise parents on what they should do, but I think it's positive that over half of parents reported that medications helped 'a lot,'" said report author LaJeana Howie, a statistical research scientist at NCHS.
Although the study was not able ascertain info on specific diagnoses, it's estimated that a large majority of these prescriptions are meant to treat ADHD symptoms. The study may lend credence to critics who say America's children are over-diagnosed with ADHD -- and subsequently over-prescribed and over-medicated.
While the American Psychiatric Association suggests that just 5 percent of U.S. kids have ADHD, CDC studies shown that more than 11 percent of American schoolchildren are now diagnosed with the behavioral condition.
“Over the past two decades, the use of medication to treat mental health problems has increased substantially among all school-aged children and in most subgroups of children,” report authors explained.
The study also found that children from poorer families were more likely to be medicated than more well-to-do children, and that boys are more frequently prescribed psych meds than girls.
************************
24 April
Saints,
"The Future is Now." Since the Fall, the Knowledge of Good has always been available only with the Knowledge of Evil accompanying it. In this day of racing, exploding tech, what next?
***
We are being dehumanized by relationships we have with bots who we think are our fellow human beings. The fingers of the Beast continue to infiltrate in amazing ways. All around us, not just with phone bots, we may think we are in contact with other humans, we may think we are following trends and moving with a popular tide when, in fact, we may be only being maneuvered by bots.
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/20/friends-and-influence-for-sale-online/? _php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
Friends, and Influence, for Sale Online
By NICK BILTON APRIL 20, 2014, 11:00 AM (lead):
Whoever said, “Money can’t buy you friends,” clearly hasn’t been on the Internet recently.
This past week, I bought 4,000 new followers on Twitter for the price of a cup of coffee. I picked up 4,000 friends on Facebook for the same $5 and, for a few dollars more, had half of them like a photo I shared on the site.
If I had been willing to shell out $3,700, I could have made one million — yes, a million — new friends on Instagram. For an extra $40, 10,000 of them would have liked one of my sunset photos.
Retweets. Likes. Favorites. Comments. Upvotes. Page views. You name it; they’re for sale on websites like Swenzy, Fiverr and countless others.
Many of my new friends live outside the United States, mostly in India, Bangladesh, Romania and Russia — and they are not exactly human. They are bots, or lines of code. But they were built to behave like people on social media sites.
Bots have been around for years and they used to be easy to spot. They had random photos for avatars (often of a sultry woman), used computer-generated names (like Jen934107), and shared utter drivel (mostly links to pornography sites).
But today’s bots, to better camouflage their identity, have real-sounding names. They keep human hours, stopping activity during the middle of the night and picking up again in the morning. They share photos, laugh out loud — LOL! — and even engage in conversations with each other. And there are millions of them.
These imaginary citizens of the Internet have surprising power, making celebrities, wannabe celebrities and companies seem more popular than they really are, swaying public opinion about culture and products and, in some instances, influencing political agendas. ... ...
***
http://www.gizmag.com/human-enhancement-issues/31743/?utm_source=Gizmag +Subscribers&utm_campaign=c5f3f6bb3f- UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c5f3f6bb3f-89976034
Will superhuman powers give us superhuman problems?
By Stu Robarts
April 22, 2014
(lead):
Any mention of cyborgs or superpowers evokes fantastical images from the realms of science fiction and comic books. Our visions of humans with enhanced capabilities are borne of our imaginations and the stories we tell. In reality, though, enhanced humans already exist ... and they don't look like Marvel characters. As different human enhancement technologies advance at different rates, they bleed into society gradually and without fanfare. What's more, they will increasingly necessitate discussion about areas that are often overlooked – what are the logistics and ethics of being superhuman? ... ...
***
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/24/technology/personaltech/app-controlled-hearing-aid-improves-even- normal-hearing.html?emc=edit_th_20140424&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
Conjuring Images of a Bionic Future
APRIL 23, 2014 Farhad Manjoo (lead excerpt):
Dick Loizeaux recently found himself meandering through a noisy New York nightclub. This was unusual; Mr. Loizeaux, a 65- year-old former pastor, began suffering hearing loss nearly a decade ago, and nightclubs are not really his scene. “They’re the absolute worst place to hear anybody talk,” he said.
But this time was different. Mr. Loizeaux had gone to the club to test out the GN Resound Linx, one of two new models of advanced hearing aids that can be adjusted precisely through software built into Apple’s iPhone. When he entered the club, Mr. Loizeaux tapped on his phone to switch his hearing aids into “restaurant mode.” The setting amplified the sound coming from the hearing aids’ forward-facing microphones, reducing background noise. To play down the music, he turned down the hearing aids’ bass level and bumped up the treble. Then, as he began chatting with a person standing to his left, Mr. Loizeaux
************************
tapped his phone to favor the microphone in his left hearing aid, and to turn down the one in his right ear.
The results were striking. “After a few adjustments, I was having a comfortable conversation in a nightclub,” Mr. Loizeaux told me during a recent phone interview — a phone call he would have had difficulty making with his older hearing aids. “My wife was standing next to me in the club and she was having trouble having the same conversation, and she has perfect hearing.”
It’s only a slight exaggeration to say that the latest crop of advanced hearing aids are better than the ears most of us were born with. The devices can stream phone calls and music directly to your ears from your phone. They can tailor their acoustic systems to your location; when the phone detects that you have entered your favorite sports bar, it adjusts the hearing aids to that environment.
The hearing aids even let you transform your phone into an extra set of ears. If you’re chatting with your co-worker across a long table, set the phone in front of her, and her words will stream directly to your ears.
When I recently tried out the Linx and the Halo, another set of iPhone-connected hearing aids made by the American hearing aid company Starkey, I was floored. Wearing these hearing aids was like giving my ears a software upgrade. For the first time, I had fine-grain control over my acoustic environment, the sort of bionic capability I never realized I had craved. I’m 35 and I have normal hearing. But if I could, I’d wear these hearing aids all the time.
IPhone-connected hearing aids are just the beginning. Today most people who wear hearing aids, eyeglasses, prosthetic limbs and other accessibility devices do so to correct a disability. But new hearing aids point to the bionic future of disability devices. ......
20 April
THANKS BE TO GOD FOR THE RESURRECTION AND THE POWER OF THE RESURRECTION! HAPPY PASCHA!
THE PASSOVER OF THE LAMB OF GOD! HAPPY RESURRECTION DAY!
Saints,
What it comes down to— (via Berean Call):
Although my memory's fading, I remember two things very clearly: I am a great sinner and Christ is a great Savior.
--John Newton (former slaver, pastor, composer of Amazing Grace)
***
"Neither is there salvation in any other, for there is none other name under heaven given among men whereby we must be saved." Peter in Acts 4:12 "I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life. No man cometh unto the Father but by me." Jesus in John 14:6.
As we, ranks thinning, with a reported 56% of "evangelicals" seeing Christ as only one way to Heaven, the powers of the Tech Beast rise daily all around us, pervading probably far more than we can even fathom. Thank God that "GREATER IS HE THAT IS IN US THAN HE THAT IS IN THE WORLD."
We now see the world system coming to its maximum. Our Adversary is bringing his system of control into the physical world, not just by the spiritual evil, but by bringing in this imitation of God's Omnipresence, Omnipotence, and Omniscience. Big Brother is everywhere and is watching. Human morality, conscience, conscientiousness, sin and righteousness are being replaced by a new "silicon based life form" as sci-fi writers might term it which will exact a "perfect righteousness" of absolute control over everything we do and think and will correct or punish us or eliminate us according to formulas, algorithms and endless cyber clouds of memory storage, profiling, and machine driven actions. Behold, the Technology of the Great Tribulation.
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/19/how-urban-anonymity-disappears-when-all-data-is-tracked/? emc=edit_th_20140420&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
How Urban Anonymity Disappears When All Data
is Tracked
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http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/19/how-urban-anonymity-disappears-when-all-data-is-tracked/? emc=edit_th_20140420&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
How Urban Anonymity Disappears When All Data is Tracked
By QUENTIN HARDY APRIL 19, 2014, 7:00 AM
************************
16 April
Google-Glass not enough? Now, cameras will be implanted and virtually invisible to an observer, IN the eye of the user. What follows is all the good reasons why it will help the blind, the diabetic, etc., but one serious bottom line is that any wearer can be a borg unit for "the great AI in the sky."
People are already upset and paranoid about Google-Glass, but now, who knows through who's eyes your real time life is being stored in the unimaginably vast memories of the Internet/Cloud/Beast?
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2604543/Glass-without-glasses-Google-patents-smart- contact-lens-CAMERA-built-in.html
Glass without the glasses: Google patents smart contact lens
system with a CAMERA built in
Lens has camera built in 
Could be developed to help the blind see and give them guidance 
Could also give wearer 'supervision' with ability to zoom 
Could shrink Glass to fit on a pair on lenses 
Firm already developing lenses with screen and medical sensors built in 
Project developed in secretive Google X lab  ***  OK, if that's not enough, here's a piece on one our first real cyborg humans. It is somewhat sad to me to see it actually beginning to happen. Of course, as usual, it is "for a good cause" in the beginning manifestations, and I surely don't begrudge this fellow for getting back his hearing by seeing colors, etc.... (Tnanks, bro. David for the link on this one.)  http://www.cnet.com/news/cyborg-interview-hear-colors-with-antenna-in-your-skull/? tag=nl.e703&s_cid=e703&ttag=e703&ftag=CAD090e536  Antenna implanted in cyborg's skull gets Wi-Fi, color  as sound  Artist and cyborg advocate Neil Harbisson has an "eyeborg," a device implanted in his skull that lets him hear colors. Friends can even use an app to beam images to his brain. Crave's Michael Franco talks with him about cyborg advocacy, turning music into clothing, and life with a new sense you can never shut off. ... ...  ***  NYTimes' insightful Maureen Dowd on the rapidly unfolding DRONE situation. Worth a read to avoid future shock— 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/16/opinion/game-of-drones.html? emc=edit_th_20140416&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
The Opinion Pages OP-ED COLUMNIST Game of Drones
APRIL 15, 2014
(excerpt): Even before one falls from the sky and kills somebody or crashes into a building, the tech drones will mean, as Gleick says, “we’re living in a dystopian novel, with a continuous eye in the sky on everything that happens down below.”
***
The situation in Israel hardens as peace talks fail again. Israel strong, inviting the war of Ezekiel?—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/16/opinion/not-the-same-old-same- old.html?emc=edit_th_20140416&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
The Opinion Pages OP-ED COLUMNIST Not the Same Old, Same Old
APRIL 15, 2014
************************
14 April
Saints,
A couple of blog posts back, I speculated that the "rumors of war" prophetic passage could have to do with lots of little wars due to climate change shortages and weather forced migrations, etc. Here's more
along the same line from an Accuweather reporter— http://www.accuweather.com/en/weather-news/study-climate-change-will-caus/25310658
Study Claims Climate Change Will Raise Serious Crime Rates
By Mark Leberfinger, AccuWeather.com Staff Writer April 09, 2014; 12:28 PM
There will be more violent crimes through the end of the 21st century as a result of climate change, according to a new study. The study, published in the "Journal of Environmental Economics and Management," showed that climate change will cause an additional 22,000 murders, 180,000 cases of rape, 1.2 million aggravated assaults, 2.3 million simple assaults, 260,000 robberies, 1.3 million burglaries, 2.2 million cases of larceny and 580,000 cases of vehicle theft in the United States between 2010 and 2099.
There are two main theories about why higher temperatures lead to more crime, study author Matthew Ranson said. "The first is that when temperatures are warmer, there are more opportunities to commit crime. People leave their windows open, more potential victims are out on the streets and people are more likely to get together and interact," Ranson said. "The second theory is that temperature has a direct effect on human aggression. For example, in laboratory studies, subjects make more aggressive choices when they are in a hot room instead of a comfortable room."
Ranson analyzed 30 years of monthly crime and weather data for 2,997 U.S. counties. The crime data was taken from the Federal Bureau of Investigation's Uniform Crime Reports, which includes monthly information on crimes in the jurisdictions of various police departments. ... ...
***
Two feel-good (sort of) stories (We need some of those once in a while)—
"What is man that thou are mindful of him or the son of man that thou visitest him; Thou hast made him a little lower than the angels; thou hast crowned him with glory and honor..."
Man has discovered GRAPHENE, and it promises breakthroughs in the world's of technology and knowledge that are astounding, and a reminder that without God, every advance we make in the knowledge of Good is also met with the Knowledge of Evil. This amazing stuff is only on atom thick, but is much stronger than steel, as flexible as rubber, conductive of heat and cold and electricity; transistors can be made of it, and it can be used in such small sizes as to provide internet and computer connectivity into even the most tiny places, single cells in our own bodies and brains. It will work as well in wet environments as in dry, and as it becomes commercially viable, it can be made dirt cheap. Brave New World indeed! What next?
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/13/bend-it-charge-it-dunk-it-graphene-the- material-of-tomorrow/? _php=true&_type=blogs&emc=edit_th_20140414&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757 &_r=0
Bend It, Charge It, Dunk It: Graphene, the Material of Tomorrow
By NICK BILTON APRIL 13, 2014, 11:00 AM
(lead excerpt):
...Graphene is the strongest, thinnest material known to exist. A form of carbon, it can conduct electricity and heat better than anything else. And get ready for this: It is not only the hardest material in the world, but also one of the most pliable.
Only a single atom thick, it has been called the wonder material.
Graphene could change the electronics industry, ushering in flexible devices, supercharged quantum computers, electronic clothing and computers that can interface with the cells in your body. ... ...
***
Also, from the NYTimes—Ordinary humans in grievous situations behaving in a godly manner. Man is "utterly depraved" as far as any ability to save himself, and yet good does pop up in humans, and we seem to have a racial memory, that is, of our whole species, of what "good" is. Paul says that we can see the testimony of God and his goodness in all Creation even when we do not yet know him. How much moreso when we do?
A street toughened NY city cop and her man rescue a child from a bloodbath murder, and then when she is 31 even adopt her as their daughter. Good story.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/13/nyregion/30-years-after-the-palm-sunday-massacre-christina-rivera-and- joanne-jaffe-tell-their-story.html?emc=edit_na_20140413
The Toddler Who Survived, and the Cop Who
Became Her Mom April 13, 2014 7:59 AM EDT
************************
9 April
Saints,
The world and its denizens and citizens will go down shrieking into hell. Thanks be to God, we have been given the Way of escape, the Lord Jesus Christ Himself! Paul tells us to "live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world; looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ..." Jesus himself warns, "...take heed to yourselves, lest at any time your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting (satiety, excess), and drunkenness, and cares of this life, and so that day come upon you unawares. For as a snare shall it come upon all them that dwell upon the earth..." And Peter concludes: "Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour: Whom resist steadfast..."
May the Lord's strength to stand be with you this day and every day, brother Tim
***
With "the internet of things" and "blue tooth connectivity" beginning to take over our lives, every little nearby flow of electrons becomes a potential spy on our private and business lives. Time for the tinfoil lined hats? Maybe. But we need to be aware that Big Brother and all of his for-profit shirttail cousins are learning to listen in on us and watch us through every atom and molecule, every microcircuit and digit.
Such Technology may be "the bridge between worlds" whereby the Enemy of our Souls makes good his final "alien invasion" and sets up his imitative version of Omnipresence, Omniscience, and Omnipotence. Thank God that we walk with the One who operates by Spirit and not my algorithms and glorified sand (silicon). God help us to walk in the Holy Spirit (and please and thank you, O Lord, to keep the leash on the Beast until you pull us up out of this mess, 2 Thessalonians 2:6-8).
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/08/technology/the-spy-in-the-soda-machine.html? emc=edit_th_20140408&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
TECHNOLOGY
Hackers Lurking in Vents and Soda Machines
By NICOLE PERLROTH APRIL 7, 2014 (Lead):
SAN FRANCISCO — They came in through the Chinese takeout menu.
Unable to breach the computer network at a big oil company, hackers infected with malware the online menu of a Chinese restaurant that was popular with employees. When the workers browsed the menu, they inadvertently downloaded code that gave
the attackers a foothold in the business’s vast computer network.
Security experts summoned to fix the problem were not allowed to disclose the details of the breach, but the lesson from the incident was clear: Companies scrambling to seal up their systems from hackers and government snoops are having to look in the unlikeliest of places for vulnerabilities.
Hackers in the recent Target payment card breach gained access to the retailer’s records through its heating and cooling system. In other cases, hackers have used printers, thermostats and videoconferencing equipment. ... ....
***
http://www.sfgate.com/news/strange-weird/article/NASA-photo-captures- strange-bright-light-coming-5382677.php#photo-6131486
NASA photo captures strange bright light coming out of Mars
By Carol Christian, Houston Chronicle
Updated 12:52 pm, Tuesday, April 8, 2014 "...signs in the heavens...?" (Nephilim outpost still on Mars?)
***
Former NATO General Secretary waxes apocalyptic about the international hazards of proposed Scottish independence in this hour of international distress and terror— (bolding added)
http://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/top-stories/scottish-independence- cataclysmic-robertson-1-3368814
Scottish independence ‘cataclysmic’ - Robertson
by Scot McNab (lead): Former Nato general secretary Lord Robertson has come under fire after claiming
Scottish independence would be welcomed by global “forces of darkness” and jeopardise Western security.
The Labour peer warned a Yes vote would have “cataclysmic” geopolitical consequences in a speech to the Brookings Institution in the US.
Deputy First Minister Nicola Sturgeon said she was shocked by the language used by the peer, adding it does a “real disservice” to the referendum debate.
She said: “I think many people, whether they’re Yes or No, will find these comments insulting and offensive.” (ed. comment, "blah, blah, blah")
Lord Robertson was a UK defence secretary in Tony Blair’s government and called on other states around the world, including Britain’s allies, to make their views public on the issue.
He said: “The loudest cheers for the break-up of Britain would be from our adversaries and from our enemies.
“For the second military power in the West to shatter this year would be cataclysmic in geo-political terms.
“If the United Kingdom was to face a split at this of all times and find itself embroiled for several years in a torrid, complex, difficult and debilitating divorce, it would rob the West of a serious partner just when solidity and cool nerves are going to be vital.
“Nobody should underestimate the effect all of that would have on existing global balances and the forces of darkness would simply love it.”... ...
***
Global Warming Warning Efforts backfiring? "Hear no evil; See no evil"? The populace can't stand it...and actually prefer to believe that climate change is "an act of God." Here's what we do know: "In the time of end, there shall be wars and rumors of war, pestilences, and plagues, earthquakes in diverse places, waves of the sea roaring...and fearful signs in the heavens such that men's hearts shall fail them for fear at the things coming upon the Earth..."
THE OPINION PAGES OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS Global Warming Scare Tactics
By TED NORDHAUS and MICHAEL SHELLENBERGER APRIL 8, 2014 http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/09/opinion/global-warming-scare-tactics.html? emc=edit_th_20140409&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
(Lead): OAKLAND, Calif. — IF you were looking for ways to increase public skepticism about global warming , you could hardly do better than the forthcoming nine-part series on climate change and natural disasters, starting this Sunday on Showtime. A trailer for "Years of Living Dangerously" is terrifying, replete with images of melting glaciers, raging wildfires and rampaging floods. “I don’t think scary is the right word,” intones one voice. “Dangerous, definitely.”
Showtime’s producers undoubtedly have the best of intentions. There are serious long-term risks associated with rising greenhouse gas emissions, ranging from ocean acidification to sea-level rise to decreasing agricultural output.
But there is every reason to believe that efforts to raise public concern about climate change by linking it to natural disasters will backfire. More than a decade’s worth of research suggests that fear-based appeals about climate change inspire denial, fatalism and polarization.
For instance, Al Gore’s 2006 documentary, "An Inconvenient Truth" popularized the idea that today’s natural disasters are increasing in severity and frequency because of human-caused global warming. It also contributed to public backlash and division. Since 2006, the number of Americans telling Gallup that the media was exaggerating global warming grew to 42 percent today from about 34 percent. Meanwhile, the gap between Democrats and Republicans on whether global warming is caused by humans rose to 42 percent last year from 26 percent in 2006, according to the Pew
Research Center. ... ...
*******************************
8 April
Saints,
I am not much of a media-personality follower, but this man David Brooks, who writes editorials often for the NYTimes and also appears on PBS News Commentaries frequently has good and righteous things to say. I think he has occasionally identified himself as a Christian, an Anglican perhaps; my recollection has slipped.
He has written a fine meditation today, "What Suffering Does," and I will simply here supply the URL link if you would like to read it. We know that we are not saved by suffering and those deluded souls who make journeys on their knees, or on broken glass up steep stairs to bow at a stone icon at the final top are accomplishing nothing but what St. Paul called "will worship" and think to approach God by the power of the flesh.
Yet suffering comes to the saints and to many others besides. It is most often a part of life. Yes, it is to be avoided when it can honestly be avoided, but we are not to alter our reality to avoid it; we are to see if for what it is when it comes. Mr. Brooks has some good insights as to how uninvited suffering tempers us, sets us apart (sanctifies us), and introduces us to wisdoms we may well not wish to have but, apparently, need to have.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/08/opinion/brooks-what-suffering-does.html? emc=edit_th_20140408&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
THE OPINION PAGES OP-ED COLUMNIST What Suffering Does
APRIL 7, 2014
***
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/07/opinion/neither-female-nor-male.html? emc=edit_th_20140407&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
Neither Female Nor Male APRIL 6, 2014
Commentary—
This piece explores a new legal trend to allow persons to be identified as neither male nor female exclusively. It is truly sad, along with all other human maladies that some human beings must suffer physically mixed or unclear genders from birth, and this due to the apparent vagaries of original sin upon us all, but this tiny percentage should not become a cause celebre. These few should, as in the past, be assisted with as much mercy as possible to the situation to have their gender most carefully evaluated and then reinforced. We are not free, as humankind, to reject biological gender assignment by our Creator. He has made this a signature of his and of our Creation as human beings in his overall Creation and Purpose: "He made them male and female..."
To dishonor this is to dishonor Him and his Authority and to subscribe instead to Satan's rebellion, him "who shall think to change times and laws" through the spirit of antichrist that so pervades our world.
***********************
6 April
Saints,
From every side, on every hand come shouts of the End of the Age and the nearness of the Lord's return for his people. Let us give thanks and prepare ourselves continually "lest any root of bitterness springing up, defile many," lest we grow cold and commit the apostasy of which Peter forespoke: "...there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts, And saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of creation." (2 Peter 3:3-4)
There is a great dullness of mass deception, "a strong delusion that they should believe a lie" lowering its drowsy strength down not only over the unbelievers, but also over multiplied millions of churchgoers who slumber along, pleasing the flesh, and losing all hunger for righteousness and truth, and all hunger and thirst to obey God, preferring instead to allow and negotiate and sanctify every whim of the Flesh and to do and be as little as possible instead of as much as possible.
Let us throw cold water on our faces and call upon the Lord to keep us awake and aware. Too many cry "legalism!" for anything they do not want to do, or which does not please their Flesh, but let the soldiers of the Lord set their faces like flint and go on toward him, "Looking unto Jesus, the Author and the Finisher or our Faith, Who for the joy set before him, endured the cross, despising the shame...and is set down at the
right hand of the Father..."
***
Roundup of a few stories of the End of the Age over this week—
Technologies are lining up like enthusiastic wannabes for American Idol to see who will get the final nod to become the Mark of the Beast—
(I don't think it will take until 2040!)
http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/04/01/a-revolution-in-money/? _php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
Futurists predict a revolution in the tenets of finance in the coming decades, similar to the changes that have been sweeping the information and telecommunications industries.
A Revolution in Money By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN APRIL 1, 2014, 6:05 PM
(lead):
Imagine it’s 2040.
You go to the grocery store, and when you look for the checkout counter there is none. There’s no place to pay for your groceries because you already did.
When you walked into the store, a sensor identified you, perhaps from a ring or watch you were wearing that transmitted the information. Or perhaps you didn’t need to wear anything special. Maybe a device in the store figured out who you were using a combination of facial recognition, 3-D body shape identification and your gait. ... ...
***
NYTIMES Quotation of the Day for 2 April, 2014
QUOTATION OF THE DAY
"Armageddon has not arrived. Instead, this law is helping millions of Americans, and in the coming years it will help millions more."
PRESIDENT OBAMA, announcing that the government had met its goal by enrolling more than seven million people in health insurance plans under the Affordable Care Act.
***
Said Paul to Timothy: "In the last days...men shall be incontinent (insane)—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/02/us/police-shootings-of-mentally-ill- suspects-are-on-the-upswing.html? emc=edit_th_20140402&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
Police Confront Rising Number of Mentally Ill Suspects
By FERNANDA SANTOS and ERICA GOODE APRIL 1, 2014 (lead):
ALBUQUERQUE — James Boyd, a homeless man camping in the Sandia Foothills here, could hear the commands of the police officers who were trying to move him out.
The problem was that Mr. Boyd, 38, had a history of mental illness, and so was living in a different reality, one in which he was a federal agent and not someone to be bossed around.
“Don’t attempt to give me, the Department of Defense, another directive,” he told the officers. A short while later, the police shot and killed him, saying he had pulled out two knives and threatened their lives.
The March 16 shooting, captured in a video taken with an officer’s helmet camera and released by the Albuquerque Police Department, has stirred protests and some violence in Albuquerque and prompted the FBI to begin an inquiry into the death. But it has also focused attention on the growing number of people with severe mental disorders who, in the absence of adequate mental health services, are coming in contact with the criminal justice system, sometimes with deadly consequences. ... ...
The March 16 shooting, captured in a video taken with an
officer’s helmet camera and released by the Albuquerque Police Department, has stirred protests and some violence in Albuquerque and prompted the FBI to begin an inquiry into the death. But it has also focused attention on the growing number of people with severe mental disorders who, in the absence of adequate mental health services, are coming in contact with the criminal justice system, sometimes with deadly consequences. ... ...
***
More on yesterday's blog story on "rumors of war" via climate change, a NYT editorial titled, interestingly enough—
The Aliens Have Landed APRIL 1, 2014
by Mark Bittman
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/02/opinion/bittman-the-aliens-have- landed.html? emc=edit_th_20140402&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
***
...and to follow up with the thought of real aliens arriving, the very interesting speculations of Tom Horn and Chris Putnam following their book, ExoVaticanus—
The great delusion sponsored by the Antichrist who shall "think to change times and laws", says Daniel—
forwarded from prophecynewswatch.com. Bolding added by me.
Vatican Astronomers - Prepare For 'Brother Extraterrestrial'
Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/ April01/012.html#8CCqSKkVfqBLMgUb.99
Vatican astronomers have reportedly been working towards locating extraterrestrial life. Earlier in March, the Vatican Observatory cosponsored a major conference on extraterrestrial life that brought together 200 of the leading astrobiologists in the world.
One of the organizers stated that one of the goals of the conference was to figure out “how we can find life among the stars within the next two decades.” Some high profile Vatican astronomers seem quite
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Vatican astronomers have reportedly been working towards locating extraterrestrial life. Earlier in March, the Vatican Observatory cosponsored a major conference on extraterrestrial life that brought together 200 of the leading astrobiologists in the world.
One of the organizers stated that one of the goals of the conference was to figure out “how we can find life among the stars within the next two decades.” Some high profile Vatican astronomers seem quite confident that “something” is out there.
The question that comes to mind is why this level of interest from the Vatican: Is there something they know that the general public isn’t aware of? Why are they taking a lead role in areas that are not within the traditional Catholic scope or domain?
José Gabriel Funes, an Argentine Jesuit priest and astronomer, and the current director of the Vatican Observatory says there is no conflict between believing in God and in the possibility of extraterrestrial civilizations perhaps more evolved than humans: “Just as there is a multiplicity of creatures on earth, there can be other beings, even intelligent, created by God. This is not in contrast with our faith because we can’t put limits on God’s creative freedom.
Why can’t we speak of a ‘brother extraterrestrial’? It would still be part of creation... There could be other beings “who remained in full friendship with their creator.” Another prominent Vatican astronomer, Guy Consolmagno, has publicly suggested that aliens could actually be the “saviors of humankind”.
Truth Wins recently reported the NASA viewpoint of Vatican interest from their website description: Motivated by the rapidly increasing number of known Earth-sized planets, the increasing range of extreme conditions in which life on Earth can persist, and the progress toward a technology that will ultimately enable the search for life on exoplanets, the Vatican Observatory and the Steward Observatory announce a major conference entitled The Search for Life Beyond the Solar System: Exoplanets, Biosignatures & Instruments.
The goal of the conference is to bring together the interdisciplinary community required to address this multi-faceted challenge: experts on exoplanet observations, early and extreme life on Earth, atmospheric Biosignatures and planet-finding telescopes.
Truth Wins also reports researcher Tom Horn saying that “ What they (the Vatican astronomers) are saying now is that they [aliens] are coming here and they’re going to baptize us into their faith and it is going to require us to make changes to our knowledge, to our understanding, of the Gospel. In fact, some of their deepest theologians have said, “Perhaps everything we think we know about the Gospel is going to have to be thrown out.”
on exoplanet observations, early and extreme life on Earth,
atmospheric Biosignatures and planet-finding telescopes.
Truth Wins also reports researcher Tom Horn saying that “ What they (the Vatican astronomers) are saying now is that they [aliens] are coming here and they’re going to baptize us into their faith and it is going to require us to make changes to our knowledge, to our understanding, of the Gospel. In fact, some of their deepest theologians have said, “Perhaps everything we think we know about the Gospel is going to have to be thrown out.”
Which is quite an alarming statement, given the Biblical warnings given by the Apostle Paul to the Galatians: “But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed. As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be accursed (Galatians 1:8,9).
Tom Horn further asks: “Could it be that the world is far hungrier than I thought to usher in the Man of Sin? The ultimate “fixer” of our nations? And furthermore, would it ever truly be in God’s will for the human race to transcend to some higher level where we no longer need His direct intervention through personal relationship and prayer, but the intervention of another superior being? These alien contact agendas would not surprise me if coming only from the scientific community, but from a body of people whose primary focus and claim is to be God-fearing?”
Tom also quotes the works of select individuals within the Roman Catholic church who perpetuate the idea that our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, is a descendant of alien life and that Mary’s virgin birth was a direct result of an alien abduction scenario. Perhaps a suggestion that Jesus Christ was a descendant of the Nephilim; however irrespective of the intended suggestion or conclusion, these ideas are clearly blasphemous and heretical – worst of all, coming from supposed representatives of Biblical doctrine and truth.
Further, in an article for openminds.tv about a year back, Jason McClellan wrote: “ A new book claims that Vatican astronomers are looking for extraterrestrials. And they are using LUCIFER to do it. Although it shares the same name as Christianity’s fallen angel and the personification of evil, LUCIFER is an instrument attached to a telescope.
As Popular Science explains, LUCIFER is an acronym for the instruments lengthy title, “Large Binocular Telescope Near-infrared Utility with Camera and Integral Field Unit for Extragalactic Research.” This instrument is attached to the University of Arizona’s Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) located on Mt. Graham in south eastern Arizona. The Vatican-owned Vatican Advanced Technology Telescope (VATT) is right next door.”

telescope.
As Popular Science explains, LUCIFER is an acronym for the instruments lengthy title, “Large Binocular Telescope Near-infrared Utility with Camera and Integral Field Unit for Extragalactic Research.” This instrument is attached to the University of Arizona’s Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) located on Mt. Graham in south eastern Arizona. The Vatican-owned Vatican Advanced Technology Telescope (VATT) is right next door.”
Against this backdrop readiness to accept extra-Biblical sources of information from “aliens” and to even “throw out the gospel”- how likely is the coincidence that the telescope would accidentally be acronymed “LUCIFER?”
Michael Snyder raises the questions: “So if aliens showed up and wanted to show us a “new way”, would society be willing to accept it?....what would happen someday if “aliens” showed up and claimed that they seeded life on this planet, guided our evolution and are now here to lead us into a new golden age? And what would happen if the Catholic Church gave those aliens their stamp of approval?”
Perhaps the Vatican astronomers should start looking at the Bible first for those answers. 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12 would be a good starting point:
Now, brethren, concerning the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our gathering together to Him, we ask you, not to be soon shaken in mind or troubled, either by spirit or by word or by letter, as if from us, as though the day of Christ had come. Let no one deceive you by any means; for that Day will not come unless the falling away comes first, and the man of sin is revealed, the son of perdition, who opposes and exalts himself above all that is called God or that is worshiped, so that he sits as God in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God.
Do you not remember that when I was still with you I told you these things? And now you know what is restraining, that he may be revealed in his own time. For the mystery of lawlessness is already at work; only He who now restrains will do so until He is taken out of the way. And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord will consume with the breath of His mouth and destroy with the brightness of His coming. The coming of the lawless one is according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs, and lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this reason God will send them strong delusion, that they should believe the lie, that they all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.
of His coming. The coming of the lawless one is according to the
working of Satan, with all power, signs, and lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this reason God will send them strong delusion, that they should believe the lie, that they all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.
***
via BereanCall— Comment: Wow, we need a "freedom from atheism foundation"!
WISCONSIN GOVERNOR REFUSES ATHEIST DEMANDS TO REMOVE SCRIPTURE FROM SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES [Excerpts]
The governor of Wisconsin is refusing the demands of a prominent atheist activist organization to remove a Scripture citation from his Twitter and Facebook pages.
As previously reported, the Madison-based Freedom from Religion Foundation (FFRF) sent a letter to Walker this past week after becoming aware that he had simply posted 'Philippians 4:13' as his status on his social media accounts last Sunday. The Scripture reads, "I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me."
"This braggadocio verse coming from a public official is rather disturbing," FFRF wrote in the letter. "To say, 'I can do all things through Christ, who strengthens me,' seems more like a threat, or the utterance of a theocratic dictator, than of a duly elected civil servant."
It demanded that the governor delete the post, contending that it is unlawful for Walker to endorse religion on his official social media pages.
"On behalf of our membership, we ask you to immediately delete this religious message from your official gubernatorial Facebook and Twitter," the letter stated. "May we hear from you at your earliest convenience?"
However, Laurel Patrick, the press secretary for Walker, told reporters this week that the governor will not bow to atheist demands.
"Governor Walker will not remove the post on his social media," she wrote in an emailed statement. "The verse was part of a devotional he read that morning, which inspired him, and he chose to share it."
http://christiannews.net/2014/03/23/wisconsin-governor-refuses-atheist- demands-to-remove-scripture-from-social-media-pages/
*** http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/10745248/
"Governor Walker will not remove the post on his social media," she wrote in an emailed statement. "The verse was part of a devotional he read that morning, which inspired him, and he chose to share it."
http://christiannews.net/2014/03/23/wisconsin-governor-refuses-atheist- demands-to-remove-scripture-from-social-media-pages/
***
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/10745248/ Christians-form-human-shield-around-church-in-Chinas-Jerusalem-after- demolition-threat.html
Christians form human shield around church
in 'China's Jerusalem' after demolition threat
Christians have flocked to defend a church in eastern China after
Communist Party officials claimed it was an "illegal construction" and
announced plans to demolish it.
By Tom Phillips, Wenzhou
9:25PM BST 04 Apr 2014
(lead):
Thousands of Chinese Christians have mounted an extraordinary, round-the- clock defence of a church in a city known as the 'Jerusalem of the East' after Communist Party officials threatened to bulldoze their place of worship. In an episode that underlines the fierce and long-standing friction between China's officially atheist Communist Party and its rapidly growing Christian congregation, Bible-carrying believers this week flocked to the Sanjiang church in Wenzhou hoping to protect it from the bulldozers.
Their 24-hour guard began earlier this week when a demolition notice was plastered onto the newly-constructed church which worshippers say cost around 30 million yuan (£2.91 million) and almost six years to build. Officials claimed the church had been built illegally and used red paint to daub the words: "Demolish" and "Illegal construction" onto its towering facade. The threat triggered a furious reaction in Wenzhou, a booming port city known for its vibrant Christian community, said to be China's largest. ... ...
**********************************
2 April
Saints,
Wherever you stand on global warming or climate change, this story puts a new prophetic spin in my head. When Jesus said, "...you will see wars and rumors of wars...but the end is not yet," I have always been willing to accede that war is ever present throughout this Age, and that, yes, the end might be preceded with an escalating numbers of wars, like earthquakes, and that these would be signs, but I see, in considering this, that there could well be many, many smaller wars, before and during the big campaigns of Ezekiel's WW3 and the later battle of Armageddon
             
over shrinking global assets of food, water, commodities, etc. due to the planet becoming diminished in its capacities to produce. Mass flows of hungry refugees, as are now occurring around Syria, could become commonplace all over the globe. If planetary and cosmic catastrophes interrupt global news flow, we could be left with a lot of actual "rumors of wars" with the only certainty being that such are happening among us, as society collapses and civil unrest increases for us, and "so it must be" (along with spotty news reports --rumors--all over the globe?
These remain the days to watch and pray.
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/global-warming-dials-our-risks-un-report-says
GLOBAL WARMING DIALS UP OUR RISKS, UN REPORT SAYS
(leads):
YOKOHAMA, Japan (AP) — If the world doesn't cut pollution of heat-trapping gases, the already noticeable harms of global warming could spiral "out of control," the head of a United Nations scientific panel warned Monday.
And he's not alone. The Obama White House says it is taking this new report as a call for action, with Secretary of State John Kerry saying "the costs of inaction are catastrophic."
Rajendra Pachauri, chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change that issued the 32-volume, 2,610-page report here early Monday, told The Associated Press: "it is a call for action." Without reductions in emissions, he said, impacts from warming "could get out of control."
One of the study's authors, Maarten van Aalst, a top official at the International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, said, "If we don't reduce greenhouse gases soon, risks will get out of hand. And the risks have already risen."
Twenty-first century disasters such as killer heat waves in Europe, wildfires in the United States, droughts in Australia and deadly flooding in Mozambique, Thailand and Pakistan highlight how vulnerable humanity is to extreme weather, according to the report from the Nobel Prize-winning group of scientists. The dangers are going to worsen as the climate changes even more, the report's authors said.
"We're now in an era where climate change isn't some kind of future hypothetical," said the overall lead author of the report, Chris Field of the Carnegie Institution for Science in California. "We live in an area where impacts from climate change are already
widespread and consequential." Nobody is immune, Pachauri and other scientists said.
"We're all sitting ducks," Princeton University professor Michael Oppenheimer, one of the main authors of the report, said in an interview.
After several days of late-night wrangling, more than 100 governments unanimously approved the scientist-written 49-page summary — which is aimed at world political leaders. The summary mentions the word "risk" an average of about 5 1/2 times per page.
"Changes are occurring rapidly and they are sort of building up that risk," Field said.
These risks are both big and small, according to the report. They are now and in the future. They hit farmers and big cities. Some places will have too much water, some not enough, including drinking water. Other risks mentioned in the report involve the price and availability of food, and to a lesser and more qualified extent some diseases, financial costs and even world peace. (bolding added)... ...
***
Here's a good one via Koinonia House (Missler). I think I'll just sue Adam and Eve! But, at least this shows the acknowledgement of the Truth by the nations around Israel and the admittance that the Hebrews actually were in bondage there.
Egypt Calls for Reparations - from Biblical Times
March 31, 2014
Middle-Eastern countries have a tendency to hold a grudge against Israel, whether over Israel winning the 1967 war or daring to establish independence in 1948. But, as of earlier this month, an Egyptian columnist has called for Israel to pay Cairo reparations - and this time, it’s Biblical. “We want compensation for the Ten Plagues that were inflicted upon us as a result of the curses that the Jews’ ancient forefathers cast upon our ancient forefathers, who did not deserve to pay for the mistake that Egypt’s ruler at the time, Pharaoh as the Torah calls him, committed,” Ahmad Al-Gamal, a writer for the Al-Yawm Al-Sabi’ daily.
— Arutz Sheva
***
The Great Missing Flight Mystery
Ok, I admit I watch too many XFiles and Sci-Fi, but nobody can find that plane, and at this point until someone does, the alien abduction theories hold as much water as any other. WHAT IF...the pilots--the only present suspects--had their minds taken over whilst the plane was ghosted away to somewhere else; hey, for all we know, to a "parallel universe" as well as to some spot in the south Indian Ocean. ("Where's de plane?") "We may never know," NBC tells us this morning.
With the Vatican reportedly openly admitting they are expecting an "alien brother/ savior" to arrive at any time, it would certainly be quite a revelation if the plane suddenly turned up on radar in a landing approach to a major world airport, provided for by the thus announcing aliens...all asking to speak to the chief leader of the world's religions...and gloriously presenting the 237 souls they have managed to save as evidence of their good will.
Sure would make a good movie, wouldn't it? At this point, it's as plausible as anything else.
************************ 28 March / Corrective Report of Repentance! NTF blog update
Saints,
Well, I "no sooner that got the words out of my mouth" when prophecynewswatch.com arrived in my inbox with a report that World Vision has changed its mind and repented of hiring homosexuals, all in one day! Thank God for that.
Below is the article in total. One thing in the article continues to trouble me and that is the idea that some people are born homosexual. This is simply not true. In spite of the best efforts so sympathetic biological researchers it is not a genetic issue. We are all born in sin. We are all, or mostly all, born with a sexual nature, and with the ability to misuse it in countless inventive ways the devil has suggested to us. No one branch of sexual sin sends a sinner any more to hell than another ones does, and we are all guilty, even the redeemed, says James and "we all offend in many ways."
The solution for everyone is not breaking into classes and appealing for "civil rights." It is agreeing with God and repenting and studying to walk alter the Lord in any particular area in which we are weak, accepting grace but not making excuses. God save us.
bro. Tim
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/ March28/282.html#VtMA9TQ8Ai9Q1JvM.99
Did World Vision Lose Their Vision?
March 28, 2014 | Debbie Smith
“We bear witness to the redemption offered only through faith in Jesus Christ. The staff we engage are equipped by belief and practice to bear this witness. We will maintain our identity as Christian while being sensitive to the diverse contexts in which we express that identity.”
The above words are taken from the Core Values of World Vision, one of the most highly rated and respected Christian relief organizations in the world. World Vision assists people in over 100 countries through sponsorship and other methods of assistance, to achieve improved quality of life, in the name of Jesus.
World Vision has historically required its employees to be “sexually abstinent if single and faithful within the covenant of marriage.” Those identifying themselves as homosexual have been required to be abstinent.
In an electrifying move, Richard Stearns, president of the U.S. branch of World Vision announced on March 24th that it would change its policy and allow “married homosexuals” to be employed by the organization. The U.S. branch office is located in Federal Way, Washington and has about 1.100 employees. Washington was one of the first states to legalize same sex marriage.
Mr. Stearns stated that he was seeking to “unify” Christian Churches with the move. He called the decision “a very narrow policy change that should be regarded as symbolic not of compromise but of unity.”
       
This change” will make our policy more consistent with our practice on other divisive issues. It also allows us to treat all our employees in the same way: abstinence outside marriage, fidelity within marriage,” stated Mr. Stearns in the Christianity Today interview.
Just forty eight hours later, World Vision reversed its decision to hire married homosexuals, acknowledging it “made a mistake.”
In their letter, Wednesday, Stearns and Jim Bere, board chairman, noted that many had come to them “in the spirit of Matthew 18 to express concern and love and conviction.” Mr. Stearns is here referring to Jesus’ teaching on how to confront sin in the church.
“We have listened to you and want to say thank you and to humbly ask for your forgiveness,” the letter says. “We ask that you understand that it was never the board’s intent to cause confusion and pain.” continued the leaders.
Opinions surrounding the policy change and subsequent reversal are divided between those who saw the decision as a departure from sound Christian doctrine and those who welcomed the result as more inclusive of diverging opinions among fellow believers.
Many evangelical Christian leaders voiced their opposition and criticism of the move by World Vision. Among these, Franklin Graham, president of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association and Samaritans Purse, declared that he was “shocked “at the decision.” Mr. Graham also questioned whether “supporting sins and sinful behavior can unite the church.”
Many supporters of World Vision have decided to withdraw support to the organization in the wake of this decision.
On the opposite end of the spectrum were” liberal evangelicals” who lauded the step as creating a more inclusive environment in the church.
Reacting to evangelicals who have suggested that Christians should withdraw their support from World Vision, Rachael Held Evans, an author and self styled liberal evangelical, writes,” Organizations don't get 'farewelled' for hiring divorcees. People don't get kicked out of their churches for struggling with pride or for not wearing head coverings when they pray. The notion that the way to 'punish' World Vision is to withdraw support from its efforts to feed, clothe, heal, comfort, rescue, and shelter 'the least of these' is so contrary to the teachings of Jesus – particularly Matthew 25:31-46- it's hard to know where to start."
Interestingly, Ms. Evans also, later redacted her impassioned statements admitting that perhaps she should have waited to respond when her emotions were not quite so heightened.
Clearly, the issue of same sex marriage and the church’s response to it is one of the most polarizing issues in the body of Christ today.
While the Bible clearly prohibits the practice of homosexuality, it does not single it out but the Apostle Paul, in 1 Corinthians 6: 9-11, lists homosexuality along with adultery, theft, drunkeness, greed, and slander as sins that would keep us out of the Kingdom of God.(NIV)
The sacrifice of Jesus covers all sin and through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit we can change behaviors, just as Paul reminded the Corinthian’s, “that is what some of you were.”
Jesus’ commands that love is to be the identifying mark of true Christians. Many Christians passionately feel that confronting sinners is unloving. Perhaps the definition of love has been altered in today’s church?
”Sometimes love requires us to tell the truth and oppose behavior that is harmful,”acknowledged Frank Turek of the Cross Examined Ministry.
************************ 28 March / Some comments on the World Vision Departure—
Saints,
A response on the "World Vision goes gay" report in my blog for 27 March, from a friend and brother and his wife who has supported them in the past. The bottom line seems to be, "World Vision, you cannot serve God and Mammon; either you will love the one and hate the other, or hate the first and love the second," to paraphrase our Master.
"Hi Tim - the World Vision thing - what a shocker! Both the initial decision and yesterday's reversal. Here are a couple of my thoughts, forward to your friends if you wish -
1. World Vision has long been a field of both wheat and tares, the faithful working alongside the biblically apostate in faith-based social service. Liberal churches are well-represented in the 50 denominations from which they draw their workers. You reap what you sow.
2. World Vision is based in Seattle, Washington, a state with a same-sex marriage law. So there is instate political pressure to conform.
3. As my first newspaper mentor told me, "when you cut through all of the baloney, the bottom line is money." World Vision draws about a quarter of its funding from the U.S. government, with whom it has had an "arms length" relationship. This funding has declined somewhat in recent years. World Vision fought and won the right, in court, to have Christians-only as employees while still receiving government aid. Nevertheless, the Obama administration has been assertive in its "gays have human rights too" doctrine, not only nationally but internationally. Legislation passed in Uganda, Russia and elsewhere is condemned in the U.S. press but, over there, is seen as a defensive measure against U.S. cultural imperialism.
Adding 1, 2, and 3, and perhaps getting 7, I suggest that World Vision, already torn from within from by double-mindedness, and feeling pressed from without by state law, the U.S. government, and financial pressures, saw this decision as a viable solution - only to learn that it was out of the gay-rights frying pan, and into the fire of angry evangelical soon-to-be former donors.
Colette and I helped Casting Crowns solicit WV donors at a concert at Norwich University last year. I won't do so again, although I will continue to help Compassion anytime they ask. I'm wondering if Casting Crowns will be rethinking its affiliation. We will continue to support Zaidinha, our sad little girl in Mozambique, although it angers me that WV has put us in a position of not being able to help her without also supporting apostasy.
Guy" ...Another brother adds,
"Wow, and the world rushes to the gates of hell!" ************************* 27 March
Saints,
—Ross
Do the Antichrist and the False Prophet have their first face to face today? Obama meets the Pope today. A recent national poll says 1 in 10 Americans believe Obama is the Antichrist. Martin Luther said, "The pope is the antichrist," and the spirit of antichrist is in the False Prophet. But, we won't know for sure who the final antichrist is until he is "revealed," says St. Paul, when he commits the Abomination of Desolation, and sits down, declaring himself to be the Messiah, upon the mercy seat of the Ark of the Covenant in the rebuilt Temple. Meanwhile, said St. John, "there are many antichrists." Many also look to Bishop Malachy's prophecy from 1139 A.D. that this present Jesuit pope is the final pope. For sure, this hour is a time to watch and pray.
Do we hunger and thirst for righteousness? Do we pant and long for more and more obedience to the Lord, as though it were very food and drink for ourselves, or do we pose religiously and see how little we can actually give of ourselves? Do we walk in the Spirit or in the Flesh?
God keep us in thy holy salvation this day and every day!
*** http://www.wnd.com/2014/03/famous-christian-charity-hiring-married-gays/
FAMOUS CHRISTIAN CHARITY HIRING MARRIED 'GAYS'
World Vision "comes out" for antichrist sodomites in its ranks of "missionaries" ..."and another one bites the dust."
***
http://cnsnews.com/news/article/michael-w-chapman/franklin-graham-some-administration- officials-are-anti-christ#sthash.4u5ziG1t.yJ2mRfn8.dpuf
Franklin Graham: Some Administration Officials Are ‘Anti-Christ’
March 25, 2014 - 3:57 PM
(lead):
CNSNews.com) – Some of the people working in the Obama administration and in the White House are trying to “completely secularize our military” and are “hostile to Christians,” to the point that they “are anti-Christ in what they say and in what they do,” said Christian evangelist Franklin Graham, the son of world-renowned preacher Rev. Billy Graham... ...
***
State Socialist Control from the cradle to the grave: a new attack in Scotland, while in America more and more pre-school programs--while mothers are forced to work outside the home--are put in place continually—
http://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/top-stories/named-person-children-s-plan-faces- legal-challenge-1-3353760
Named person children’s plan faces legal challenge
by SCOTT MACNAB
(lead): A legal challenge to block controversial plans for every child in Scotland to have a named guardian will be lodged next month, as opposition grows among angry parents.
The initiative aims to create a new layer of protection to detect youngsters suffering in abusive families, following a string of child deaths in recent years.
It was passed by MPs last month and means that health visitors, midwives or teachers will now take on the role of a “named person”, to support every youngster up to the age of 18 across Scotland.
The move has been supported by the charity Children 1st but the Christian Institute warns every
parent in Scotland should be afraid of the proposed law.
The religious group accuses MSPs of interfering with families’ right to a private and family life, and suggests the plans could contravene the European Convention on Human Rights. ... ...
**********************************************
25 March
Dachau, Auschwitz, and Buchenwald in present day Britain? Saints,
Whenever we see some old movie about the Roman Empire's decadence, or Viking barbarities, or even the evils of the Third Reich, we tend to think how horrible and brutal past ages could be, but we need to stop and recognize that nothing has changed, and we still live in the midst of barbarism. This story is no less about infant sacrifice than when the Philistines and the Edomites sacrificed their children in the fire to Marduk, Molech, and Dagon. May God soon deliver us from this wicked Age.
(via Drudge.com) http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthnews/10717566/Aborted-babies-incinerated-to-heat-UK- hospitals.html
Aborted babies incinerated to heat UK hospitals
The remains of more than 15,000 babies were incinerated as 'clinical waste' by hospitals in Britain with some used in 'waste to energy' plants.
******************************
23 March
Saints,
Corruption, decay, and apostasy (departure from the Faith) always stalks the Church because we are still made of Flesh and Blood and, all too easily, we want to walk after the Flesh instead of after the Spirit. The constant corruption that infects everything in this world also continually eats at the Church, such that the reformers had as one of their cries, "Semper Reformanda," or "always reforming." God, in every generation, must raise up new prophetic voices, often hated by the self-satisfied religious establishment of their day, to publish his Word anew.
"God has no grandchildren," but still calls every soul to individual conversion. This observation, below, is by none less than John Bunyan (via Berean Call Newsletter) though it sounds as modern as the present day with him even using the term "evangelicalism." It illustrates why the true Christian must be daily renewing and pursuing his walk with the Lord:
"Unorthodoxy makes its advance in the face of tolerance and undermines orthodoxy like a slowly creeping paralysis. It does not need to repudiate evangelicalism explicitly because it constantly destroys and overthrows it by more subtle means. Unorthodoxy is always happy to keep evangelical terminology because it simply redefines the terms and makes them meaningless. When words can mean anything they mean nothing."
--John Bunyan (28 November 1628 - 31 August 1688, English Christian writer and preacher, who was imprisoned twice for his ministry)
*** http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/March14/144.html
Gamers Beware - You are Being Watched Inside And Outside The Game
March 14, 2014 | Debbie Smith
(lead): Unfocused, mass surveillance of citizens by their government, until last year, most of us would have thought this improbable. However, since Edward Snowden leaked classified government surveillance documents last year, reports keep surfacing revealing the extent to which governments have used technological advances to spy on ordinary citizens.
A surveillance initiative dubbed Optic Nerve, intercepted and filed away Yahoo webcam images of millions of online users, between 2008 to 2010, according to an article in the Guardian.
During that same period, NSA and its British counterpart, Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), also considered using the popular gaming system, Microsoft Xbox360 with Kinect camera.
In Orwellian fashion, this surveillance system was used for experiments in facial recognition; to monitor existing targets and for discovering new targets to be surveyed.
Microsoft’s Xbox system with the Kinect camera allows users to control the system, play games, and scroll through the menus using only hand gestures.
What Microsoft did not reveal? The fact that the system cannot be powered on without the Kinect, which is designed to detect heartbeats and eye movements, and requires positioning yourself in front of the camera to be activated.
There are an estimated 10 million of these systems in homes today. Not only did these intelligence agencies use real world monitoring, they also infiltrated
online games such as the virtual world of “Second Life” and the popular “World of War Craft”.
Apparently, the spies invented make-believe characters to mine for data, recruit informants, and collect contents of communications between gamers. Developing their own avatars, these government operatives posed as elves, gnomes, and super models, all in an attempt to gain information about terror or criminal networks.
According to a New York Times report, the Pentagons Special Operations Command built mobile games that were used “as vehicles for intelligence agencies to collect information about users.” ... ...
***
The soon-arriving tsunami of brain implants for a widening population—
The onset of "superpowers" and of the Transhumanist Man: reasons Christ must come soon, for these seeming advancements will actually degenerate the Created Human into various monstrosities and hells engineered by the enemy of God.
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304914904579435592981780528? mod=WSJ_hpp_MIDDLENexttoWhatsNewsFifth&mg=reno64-wsj&url=http%3A%2F %2Fonline.wsj.com%2Farticle%2FSB10001424052702304914904579435592981780528.html %3Fmod%3DWSJ_hpp_MIDDLENexttoWhatsNewsFifth
THE SATURDAY ESSAY
The Future of Brain Implants
How soon can we expect to see brain implants for perfect memory, enhanced vision, hypernormal focus or an expert golf swing?
By GARY MARCUS and CHRISTOF KOCH March 14, 2014 7:30 p.m. ET (LEAD):
What would you give for a retinal chip that let you see in the dark or for a next- generation cochlear implant that let you hear any conversation in a noisy restaurant, no matter how loud? Or for a memory chip, wired directly into your brain's hippocampus, that gave you perfect recall of everything you read? Or for an implanted interface with the Internet that automatically translated a clearly articulated silent thought ("the French sun king") into an online search that digested the relevant Wikipedia page and projected a summary directly into your brain?... ...
********************************************
12 March
Dear Readers,
I have been AFK (Away From Keyboard) for some weeks as far as the frequency of the prophecy newsletter for the website New Testament Fellowship (ntfellowship.net). This is due to my web host dropping its provision for bulk email, and at about the same time my mac mail management program lost part of its mind, so to speak (glitched out)! On top of that my secular work has been keeping me very busy. But the Spirit constrains me to make an effort to right the boat and keep going.
I am having to rebuild my mailing list, having lost some of you in the web host change. I have gone back to an old list on another computer. It was actually more expansive than the recent list, SO, if you get this, and hadn't heard from me in several years, either "Welcome back!" or send me an unsubscribe, and I will get you right back off it.
A personal dream, just this last night, of a coming "hurricane," not just a literal one, which is bad enough, but a cascade of chaotic world events, prompts me to get back to work in this ministry of calling the people of the Lord to live lives watching for the return of his very Person, among the most important events of all history and of our Faith.
brother Tim
Saints,
I am usually reporting on events that herald Bible prophecies of the End of the Age here, and not prophesying myself, but I want to report a dream just had that you who watch may take note and consider.
I was here in Vermont in my home region, the northwest quadrant. I had been walking in favored woods and wilds and fishing for trout though without success. The dream changed to riding in a car beside a driver, who for unexplained rationales, was my long departed father. We were going rather too fast and seemingly carelessly though no accident occurred. It seemed like we were coming back from going into the hills for the trout fishing. I wondered where we were and said something like, "Are we in the hills behind Williston?" The reply I got (more like a "voiceover" than from my father) was, "We are entering Furacao." I thought to myself that that is a pretty strange name for old yankee towns, and the reply came to me, "This is a new town being built, very different." As we drove on into it, there was a chaos of new building, congestion, and hurry and busyness. It was not the same quiet rurality I have always known, but rather like a swirling sewer of new city life developing and that almost instantly. Bad change was in the air everywhere. It was clear there would soon be no place left for quiet, nature, or peacefulness.
I woke up with the name Furacao in my mind, fired up the computer and surfed the term. It turns out it is a legitimate word which means in Portuguese, "Hurricane." To my own recollection, I have never heard it before and had no conception of its definition. The sense of the dream was that unstoppable chaos was at hand.
***
Today's news—
Where, oh where is that airliner? Conspiracy theorists wonder if the whole thing is publicity for a remake of LOST, or, worse yet, is this the big alien abduction where all the passengers later wander out of a foggy field in Kansas in a hypnotic daze? Great movie up ahead at any rate, eh?
***
The CIA, under the Executive Branch of Democrat Obama and Democratic Senator Feinstein enter into open war today—
Perplexity of Nations — The Pending Collapse of American Government? Feinstein vs. the CIA: Spy vs. Spy?
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/12/opinion/dowd-the-spies-who-didnt-love-her.html? emc=edit_th_20140312&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
The Opinion Pages OP-ED COLUMNIST (Maureen Dowd's column) The Spies Who Didn’t Love Her
(lead):
***
WASHINGTON — Even “Homeland” never thought of a plot this wild.
The C.I.A. hacks into computers that Senate intelligence committee staffers are using in the basement of a C.I.A. facility because the spy agency thinks its Congressional overseers have hacked into the C.I.A. network to purloin hidden documents on torture. It puts a whole new tech twist on the question from Juvenal’s “Satires:” Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? Who will guard the guards themselves? ... ...
Some things sitting on the desktop these last several weeks—
Hacked and breached accounts are now so ubiquitous, what's the world to do? interestingly, bio- identification is now so advanced that every person can be identified certainly in various different cross checking ways. All we need to do is tie each person's biometrics to one number for each individual, and we can solve the great digital rip-offs that are occurring on the scale of tens of millions.
How long will it be before the inevitable is figured out and implemented? Not very.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/08/your-money/sidestepping-the-risk-of-credit-and-debit-card- fraud.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20140208
Sidestepping the Risk of a Privacy Breach
FEB. 7, 2014 (lead):
This week, we reached the inevitable point in the controversy over the credit and debit card breaches where grim-face retail executives from Target and
Demon Toy?
Neiman Marcus, industry experts and consumer advocates turned up in Washington. They raised their hands and delivered well-rehearsed statements to our elected representatives.
It’s a familiar bit of theater, but their messages about the security of our personal data when we pay using plastic were startling.
“The innovations that are driving the industry forward and presenting consumers with exciting new methods of making purchases is also rapidly expanding beyond the bounds of our existing regulatory and consumer protection regimes,” went the written testimony of James A. Reuter, speaking on behalf of the American Bankers Association. “And, as has historically been the case, the criminals are often one step ahead as the marketplace searches for consensus.” ... ...
***
Now, this is bizarre: A digital robot toy begins to show programmed multiple personalities—in a cyber-world virtual demonic possession—
"Art imitates Life"? or "The devil is in the details (algorithms)"? Wow. Tell me we're not in the time of the End, and what awaits yet?
http://www.scotsman.com/news/odd/furby-toys-turn-nasty-seedy-and-inappropriate-1-3298987
Furby toys ‘turn nasty, seedy and inappropriate’
by JANE BRADLEY
IT was one of the most coveted gifts of the festive period and turned up under thousands of Christmas trees last year.
But now parents have hit out at popular must-have toy the Furby Boom after it emerged that some of the creatures have developed “inappropriate” second personalities which have upset their children.
The Furby, an electronic robotic toy which requires children to talk to and stroke it, as well as feed and put it to sleep, was a major hit when makers Hasbro relaunched the 1990s classic last year. The cute creation made it into the toy hit lists for Christmas 2013.
But parents have told how the initially sweet, usually childlike creatures, which chat to their young owners, can suddenly morph into a “slightly seedy” male voice which shouts insults and
“inappropriate” phrases.
Businesswoman Lisa Mennie from Glasgow was sent the £60 toy from her parents as a Christmas present for her daughter Zoe, four.
“It has two personalities,” she said. “One is a nice, sweet, little girl baby Furby and then, without warning, it suddenly turns into what Zoe calls ‘that big fat man’ which talks in a gruff American male voice and burps and farts.
“She is quite a robust little girl and usually isn’t too concerned about anything, but this has started to bother her a little bit.
“It says things like, ‘Oh baby’ in a seedy man’s voice, which I don’t think is appropriate for a child and, on one occasion, it told her it didn’t like her, which really upset her.”
Ms Mennie turned to the internet to find a solution to the problem and discovered that other parents suffering similar problems had posted instructions on how to reset the toy.
This involved turning it upside down, pushing in its tongue and pulling its tail. “That worked for a while, but suddenly it will switch back to the male personality,” said Ms Mennie.
“I have to keep resetting it, but now Zoe is wary of it. She doesn’t know when it will suddenly become the evil Furby.”
She added: “It’s a shame, because if this goes on, she is going to push it to one side and not want to play with it any more, which is not what you want from a toy that costs so much.”
A spokeswoman for Hasbro said that the toy was designed to have more than one personality, switching to a less friendly version if the child does not show it enough attention.
But parents argued that the toy changed to a “nasty” personality despite being lavished with attention by their children.
“Our daughter had already been doting on the thing. What more could it want?” asked one parent online.
Tina Woolnough, spokeswoman for the National Parent Forum of Scotland, warned that the “nasty” Furby could encourage bad behaviour in children. We don’t want electronic toys presenting antisocial behaviour to youngsters,” she said. It could be quite influential. The toy manufacturers need to think about what behaviour they are modelling and the effect it could have on children, either by them copying it or the stress in the fact they can do nothing about it.”
***
http://www.infowars.com/u-s-army-builds-fake-city-in-virginia-to-practice-military-occupation/ U.S. Army Builds 'Fake City" in Virginia to Practice Military Occupation (excerpt):
Fort Hood soldiers are also being taught by their superiors that Christians, Tea Party supporters and anti-abortion activists represent a radical terror threat mirroring rhetoric backed by the Department of Homeland Security which frames “liberty lovers” as domestic extremists.
***
26 January
Saints,
God rest you this day. The world goes mad, but we are comforted in the knowledge of God and in the Comfort of the Holy Spirit. We are not of this world.
*** "Ho-hum, another public multiple murder" The unfortunate nearly daily news by now—
Mass shootings daily— Yet still give thanks that we are not in the Middle East where anarchy haunts the streets continually by war, suicide bombers, riots and revolutions.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/26/us/3-reported-dead-in-maryland-mall-shooting.html? emc=edit_na_20140125

Three People Are Killed in Shooting at Mall in Maryland, Police Say
Three people were killed in a shooting at a mall in Maryland on Saturday, officials said.
The shooting was reported around 11:15 a.m., and about an hour later law enforcement officials reported that there had been no additional shots heard and that they believed the episode was over. Three people were confirmed dead in the shooting, according to the Howard County Police Department, but it gave no further details or identities.
A spokesman for the Police Department, in a Twitter message, said: “One deceased subject located near gun and ammunition. ID unknown.”
People inside the mall were being asked to stay there until police officers could clear each area safely.
The mall, called The Mall in Columbia, is in Columbia, Md., between Washington and Baltimore. It is about 25 miles northeast of Washington.
*** A laughable, yea, hilarious, headline (whatever the story says)—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/26/us/politics/it-only-seems-that- political-corruption-is-rampant.html? nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20140126&_r=0
POLITICS
It Only Seems That Political
Corruption Is Rampant
By MICHAEL WINES JAN. 25, 2014
************************
22 January
Saints, "RWWW — Robot World Wide Web"
By now, you've heard of "the internet of things," how more and more "things"— refrigerators, microwaves, home security and door locks and garage door openers and vehicle to vehicle internet interfaces, even "toy drones with video cams for $300" are being run with one's smartphone, etc. You may get a notice from your refrigerator to buy more milk on the way home, told to buy less fatty meat this week, or use your thumbscan on your smart phone to open your front door as you pull up, check and report your blood pressure in the way up the walk, etc., etc.
NOW, this internet of things is being extended to a universal "chat line" between robots and robotic devices, "thinking and doing machines"...an internet of robots. Is this the Beast growing its first worldwide "fingers and toes, arms and legs" in the real world, devices by which it will begin to be able to take direct action? Worth watching. "What I say unto you, I say unto all, watch." (Mark 13:37)
(via khouse.org) http://www.eetimes.com/author.asp?section_id=8&doc_id=1320677
Industrial Control DesignLine Blog
OMG, Robots Communicating on Their Own
Web Carolyn Mathas
1/16/2014 12:45 PM EST
EU-funded scientists are demonstrating an RWWW -- that's Robot World Wide Web -- so that robots that are connected can share information. Does that conjure up potential issues?
This brain-sharing idea proposes that a common robot brain will actively transmit algorithms to perform simple tasks. For the time being, humans can also contribute. There are obvious questions -- and the fact that RoboEarth has built in a single point of failure for participating robots means that they've asked the same questions about security that are going through my head.
Five universities in Europe are taking part in the development, along with Philips research scientists. An initial demonstration is taking place at Eindhoven University in
the Netherlands, mostly involving patient care. The system is cloud-based so that tasks can be easily offloaded, avoiding power and storage shortages.
On one hand, yeah, I can see this is useful, as how many times have simple programs been created that could have just as easily been shared, speeding development? At the same time... maybe I read too much SciFi.
AI has come a long way, you know. Already it's the stuff that drones and other, more sinister robots are made of. Google and Facebook are investing in robots and AI. One only need visit Singularity University's website to see how far things have progressed.
So, weigh in. Is this a good thing? What do you think is needed to ensure security -- from the outside and inside?
************************
20 January
Saints,
Here's a lighter take on breaking Tech. Yes, it needs to be pointed out that the evil use of Tech brings in a frightening Brave New World of the End of the Age, BUT, as also pointed out in the last newsletter, "the knowledge of Good" also advances and not "the knowledge of Evil" only. God lets us explore his universe of ideas and discoveries and even blesses our limited perspective as long as we learn that we cannot save ourselves by them. But, still He can and does "enjoy with us" the thrill of our discoveries.
Imagine a bunch of these things (click on the link!) racing or playing polo or doing a steeplechase! while the humans driving them learn how not to kill themselves while using them. Talk about "the future is now;" wow, these things would make you feel llke you are in a virtual reality game but while you are romping through "real reality." Of course, the potential for terrible uses still exists, too, but imagine how many handicapped people will have great new liberties, how many new sporting thrills will arrive, etc., etc.
"What is Man that Thou are mindful of him (God thinks about and watches our antics with pleasure at least for the things not tainted with evil) or the son of Man that Thou visiteth him (looks in on him)? Thou hast made him a little lower than ,the angels; Thou hast crowned him with glory and with honor...." so prophesied the Psalmist unto, of, and by God!
You must see the artist's rendering; click the link:
http://www.gizmag.com/prosthesis-human-piloted-racing-robot/30501/?utm_source=Gizmag +Subscribers&utm_campaign=71e9748194- UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-71e9748194-89976034
ROBOTICS
Prosthesis human-piloted racing robot aims to usher in a new sport
***
...and a little more fun in a somber world—
Drudge reports today that a new rock, not there shortly before, has turned up in the Mars Rover's camera. Turns out, it looks like a jelly donut and has minerals in it that are not seen in the area otherwise. No one knows how it got there--cast there by volcanic action, or a meteorite shard are NASA's best guesses though they are suffering consternation about it? I am doing just as well to guess that some of the Nephilim, maybe hiding inside the planet from our sensors now, having abandoned the city on the Plain of Cydonia when we got sophisticated enough to spot them there, preparing to return to Earth for the reign of antichrist, made a stop at their local version of Dunkin' Donuts, stopped by, well cloaked, to mock the Rover..and then dropped their donut!
Far-fetched? Absolutely! Tongue in cheek, five by five, and then some. But what's just as farfetched? That the NASA idiots of our great and illuminated "science," primarily babbling atheism, would put the Rover down inside a crater to crawl around looking for quadzillion year old proofs of life via evolution when there are all kinds of signs of an intelligent civilization on the Plains of Cydonia: a pyramid, a sphinx face, lines of old architecture, etc. How appropriate that these Nephilim "dropped a donut" in front of the wheel of the Rover and right under one of its cameras! Frankly, though I am waxing completely silly, it makes as much or more sense as "the fool who hath said in his heart, there is no God." (Psalms 14 and 53).
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/nasa-says-mars-mystery-rock-that-appeared-from- nowhere-is-like-nothing-weve-ever-seen-before-9070323.html
Nasa says Mars mystery rock that
‘appeared’ from nowhere is ‘like nothing we’ve seen before’
*************************
19 January
Breaking news as I "go to press"...to press the Send Button, that is!
California's Jerry Brown waxes downright apocalyptic on the California drought. California is one of our, if not the chief, breadbaskets for many items of US food consumption. Is famine on the western horizon? For believers, remember the Manna, even the quails, the water from the Rock, the ravens that fed Elijah, and the feeding of the 5000 and of the 4000.
Saints,
Slight apologies for two tech-heavy newsletters in a row, but if we are paying any attention at all, technology is exploding in front of us. The exponential explosion of technology is probably the most significant factor in Daniel's prophecy, so beautifully understated, that at the time of the end "knowledge shall increase." The limiting factor seems to be only our inability to see how big and all encompassing it is. We are being monitored, studied, profiled and filed, behavior-modified and conditioned in ways and directions that we cannot even comprehend, and "the Great AI in the sky" (or the Cloud, etc.), the Beast prophesied by St. John and the Lord Jesus, seems to be multiplying its invading tentacles by the nano-second. Your phone leads you about like a ring in a pig's nose; your refrigerator rats you out on your bad food habits, body monitors tell you how to exercise better, or buzz your midsection when you slump to less than a posture-perfect position (and running fanatics feel naked if they start their run without being fully wired with monitors), others remind you when to take your meds, or will even simply administer them for you; your car plots where you go and how fast, the stops you make and how long you spend there before driving again. Your car, which you own and hold the title too, can now be made to testify against you in a court of law at any time, with its black box laid on the witness table.
Recent press tells us (reported in earlier newsletters) that by 2020, only 5 plus years up ahead--and very likely that will turn out to be too conservative a prediction--implantation of computer elements into our bodies and, worse, our brains, nervous systems, minds will become as common and "popular" as the ubiquitous use of smart phones is at present--and the smart phones will be the "tech dinosaurs" at that point! Five years or less until many of the people, at least of the West and the developed nations, will no longer have a free will or individuality apart from the Mind of the Beast! And many of the "avant-garde" of the masses run toward it with "unbridled enthusiasm"! "Mark me! Mark me! Mark me! Oh, let me be first!"
(God himself, of course, hinders the Beast, and it cannot fully manifest without his permission, so we cannot set times certainly, but nearly all is ready, and He will lift his hand when He chooses--2 Thessalonians 2. But our job is to watch--Mark 13:37.)
We are being literally pinned down and forced to enter into the Machine. I am not one to deny progress, nor to become a Luddite, a group who tried to destroy machines long ago to save their jobs, nor a saboteur, named for the French "sabot," wooden shoe, who threw those shoes into the cogs of machines for the same reasons as the Luddites. We have bought, at the terrible cost of the Fall, "the knowledge of Good and Evil," and we will pay the price of the "knowledge of evil" until our full
redemption comes, BUT, at this time the Great Cancer of it seems to be near to its full and utter metastasizing. Technology and technological invasion of our humanity seems to be going completely mad, or intent on driving us completely mad. The planet is full of wars and rumors of wars; society is breaking down everywhere; murders and mass murders, bombings and suicide killers are so commonplace that we begin not to notice, and everywhere the comforts of the Beast welcome us in to the saner and safer world inside its belly--a promise of paradise for those who will only succumb to "the Matrix," (means, the womb) of the Beast.
Postscript: Freak out? No. God said after the Flood that seedtime and harvest would continue until the End. He has all things in his hands. Though we paid with mortality for our souls to obtain "the knowledge of good and evil," we did also obtain some knowledge of good. Let us advance and invent and discover all that we can of the good...only not falling into satan's trap in our lust for more. I plan to refuse any chips or implants that will affect my consciousness or will indicate my allegiance to the Beast's One-World System that is coming, or will shut down or attack my body from the inside. But, in the meantime, if someone invents an exoskeleton, for example, that will let my aging body again backpack heavy loads on long walking trips into the wilderness, that is actuated by its computer reading my leg signals or, maybe, even by reading my brain waves through a removable neural- reading hat, I just might give it a try. "Goodness" advances too, but we are going to need some pretty amazing discernment to get through this thing that is coming upon us. Remember, God says, that, if it were possible, even the very elect would be deceived. God spare us: "If any man thinks he knows anything, he knows nothing yet as he ought to know....but if any man loves God the same is known by him," said Paul to the Corinthians. Hold us tight through this mighty storm, O Lord Whom we love, until you take us up!
***
Be careful. Google, iPhone and their ilk want to take over the job of thinking for you... Everywhere you go, Big Brother is watching out for your "best interests."
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303453004579290632128929194? mod=WSJ_hpp_LEFTTopStories&mg=reno64-wsj&url=http%3A%2F%2Fonline.wsj.com%2Farticle %2FSB10001424052702303453004579290632128929194.html%3Fmod%3DWSJ_hpp_LEFTTopS
What Secrets Your Phone Is Sharing
About You
Businesses Use Sensors to Track Customers, Build Shopper Profiles
***
See the 'bots that are coming to your street, and even moving into your refrigerator and TV: (When you peer into the 'fridge looking for a bite, Google will be looking back at you...and taking notes!)
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/01/13/shooting-for-the-moon-google-hopes-to-own-the- future/?_r=0
Shooting for the Moon, Google Hopes to Own the Future
By NICK BOLTON
***
http://www.zdnet.com/googles-reach-expands-into-your-home-more-via-3-2-billion-nest- acquisition-7000025109/
Google's reach expands into
your home more via $3.2
billion Nest acquisition
Summary: Nest gives Google some design know-how as well as a lot of home energy data. Google's tentacles are spreading into your home even more.
***
The only hope for the future is self-driving cars, this article intones, as we will be so distracted by all the smart device informing us continually, that we will not have the concentration left to drive!
Quotes: "The problem is that your brain didn't evolve to process all of that
information at the same time,"
"The more stuff you have, the less you are able to focus on individual things," Miller said. "There is very limited bandwidth for conscious thought."
Is it possible to "walk in the Spirit" and head-trip or tech-trip at the same time?
http://www.nbcnews.com/technology/smart-life-how-connected-cars-clothes-homes-could-fry- your-2D11890018
The 'smart life': How connected cars, clothes and homes could fry your brain
Keith Wagstaff NBC News ***
Commentary— The future is upon us; a real and present danger first appearing as "Siri" and her brood but will true Artificial Intelligence include malice also? The Fall and the Curse of Sin means Man cannot create anything that does not also have "the knowledge of evil" about it. Will the immediate and intermediate future see us "out of the frying pan and into the fire" via the Transhumanism and Artificial Intelligence coming at us with tidal wave strength?
Terminated: Machines 'Might Fight Us'
http://www.wnd.com via prophecynewswatch.com.
     
The human race faces a real danger from machines that get too smart, said a New York University professor in a network TV appearance. And he’s not talking about sci-fi movies.
“It’s likely that machines will be smarter than us before the end of the century – not just at chess or trivia questions, but at just about everything, from mathematics and engineering to science and medicine,” Gary Marcus told his New Yorker readership.
Marcus appeared recently on “CBS This Morning” with James Barrat, author of “Our Final Invention: Artificial Intelligence and the End of the Human Era”:
While some artificial intelligence already is ubiquitous – the iPhone’s Siri and Google Search – incredible changes are envisioned in the few decades.
Marcus warned that the changes will happen and that people need to be making preparations now. “There’s the potential of machines that might fight us for resources,” he said. “It’s not guaranteed ... you see the
kind of ‘Terminator’ scenario, and people laugh at it because that’s science fiction. But we don’t actually have a guarantee that it won’t happen.”
Marcus added, “I think its really important to start thinking now to keep us from having that kind of scenario. Nobody has the perfect solution that will guarantee that machines do what we want them to do. [There's] already the problem of machines doing what we tell them to do rather than what we really want them to do.”
Investigate the growing trend of blending human and machine, called “transhumanism,” at the WND Superstore.
It’s not a new idea. Decades ago, Hollywood portrayed a computer with a mind of its own, HAL, in “2001: A Space Odyssey.” HAL warned his human operators, “I know that you and Frank were planning to disconnect me, and I’m afraid that’s something I cannot allow to happen.”
More confrontations with machines came in the 1983 movie “WarGames,” followed by “Her,” “I, Robot,” “Blade Runner,” “Almost Human” and others.
While the movies are fiction, drones are being developed, according to Barrat, that are autonomous and can “commit assassinations without humans in the loop.”
Soon will come battlefield robots with similar capabilities, he said.
“Are we ready ethically to introduce those machines into the world?” he wondered.
Barratt said “absolutely” there will be machines that evolve beyond a human’s ability to control them.
Fortunately, both CBS guests agreed that humans still have an advantage when it comes to logic. A human easily can answer the question, “Can alligators go over hurdles in a steeplechase?” But computers might not.
But, said Barrat, even the logic problem is being addressed in the development of advanced machines.
Marcus wrote in his New Yorker blog that there might be “a few jobs left for entertainers, writers, and other creative types, but computers will eventually be able to program themselves, absorb vast quantities of new information, and reason in ways that we carbon-based units can only dimly imagine.”
“And they will be able to do it every second of every day, without sleep or coffee breaks.”
Marcus cited Barrat’s work: “A purely rational artificial intelligence, Barrat writes, might expand ‘its idea of self-preservation ... to include proactive attacks on future threats,’ including, presumably, people who might be loathe to surrender their resources to the machine.”
If machines “will eventually overtake us,” added Marcus, “as virtually everyone in the A.I. field believes, the real question is about values: how we instill them in machines, and how we then negotiate with those machines if and when their values are likely to differ greatly from our own.”
The blending of human and machine capabilities already is the subject of vast research projects that contemplate changes in the actual makeup of a human being. In an audio series called “Something Transhuman This Way Comes: Genetic Engineering and the Ubermenschen (Super Men) of Tomorrow,” leading researchers share their specialized knowledge about what can be expected in the future and how to prepare for it.
Marcus quotes A.I. researcher Steve Omohundro in his warning.
“If it is smart enough, a robot that is designed to play chess might also want to ... build a spaceship’ in order to obtain more resources for whatever goals it might have.”
Marcus continues: “Barrat worries that ‘without meticulous, countervailing instructions, a self-aware, self- improving, goal-seeking system will go to lengths we’d deem ridiculous to fulfill its goals,’ even, perhaps, commandeering all the world’s energy in order to maximize whatever calculation it happened to be interested in.”
******* and finally, a non-tech piece from today's NYTimes—
************************
9 January
Israel hunkers down into siege mentality with chaos and anarchy on every side—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/19/world/middleeast/region-boiling-israel-takes-up- castle-strategy.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20140119&_r=0
Region Boiling, Israel Takes Up Castle Strategy
By JODI RUDOREN JAN 18, 2014 Quotes from the piece:
What we see now is a collapsing of a historical system, the idea of the national Arabic state. It means that we will be encircled by an area which will be no man’s land at the end of the day.”
“From the Straits of Gibraltar to the Khyber Pass, it’s very hard to come by a safe and secure area,” Mr. Netanyahu told reporters here on Thursday. “Peace can be built on hope, but that hope has to be grounded in facts,” he said. “A peace that is not based on truth will crash against the realities of the Middle East.”
“The region is full of bad choices. What that requires you to do is take your security very seriously. And you shouldn’t be intimidated by people saying, ‘Well, that’s a worst-case analysis,’ because lately, the worst is coming through.”
Saints, Vermont: Great Scenery, but otherwise a last days, rural Sodom and Gomorrah The roots of the evil
are deep; Vermont even has a town, from revolutionary days even dared to be named Sodom and Vermont has long been a hotbed of sodomite perversions, occultism and heresy, being a first and chief center of Unitarianism after that spiritual plague first infected the Puritan-founded Congregationalists in Boston.
News stories over the last year place Vermont as, statistically, the most irreligious state in the Union, and just this October, national news stories reported Vermont is the "most stoned" state in the Union with one in six as substance abusers.
Now, Shumlin the Governor devotes his whole State of the State Address to Vermont's Heroin Epidemic. Along with many other Vermonters, I wrote him last year to advocate against Vermont's then pending new Euthanasia law. His official reply was basically, thank you very much, but I am going to support it.
What's amazing is how politicos, especially leftist ones apparently, cannot see any connection between these trends and events and decisions and cannot see the effect of Vermont's Wicked Side of History as a set of forces in cascade. What will the End be but a blasted wilderness of raging perversions, addictions, and mass insanity? Now, Heroin Addiction too is to be seen as a treatable malady--What? treatable with another drug and more therapy babble?--rather than as a sin that can only be treated by repentance and deliverance. "The fool hath said in his heart, there is no God." (Psalms 14 and 53)
For Gospel workers here, it is surely a matter of plucking a few out of the fire, "hating even the garments spotted by the flesh." (Jude 23) Judgment Hangs in the Air. Vermont, Repent or Perish!
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/09/us/in-annual-speech-vermont-governor-shifts-focus-to-drug-abuse.html? nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20140109
In Annual Speech, Vermont Governor Shifts Focus to Drug Abuse
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE JAN. 8, 2014 (LEAD):
*************************
3 January, 2014
MONTPELIER, Vt. — In a sign of how drastic the epidemic of drug addiction here has become, Gov. Peter Shumlin on Wednesday devoted his entire State of the State Message to what he said was “a full-blown heroin crisis” gripping Vermont ... ...
Saints, Pharmaceutical Spin-Doctoring: Modern Day Sorcery?
Many students of Scripture know that the KJV of St. John's "sorcery" in Revelation is "pharmakeia," the use of potions to alter consciousness. Today, how many mental diseases are created for profit (when once they were only standard human weaknesses dealt with by self-discipline, training, personal growth, familial love and order, and societal morality)?
At the time of the End, says John, "by thy sorceries were all nations (implies also large demographics and population groups?) deceived." (Revelation 18:23d)
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/19/opinion/an-epidemic-of-attention-deficit-disorder.html? nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20131219
EDITORIAL
An Epidemic of Attention Deficit Disorder
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD Published: December 18, 2013
(lead):
The hard-sell campaign by drug companies to drive up diagnoses of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, or A.D.H.D., and sales of drugs to treat it is disturbing. The campaign focused initially on children but is now turning toward adults, who provide a potentially larger market. ... ...
(excerpt):
A two-decade campaign by pharmaceutical companies promoting the pills to doctors, educators and parents was described by Alan Schwarz in The Times on Sunday. The tactics were brazen, often misleading and sometimes deceitful. Shire, an Irish company that makes Adderall and other A.D.H.D. medications, recently subsidized 50,000 copies of a comic book in which superheroes tell children that “Medicines may make it easier to pay attention and control your behavior!” Advertising on television and in popular magazines has sought to persuade mothers that Adderall cannot only unleash a child’s innate intelligence but make the child more amenable to chores like taking out the garbage.
The potential dangers should not be ignored. The drugs can lead to addiction, and, in rare cases, psychosis, suicidal thoughts and hallucinations, as well as anxiety, difficulty sleeping and loss of appetite. ... ...

*************************
30 June / Breaking News!

PRAISE GOD! WE JUST WON ONE!

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?pc=topnav-about-en&hl=en#inbox/146ed54795da7ee7

BREAKING NEWS
Monday, June 30, 2014 10:59 AM EDT

Supreme Court Rules Family-Owned Corporations Are Not Required to Pay for Contraception Coverage
Requiring family-owned corporations to pay for insurance coverage for contraception violated a federal law protecting religious freedom, the Supreme Court ruled in a 5 to 4 decision on Monday.The decision, which applied to two companies owned by Christian families, opened the door to challenges from other corporations to many laws that may be said to violate their religious liberty.The coverage requirement was put in place under President Obama’s Affordable Care Act. It was challenged by two corporations whose owners say they try to run their businesses on religious principles: Hobby Lobby, a chain of crafts stores, and Conestoga Wood Specialties, which makes wood cabinets.

*************************
30 June

Saints,

On the war in the heavenlies—

Loosely, and in an artificial way ("the silicon life form"), here's how a "spirit of the age=zeitgeist" can work over a whole populace.  Satan has long worked this kind of evil as have his elect human helpers (Illuminati, etc., propagandists, behind-the-scenes workers, political strategists, media spinners, etc.), but now a new portal is being built between the fallen spiritual world and the material world where Man resides — this medium of Artificial Intelligence algorithms driving intensely sophisticated hardware, the Facebooks of the world.  St. Paul, speaking to the Ephesians, gave a general covering term to it, "the spirit that worketh in the children of disobedience" (Eph. 2: 2,3) and also noted that, "we are not ignorant of his (Satan's) devices" (2 Cor. 2:11).  Be very careful how much you partake in all the little toys and goodies of the Beast.   They are very addictive, and it is easier to get into them than it is to get out again.


http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/facebook/10932534/Facebook-conducted-secret-psychology-experiment-on-users-emotions.html

Facebook Conducted Secret Psychology Experiment on Users' Emotions

Over 600,000 Facebook users have taken part in a psychological experiment organised by the social media company, without their knowledge.

Facebook altered the tone of the users' news feed to highlight either positive or negative posts from their friends, which were seen on their news feed.

They then monitored the users' response, to see whether their friends' attitude had an impact on their own.

"The results show emotional contagion," wrote a team of Facebook scientists, in a paper published by the PNAS journal - Proceedings of the National Academy of Scientists of the United States.

"When positive expressions were reduced, people produced fewer positive posts and more negative posts; when negative expressions were reduced, the opposite pattern occurred. These results indicate that emotions expressed by others on Facebook influence our own emotions, constituting experimental evidence for massive-scale contagion via social networks."

Facebook were able to carry out the experiment because all users have to tick a box agreeing to their terms and conditions. These include "internal operations, including troubleshooting, data analysis, testing, research and service improvement."

***

30 June, Backlash on the Facebook experiment—"We're all lab rats!"

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/technology/facebook-tinkers-with-users-emotions-in-news-feed-experiment-stirring-outcry.html?emc=edit_th_20140630&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

***

A NYTimes report seems to link the spread of MERS to Islamic religious pilgrimages. Let us watch and see if Ramadan produces a new outbreak—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/world/middleeast/flawed-saudi-response-fueled-outbreak-of-mers-middle-east-virus.html?emc=edit_th_20140630&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0

Flawed Saudi Response Fueled Outbreak of MERS, Middle East Virus
ByBEN HUBBARD and DONALD G. MECNEIL, jr. JUNE 29, 2014

(excerpt):  MERS circulates most heavily in a region that is the nexus for Islam. This port city, Jidda, is the arrival point for most of the two to three million pilgrims who make the hajj to Mecca each year. Riyadh, the Saudi capital, has had the second-largest outbreak after Jidda, and cases have also appeared in Mecca. The hajj will not take place until October, but many Muslims travel to Mecca during the holy month of Ramadan, which most Muslims began observing on Sunday. And off-season pilgrims have already spread the disease to Iran, Jordan and Algeria.

*************************
27 June

Saints,

An amazing testimony of faith under extreme dangers, trials, and persecutions, published in the NYTimes of all places!  Praise God!  May he keep Josef and deliver him—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/22/world/asia/afghanistan-a-christian-convert-on-the-run.html?emc=edit_th_20140622&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

A Christian Convert, on the Run in Afghanistan
By AZAM AHMED  JUNE 21, 2014


KABUL, Afghanistan — In a dank basement on the outskirts of Kabul, Josef read his worn blue Bible by the light of a propane lantern, as he had done for weeks since he fled from his family in Pakistan.
His few worldly possessions sat nearby in the 10-by-10-foot room of stone and crumbling brown earth. He keeps a wooden cross with a passage from the Sermon on the Mount written on it, a carton of Esse cigarettes, and a thin plastic folder containing records of his conversion to Christianity.
The documents are the reason he is hiding for his life. On paper, Afghan law protects freedom of religion, but the reality here and in some other Muslim countries is that renouncing Islam is a capital offense.
Josef’s brother-in-law Ibrahim arrived in Kabul recently, leaving behind his family and business in Pakistan, to hunt down the apostate and kill him. Reached by telephone, Ibrahim, who uses only one name, offered a reporter for The New York Times $20,000 to tell him where Josef was hiding.
“If I find him, once we are done with him, I will kill his son as well, because his son is a bastard,” Ibrahim said, referring to Josef’s 3-year-old child. “He is not from a Muslim father.”
For Josef, 32, who asked to be identified only by his Christian name to protect his wife and young child, the path to Christianity was only one segment on a much longer journey, a year of wandering that took him through Turkey, Greece, Italy and Germany, seeking refuge from Afghanistan’s violence.
But at each stop he found misfortune. He was detained in Greece and deported from Germany, and he lived on the streets in Italy before he truly understood that there would be no happy ending in Europe, where his application for asylum has gone nowhere. He voluntarily left Italy for Pakistan to be with his wife and son, but that is no longer an option.
Neither is reverting to Islam. “I inherited my faith, but I saw so many things that made me discard my religious beliefs,” Josef said. “Even if I get killed, I won’t convert back.”
In official eyes here, there are no Afghan Christians. The few Afghans who practice the faith do so in private for fear of persecution, attending one of a handful of underground churches that are believed to be operating in the country. Expatriates use chapels on embassy grounds, but those are effectively inaccessible to Afghans.
Only a few Afghan converts have surfaced in the past decade, and the government has typically dealt with them swiftly and silently: They are asked to recant, and if they refuse, they are expelled, usually to India, where an Afghan church flourishes in New Delhi. 
In a country of crippling poverty, ethnic fault lines and decades of war, Islamic piety offers many Afghans a rare thread of national solidarity. To reject Islam is seen as tantamount to treason.
“Religious identity is the only thing that Afghans can claim,” said Daud Moradian, a professor at the American University in Afghanistan. “They do not have a national identity, they do not have an economic identity, and there is no middle or working class here.”
That leaves Josef almost nowhere to turn for protection. The police would be no help. Converts report being beaten and sexually abused while in custody. His family in Afghanistan is also a dead end: His uncles are hunting for him now, too.
Josef said he lost his faith well before he knew what would replace it. Most of his siblings emigrated to Germany when he was a teenager, but he stayed behind to look after his aging, ailing parents. He drove a taxi at night and studied medicine, earning a degree from Kabul Medical University.
He hung on through civil war, repressive Taliban rule and Western invasion, but a senseless shooting he witnessed at close range in 2009 that left an 8-year-old boy dying in his mother’s arms finally shattered his resolve to stay.
He borrowed money from his family and worked double shifts until he could pay a smuggler to get him to Europe. He left behind his mother, who died soon afterward, and his pregnant wife, who moved to Pakistan to be with her family.
His memories of the journey are flashes of elation and despair: The sights of Istanbul; the fence at the Turkish-Greek border, with his fingers laced in the wire; a field of sunflowers; three sickening days on rough seas in a boat to Italy, and a last-minute swim to shore; a road trip to Germany using the passport of a Pakistani who looked nothing like him; and the desolate Hamburg street where his brothers picked him up.
In Hanover, close to where his siblings lived, Josef found a Protestant church for Farsi speakers, and began attending services, at first just to watch.
“When I threw away my Islamic beliefs, I was living in a space of spiritual emptiness,” he said. “During that time I was studying different religions — Buddhism, Hinduism and Christianity. I was studying Islam as well.”
After 15 days in Germany, he turned himself in and applied for asylum, and was held in a refugee camp where the monotony was broken by visits from missionaries.
“I think I was impressed by the personality of Jesus himself,” he said. “The fact that he came here to take all of our sins, that moved me. I admired his character and personality long before I was baptized.”
When he was released to live with his sister in Kassel, he returned to the church in Hanover and converted, a decision his siblings accepted with open-mindedness.
The reprieve was short-lived; the German authorities rearrested him and deported him to Italy because he had not sought asylum in the European Union country where he was first processed, as required. Without family or friends in Italy, he sought aid from churches and charities that offered him food but no shelter.
Homeless, broke, depressed and in deteriorating health, Josef gave up and went to live with his wife and her family in northern Pakistan.
Knowing the stakes of his secret, he put digital copies of his asylum paperwork and mementos of his conversion and baptism on a flash drive he carried in his pocket, finding some comfort in having them with him.

But one day in March, he left the flash drive at home. While he ran errands, one of his wife’s brothers borrowed the flash drive to save a file, and discovered what was on it.
When Josef came home that evening, his in-laws grabbed him by the throat and beat him. “We tied his hands and his legs and we wanted to kill him,” Ibrahim said. “It was my father who intervened, and said that he wanted to talk to his family first.”
The father said they would contact Josef’s uncles for guidance, and in the meantime Josef would be locked in a room at the side of the house, bound hand and foot.
In the middle of the night, Josef managed to escape, sneaking out of the house without a final goodbye to his wife or son. He caught a night bus to the border with Afghanistan. On the way, he phoned a childhood friend to ask for help, and then called his sister in Germany, weeping into his cellphone.
Reached in Germany, his sister, who declined to be named for fear of giving a clue to her brother’s pursuers, said she hasn’t heard from Josef since then.
“I’ve been worrying about his life and his whereabouts,” his sister said. “It will be one of the biggest achievements of my life if I can help him get somewhere that he can practice his new religion openly.”
To aid a convert is nearly as despised here as to be one, but his friend helped him anyway, hiding him in the basement of an empty house and bringing him food once a week.
“When times were good, he was always generous with me,” said his friend, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because of the danger. “Now he’s at risk, and needs my help, and I have no choice but to give it.”
For Josef, who has recently changed hiding places, the time passes slowly now, with little company other than his Bible. He can hear the muezzin calling Muslims to prayer, a reminder of danger’s proximity and the paradox he lives now.
“When I threw away my convictions, it was hard to speak with people about it,” he said, a red ember pulsing on the tip of his cigarette. “It was like an imaginary prison.” He paused, the light from his propane lantern casting a long shadow on the wall. “Now it is the other way around,” he said at last. “My body is in prison, but my soul is free.”

***
Even "toys" of the occult are dangerous.  "There shall be no necromancers (speakers to the dead—mediums in trances with spirits) among you…"  —The Law of Moses

via DrudgeReport

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2665899/Possessed-girl.html

Three American friends hospitalised after becoming 'possessed' following Ouija board game in Mexican village

Three American friends have been taken to hospital after reportedly becoming 'possessed' by evil spirits while playing with a Ouija board. 
Alexandra Huerta, 22, was playing the game with her brother Sergio, 23, and 18-year-old cousin Fernando Cuevas at a house in the village of San Juan Tlacotenco in south-west Mexico.
But minutes into it, she apparently started 'growling' and thrashing around in a 'trance-like' state.

Meanwhile, Sergio and Fernando also reportedly started showing signs of 'possession', including feelings of blindness, deafness and hallucinations. 
Paramedics were called to the house and took the trio to hospital, according to Alexandra's parents.
 
They restrained Alexandra to prevent her from hurting herself, before treating the three with painkillers, anti-stress medication and eye drops, which seemingly worked.
Victor Demesa, 46, the director of public safety in the nearby town of Tepoztlan, said: 'The medical rescue of these three young people was very complicated. 

'They had involuntary movements and it was difficult to transfer them to the nearest hospital because they were so erratic.
'It appeared as if they were in a trance-like state, apparently after playing with the Ouija board.
'They spoke of feeling numbness, double vision, blindness, deafness, hallucinations, muscle spasm and difficulty swallowing.'
He added that whether the trio were really possessed, or had simply convinced themselves that they were, was not for doctors to comment on.

Alexandra's parents said they had called paramedics after a local Catholic priest refused to perform an exorcism on the three because they were not regular churchgoers.

The Ouija board - also known as a spirit board or talking board - is a flat board marked with the letters of the alphabet, the numbers 0-9, the words 'yes', 'no', 'hello' and 'goodbye' and various symbols and graphics.It uses a small heart-shaped piece of wood or movable indicator to indicate the spirit's message by spelling it out on the board during a seance.  Participants place their fingers on the wood and it is supposedly moved around the board by the spirit to spell out words.

Mainstream religions and some occultists have associated use of a Ouija board with the concept of demonic possession, and have cautioned their followers not to use one.

***
"War without end"?  What have we created?  A silent killer from above that is an instant judge, jury, and executioner in one?  What happens when one or one's group is deemed "domestic terrorist" for disagreeing with a government?  Long have I had the mental picture of an Afghan shepherd sitting one moment around his campfire and the next instant being nothing but vapor floating down the mountain valley.  War without end is living under continual terror from above.  It could as easily and instantly come to the pass on Pike's Peak as in the Khyber Pass.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/26/world/use-of-drones-for-killings-risks-a-war-without-end-panel-concludes-in-report.html?emc=edit_th_20140626&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Use of Drones for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel Concludes in Report
By MARK MAZZETTI JUNE 26, 2014 (Lead):
WASHINGTON — The Obama administration’s embrace of targeted killings using armed drones risks putting the United States on a “slippery slope” into perpetual war and sets a dangerous precedent for lethal operations that other countries might adopt in the future, according to a report by a bipartisan panel that includes several former senior intelligence and military officials.
The group found that more than a decade into the era of armed drones, the American government has yet to carry out a thorough analysis of whether the costs of routine secret killing operations outweigh the benefits. The report urges the administration to conduct such an analysis and to give a public accounting of both militants and civilians killed in drone strikes.
The findings amount to a sort of report card — one that delivers middling grades — a year after President Obama gave a speech promising new guidelines for drone strikes and greater transparency about the killing operations. The report is especially critical of the secrecy that continues to envelop drone operations and questions whether they might be creating terrorists even as they are killing them. … ...

***
Welcome to the United Planet of the Overlord Googleverse.  Now, your watch, your phone, your car, even your refrigerator will know way more about you than you do…and will plan accordingly…"just sit back and relax"...

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/26/technology/personaltech/a-reach-too-far-by-google.html?emc=edit_th_20140626&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Watching Google’s Many Arms
By ARHOOD MANJOO  JUNE 25, 2014
(lead):SAN FRANCISCO — One way to think of Google is as an extremely helpful, all-knowing, hyper-intelligent executive assistant. Already, it can remind you about your flight, open up your boarding pass when you get to the airport and offer you driving directions to your hotel when you land.
If what the company showed off at an event for developers on Wednesday is a true vision of our future, Google’s software will soon reach ever further into our lives, sitting on just about every other device you encounter. The software will be available to help you look up any bit of idle curiosity or accomplish any task, anytime you desire.
It’s an extremely far-reaching agenda — and that may be the company’s problem. For a company whose future depends on people voluntarily handing over their information in return for handy online services, Google’s very ambitions may now stand as its biggest hurdle. Is Google, in its globe-spanning reach, trying to do so much that it risks becoming creepy instead of helpful — the assistant who got too powerful and knows too much? … ...

***
True persecution of a widespread Christian conference begins in a city of BC, Canada—

http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/June26/261.html

The Shame Of Nanaimo - BC City Blocks Leadership Event Due To Christian Sponsorship

(lead):  On May 5, city politicians in Nanaimo, B.C., voted 8 to 1 to ban a conference that was scheduled for their city’s convention centre just four days later. City councilors condemned one of the event ’s sponsors as “hateful,” mentioned it in the same breath as the Nigerian terrorist group Boko Haram, and said the decision to ban the event from public property was no different than if they had voted to ban an organized crime ring, too.

Sounds awful. Who was coming to town – the Hells Angels? The conference itself was based in Atlanta, Georgia, but plenty of people in Nanaimo were paying $60 to watch a pay-per-view simulcast of it in Nanaimo. The event, which took place May 8  and was streamed to 800 cities in North America, is aimed at providing thought-provoking speakers who can help build up a generation of viable leaders; the conference does not explicitly address controversial subjects like homosexuality. So who were these undesirable people?

Actually, Nanaimo councilors didn’t know very much about the conference themselves, calling it by different names throughout their meeting. They weren’t quite sure who was speaking at it either, or what they were speaking about, and they had to be corrected by city staff. And they didn’t invite any conference organizers to answer their allegations – or even give them any notice before ripping up the business contract signed with them by the convention centre.

But what the councilors lacked in knowledge, they made up for in vitriol. You can see for yourself. Nanaimo is a small city of just 80,000 people, but the politicians there think highly enough of themselves and their deep thoughts that they actually televise their council meetings. Their 20-minute tirade against the conference can be viewed online, at www.nanaimo.ca. … … ...
Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/June26/261.html#sjmXHHlZkzLTARRI.99


*************************
22 June

Saints,

The delusions get stronger by the hour as the forces of hell spew their propaganda vomit all over the planet.  Only those determined to seek and know the will and Word of God will escape, and "if it were possible even the very elect will be deceived."

May God call you to lean utterly upon his Word in the days ahead.  The outward church is breached; only the Word is sure.  "But when the enemy comes in like a flood, the Spirit of the LORD will raise up a standard (battle flag) against him."  Isaiah 59

bro. Tim

***


Literal Enemies of the (symbol of the) Cross—

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/10904942/Chinese-churchs-fightback-fails-to-stop-cross-removal.html

***
"…and another one bites the dust" (of Sodom).   "When the Son of man comes, will he find faith on the earth?"


http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/20/us/presbyterians-vote-to-change-definition-of-marriage-to-two-people.html?emc=edit_th_20140620&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Presbyterians Vote to Allow Same-Sex Marriages
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN JUNE 19, 2014

(lead):DETROIT — The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) voted at its General Assembly on Thursday to change its constitution’s definition of marriage from “a man and a woman” to “two people,” and to allow its ministers to perform same-sex marriages where it is legal. … …
***
The liberal Presbys really seem to have lost their way—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/21/us/presbyterians-debating-israeli-occupation-vote-to-divest-holdings.html?emc=edit_th_20140621&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Presbyterians Vote to Divest Holdings to Pressure Israel
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN JUNE 20, 2014


(lead):DETROIT — After passionate debate over how best to help break the deadlock between Israel and the Palestinians, the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)voted on Friday at its general convention to divest from three companies that it says supply Israel with equipment used in the occupation of Palestinian territory. … ...


***
Here's one thickly layered con job—
 You can slice it anyway you want.   You may think you were born to be a murderer and just can't help it.  More likely, you can be pretty sure you were born to be a fornicator or adulterer, but if you practice those things unrepentantly, you will surely go to hell.  It is the same with homosexuality.  You may have the temptation for whatever list of reasons you compile: classic Freudian issues with your parents, genetics, whatever, but if you walk in sin, even if the government blesses it and legalizes it and even promotes it, you will still end up in hell.  
I agree, "reparative therapy" is probably useless;  you don't need therapy;  you need to agree with God's Word and walk it out, whether it is easy or hard.   That's your job as a Christian.  There are no "gay Christians."   This is a delusion, an oxymoron.  Paul said, "Such were some of you, but you have been cleansed…"  He also said that those who practice such things and other sins will not inherit God's Kingdom.  Period.  Stop excusing yourself, and whining and crying about "poor little you" and practice repentance.
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2014/06/life-as-ex-ex-gay-paulk-108090.html#.U6RZfBb7KiY
To Straight and Back
My life as an ex-ex-gay man
By JOHN PAULK
June 19, 2014  
"I may have the genetic coding that I'm inclined to be an alcoholic, but I have the desire not to do that, and I look at the homosexual issue the same way." – Texas Gov. Rick Perry

(lead):
There was a time in my life when I used to sound a lot like Rick Perry. In fact, for more than ten years I was one of the nation’s leading spokesmen for the “ex-gay” movement. I traveled the country telling audiences that being gay was a preventable condition, and it could be treated if only you followed a simple plan, obeyed God and sought repentance for your sins. “Ladies and gentlemen, homosexuality is not a genetic, inborn condition,” I would say. “It is the result of traceable causes that, once unraveled, can bring about understanding and transformation in the life of one who is motivated and submitted to God.” … … ...

***

from The Berean Call—
from June 18, 2014

http://www.jewishpress.com/news/breaking-news/jews-vs-nazis-latest-teen-rage-in-florida/2014/05/12/
 
"JEWS VS. NAZIS" LATEST TEEN RAGE IN FLORIDA
 
Trivialization of the Holocaust has reached new lows.
 
A group of Florida teenagers have devised a local version of the popular college beer pong drinking game. But in contrast to the traditional contest in which two teams gather on opposite sites of a table and try to bounce a ping pong ball into a plastic cup filled with booze, the Florida version has a charming new twist: The groups divide into teams of "Jews" and "Nazis."
 
According to an image posted on the Imgur website, "The Nazis start the game off with 'blitzkreig,' with each 'Aryan' player shooting freely into the 'Jewish' cups until one misses. Jews are allowed to designate an 'Anne Frank Cup' that can be removed from the table and hidden anywhere in the room. To balance out that unfair advantage, the Nazi team has the right to call 'Auschwitz,' meaning one Jewish player is 'selected' to sit out.
 
"Also, throughout the game you are supposed to [swear frequently] and say as many racist things as possible to make it more enjoyable," according to the website.

***
A wise woman writes on the dangerous foolishness of the marijuana high and its close statistical association with psychosis and psychotic reactions.
marijuana-laws-ease-the-risks-grow.html?emc=edit_th_20140621&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
 CONTRIBUTING OP-ED WRITER
Candy’s Dandy, but Pot’s Scary
As Marijuana Laws Ease, the Risks Grow
JUNE 20, 2014

WE know that occasionally people react badly to marijuana. Some withdraw into anxious, glassy silence. Some responses are more horrifying. In a recent, much discussed case, a Denver man bought cannabis-infused Karma Kandy and hours later — perhaps after also taking prescription pain medication — began raving about the end of the world and killed his wife.
Marijuana is more dangerous than many of us once thought. For one thing, cannabis use is associated with schizophrenia, an often devastating disorder in which people can hear disembodied voices that sneer, hiss and command. A 1987 study published in The Lancet, the London-based medical journal, followed more than 45,000 Swedish military conscripts. Those who said on a conscription questionnaire that they had used cannabis more than 50 times were six times as likely, 15 years later, to have been diagnosed with schizophrenia than those who said they had not used it. There have been many more research papers since. A 2007 meta-study, also published in The Lancet, examined a series of them and concluded that there was a consistent increase in the incidence of psychosis — the radical disconnect from reality characteristic of schizophrenia — among people who smoked marijuana, with most studies showing a 50 to 200 percent increased risk among the heaviest users.
The causal arrow is complicated here. This does not prove that marijuana brings on schizophrenia. It could be that people with incipient schizophrenia are drawn to cannabis. But it is clear that cannabis can lead to passing paranoid and hallucinatory experiences, and a 2014 psychiatric overview argued that cannabis could not only cause those symptoms to persist, but to develop into a condition that looks like schizophrenia. Jim van Os, a leading European schizophrenia researcher, suggested that marijuana might be responsible for as many as one in seven or eight cases of schizophrenia in the Netherlands.
To be sure, that increased risk is pretty low: About one in 100 people will develop schizophrenia. The unnerving question is whether in this country, with its history of gun violence and its easy access to guns, a person with a paranoid reaction is more likely to act violently.
A basic anthropological insight about drugs and alcohol is that the effect of a drug is a result not just of biology, but also of culture. The classic argument on this is “Drunken Comportment,” a 1969 book in which Craig MacAndrew and Robert B. Edgerton said that the effects of alcohol depended on local expectations. They wrote that when Americans drank, they fought, argued and were much more relaxed about sex.
When American undergraduates get drunk, they throw sofas out of the frat house and wake up next to people they didn’t think they knew. That’s because we Americans think that alcohol is disinhibiting and that we can’t really control what we do.
That’s not necessarily the case in other cultures. Mr. MacAndrew and Mr. Edgerton gave example after example of people in other cultures who drank plenty of strong alcohol but didn’t behave as Americans did when drunk. In these societies drunks became silent, “thick-lipped,” or they grew talkative, but not violent. In some settings, the anthropologists were able to demonstrate that when drunk, people became violent in culturally rulebound ways.

When Mr. Edgerton was doing fieldwork in Kenya in 1962, for example, he was warned about a man who became dangerous when drunk. But when he encountered that man during a drunken episode, “the man calmed down, and as he walked slowly past me, he greeted me in polite, even deferential terms, before he turned and dashed away.” The drunk role did not include being violent to visiting anthropologists.
How people act when drunk, these anthropologists argue, is a learned behavior. People learn what it is to be drunk and what drunkenness permits.
Since then, anthropologists have demonstrated that this principle applies — to some degree — to the experience of many different drugs. As Eugene Raikhel of the University of Chicago summarizes the literature, drug experience is determined not only by the body’s chemistry but also by local ideas about what those drugs should do.
Right now, for many people, marijuana conjures up the mellow calm of the Rocky Mountain high. But that mellowness is associated with a set of cultural cues that may not be shared by all who buy legal cannabis. Alcohol is a factor in about 40 percent of violent crimes, according to surveys of perpetrators. Let’s hope that the meaning of being high doesn’t migrate.
T. M. Luhrmann, a contributing opinion writer, is a professor of anthropology at Stanford.
*************************
13 June
Saints,
Amazing events in Iraq!  Headless soldiers and police of Iraq litter the way of the invading army as it approaches even Baghdad in just a few short days. The government's army has cut and run and deserted, but many who have been caught have been beheaded.  
A quickie recall of forces and partisans—may be less than totally accurate, but to get thoughts rolling and compare to the armies of the upcoming war of Ezekiel 38 and 39:  The major divide in Islam is Sunni and Shia.  Roughly, Sunni is Arab Islam while Shia is Persian Islam (centered in Iran).  Arab Islam has radicals like bin-Laden of Saudi Arabia who go out and act with terror, but the Arab governments are more sedate, sponsoring state terrorism but addicted to Western oil money, willing to be fat and sly (38:13, Sheba and Dedan, roughly coastal Arab nations like Saudi Arabia and biblical Teman, modern Yemen).  At the end of Ezekiel's battle, the combatants against Israel turn on one another after God brings confusion on them from the biggest earthquake to ever hit Earth until that time (38:21).  Even "birds" (war planes?)(38:20) will be knocked out of the sky (by pressure waves from it?)  Then Middle East brother will turn against Middle East brother in their final suspicions and hatreds of one another, just a little less than the hate Israel, to finish the slaughter. 
 Iraq has been under Shia Prime Minister Maliki who has been denying the Sunni any place in the government.  Now, these same Sunni who also fight as Islamic terrorists in Syria have suddenly mushroomed in strength to take on Maliki's government. If they aren't stopped soon, Maliki's head will also be on a stake on the walls of Baghdad.  We shall see.  
We are surprised at the sudden appearance of this army in such strength, but we should not be as terrorists have been streaming into Syria for the last several years, earnestly desiring jihad and martyrdom from all over the Middle East and even from Europe and America.  This is very like the way the troops will gather—called by the Spirits of Gog and Magog, and of Persia, etc. when the time for the battle comes to the full (38:4-16).  They will rush in like lemmings to the sea.  This may be the early stages of that, or it might not even be that early.  But, Rosh has yet to step in and take the lead of military organization though Putin, as noted by NATO and western Europe, has had an adventurous eye since he took Crimea a few months back.  The Word says he will be goaded by God to go adventuring militarily (38:3,4).  A more widespread nuclear war may also fall at this point when Rosh sees he will be defeated (39:6).
What an amazing day to watch and pray!  Yet, so many in the western church sleep in the pews.  God save us!
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/11/world/middleeast/exhausted-and-bereft-iraqi-soldiers-quit-fight.html?emc=edit_th_20140611&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Exhausted and Bereft, Iraqi Soldiers Quit Fight
By KAREEM FAHIM and SUADAD AL-SALHYJUNE 10, 2014
(LEAD):BAGHDAD — The infantryman and his colleagues were already worn down after six months of fighting militants in western Iraq, men flush with weapons and zeal. Army commanders had no answer for the daily deadly ambushes and no broader strategy for prevailing in the longer war.
The final straw was the death of a friend, killed two weeks ago by a sniper’s bullet. The infantryman, Bashar al-Halbousi, deserted, making the same choice as hundreds of other soldiers in his battalion, he said.
“The state is weak,” Mr. Halbousi said. “This will be an endless battle.”
After months of grinding conflict against a resurgent militant movement, the Iraqi Army is having its power blunted by a rise in desertions, turning the tide of the war and fragmenting an institution, trained and funded by the United States, that some hoped would provide Iraqis a common sense of citizenship. 
In a nation tearing apart along sectarian lines, Sunnis and Shiites have served together in the military. But the defections of Sunni soldiers threatened to deepen the growing perception among Iraq’s Sunnis that the military serves as an instrument of Shiite power, even while Shiites soldiers have also fled.
he toll of the desertions came into sharp relief on Tuesday, as soldiers and their commanders abandoned bases in Mosul all but ceding Iraq’s second-largest city to extremist fighters belonging to the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria. … ...

***

Even a profound atheist as this man intimates himself to be below is used (by God) to glorify God.  It is good to see how many Americans still inherently reject "scientism," the making of so-called science into a religious dogma of its own which denies God at its most initial level, and from there on.  Once again, truly objective science would also consider the possibility, at least, of God in all its inquires.  "The fool hath said in his heart, there is no God."  Psalm 14 and Psalm 51
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/09/opinion/blow-religious-constriction.html
The Opinion Pages | OP-ED COLUMNIST
Religious Constriction
JUNE 8, 2014
I am both shocked and fascinated by Americans’ religious literalism.
One Gallup report issued last week found that 42 percent of Americans believe “God created humans in their present form 10,000 years ago.”
Even among people who said that they were “very familiar” with the theory of evolution, a third still believed that God created humans in their present form 10,000 years ago.
It’s not clear what the respondents meant by being “very familiar” — did they fully understand the science upon which evolution’s based, or was their understanding something short of that, as in, very familiar with it as being antithetical to creationist concepts?
Whatever the case, on this issue as well as many others in America, the truth is not the light.
That is in part because, compared with other developed countries, America stands out for the level and intensity of its religiosity. People are generally more likely to  say that religion is an important part of their daily lives in relatively poor countries, but as Gallup pointed out in a 2010 report:
“The United States is one of the rich countries that bucks the trend. About two-thirds of Americans — 65 percent — say religion is important in their daily lives. Among high-income countries, only Italians, Greeks, Singaporeans and residents of the oil-rich Persian Gulf states are more likely to say religion is important. Most high-income countries are further down the religiosity spectrum.”
And, in America, when people say that they are religious, they overwhelmingly mean Christian. In fact, nearly eight in 10 Americans identify as Christians.
It’s not only that Americans are more religious — Christian, in particular — but that for many, their beliefs in their religious text — the Bible, in particular — are literal.
As Gallup pointed out in a report issued last Wednesday, nearly a third of Americans continue to believe that the Bible “is the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word.”
Furthermore, nearly half believe that it is “the inspired word of God but not everything in it should be taken literally.”
(I am curious which parts would get a pass from most of these respondents and which wouldn’t. Would the origins of the world fall into the literal camp? What about the rules — all or some — in books like Deuteronomy?)
About a fifth of Americans said they believe the Bible is “an ancient book of fables, legends, history, and moral precepts recorded by man.”
Now, I don’t seek to deny anyone the right to believe as he or she chooses. I have at points in my own life been quite religious, and my own children have complicated views about religion. As my oldest son once told me, “I’d hate to live in a world where a God couldn’t exist.”
That is his choice, as it is every individual’s choice, and I respect it.
What worries me is that some Americans seem to live in a world where facts can’t exist.
Facts such as the idea that the world is ancient, and that all living things evolved and some — like dinosaurs — became extinct. Facts like the proven warming of the world. Facts like the very real possibility that such warming could cause a catastrophic sea-level rise.


How does America remain a world leader in an increasingly technological, science-based world, when so many of our citizens — and even our leaders, including Republicans who might run for president — deny basic science?
Marco Rubio told GQ in 2012: “Whether the Earth was created in 7 days, or 7 actual eras, I’m not sure we’ll ever be able to answer that. It’s one of the great mysteries.”
During a debate in 2007, Mike Huckabee made clear that he believed that “In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth,” but didn’t know when it was done or how long it took.
Bobby Jindal has voiced his support of creationism being taught in public schools alongside intelligent design and “the best science” and allowing students to “make up their own minds.”
Americans, particularly political leaders, who choose religious piety must also create an intellectual framework in which things of faith that exist without proof can make space for truths for which there is proof.
Religious fundamentalism at the expense of basic scientific facts threatens to obscure America’s beacon of light with a bank of fog.


***

Complete cultural insanity?  The official dogma of Antichrist?  "Discrimination and Discernment" so stigmatized by their politically correct negative definitions as words only so that no one can even note any kind of difference in any subject matter of any kind?  Is this not utter madness?  How did Einstein define insanity:  "Doing the same thing over and over while expecting different results."  Is this not similar?  Denying any discernment whatsoever of anything and calling it equality?  Apparently, antichrist won't be happy until we crawl back into the primordial mud, from which he tells us we came, and cease to be.  That's pretty much it.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/10/us/colleges-and-evangelicals-collide-on-bias-policy.html?emc=edit_th_20140610&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0
Colleges and Evangelicals Collide on Bias Policy
By MICHAEL PAULSON JUNE 9, 2014
BRUNSWICK, Me. — For 40 years, evangelicals at Bowdoin College have gathered periodically to study the Bible together, to pray and to worship. They are a tiny minority on the liberal arts college campus, but they have been a part of the school’s community, gathering in the chapel, the dining center, the dorms.
After this summer, the Bowdoin Christian Fellowship will no longer be recognized by the college. Already, the college has disabled the electronic key cards of the group’s longtime volunteer advisers.
In a collision between religious freedom and anti-discrimination policies, the student group, and its advisers, have refused to agree to the college’s demand that any student, regardless of his or her religious beliefs, should be able to run for election as a leader of any group, including the Christian association.
Similar conflicts are playing out on a handful of campuses around the country, driven by the universities’ desire to rid their campuses of bias, particularly against gay men and lesbians, but also, in the eyes of evangelicals, fueled by a discomfort in academia with conservative forms of Christianity. The universities have been emboldened to regulate religious groups by a Supreme Court ruling in 2010 that found it was constitutional for a public law school in California to deny recognition to a Christian student group that excluded gays.
At Cal State, the nation’s largest university system with nearly 450,000 students on 23 campuses, the chancellor is preparing this summer to withdraw official recognition from evangelical groups that are refusing to pledge not to discriminate on the basis of religion in the selection of their leaders. And at Vanderbilt, more than a dozen groups, most of them evangelical but one of them Catholic, have already lost their official standing over the same issue; one Christian group balked after a university official asked the students to cut the words “personal commitment to Jesus Christ” from their list of qualifications for leadership.
At most universities that have begun requiring religious groups to sign nondiscrimination policies, Jewish, Muslim, Catholic and mainline Protestant groups have agreed, saying they do not discriminate and do not anticipate that the new policies will cause problems. Hillel, the largest Jewish student organization, says some chapters have even elected non-Jews to student boards.
The evangelical groups say they, too, welcome anyone to participate in their activities, including gay men and lesbians, as well as nonbelievers, seekers and adherents of other faiths. But they insist that, in choosing leaders, who often oversee Bible study and prayer services, it is only reasonable that they be allowed to require some basic Christian faith — in most cases, an explicit agreement that Jesus was divine and rose from the dead, and often an implicit expectation that unmarried student leaders, gay or straight, will abstain from sex.
“It would compromise our ability to be who we are as Christians if we can’t hold our leaders to some sort of doctrinal standard,” said Zackary Suhr, 23, who has just graduated from Bowdoin, where he was a leader of the Bowdoin Christian Fellowship.
The consequences for evangelical groups that refuse to agree to the nondiscrimination policies, and therefore lose their official standing, vary by campus. The students can still meet informally on campus, but in most cases their groups lose access to student activity fee money as well as first claim to low-cost or free university spaces for meetings and worship; they also lose access to standard on-campus recruiting tools, such as activities fairs and bulletin boards, and may lose the right to use the universities’ names.
“It’s absurd,” said Alec Hill, the president of InterVarsity, a national association of evangelical student groups, including the Bowdoin Christian Fellowship. “The genius of American culture is that we allow voluntary, self-identified organizations to form, and that’s what our student groups are.”
Some institutions, including the University of Florida, the University of Houston, the University of Minnesota and the University of Texas, have opted to exempt religious groups from nondiscrimination policies, according to the Christian Legal Society.  But evangelical groups have lost official status at Tufts University, the State University of New York at Buffalo and Rollins College in Florida, among others, and their advocates are worried that Cal State could be a tipping point.
The Bowdoin group has about 45 people on its mailing list, including 25 regular participants, on a campus of 1,800 students. The group notes that its participants, young people still figuring out where they stand on many subjects, have varying views on issues like same-sex marriage.
A few weeks ago, the Bowdoin group gathered for a final dinner at the Center for Multicultural and Spiritual Life at the college, thanking not only the graduating seniors, but also Robert and Sim Gregory, who volunteered with Bowdoin for a decade but are no longer recognized as advisers.
The students, who plan to meet informally in the fall and may seek an off-campus site for worship, are bewildered by the turn of events. “We can’t discriminate on religion, and we’re a religious group!” exclaimed Olivia Cannon, 18, a Bowdoin student.
Reid Wilson, 23, a leader of the group who has since graduated, rued the turn of events. “It’s hard socially to find people on this campus who make faith a strong part of their identity — people who really understand me and who I can really be open with,” he said. “This group has been a tremendous resource for me.”
Bowdoin officials say they, too, are disappointed.
“I want them on campus, because it’s a sanctuary for many of our conservative evangelical students — Bowdoin has accepted these students, and they need a place, and they need to have their faith challenged,” said the Rev. Robert Ives, a United Church of Christ minister who is the director of relgious and spiritual life at Bowdoin. “But every organization has to be open to every student, and every position of leadership has to be open to any individual, without discrimination.”
At Cal State, evangelicals are facing a similar conundrum. “We’re not willing to water down our beliefs in order to be accepted,” said Austin Weatherby, 20, a Cal State Chico student. He sometimes leads Bible study, and said he had to agree that he believes in the Holy Trinity and the Resurrection to do so. “Anyone can join, but if you want to lead a Bible study, you need to believe these things,” he said.
Cal State officials insist that they welcome evangelicals, but want them to agree to the same policies as everyone else. “Lots of evangelical groups are thriving on our campuses,” said Susan Westover, a lawyer for the California State University System. However, she said, there will be no exceptions from the anti-discrimination requirements. “Our mission is education, not exclusivity,” she said.
At Vanderbilt, the decision to push groups to sign anti-discrimination policies was prompted by a Christian fraternity’s expulsion of a member who came out as gay. About one-third of the 35 religious groups on campus have refused to sign and are no longer recognized by the school; they can still meet and recruit informally, and the campus Hillel has even opened its building for meetings of one of the Christian groups.
“I am hopeful for a better future, but I’m not naïve, there are some issues that are irresolvable,” said the Vanderbilt chaplain, the Rev. Mark Forrester, who is a United Methodist minister. “This is a larger social and ethical struggle that we as a society are engaged in.”

***

The reading of 1984 seems to be the dividing line between those who fear a pseudo-omniscient dystopia of complete control and total surveillance AND the young lemmings who just can't get enough of it…."more apps, more apps, more apps…more toys, more toys, more toys…more social networking, etc.!"

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/science-news/10881596/Young-people-give-up-privacy-on-Google-and-Facebook-because-they-havent-read-1984.html

Young people give up privacy on Google and Facebook 'because they haven't read 1984'
Young people hand over their private details to internet companies and on social networking site too readily because they have not read 1984 by George Orwell, an academic warns

By Sarah Knaptom, Science Correspondent
4:55PM BST 06 Jun 2014



Young people willingly give-up their privacy on Google and Facebook because they have not read George Orwell’s ‘1984’ unlike previous generations, a leading academic has warned.
Noel Sharkey, professor of artificial intelligence and robotics at Sheffield University, said that large corporations were hovering up private information and modern generations did not realize it was wrong.
He said that older people who had grown up reading George Orwell’s 1984 about ‘Big Brother technology and ‘ authoritarianism’, were in a better position to resist the creeping erosion of privacy.
Professor Sharkey, speaking at Cheltenham Science Festival, said: “I’m 65, I don’t want to be targeted. I am very uncomfortable with it. It seems to me that our privacy is gradually being violated and eroded without us noticing.
“I am part of the generation which all read 1984 – I think we are less happy about giving up our privacy.

“But the younger generation aren’t really thinking about it. The services that Google and Facebook give us are so good that people are willing to trade off their privacy for them. If you grow up with that, that is what you know to like.”
Technology commentators have become increasingly concerned that Google has recently purchased a collection of artificial intelligence and robotics companies.
They fear it will give the technology giant unlimited access to private information.
Google recently paid £1.9billion for Nest Labs, a firm which makes internet–connected heating systems, allowing people to control their thermostats from afar.
Although supporters ague that having greater control over home applications can only be beneficial, others are worried that it enables firms to collect data about energy use and living habits.
Google also spent £300 million on Deep-Mind, a British artificial intelligence firm which specialises in quickly building up a profile of an individual based on their internet activity.
He said: ‘Google has a policy where they keep our entire history. They know far too much about us.
“At the moment it doesn’t seem harmful. But because governments can get hold of this information, they can monitor you, things might change quite dramatically.
“You give away that much information – you can now take little bits of data, put in a simple little algorithm, and it can put it all together and build up a big picture about us.”
He warned that soon Google would know ‘where you are all of the time.’
“The problem with any technology is that once it goes into the wild, once it starts picking up momentum and getting critical mass, we have no idea how it will be used, no idea. It is quite worrying,” he added.

***

The Near Future:  http://www.cnbc.com/id/101751468
*************************
9 June

Wow…Saints!

I can't abide lady pastors and church overseers as the Apostles said, loudly and plainly, "No!", but a lady rapper?  yeah, maybe.  This woman has a message!  If she would cover her head, she could give this "prophecy" in "my church" anytime ...:)   Wow, what a soul sister!  Take a minute and listen to her "prophesy!" (witness and testify)!

Puts a smile on the righteous face.  You gotta be addicted to pop media to get it all (thank God, I draw a blank on "some,") but many USAers so addicted still need to hear about the call to follow the Lord Jesus.

Thanks, cousin, for passin' this along.  May people hear and heed.  It's the Gospel!

http://www.youtube.com/embed/WGnEuGwvXqU?rel=0
 
*************************
7 June

Saints,

Within the last day or two, we have had mass public attacks by individuals all over our "neighborhood,"  Seattle (another campus shooting), Atlanta (courthouse stormed), and Canada where a man "went Rambo."  All this makes last week's multiple killings by the sadly insane young man in California seem already distant and remote in unfolding history.  And there have been so many before: campus shootings, navy yard shootings, theater shootings, primary school shootings, Amish school shootings, all the way back to Columbine, that I have for some time been referring to them as "weekly events."  Now, it would seem they will often occur daily, or even multiple times daily and weekly.

Biblical analysis?  This may be a strong and obvious manifestation of the (mental) "incontinence" Paul spoke of in 2 Timothy 3:3: (In the last days they will be) "Without natural affection, truce breakers, false accusers, incontinent (insane), fierce, despisers of those that are good…"

Our society is under great pressure from many directions:  unemployment and the economy nag at millions; the new generation comes on with huge education debts and no job prospects or hope for the future; gender distinction is virtually illegal and people are encouraged to descend into a pit of sodomite practices that takes away their humanity;  soldiers are forced to dormitory with women soldiers and a rape epidemic in the military will see the "war on women" senatorial and congressional nags force chemical castration on soldiers, with "the Beast" system urging them on so as to make a chemically tuned, sorcerized army of half-men, half-women, and cyborg monsters. (Proofs?  Soldiers are in an epidemic of suicide that the idiots posturing above them cannot understand in their "political correctness.")  And a myriad of other pressures afflict all of western society as the Beast works to dehumanize us and conform us to its mindless ranks of chemically and digitally adjusted zombies.  (Three year olds and younger are now ritalinized and adderalized.)

Let the saints cling ever more closely to the Word.  Not to all the "latest Christian books" which many times are authored more by Satan than by righteousness, nor to running after big names and charismatic "ministers," often merely fleecing the flock and leading many to destruction like the Pied Piper of Hamlin.  But to the Word, the Majority Text, which has many thousands of text witnesses, and not to the 2 or 3 a year new "translations."  It was recently pointed out to me that the false god followers would never allow a "new" Koran to be published.  Why are we so foolish?  Even three major translation groups have removed reference to Jesus as the Son of God from their so-called translations to please the islamic hordes.

Surely, the days of great trouble are upon us.  Let us not be weary of watching the times and seeking the Lord.  I believe we are in the time that Jesus called, "the beginning of sorrows."  The Great Tribulation--much more of the same and much stronger--lies just ahead—coming on said Paul like the increasing pains—stronger and closer—(I Thes. 5:3) of a woman in labor—as the main events arrive just after the Rapture of the Church.  But many, JESUS SAID IT, MANY, MANY who call themselves the Church and of Christ will not be obediently watching and following the Lord.  Here is the medicine and the antidote; will we take it?:  "But what I say into you, I say unto all, Watch."  Mark 13:37.  "Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man."  Luke 21:36.  "Because thou has kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from (Greek, ek, "out of") the hour of temptation that shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth."  Rev. 3:10.

Let us "earnestly contend for the faith which was once delivered unto the saints,"  (Jude 3) BE IN THE WORD DAILY. 

another brother in tribulation,

Tim


*************************
4 June

Dear Saints,

I have had a bit of a wrestle with mortality but am planning to press on for the foreseeable future.  I would appreciate your prayers for wisdom and healing.

This issue takes a look at the dystopian future of the Great Tribulation looming ahead, then a look at outright enemies of the cross among the kings of the East, and finally a look at the NYTimes' Maureen Dowd experience when she tries out Colorado's new legal pot.


***

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/29/technology/personaltech/the-soylent-revolution-will-not-be-pleasurable.html?emc=edit_th_20140529&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998


PERSONAL TECH
The Soylent Revolution Will Not Be Pleasurable
MAY 28, 2014

Farhood Manjoo


(lead excerpt, bold italics added): I just spent more than a week experiencing Soylent, the most joyless new technology to hit the world since we first laid eyes on MS-DOS.
Soylent is a drink mix invented by a group of engineers who harbor ambitions of shaking up the global food business.  Robert Rhinehart, the 25-year-old co-founder and chief executive of the firm selling the drink, hit upon the idea when he found himself spending too much time and money searching for nutritious meals while he was working on a wireless-tech start-up in San Francisco. Using a process Mr. Rhinehart calls “scientific,” the firm claims to have mixed a cornucopia of supplements to form a technologically novel food that offers the complete set of nutrients the human body needs for survival.
I just spent more than a week experiencing Soylent, the most joyless new technology to hit the world since we first laid eyes on MS-DOS.
You can live on Soylent alone, Mr. Rhinehart claims, though in practice he said customers would most likely use it to replace just their “staple meals,” by which he meant most of the junk you eat every day to fill yourself up. Mr. Rhinehart argued that Soylent, which costs about $3 per serving, is cheaper, easier to prepare and more nutritious than much of the food that makes up the typical American officer worker’s diet today.

About a week and a half ago, I began drinking Soylent every day. I can’t recommend that you do the same. For a purported breakthrough with such grand plans for reshaping the food industry, I found Soylent to be a punishingly boring, joyless product. From the plain white packaging to the purposefully bland, barely sweet flavor to the motel-carpet beige hue of the drink itself, everything about Soylent screams function, not fun. It may offer complete nourishment, but only at the expense of the aesthetic and emotional pleasures many of us crave in food.
And although the drink is tastier than its horror sci-fi name implies…   
(Click this link to see the old '60's sci-fi of Charleton Heston in "Soylent Green" realizing that the future dystopia in which he finds himself is feeding the populace on itself…official cannabalism in extreme austerity.  Now, go look at the method of execution during the tribulation (Rev.20:4)) and consider that it may be the first step in slaughtering to butcher for food!  How I do want to be in the Rapture!


***


"The Kings of the East" declare themselves to be "enemies of the Cross."
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/30/world/asia/church-state-clash-in-china-coalesces-around-a-toppled-spire.html?emc=edit_th_20140530&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=1

Church-State Clash in China Coalesces Around a Toppled Spire
By IAN JOHNSONMAY 29, 2014

(lead): WENZHOU, China — For nearly a year, the Sanjiang Church was the pride of this city’s growing Christian population. A landmark in the fast-developing northern suburbs, its 180-foot spire rose dramatically against a rocky promontory. Wenzhou, called “China’s Jerusalem” for the churches dotting the cityscape, was known for its relaxed ties between church and state, and local officials lauded the church as a model project.
Late last month, however, the government ordered it torn down, saying it violated zoning regulations. After fruitless negotiations and a failed effort by the congregation to occupy the church, on April 28 backhoes and bulldozers knocked down the walls and sent the spire toppling to the ground. … ...

***
The NYTimes' Maureen Dowd finds out the hard way.  May God yet grant her the presence of the Holy Spirit through Christ our Lord instead of the invasion of many dark spirits through the sorcery called marijuana.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/04/opinion/dowd-dont-harsh-our-mellow-dude.html?emc=edit_th_20140604&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998
Don’t Harsh Our Mellow, Dude
MAUREEN DOWD  JUNE 3, 2014

The caramel-chocolate flavored candy bar looked so innocent, like the Sky Bars I used to love as a child.
Sitting in my hotel room in Denver, I nibbled off the end and then, when nothing happened, nibbled some more. I figured if I was reporting on the social revolution rocking Colorado in January, the giddy culmination of pot Prohibition, I should try a taste of legal, edible pot from a local shop.
What could go wrong with a bite or two?
Everything, as it turned out.
Not at first. For an hour, I felt nothing. I figured I’d order dinner from room service and return to my more mundane drugs of choice, chardonnay and mediocre-movies-on-demand.
But then I felt a scary shudder go through my body and brain. I barely made it from the desk to the bed, where I lay curled up in a hallucinatory state for the next eight hours. I was thirsty but couldn’t move to get water. Or even turn off the lights. I was panting and paranoid, sure that when the room-service waiter knocked and I didn’t answer, he’d call the police and have me arrested for being unable to handle my candy.
I strained to remember where I was or even what I was wearing, touching my green corduroy jeans and staring at the exposed-brick wall. As my paranoia deepened, I became convinced that I had died and no one was telling me.
It took all night before it began to wear off, distressingly slowly. The next day, a medical consultant at an edibles plant where I was conducting an interview mentioned that candy bars like that are supposed to be cut into 16 pieces for novices; but that recommendation hadn’t been on the label.
I reckoned that the fact that I was not a regular marijuana smoker made me more vulnerable, and that I should have known better. But it turns out, five months in, that some kinks need to be ironed out with the intoxicating open bar at the Mile High Club.
Colorado raked in about $12.6 million the first three months after pot was legalized for adults 21 and over. Pot party planners are dreaming up classy events: the Colorado Symphony just had its first “Classically Cannabis” fund-raiser with joints and Debussy. But the state is also coming to grips with the darker side of unleashing a drug as potent as marijuana on a horde of tourists of all ages and tolerance levels seeking a mellow buzz.
In March, a 19-year-old Wyoming college student jumped off a Denver hotel balcony after eating a pot cookie with 65 milligrams of THC. In April, a Denver man ate pot-infused Karma Kandy and began talking like it was the end of the world, scaring his wife and three kids. Then he retrieved a handgun from a safe and killed his wife while she was on the phone with an emergency dispatcher.
As Jack Healy reported in the The Times on Sunday, Colorado hospital officials “are treating growing numbers of children and adults sickened by potent doses of edible marijuana” and neighboring states are seeing more stoned drivers.
“We realized there was a problem because we’re watching everything with the urgency of the first people to regulate in this area,” said Andrew Freedman, the state’s director of marijuana coordination. “There are way too many stories of people not understanding how much they’re eating. With liquor, people understand what they’re getting themselves into. But that doesn’t exist right now for edibles for new users in the market. It would behoove the industry to create a more pleasant experience for people.
“The whole industry was set up for people who smoked frequently. It needs to learn how to educate new users in the market. We have to create a culture of responsibility around edibles, so people know what to expect to feel.”
Gov. John Hickenlooper and the Legislature recently created a task force to come up with packaging that clearly differentiates pot cookies and candy and gummy bears from normal sweets — with an eye toward protecting children — and directed the Department of Revenue to restrict the amount of edibles that can be sold at one time to one person. The governor also signed legislation mandating that there be a stamp on edibles, possibly a marijuana leaf. (Or maybe a stoned skull and bones?)
The state plans to start testing to make sure the weed is spread evenly throughout the product. The task force is discussing having budtenders give better warnings to customers and moving toward demarcating a single-serving size of 10 milligrams. (Industry representatives objected to the expense of wrapping bites of candy individually.)
“My kids put rocks and batteries in their mouths,” said Bob Eschino, the owner of Incredibles, which makes candy and serves up chocolate and strawberry fountains. “If I put a marijuana leaf on a piece of chocolate, they’ll still put it in their mouths.”
COMMENTS
He argues that, since pot goodies leave the dispensary in childproof packages, it is the parents’ responsibility to make sure their kids don’t get hold of it.
“Somebody suggested we just make everything look like a gray square so it doesn’t look appealing. Why should the whole industry suffer just because less than 5 percent of people are having problems with the correct dosing?”
Does he sound a little paranoid?

*************************
22 May
Saints,
We who have decided to follow Jesus, who believe his Word is eternal and infallible, perceive a brave, new world breaking all around us in tidal waves of geometric progressions.   While the worldlings go mad or succumb to being programmed right out of "normal" waking consciousness, we only tremble at the magnitude of The Thing and turn our eyes to the Lord Jesus and cry, "Maranatha!"
God keep you in these unbelievable days.
***
Sounds so good.  Get away from drug therapies and into "electroceuticals."  But isn't this just real and deep and humanly invasive cyborgery?  Imagine the mental control possible when tiny transmitters determine whether or not a patient will become depressed and take unknown actions to correct…and imagine the inherent blackmail of needing a source outside your own being to switch on and off your meds…if you conform exactly to the algorithms of the program, or punish you if you do not.  Welcome to the Borg…and to the warm, unconscious bath of The Matrix.
http://www.gizmag.com/rechargeable-medical-implants/32150/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=55eb54b17e-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-55eb54b17e-91592265
Safe, wirelessly charged implants could replace drugs
By Dario Bofghino May 20, 2014

Researchers at Stanford University have developed a new way to safely transfer energy to tiny medical devices implanted deep inside the human body. The advance could lead to the development of tiny "electroceutical" devices that can be implanted near nerve bundles, heart or brain tissue and stimulate them directly when needed, treating diseases using electronics rather than drugs.

Electromagnetic waves can be roughly divided in two: far-field waves, which can travel long distances, but interact weakly with the human body; and near-field waves, which can be used in wireless electronics systems, but can only transfer power over very short distances and are severely refracted when they encounter human tissue. Those characteristics make it difficult to use either of them to power medical implants inside the body.
A team led by Stanford assistant professor Ada Poon combined the best of those two worlds by developing a power source that generates a near-field wave that is harmless to humans and is also able to effectively penetrate tissue to charge small electronic implants inside a patient.

Batteries are by far the largest, bulkiest component of today's medical implants, and their size is limiting the scope of application. Using this new technology, medical implants could run on significantly smaller batteries, shrinking down to the size of a grain of rice, and be implanted much deeper within the body, where they could be charged safely from the outside and open up a wide range of new applications.
The power source is a small device the size of a credit card. When the electromagnetic waves that it generates move from air to the patient's skin, they refract in such a way that they are able to propagate safely and effectively through human tissue, in what the researchers call a "mid-field wireless transfer."
This technology could pave the way to a new generation of highly convenient pacemakers and other micro-implants that could do anything from constantly monitoring vitals to generating neural signals when needed inside the brain, for instance to fight diseases such as Parkinson's, depression and epilepsy. Their smaller size would also make the surgery itself much safer and less invasive.
Poon and colleagues are planning to begin testing their device in humans in the near future, starting a process that will likely take a few years.

***

Many of us have noticed how some days the general public seems blasé, but other days seems happy and peaceful, and yet other days every soul seems completely nuts, driven, and near to murderous anarchy.  So, now we are going to have "the great AI in the sky," the Beast, monitoring the emotions of the whole planet, and examining and prescribing with one intricate algorithm after another…and, of course, logging the whole thing into its near infinite memory for ongoing review, profiling, etc.  Oh, joy!

http://www.gizmag.com/we-feel-tweet-based-emotional-trend-map/32156/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=55eb54b17e-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-55eb54b17e-91592265
"We Feel" tool uses Twitter to provide real-time view of world's emotions
By Lakshmi Sandhana
May 20, 2014

A new online tool aims to create a real-time emotional map of how people all over the world feel, from analyzing how cheerful or depressed different countries might be, to how budget cuts or other news might hit people emotionally. Called "We Feel," the tool analyzes 32,000 tweets a minute to monitor people's collective mood swings and how their emotions fluctuate over time globally.

Researchers have examined blogs to measure the world's happiness levels, but WeFeel aims to do more in real time by leveraging the power of social media to accurately map people's emotions. The tool uses special language-processing algorithms to analyze the emotional content of tweets made in English, and processes those that indicate feelings, its developers claim.
“We Feel looks for up to 600 specific words in a stream of around 27 million tweets per day and maps them to a hierarchy of emotions which includes love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness and fear,” says Dr Cecile Paris, a Research Leader at Australia's Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO). “You can explore emotional trends on a minute by minute time scale, across locations around the globe and gender to further refine the results.”
The CSIRO team developed the tool for for researchers at the Black Dog Institute, a not-for-profit organization dedicated to treating mood disorders, to help them figure out how accurately tweets could reflect poor mental health or observe how factors like the time of day, weather or news led to emotional shifts. According to the team, the data could help authorities take appropriate action such as creating effective public health campaigns.
“"The power of this information cannot be underestimated," says Professor Helen Christensen, the Black Dog Institute's Executive Director. "Should the real-time data gained using this incredible tool prove accurate, we will have the unique opportunity to monitor the emotional state of people across different geographical areas and ultimately predict when and where potentially life-saving services are required.”
The Twitter-based emotional map could also greatly benefit mental health researchers, allowing them to use social media to track a community's mental health in real time instead of having to base their actions on statistics that may be years old, the researchers say.
The We Feel Tool additionally allows users to explore specific secondary emotions further. For instance, instead of just broadly tracking sadness, users will be able to examine whether the emotion relates to shame, neglect, disappointment, sympathy or suffering.
The primary and secondary emotions are displayed on a segmented color wheel and their prevalence across time is displayed as a river stream which can be explored backwards across days or weeks.

***
Commentary—
Whew!  I was beginning to think that I was the only "throwback" that sensed something missing in the big story about Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling. Glad to see Friedman at the NYTimes has also noticed.  Sure, what Sterling said was reprehensible, but did anyone notice that it was supposed to be a private conversation?  He is now crucified for exercising what was once a constitutional right, to be free to express himself, however horrific his opinion might be.  How many of us have bad moments "privately" when we may rant about something we don't even ordinarily care about or have an opinion on…maybe just because we need to let off steam by blowing against some public norm or some perceived "righteousness of the group"?  Now, we must learn, like those under the former communist states TO SAY NOTHING AND TO THINK NOTHING AT ALL TIMES.  No wonder people are "a little edgy."  The new "silicon-based life form" of mass and constant digital surveillance, of instant internet publicity and no privacy whatsoever will have no one step outside its line of "morality," no human error, period!

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/21/opinion/friedman-four-words-going-bye-bye.html?emc=edit_ty_20140521&nl=opinion&nlid=69381998
 OP-ED COLUMNIST THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN
Four Words Going Bye-Bye
MAY 20, 2014

(lead):  The more I read the news, the more it looks to me that four words are becoming obsolete and destined to be dropped from our vocabulary. And those words are “privacy,” “local,” “average” and “later.” A lot of what drives today’s news derives from the fact that privacy is over, local is over, average is over and later is over.
Lord knows I have no sympathy for the Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling, but the public disclosure of a private recording of his racist rants underscored the fact that in a world where everyone with a cellphone camera is paparazzi, everyone with access to Twitter and a cellphone voice recorder is a reporter and everyone who can upload video on YouTube is a filmmaker, everyone else is a public figure — and fair game.
It is now so easy for anyone to record, film or photograph anyone else anywhere and share it with the world (without an editor or libel lawyer) that we are all now on Candid Camera. You cannot assume anything is private anymore. Which is why it is not surprising that I now often hear regular people — not high government officials — saying to me in conversation: “This is off-the-record.” Huh? What are you secretary of state? I start to imagine third-graders on play dates talking about their teacher and asking each other, “Are we on the record or off the record? Is your cellphone or Google glasses recording this?” … ...
************************
18 May      —for more info, blog track/archive and other teaching, visit ntfellowship.net

***
Take a moment for Wonder!—
http://htwins.net/scale2/   (Take the time to slowly move the slider both ways.)
The neatest thing via brother Ross.  Thanks, bro., a very awesome reminder.  This is Magnificent.  "What is man that thou art mindful of him or the son of man that thou visiteth him?"  The clue is that we are even able to slightly conceive of this vastness.  
*** 

Saints,

If the present prophetic scenario could be summed up in one word, it could be "cascading."  Some of us discussed this after a hymn sing last night.  Sure, there is always bad news; many times good stuff isn't even considered news, but who can miss the intense escalation of "news" in every area of human and material world events?  I don't need to work up to a witness when I talk to the man on the street these days.  Within a minute or two, Joe Heathen and Molly Pagan are wringing their hands to me and asking, in one way or another, "What is happening???!!!"

God help us to testify of Christ straightforwardly to any who will hear us in this late hour.

***
Breaking news in various dimensions this week—



More on my theory that climate change may bring on cascades of small wars---regarding the prophecy by the Lord Himself of "wars and rumors of wars," the implication being considered that the many small conflicts over decreasing goods and places to live will be the "rumors" or small and ongoing skirmishes between big and more reported actions.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/14/us/politics/climate-change-deemed-growing-security-threat-by-military-researchers.html?emc=edit_th_20140514&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

Climate Change Deemed Growing Security Threat by Military Researchers
By CORAL DAVENPORTMAY 13, 2014

(lead): WASHINGTON — The accelerating rate of climate change poses a severe risk to national security and acts as a catalyst for global political conflict, a report published Tuesday by a leading government-funded military research organization concluded.
The Center for Naval Analyses Military Advisory Board found that climate change-induced drought in the Middle East and Africa is leading to conflicts over food and water and escalating longstanding regional and ethnic tensions into violent clashes. The report also found that rising sea levels are putting people and food supplies in vulnerable coastal regions like eastern India, Bangladesh and the Mekong Delta in Vietnam at risk and could lead to a new wave of refugees.
In addition, the report predicted that an increase in catastrophic weather events around the world will create more demand for American troops, even as flooding and extreme weather events at home could damage naval ports and military bases. … …

(excerpt):  In an interview, Secretary of State John Kerry signaled that the report’s findings would influence American foreign policy.
“Tribes are killing each other over water today,” Mr. Kerry said. “Think of what happens if you have massive dislocation, or the drying up of the waters of the Nile, of the major rivers in China and India. The intelligence community takes it seriously, and it’s translated into action.” … ...


***
Famed science fiction writer Isaac Asimov, though unfortunately atheistic, if I recall correctly, was a brilliant futurist.  It was he who postulated and developed the famous "Three Laws of Robotics" for managing the ethics of robots as they surpass humans in intelligence and longevity.  Today, we are at the cusp of needing those three laws.  
Here're some thinkers on the matter—

http://www.gizmag.com/machine-ethics-artificial-intelligence/32036/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=ce8277882a-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-ce8277882a-91592265
Scientists try to teach robots morality
By Dario Borghino
May 13, 2014
A group of researchers from Tufts University, Brown University and the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute are collaborating with the US Navy in a multi-year effort to explore how they might create robots endowed with their own sense of morality. If they are successful, they will create an artificial intelligence able to autonomously assess a difficult situation and then make complex ethical decisions that can override the rigid instructions it was given.
Seventy-two years ago, science fiction writer Isaac Asimov introduced "the three laws of robotics" that could guide the moral compass of a highly advanced artificial intelligence. Sadly, given that today's most advanced AIs are still rather brittle and clueless about the world around them, one could argue that we are nowhere near building robots that are even able to understand these rules, let alone apply them.
A team of researchers led by Prof. Matthias Scheutz at Tufts University is tackling this very difficult problem by trying to break down human moral competence into its basic components, developing a framework for human moral reasoning. Later on, the team will attempt to model this framework in an algorithm that could be embedded in an artificial intelligence. The infrastructure would allow the robot to override its instructions in the face of new evidence, and justify its actions to the humans who control it.
"Moral competence can be roughly thought about as the ability to learn, reason with, act upon, and talk about the laws and societal conventions on which humans tend to agree," says Scheutz. "The question is whether machines – or any other artificial system, for that matter – can emulate and exercise these abilities."
For instance, a robot medic could be ordered to transport urgently needed medication to a nearby facility, and encounter a person in critical condition along the way. The robot's "moral compass" would allow it to assess the situation and autonomously decide whether it should stop and assist the person or carry on with its original mission.
If Asimov's novels have taught us anything, it's that no rigid, pre-programmed set of rules can account for every possible scenario, as something unforeseeable is bound to happen sooner or later. Scheutz and colleagues agree, and have devised a two-step process to tackle the problem.
In their vision, all of the robot's decisions would first go through a preliminary ethical check using a system similar to those in the most advanced question-answering AIs, such as IBM's Watson. If more help is needed, then the robot will rely on the system that Scheutz and colleagues are developing, which tries to model the complexity of human morality.
As the project is being developed in collaboration with the US Navy, the technology could find its first application in medical robots designed to assist soldiers in the battlefield.


***

Nothing at all wrong with alleviating sickness and disease, but as human organs begin to be reproducible and replaceable by 3D printing devices we come closer to the "transhumanism" of indefinite life extension by such cyborg manifestations.  
God lowered human lifespan from around 1000 years down finally to 70-80 for a reason--mercy--for to live on and on as a mere flesh and blood human in this state of moral and physical deterioration would become a living hell.  Pity those poor fools who think it will be good to upload their consciousnesses/souls into computers or other cybernetic organisms and machines.  It would soon, if not instantly, be a living hell.

http://www.gizmag.com/3d-printed-device-detoxifies-blood/32060/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=53b3e5c02a-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-53b3e5c02a-91592265
3D-printed liver-like device can detoxify blood
By Lakshmi Sandhana
May 14, 2014

What if you could 3D print small devices that mimicked some of the functions of human organs, to address specific issues? That's what scientists at the University of California, San Diego have done by 3D-printing a liver-like device that's claimed capable of safely detoxifying blood.
Designed to be used outside the body, the device can sense, attract and neutralize toxins within the bloodstream. Nanoengineering Professor Shaochen Chen whose earlier work includes 3D printed blood vessels, created the liver-inspired device to capture pore-forming toxins capable of damaging cell membranes.
Though scientists have successfully used nanoparticles to neutralize toxins in blood, patients who use this treatment, run the risk of secondary poisoning if they are unable to effectively digest the nanoparticles and have them accumulate in the liver instead.
Chen 3D-printed a hydrogel matrix, encasing the nanoparticles to create a device capable of attracting and capturing toxins within itself. Equipped with a surface area that's larger than that of a human liver, the research team reported that the device completely neutralized toxins routed from the blood in an in vitro study.
"The concept of using 3D printing to encapsulate functional nanoparticles in a biocompatible hydrogel is novel," says Chen. "This will inspire many new designs for detoxification techniques since 3D printing allows user-specific or site-specific manufacturing of highly functional products."
The device also changes color when it captures the toxins, turning red in the process. Chen is currently developing a special biofabrication technology called dynamic optical projection stereolithography (DOPsL) to 3D print the liver-mimicking microstructure.

***

On down the rabbit hole of  turning humans into cyborgs—  
We try to "touch the face of God," the God who made us in his image.  While many pacifications and good health effects and soothings may occur and may be proclaimed, could there also be unforeseen side effects from having foreign, electrical circuitry installed throughout our human bodies so that that detestable "knowledge of evil" that tracks us in every endeavor springs up again to harm us and to enslave us?  Consider these verses in Revelation concerning the time of The Great Tribulation:  Chapter 9, when a "plague of locusts" out of the bottomless pit--demonic infestation--afflicts the unbelievers with stings like that of a scorpion so that they will be tormented five months…and will seek death and desire to die but will not be able to, verses 3-6.   Also, consider chapter 16:2 where "there fell a noisome and grievous sore upon men which had the mark of the beast…" the upcoming implants and cyborgery?

http://www.gizmag.com/shape-changing-implantable-transistors-grip-tissue/32081/
Shape-changing implantable transistors grip living tissue
By Lakshmi Sandhana  May 15, 2014

A multinational group of scientists has developed implantable shape-changing transistors that can grip nerves, blood vessels and tissues. According to the researchers, these soft electronic devices can change shape within the body, while still maintaining their electronic properties, allowing them to be used in a variety of applications and treatments.
The result of a collaboration between scientists at the University of Tokyo, Japan and The University of Texas, Dallas, the soft transistors are being designed to change shape in ways that are more biologically compatible.
"Scientists and physicians have been trying to put electronics in the body for a while now, but one of the problems is that the stiffness of common electronics is not compatible with biological tissue," says Jonathan Reeder, the study's lead author. "You need the device to be stiff at room temperature so the surgeon can implant the device, but soft and flexible enough to wrap around 3D objects so the body can behave exactly as it would without the device."
To get the device to behave accordingly, the group integrated the electronics into softening and shape-changing polymer material and also added layers of flexible electronic foils. In their normal state outside the body, the transistors are rigid. Once implanted, they become soft when heated and can flex to grip living tissue.
"We used a new technique in our field to essentially laminate and cure the shape memory polymers on top of the transistors," said the team's Dr. Walter Voit. "In our device design, we are getting closer to the size and stiffness of precision biologic structures, but have a long way to go to match nature’s amazing complexity, function and organization.”
In tests conducted in rats, the scientists heated the implanted transistors to get them to grip a cylinder 2.25 mm (0.08 in) in diameter. The device maintained its electronic properties, the researchers reported, even after it had wrapped itself around tissue.
The group's overall goal is to engineer shape changing electronic devices whose presence within the body is less intrusive as an alternative to flexible plastic-based electronic devices that continue to hold on to their shape and stiffness. Moving forward, the researchers plan to equip these soft electronics with more sensors and shrink the device's size to enable it to flex around even smaller objects.

***

Based on spiritual principle of the Word of God, and not on any pretense of "science," I say we as a culture have lost our grip on our own humanity by using mind and consciousness altering drugs to "manage" human beings.  I base this on Revelation 18:23 primarily where "sorcery" / pharmakeia is used to control "the nations," which I take to include the concept of large demographics, people groups, populations.  For some years now that pagan priesthood of "shrinks" has been stoning into entrancement more and more groups of children and at younger and younger ages.  Any child in a classroom who misbehaves at all is targeted for parental agreement to "manage" him with Ritalin and Adderal.  This is pure Evil, while a "good talking to" or even corporal punishment are derided as abuse.  Here and now we see even toddlers, age 3 and down are now being subjected to this sorcery…and even the shrinks and handlers wring their hands…but do they repent?

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/17/us/among-experts-scrutiny-of-attention-disorder-diagnoses-in-2-and-3-year-olds.html?emc=edit_th_20140517&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998

Thousands of Toddlers Are Medicated for A.D.H.D., Report Finds, Raising Worries
By ALAN SCHWARZ  MAY 16, 2014

(lead): ATLANTA — More than 10,000 American toddlers 2 or 3 years old are being medicated for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder outside established pediatric guidelines, according to data presented on Friday by an official at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

The report, which found that toddlers covered by Medicaid are particularly prone to be put on medication such as Ritalin and Adderall, is among the first efforts to gauge the diagnosis of A.D.H.D. in children below age 4. Doctors at the Georgia Mental Health Forum  at the Carter Center in Atlanta, where the data was presented, as well as several outside experts strongly criticized the use of medication in so many children that young.

The American Academy of Pediatrics standard practice guidelines for A.D.H.D. do not even address the diagnosis in children 3 and younger — let alone the use of such stimulant medications, because their safety and effectiveness have barely been explored in that age group. “It’s absolutely shocking, and it shouldn’t be happening,” said Anita Zervigon-Hakes, a children’s mental health consultant to the Carter Center. “People are just feeling around in the dark. We obviously don’t have our act together for little children.” … ...

***
God grant you his visions of Salvation in Christ for you in the upcoming week…and for Eternity.


*************************
13 May

Saints,

I fear we are in so deep now that only Divine Intervention will rescue us (Rev. 11:18).  We, as a planet, cannot turn back now.  The die is cast:  AI (Artificial Intelligence) and super exponential Knowledge is out of human control; alien "signs in the heavens" are also exploding on public consciousness;  Genetic Modifications are rewriting the scripts of LIfe itself, and the whole planet is beginning to run amok with nature itself collapsing.  May we find our eyes on Jesus and our only Hope and Expectation in him.

***

"You shall be as gods knowing good and evil,"  said the Serpent in the Garden to Adam and Eve.  The problem is not the knowledge of good but the knowledge of evil.  We cannot escape it until God intervenes by ending this Age.

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/05/10/the-peril-of-knowledge-everywhere/?_php=true&_type=blogs&emc=edit_th_20140511&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=69381998&_r=0


The Peril of Knowledge Everywhere
By QUENTIN HARDY 10, 2014


Thanks to advances in technology, we may soon revisit a question raised four centuries ago: Are there things we should try not to know?
That’s because the collection of data is increasing, in both scale and type, at a phenomenal rate.
IBM says that 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created each day. That is a number both unimaginable and somewhat unhelpful to real understanding. It’s not just the huge scale of the information, after all, it’s the novel types of data (incidental photographs stored in the cloud, for example, or requests to Google for driving directions) that governments, corporations, and individuals gain access to for all sorts of purposes.
Take Jetpac , a mobile app that uses some of the 60 million photos a day stored on Instagram to create visual guides to over 6,000 cities worldwide. So if you’re looking for hipsters in San Francisco, for example, its algorithms can identify by location the incidence of mustaches in snapshots, and determine (are you ready for it?) that the Mission neighborhood is a good place to try. Sounds like fun.
In addition, however, “we are able to identify gay bars in Tehran. Moscow too,” said Pete Warden, a co-founder of Jetpac. The company does not wantto do that, he added, but he does think it’s important that “we make people aware, get people talking about this.”
Mr. Warden was speaking on Friday at a data science conference in Berkeley, Calif., where many participants expressed concern about the effects all this data would have on the ability of powerful institutions to control people, from state coercion to product marketing.
“Big Brother couldn’t have imagined we’d tell him where we were, who we talk to, how we feel – and we’d pay to do it,” said Vivek Wadhwa, a tech entrepreneur and social critic. “We need an amendment in the Constitution that says you own your data.”
That is a difficult and quite possibly unworkable idea though. For one thing, if you walk by the camera at a cash machine, is that picture of you yours? Must you give permission every time someone like Mr. Warden wants to spot your mustache where you’ve publicly posted it? You’d spend all your time giving and denying permissions. And, since much of the data is in a transnational cloud, would it even matter what it said about privacy in a foundational American document?
“People call for regulation, but regulation is slow-moving, and the analysis will just go somewhere else,” said Gilman Louie, a venture capitalist at Alsop Louie Partners, and the former head of In-Q-Tel, the venture firm affiliated with the C.I.A. “Many people are happy to share their information, but they can’t control the flow of it, and any piece of information is a fractal of me.”
That is, one bit here and another there, both innocuous, may reveal something personal that is hidden perhaps even from myself.
If we want protection from the world we’re building, perhaps we’re asking that the algorithm wielders choose not to know things, despite their being true. To some, that may be a little like the 1616 order by the Catholic Church that Galileo cease from teaching or discussing the idea that the Earth moves around the sun.
Since then, we have been living in something closer to the spirit of the 18th-century Enlightenment, when all forms of knowledge were acceptable, and learning was a good in its own right. Regulation has been based on actions, not on knowledge.
Now, however, there is so much to know, and the business of knowing new patterns can be done by so many people, for so many different ends. That changes things.
For Mr. Louie, the situation may be something like a vastly more difficult version of laws against red lining, a practice by some banks to deny mortgages to minorities who wanted to move into white neighborhoods. The banks were allowed to know about the neighborhood, but they couldn’t use the knowledge to that end.
“Data companies will be told that certain correlations should not be applied to data,” he said. Since standards of behavior vary so much between one place and another, he said, “there will be a lot of interesting sociological debates among nations, states, even cities” about what you are allowed to know.
Other participants noted that we are also entering a new world where individuals can be as powerful as institutions. That phone gives Big Brother lots of data goodies, but it can also have access to its own pattern-finding algorithms, and publish those findings to the world.
“It’s not a one-way street, there are new ways to react against power structures too,” said Joe Reisinger, co-founder of Premise, a company that mines hyperlocal data, like prices in markets in India, to figure out national economic information. “What if you structured social action, or civil disobedience, into something that could be repeated at a huge scale?”
The mobile phone, he suggested, is akin to that other important relic of the 18th century, the Minuteman’s musket, leaning against the door as a guard against tyranny.


***

The Pope speaks "tongue in cheek," or is the False Prophet preparing us for the arrival of antichrist or cosmic signs "to make mens' heart fail for fear" that will accompany him?  It is well known and documented by Horn and Putnam who accurately predicted the resignation of the last Pope, and by Missler and others that the Vatican is OPENLY expecting alien contact at any time, and is in constant surveillance of the heavens in their observatories in both Italy and Arizona.  This Pope declares himself ready to baptize anything.

http://www.smh.com.au/world/pope-says-baptism-for-all--even-martians-20140513-zraqo.html
Pope says baptism for all - even Martians

Vatican City: Pope Francis has declared everyone has the right to be baptised, even aliens should they come knocking on the church's door.

Christians cannot "close the door" to all those who seek baptism even if they are "green men, with a long nose and big ears, like children draw," the pope said at his daily mass on Monday, according to Vatican Radio.

"If tomorrow, for example, an expedition of Martians arrives and some of them come to us ... and if one of them says: 'Me, I want to be baptised!', what would happen?" Francis said in another display of his lively sense of humour.

The Argentine pontiff known for his down-to-earth style has often used colourful and humorous expressions to make his points on the direction of the Roman Catholic Church.

On baptism Francis has stressed that it should not be refused, especially to children whose parents may be breaking Church rules such as living together as an unmarried couple.

***
Editorial Postscript:  A recent DrudgeReport note mentions Bill Clinton's distorted, fearful body language when asked about aliens.  He was apparently shaken quite visibly when asked about them.  Chuck Missler has also reported that the previous Secretary of Defense for Canada has openly declared that at least four alien species are even now infiltrated onto our planet.  Astronauts have also reported numerous ship sitings outside their space vessels.  Who knows what the authorities of government and babylonian religion know and expect? 

It's not "the little green men thing," but is likely the work of fallen angels and perhaps some surviving Nephilim who may return looking like "the greys" of alien mythology. The moons of Mars measure as hollow when we probe them with radio waves and may be abandoned ships.  The Plain of Cydonia on Mars bears many scars, a sphinx and a pyramid that look to speak of an abandoned civilization or base, perhaps of a few Nephilim allowed to escape Noah's Flood by other means than the ark of Noah.  All worth watching while testing everything earnestly against Scripture in the balance of its entire revelation to us.  Surely, there will be "signs in the heavens that will cause men's hearts to fail them for fear at the things coming (down?) upon the earth."


**************************
8 May

Saints,

Today's announcement may have crossed some kind of barrier between human and infernal, a new revelation of Nephilim technology?

Monster Chimeras, synthetic hybrids, on the cellular level—

http://health.usnews.com/health-news/articles/2014/05/07/scientists-create-1st-living-organism-from-artificial-dna?src=usn_tw

Scientists Create 1st Living Organism From Artificial DNA
By Alan Mozes, HealthDay Reporter
WEDNESDAY, May 7, 2014 (HealthDay News) -- Move over, Frankenstein! Your 21st-century counterpart has just been announced.
In true sci-fi fashion, a team of researchers from The Scripps Research Institute (TSRI) in La Jolla, Calif., has created a brand-new bacteria based on a genetic structure found nowhere on Earth.

According to lead researcher Floyd Romesberg, the feat involved artificially engineering a unique combination of DNA material -- a combination not found in any living creature -- and then successfully inserting it into a living cell that usually contains only natural combinations of DNA.

8 May NYTimes Quote of the Day on the same news above—
QUOTATION OF THE DAY
"The arrival of this unprecedented 'alien' life form could in time have far-reaching ethical, legal and regulatory implications."
 JIM THOMAS of the ETC Group, an advocacy organization, on the creation of the first organism with a partly artificial genetic code.


This "metaphor" in the NYTimes may be way more than a metaphor but another bridge being built between the fallen spiritual realm and the material realm in which we live…manifestations of the doctrines of the Nephilim?

The attendant article—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/08/business/researchers-report-breakthrough-in-creating-artificial-genetic-code.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20140508

Scientists Add Letters to DNA’s Alphabet, Raising Hope and Fear
By ANDREW POLLACK MAY 7, 2014

(LEAD):  Scientists reported Wednesday that they had taken a significant step toward altering the fundamental alphabet of life — creating an organism with an expanded artificial genetic code in its DNA. … …


***


First contact with our "alien saviors"?  US Marines release photos—

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2623330/Is-Inter-Stellar-Assistance-Force-Mysterious-UFO-filmed-blitzing-Taliban-base-Afghanistan.html

What is this mysterious aircraft filmed 'blitzing Taliban base in Afghanistan'? Footage shows 'UFO' blasting terrorists' encampment
Cosmic intervention as U.S.-led ISAF plans withdrawal from the country
Clip shot by U.S. Marines shows unknown craft bombarding Taliban camp
It appears to be unlike any known U.S. military drone
By DAMEIN GALES
PUBLISHED: 07:40 EST, 8 May 2014 | UPDATED: 08:45 EST, 8 May 2014

***************************

4 May

Saints,

Please note my new email address for the New Testament Fellowship website and prophetic watch blog:  fellowshipnewtestament@gmail.com.  Also stop by the website, ntfellowship.net for blog archives and Bible expositions and teachings.

God rest you and keep you in these perilous times.   Let us "look unto Jesus, the Author and the Finisher of our Faith, who for the joy set before him endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand of the Father."

******************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************


Here's a recalling of a recent true event that we need to consider, a forward of a part of the most recent Hal Lindsey newsletter.  Said Jesus, "Fear not them that can kill the body, but fear him who can cast both body and soul into hell."  Let us ask God to strengthen us for the battle ahead:


"Over in Europe, the spiritual vacuum that has come to characterize the Continent has drawn into itself every wicked human attempt at fulfillment to be found on our planet. Though the established church holds legal sway in many European countries, and is often supported by tax dollars, the church actually serves the State. So those nations are officially Christian, but their most dynamic growth is among Muslims. 

That's why we're seeing the explosion of "Chrislam," which is a blending of Christianity and Islam. Though the Bible teaches us to love our "neighbors" -- even Muslims -- it also warns us NOT to compromise the Bible's essential truths. In fact, to do so is blasphemy. 

That's what inspired Heidi Mund to risk humiliation and condemnation -- even her life -- to stand up for Jesus. 

Last November, Ms. Mund attended an "interfaith" concert at the Memorial Church of the Reformation in Speyer, Germany. The church is a beautiful cathedral built to honor Martin Luther and the Reformation. 

During the concert, a Muslim imam was introduced to give the Muslim call to prayer. As he began, Ms. Mund, who was sitting in the balcony, stood to her feet and began to cry out: "Jesus Christ alone is Lord of Germany. I break this curse!" 

Someone nearby yelled to her, "This is a concert for peace!" 

Ms. Mund responded, "No it's not! 'Allahu Akbar' is what Muslims scream while murdering people! Don't be fooled! Don't be fooled! This is a lie!" 

As you would expect, security personnel threw Ms. Mund out of the concert. But before she went, she called out the words that Martin Luther made famous at his trial for heresy in Worms, Germany. She cried out, "Here I stand. I can do no other." Then she shouted, "Save the church of Martin Luther!" 

Now, Ms. Mund is known around the world as "The brave German woman." She's become a symbol of resistance to Chrislam and compromise. She is also the target of death threats by radical Muslims. But she says she's not worried, "...the living God of the Bible can protect me for as long as He wants. When my time is over, I'll go to Him." 

The Apostle Paul gave a charge to young Timothy: "Do not be ashamed of the testimony of our Lord." (2 Timothy 1:8 NASB). Let's follow the example of Heidi Mund, "the brave German woman," and loudly proclaim the truth of God's Word to the world. 

If we don't, who will?"


www.hallindsey.com


***

Here's a graphic essay with commentary by several experts on the future and the immediate and near immediate future.  With tech moving at speeds beyond the comprehension of human culture, we are about to lose our last remnants of human individuality and free choice in favor of the Tech Beast telling us what we must do…and implanting us with coercive chips, etc. that will see to it that we do.  There may be some bloodbaths of resistance, but the Great Tribulation is at the Door and waiting only the allowance of God for it to occur.

Please stop the bus! I want to get off!  I want to go up, not down or sideways, or slumping into the future.  Maranatha!  Is it not near to time, Lord?

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/05/02/upshot/FUTURE.html?emc=edit_th_20140503&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0

A Vision of the Future From Those Likely to Invent It
By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER and CHI BIRMINGHAM

(lead):
From employment to leisure and transportation to education, tech is changing the world at a faster pace than ever before. Already, people wear computers on their faces, robots scurry through factories and battlefields and driverless cars dot the highway that cuts through Silicon Valley. Almost two-thirds of Americans think technological change will lead to a better future, while about one-third think people’s lives will be worse as a result, according to a new survey from Pew Research Center. Regardless, expect more change. In a series of interviews, which have been condensed and edited, seven people who are driving this transformation provided a glimpse into the not-too-distant future. … …


***

The Earth has opened up and swallowed as many as 3000+ souls.  I do not know if this large a victim count by the Earth itself has occurred since the rebellion against Moses when the Earth swallowed 3000 alive, straight into Hades.  In the last very short weeks, the earth slide occurred in Washington State, and just days ago we were let in by the media on the screams of women in the south as whole banks of land gave way carrying away high end cars, trees, street lamps, etc.  The Age seems to be ending in every sphere as even the Earth "vomits out" or swallows down and digests its human inhabitants.  Is this particular act Judgment from God, or merely the fictional "mother nature" doing her thing?  Well, God knows all and his purposes for all.  May those who called upon him have mercy, but there is no hope or mercy in false gods.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/03/world/asia/afghanistan-landslide-buries-hundreds-of-homes.html?emc=edit_th_20140503&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
Hundreds of Afghans Are Killed in Landslides
By AZAM AHMED and HARIS KAKARMAY 2, 2014

KABUL, Afghanistan — Huge landslides caused by heavy rainfall buried hundreds of houses in a remote area of northeastern Afghanistan on Friday. As many as 2,500 people were said to be missing in the disaster, one of the worst to hit the war-torn country in at least a decade. … ...
***

May God spare his people from this wickedness of Big Brother government.  Once there was a Constitution…

Pre-Crime, Coming To A City Near You!
via prophecynewswatch.com
2 May 14 by Debbie Smith

Predicting crime before it happens, is it possible? If the possibility exists, then how is it accomplished?
“Pre-crime” and “predictive policing”, monikers for forecasting criminal behavior and future crimes, are growing techniques being used more frequently by cities, states and national law enforcement agencies.
Advanced technologies are being enlisted in the predictive policing law enforcement arena, with the purpose being “to identify people who are a risk to the state down the road based on the information we know about the individual.”
Consider the following advances in the “pre-crime” arena:
A new program in the state of Louisiana, the Comprehensive Person Profile, has been assembled to compile details on all residents to identify any “individual who is going to be at risk of incarceration down the road,” or in other ways be a problem.
The state envisions a time when according the Louisiana Rep. Chris Broadwater,” we can take all the information we have and create that comprehensive person profile that makes the lives of our citizens better.”
According to Broadwater, the program would allow the state to “intervene” in the lives of persons, (based on the comprehensive database), who might pose a threat to the state.
The program, originally begun to combat fraudulent use of state entitlement programs, has ballooned into a system designed to mine the data of every Louisiana citizen and share the data throughout every state agency.
Surprisingly, Twitter posts, may be used to predict crimes before they are committed.
A study conducted by the University of Virginia, funded by the US Army, and reported in the scientific journal Decision Support Systems  revealed that the analysis of geo-tagged tweets can be useful in predicting 19 to 25 kinds of crimes, especially for offences such as stalking, thefts and certain kinds of assault.
Although people rarely tweet about crimes directly, tweets about routine activities and environments may supply information directly linked to future crimes, according to lead researcher Matthew Gerber of the University's Predictive Technology Lab.
For the study, Gerber and his associates analyzed tweets from the City of Chicago that were tagged to certain neighborhoods and the city’s crime database.
Based on the information obtained, the researchers were able to predict areas where crimes might be committed.
“This approach allows the analyst to visualize and identify areas with historically high crime rates.” states Gerber. According to researchers, Twitter is fairly easy to use because tweets are publically available and often tagged with the location.
Additionally, researchers do not need to go to the area of the crime. Algorithms are sent to a computer which learns the pattern and predicts the crimes.
 "Future crimes often occur in the vicinity of past crimes; making hot-spot maps a valuable crime prediction tool."
Direct observation is also taking on a predictive” pre-crime” approach.
Surveillance cameras installed in places like train stations or public buildings scan passersby to see if they are” acting suspiciously.”
Using a range of built-in parameters of what is ‘normal’ the cameras then send a text message to a human guard to issue an alert - or call them, if a person displays suspicious behavior.
Manufacturer, BRS Labs, said it has installed the cameras at tourist attractions, government buildings and military bases in the U.S and locations outside the US.
BRS Labs says that the cameras have ‘the capability to learn from what they observe’, by building up a database of suspicious behaviors thus having a “memory” of conduct considered dubious.
Each camera has a series of virtual ‘trip wires’ and if activated they send an alert out to a human supervisor.
The relevant clip of footage is then sent over the Internet to human employees, along with a text message informing them of more details.
DNA profiling and biometric testing are also being used to predict likelihood of criminal behavior.
Governments such as the UK, United Arab Emirates, and yes, the US have passed legislation to legalize the acquisition of DNA samples from those arrested for crimes and in the case of the UAE, from all their citizens.
Perhaps the most comprehensive of these “pre-crime” programs is FAST, Future Attribute Screening Technology, developed by the US Department of Homeland Security, monitors “psychological and physiological” indicators to predict “Mal-Intent”. The program boasts an 80% rate of detection.
Heart rate, blink rate, body and eye movements, body heat changes, breathing patterns, as well as voice modulation changes and inotations, are all used to create statistical algorithms to indicate criminal activity.
Based on response to these indicators, a person can be deported, arrested, and imprisoned.
And possibly the strangest “pre-crime” detector:
Reportedly, U.S. Department of Homeland Security has released harmless bacteria into subway systems to act as biological weapons detectors.
Is “predictive policing” another step toward a totalitarian, police state? We will watch and see.


***

Supreme Court Sets Precedent For President and Military to Arrest And Detain Americans Indefinitely

(lead):  A decision from the U.S. Supreme Court means the federal government now has an open door to “detain as a threat to national security anyone viewed as a troublemaker,” critics of the high court’s ruling said.
Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/May01/012.html#K4vKiaUvmtT38hCz.99

************************
29 April

For more, visit ntfellowship.net.  Please note my new email address for the present and respond there:  tlsdesignllc@gmail.com.  I will also set up a new ministry address soon.  Ongoing problems with my present email system in-house force me now to cloud-based email.  Thanks.


Saints,

David Brooks postulates on "Grand Strategy" observations and the imminent and proceeding collapse of Western Civilization and of "The American Century."  Speaking to the Secular, his analysis is profound, but he neglects to account for Divine Revelation which shows us the moving and aligning and alienation of nations and peoples as that which leads up to the End of the Age and the coming in of Messiah's Kingdom after the final battle and blood rivers of Armageddon.  O, LORD God, remind your people to watch and wait upon you.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/29/opinion/when-wolves-attack.html?emc=edit_th_20140429&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757

The Opinion Pages | OP-ED COLUMNIST
Saving the System
April 28, 2014  (lead):

All around, the fabric of peace and order is fraying. The leaders of Russia and Ukraine escalate their apocalyptic rhetoric. The Sunni-Shiite split worsens as Syria and Iraq slide into chaos. China pushes its weight around in the Pacific. … ...
************************
27 April

Saints,
I am a "young-Earth creationist."  I believe the Earth is only about 6000 years old and that man was created soon after.  For most secular "scientists" these days,  that makes me a neanderthal! I don't buy the 30,000 years ago stuff, nor the 14 billion (or whatever the current figure is) for the Big Bang Theory…and all their assertions remain mere theories though constantly stated as absolute truths.
But, we are on the cusp of creating monstrosities (probably have already crossed it) with the Nephilim (antediluvian--pre-flood human/angel hybrid) technology by which spiritual enemies are again building a beachhead into our material realm.  It is likely we will begin to see clones that are part human, part ancient human, part animal, and even with cyborg consciousnesses and hardware thrown into the mix.  Thus, this essay in the NYTimes becomes of interest to the Christian watching the time and the seasons—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/25/opinion/neanderthals-are-people-too.html?emc=edit_th_20140425&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
Neanderthals Are People, Too
By SVANTE PAABOAPRIL 24, 2014


***

Vermont's Heroin Crisis and Epidemic—
So much for "higher learning."

http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Government/2014/04/24/Burlingtons-Fletcher-Free-Library-locking-bathrooms-after-needles-clog-drains

LIBRARY LOCKING BATHROOMS AFTER USED NEEDLES CLOG DRAINS
from UPI 24 Apr 2014


Burlington's Fletcher Free Library is putting its restrooms on lockdown after having problems with hypodermic needles and other drug paraphernalia clogging the drains. … ...



***
"…and by thy sorceries (mental drugs, pharmakeia) were all nations (great multitudes) deceived."   Revelation 18:23  Don't go down to "sorcery"!  Live free of mental meds; resist the dehumanizing, entrancing "mental health care" of the Beast.  Find a better way;  believe and practice the Word of God and the ministry and Comfort of the Holy Spirit.


http://www.upi.com/Health_News/2014/04/25/75-percent-of-schoolchildren-take-prescription-psych-meds/9691398436127/?spt=su

7.5 percent of schoolchildren take prescription psych meds
“Over the past two decades, the use of medication to treat mental health problems has increased substantially among all school-aged children and in most subgroups of children,” report authors explained.

By Brooks Hays   |   April 25, 2014 at 11:12 AM

WASHINGTON, April 25 (UPI) -- According to a new health study, some 7.5 percent of children ages 6 to 17 are being prescribed psych meds for emotional or behavioral problems. The study is based on information collected as a part of the National Health Interview Survey, designed and carried out by the CDC's National Center for Health Statistics.
Informed by interviews conducted in 2011 and 2012 with the parents of more than 17,000 children, the new look at America's medicated youth indicates the drugs are apparently working.

"We can't advise parents on what they should do, but I think it's positive that over half of parents reported that medications helped 'a lot,'" said report author LaJeana Howie, a statistical research scientist at NCHS.
Although the study was not able ascertain info on specific diagnoses, it's estimated that a large majority of these prescriptions are meant to treat ADHD symptoms. The study may lend credence to critics who say America's children are over-diagnosed with ADHD -- and subsequently over-prescribed and over-medicated.
While the American Psychiatric Association suggests that just 5 percent of U.S. kids have ADHD, CDC studies shown that more than 11 percent of American schoolchildren are now diagnosed with the behavioral condition.
“Over the past two decades, the use of medication to treat mental health problems has increased substantially among all school-aged children and in most subgroups of children,” report authors explained.
The study also found that children from poorer families were more likely to be medicated than more well-to-do children, and that boys are more frequently prescribed psych meds than girls.


************************
24 April

Saints,

"The Future is Now."  Since the Fall, the Knowledge of Good has always been available only with the Knowledge of Evil accompanying it.  In this day of racing, exploding tech, what next?

***

We are being dehumanized by relationships we have with bots who we think are our fellow human beings.  The fingers of the Beast continue to infiltrate in amazing ways.  All around us, not just with phone bots, we may think we are in contact with other humans, we may think we are following trends and moving with a popular tide when, in fact, we may be only being maneuvered by bots.

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/20/friends-and-influence-for-sale-online/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0

Friends, and Influence, for Sale Online
By NICK BILTON APRIL 20, 2014, 11:00 AM

(lead):
Whoever said, “Money can’t buy you friends,” clearly hasn’t been on the Internet recently.
This past week, I bought 4,000 new followers on Twitter for the price of a cup of coffee. I picked up 4,000 friends on Facebook for the same $5 and, for a few dollars more, had half of them like a photo I shared on the site.
If I had been willing to shell out $3,700, I could have made one million — yes, a million — new friends on Instagram. For an extra $40, 10,000 of them would have liked one of my sunset photos.
Retweets. Likes. Favorites. Comments. Upvotes. Page views. You name it; they’re for sale on websites like Swenzy, Fiverr and countless others.
Many of my new friends live outside the United States, mostly in India, Bangladesh, Romania and Russia — and they are not exactly human. They are bots, or lines of code. But they were built to behave like people on social media sites.
Bots have been around for years and they used to be easy to spot. They had random photos for avatars (often of a sultry woman), used computer-generated names (like Jen934107), and shared utter drivel (mostly links to pornography sites).
But today’s bots, to better camouflage their identity, have real-sounding names. They keep human hours, stopping activity during the middle of the night and picking up again in the morning. They share photos, laugh out loud — LOL! — and even engage in conversations with each other. And there are millions of them.
These imaginary citizens of the Internet have surprising power, making celebrities, wannabe celebrities and companies seem more popular than they really are, swaying public opinion about culture and products and, in some instances, influencing political agendas. … ...


***

http://www.gizmag.com/human-enhancement-issues/31743/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=c5f3f6bb3f-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c5f3f6bb3f-89976034
Will superhuman powers give us superhuman problems?
By Stu Robarts
April 22, 2014
(lead):
Any mention of cyborgs or superpowers evokes fantastical images from the realms of science fiction and comic books. Our visions of humans with enhanced capabilities are borne of our imaginations and the stories we tell. In reality, though, enhanced humans already exist ... and they don't look like Marvel characters. As different human enhancement technologies advance at different rates, they bleed into society gradually and without fanfare. What's more, they will increasingly necessitate discussion about areas that are often overlooked – what are the logistics and ethics of being superhuman? … ...

***

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/24/technology/personaltech/app-controlled-hearing-aid-improves-even-normal-hearing.html?emc=edit_th_20140424&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
Conjuring Images of a Bionic Future
APRIL 23, 2014 Farhad Manjoo 
(lead excerpt):

Dick Loizeaux recently found himself meandering through a noisy New York nightclub. This was unusual; Mr. Loizeaux, a 65-year-old former pastor, began suffering hearing loss nearly a decade ago, and nightclubs are not really his scene. “They’re the absolute worst place to hear anybody talk,” he said.
But this time was different. Mr. Loizeaux had gone to the club to test out the GN Resound Linx, one of two new models of advanced hearing aids that can be adjusted precisely through software built into Apple’s iPhone. When he entered the club, Mr. Loizeaux tapped on his phone to switch his hearing aids into “restaurant mode.” The setting amplified the sound coming from the hearing aids’ forward-facing microphones, reducing background noise. To play down the music, he turned down the hearing aids’ bass level and bumped up the treble. Then, as he began chatting with a person standing to his left, Mr. Loizeaux tapped his phone to favor the microphone in his left hearing aid, and to turn down the one in his right ear.
The results were striking. “After a few adjustments, I was having a comfortable conversation in a nightclub,” Mr. Loizeaux told me during a recent phone interview — a phone call he would have had difficulty making with his older hearing aids. “My wife was standing next to me in the club and she was having trouble having the same conversation, and she has perfect hearing.”
It’s only a slight exaggeration to say that the latest crop of advanced hearing aids are better than the ears most of us were born with. The devices can stream phone calls and music directly to your ears from your phone. They can tailor their acoustic systems to your location; when the phone detects that you have entered your favorite sports bar, it adjusts the hearing aids to that environment.
The hearing aids even let you transform your phone into an extra set of ears. If you’re chatting with your co-worker across a long table, set the phone in front of her, and her words will stream directly to your ears.
When I recently tried out the Linx and the Halo, another set of iPhone-connected hearing aids made by the American hearing aid company Starkey, I was floored. Wearing these hearing aids was like giving my ears a software upgrade. For the first time, I had fine-grain control over my acoustic environment, the sort of bionic capability I never realized I had craved. I’m 35 and I have normal hearing. But if I could, I’d wear these hearing aids all the time.
IPhone-connected hearing aids are just the beginning. Today most people who wear hearing aids, eyeglasses, prosthetic limbs and other accessibility devices do so to correct a disability. But new hearing aids point to the bionic future of disability devices. … … 

************************
20 April

THANKS BE TO GOD FOR THE RESURRECTION AND THE POWER OF THE RESURRECTION!
HAPPY PASCHA!
 THE PASSOVER OF THE LAMB OF GOD! 
HAPPY RESURRECTION DAY!


Saints,

What it comes down to—

(via Berean Call):

Although my memory's fading, I remember two things very clearly: I am a great sinner and Christ is a great Savior.
 
--John Newton (former slaver, pastor, composer of Amazing Grace)




***

"Neither is there salvation in any other, for there is none other name under heaven given among men whereby we must be saved."  Peter in Acts 4:12
"I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life.  No man cometh unto the Father but by me."  Jesus in John 14:6.

As we, ranks thinning, with a reported 56% of "evangelicals" seeing Christ as only one way to Heaven, the powers of the Tech Beast rise daily all around us, pervading probably far more than we can even fathom.  Thank God that "GREATER IS HE THAT IS IN US THAN HE THAT IS IN THE WORLD."

We now see the world system coming to its maximum.  Our Adversary is bringing his system of control into the physical world, not just by the spiritual evil, but by bringing in this imitation of God's Omnipresence, Omnipotence, and Omniscience.  Big Brother is everywhere and is watching.  Human morality, conscience, conscientiousness, sin and righteousness are being replaced by a new "silicon based life form" as sci-fi writers might term it which will exact a "perfect righteousness" of absolute control over everything we do and think and will correct or punish us or eliminate us according to formulas, algorithms and endless cyber clouds of memory storage, profiling, and machine driven actions.  Behold, the Technology of the Great Tribulation.

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/19/how-urban-anonymity-disappears-when-all-data-is-tracked/?emc=edit_th_20140420&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757

How Urban Anonymity Disappears When All Data is Tracked
By QUENTIN HARDY APRIL 19, 2014, 7:00 AM

************************
16 April

Google-Glass not enough?  Now, cameras will be implanted and virtually invisible to an observer, IN the eye of the user.  What follows is all the good reasons why it will help the blind, the diabetic, etc., but one serious bottom line is that any wearer can be a borg unit for "the great AI in the sky."

People are already upset and paranoid about Google-Glass, but now, who knows through who's eyes your real time life is being stored in the unimaginably vast memories of the Internet/Cloud/Beast?

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2604543/Glass-without-glasses-Google-patents-smart-contact-lens-CAMERA-built-in.html

Glass without the glasses: Google patents smart contact lens system with a CAMERA built in
Lens has camera built in
Could be developed to help the blind see and give them guidance
Could also give wearer 'supervision' with ability to zoom
Could shrink Glass to fit on a pair on lenses
Firm already developing lenses with screen and medical sensors built in
Project developed in secretive Google X lab


***
OK, if that's not enough, here's a piece on one our first real cyborg humans.  It is somewhat sad to me to see it actually beginning to happen.  Of course, as usual, it is "for a good cause" in the beginning manifestations, and I surely don't begrudge this fellow for getting back his hearing by seeing colors, etc….
(Tnanks, bro. David for the link on this one.)

http://www.cnet.com/news/cyborg-interview-hear-colors-with-antenna-in-your-skull/?tag=nl.e703&s_cid=e703&ttag=e703&ftag=CAD090e536

Antenna implanted in cyborg's skull gets Wi-Fi, color as sound
Artist and cyborg advocate Neil Harbisson has an "eyeborg," a device implanted in his skull that lets him hear colors. Friends can even use an app to beam images to his brain. Crave's Michael Franco talks with him about cyborg advocacy, turning music into clothing, and life with a new sense you can never shut off. … ...

***
NYTimes' insightful Maureen Dowd on the rapidly unfolding DRONE situation.  Worth a read to avoid future shock—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/16/opinion/game-of-drones.html?emc=edit_th_20140416&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757

The Opinion Pages OP-ED COLUMNIST
Game of Drones
APRIL 15, 2014

(excerpt):  Even before one falls from the sky and kills somebody or crashes into a building, the tech drones will mean, as Gleick says, “we’re living in a dystopian novel, with a continuous eye in the sky on everything that happens down below.”

***
The situation in Israel hardens as peace talks fail again.  Israel strong, inviting the war of Ezekiel?—
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/16/opinion/not-the-same-old-same-old.html?emc=edit_th_20140416&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757
The Opinion Pages OP-ED COLUMNIST
Not the Same Old, Same Old
APRIL 15, 2014


************************
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Saints, 
A couple of blog posts back, I speculated that the "rumors of war" prophetic passage could have to do with lots of little wars due to climate change shortages and weather forced migrations, etc.  Here's more along the same line from an Accuweather reporter—

http://www.accuweather.com/en/weather-news/study-climate-change-will-caus/25310658
Study Claims Climate Change Will Raise Serious Crime Rates

By Mark Leberfinger, AccuWeather.com Staff Writer
April 09, 2014; 12:28 PM

There will be more violent crimes through the end of the 21st century as a result of climate change, according to a new study.
The study, published in the "Journal of Environmental Economics and Management," showed that climate change will cause an additional 22,000 murders, 180,000 cases of rape, 1.2 million aggravated assaults, 2.3 million simple assaults, 260,000 robberies, 1.3 million burglaries, 2.2 million cases of larceny and 580,000 cases of vehicle theft in the United States between 2010 and 2099.
There are two main theories about why higher temperatures lead to more crime, study author Matthew Ranson said.
"The first is that when temperatures are warmer, there are more opportunities to commit crime. People leave their windows open, more potential victims are out on the streets and people are more likely to get together and interact," Ranson said. "The second theory is that temperature has a direct effect on human aggression. For example, in laboratory studies, subjects make more aggressive choices when they are in a hot room instead of a comfortable room."
Ranson analyzed 30 years of monthly crime and weather data for 2,997 U.S. counties.
The crime data was taken from the Federal Bureau of Investigation's Uniform Crime Reports, which includes monthly information on crimes in the jurisdictions of various police departments. … ...


***

Two feel-good (sort of) stories (We need some of those once in a while)—

"What is man that thou are mindful of him or the son of man that thou visitest him;  Thou hast made him a little lower than the angels; thou hast crowned him with glory and honor…"

Man has discovered GRAPHENE, and it promises breakthroughs in the world's of technology and knowledge that are astounding, and a reminder that without God, every advance we make in the knowledge of Good is also met with the Knowledge of Evil.  This amazing stuff is only on atom thick, but is much stronger than steel, as flexible as rubber, conductive of heat and cold and electricity;  transistors can be made of it, and it can be used in such small sizes as to provide internet and computer connectivity into even the most tiny places,  single cells in our own bodies and brains.  It will work as well in wet environments as in dry, and as it becomes commercially viable, it can be made dirt cheap.  Brave New World indeed!  What next?

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/13/bend-it-charge-it-dunk-it-graphene-the-material-of-tomorrow/?_php=true&_type=blogs&emc=edit_th_20140414&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
Bend It, Charge It, Dunk It: Graphene, the Material of Tomorrow
By NICK BILTON APRIL 13, 2014, 11:00 AM

(lead excerpt):
...Graphene is the strongest, thinnest material known to exist. A form of carbon, it can conduct electricity and heat better than anything else. And get ready for this: It is not only the hardest material in the world, but also one of the most pliable.
Only a single atom thick, it has been called the wonder material.
Graphene could change the electronics industry, ushering in flexible devices, supercharged quantum computers, electronic clothing and computers that can interface with the cells in your body. … …
***
Also, from the NYTimes—Ordinary humans in grievous situations behaving in a godly manner.  Man is "utterly depraved" as far as any ability to save himself, and yet good does pop up in humans, and we seem to have a racial memory, that is, of our whole species, of what "good" is.  Paul says that we can see the testimony of God and his goodness in all Creation even when we do not yet know him.  How much moreso when we do?
A street toughened NY city cop and her man rescue a child from a bloodbath murder, and then when she is 31 even adopt her as their daughter.  Good story.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/13/nyregion/30-years-after-the-palm-sunday-massacre-christina-rivera-and-joanne-jaffe-tell-their-story.html?emc=edit_na_20140413

The Toddler Who Survived, and the Cop Who Became Her Mom
April 13, 2014  7:59 AM EDT


************************
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Saints,

The world and its denizens and citizens will go down shrieking into hell.  Thanks be to God, we have been given the Way of escape, the Lord Jesus Christ Himself!  Paul tells us to "live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world; looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ…"  Jesus himself warns, "…take heed to yourselves, lest at any time your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting (satiety, excess), and drunkenness, and cares of this life, and so that day come upon you unawares. For as a snare shall it come upon all them that dwell upon the earth…"  And Peter concludes:  "Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour:  Whom resist steadfast…"

May the Lord's strength to stand be with you this day and every day,

brother Tim


***



With "the internet of things" and "blue tooth connectivity" beginning to take over our lives, every little nearby flow of electrons becomes a potential spy on our private and business lives.  Time for the tinfoil lined hats?  Maybe.  But we need to be aware that Big Brother and all of his for-profit shirttail cousins are learning to listen in on us and watch us through every atom and molecule, every microcircuit and digit.  

Such Technology may be "the bridge between worlds" whereby the Enemy of our Souls makes good his final "alien invasion" and sets up his imitative version of Omnipresence, Omniscience, and Omnipotence.  Thank God that we walk with the One who operates by Spirit and not my algorithms and glorified sand (silicon).  God help us to walk in the Holy Spirit (and please and thank you, O Lord, to keep the leash on the Beast until you pull us up out of this mess, 2 Thessalonians 2:6-8).

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/08/technology/the-spy-in-the-soda-machine.html?emc=edit_th_20140408&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0

TECHNOLOGY
Hackers Lurking in Vents and Soda Machines
By NICOLE PERLROTH APRIL 7, 2014  

(Lead):

SAN FRANCISCO — They came in through the Chinese takeout menu.
Unable to breach the computer network at a big oil company, hackers infected with malware the online menu of a Chinese restaurant that was popular with employees. When the workers browsed the menu, they inadvertently downloaded code that gave the attackers a foothold in the business’s vast computer network.
Security experts summoned to fix the problem were not allowed to disclose the details of the breach, but the lesson from the incident was clear: Companies scrambling to seal up their systems from hackers and government snoops are having to look in the unlikeliest of places for vulnerabilities.
Hackers in the recent Target payment card breach gained access to the retailer’s records through its heating and cooling system. In other cases, hackers have used printers, thermostats and videoconferencing equipment. … ….

***
http://www.sfgate.com/news/strange-weird/article/NASA-photo-captures-strange-bright-light-coming-5382677.php#photo-6131486
NASA photo captures strange bright light coming out of Mars
By Carol Christian, Houston Chronicle
Updated 12:52 pm, Tuesday, April 8, 2014


"…signs in the heavens…?"  (Nephilim outpost still on Mars?)


***

Former NATO General Secretary waxes apocalyptic about the international hazards of proposed Scottish independence in this hour of international distress and terror—  (bolding added)

http://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/top-stories/scottish-independence-cataclysmic-robertson-1-3368814

Scottish independence ‘cataclysmic’ - Robertson
by Scot McNab
(lead):  Former Nato general secretary Lord Robertson has come under fire after claiming Scottish independence would be welcomed by global “forces of darkness” and jeopardise Western security.

The Labour peer warned a Yes vote would have “cataclysmic” geopolitical consequences in a speech to the Brookings Institution in the US.
Deputy First Minister Nicola Sturgeon said she was shocked by the language used by the peer, adding it does a “real disservice” to the referendum debate.
She said: “I think many people, whether they’re Yes or No, will find these comments insulting and offensive.” (ed. comment, "blah, blah, blah")
Lord Robertson was a UK defence secretary in Tony Blair’s government and called on other states around the world, including Britain’s allies, to make their views public on the issue.
He said: “The loudest cheers for the break-up of Britain would be from our adversaries and from our enemies.
“For the second military power in the West to shatter this year would be cataclysmic in geo-political terms.
“If the United Kingdom was to face a split at this of all times and find itself embroiled for several years in a torrid, complex, difficult and debilitating divorce, it would rob the West of a serious partner just when solidity and cool nerves are going to be vital.
“Nobody should underestimate the effect all of that would have on existing global balances and the forces of darkness would simply love it.”… ...

***
Global Warming Warning Efforts backfiring? "Hear no evil; See no evil"?  The populace can't stand it…and actually prefer to believe that climate change is "an act of God."  Here's what we do know:  "In the time of end, there shall be wars and rumors of war, pestilences, and plagues, earthquakes in diverse places, waves of the sea roaring…and fearful signs in the heavens such that men's hearts shall fail them for fear at the things coming upon the Earth…"
THE OPINION PAGES OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS
Global Warming Scare Tactics
By TED NORDHAUS and MICHAEL SHELLENBERGER APRIL 8, 2014
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/09/opinion/global-warming-scare-tactics.html?emc=edit_th_20140409&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
(Lead):  OAKLAND, Calif. — IF you were looking for ways to increase public skepticism about global warming , you could hardly do better than the forthcoming nine-part series on climate change and natural disasters, starting this Sunday on Showtime. A trailer for "Years of Living Dangerously" is terrifying, replete with images of melting glaciers, raging wildfires and rampaging floods. “I don’t think scary is the right word,” intones one voice. “Dangerous, definitely.”
Showtime’s producers undoubtedly have the best of intentions. There are serious long-term risks associated with rising greenhouse gas emissions, ranging from ocean acidification to sea-level rise to decreasing agricultural output.
But there is every reason to believe that efforts to raise public concern about climate change by linking it to natural disasters will backfire. More than a decade’s worth of research suggests that fear-based appeals about climate change inspire denial, fatalism and polarization.
For instance, Al Gore’s 2006 documentary, "An Inconvenient Truth" popularized the idea that today’s natural disasters are increasing in severity and frequency because of human-caused global warming. It also contributed to public backlash and division. Since 2006, the number of Americans telling Gallup that the media was exaggerating global warming grew to 42 percent today from about 34 percent. Meanwhile, the gap between Democrats and Republicans on whether global warming is caused by humans rose to 42 percent last year from 26 percent in 2006, according to the Pew Research Center. … ...

*******************************
8 April

Saints,

I am not much of a media-personality follower, but this man David Brooks, who writes editorials often for the NYTimes and also appears on PBS News Commentaries frequently has good and righteous things to say.  I think he has occasionally identified himself as a Christian, an Anglican perhaps; my recollection has slipped.

He has written a fine meditation today, "What Suffering Does," and I will simply here supply the URL link if you would like to read it.  We know that we are not saved by suffering and those deluded souls who make journeys on their knees, or on broken glass up steep stairs to bow at a stone icon at the final top are accomplishing nothing but what St. Paul called "will worship" and think to approach God by the power of the flesh.

Yet suffering comes to the saints and to many others besides.  It is most often a part of life.  Yes, it is to be avoided when it can honestly be avoided, but we are not to alter our reality to avoid it; we are to see if for what it is when it comes.  Mr. Brooks has some good insights as to how uninvited suffering tempers us, sets us apart (sanctifies us), and introduces us to wisdoms we may well not wish to have but, apparently, need to have.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/08/opinion/brooks-what-suffering-does.html?emc=edit_th_20140408&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0
THE OPINION PAGES OP-ED COLUMNIST
What Suffering Does
APRIL 7, 2014


***

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/07/opinion/neither-female-nor-male.html?emc=edit_th_20140407&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0

Neither Female Nor Male
APRIL 6, 2014


Commentary—

This piece explores a new legal trend to allow persons to be identified as neither male nor female exclusively.  It is truly sad, along with all other human maladies that some human beings must suffer physically mixed or unclear genders from birth, and this due to the apparent vagaries of original sin upon us all, but this tiny percentage should not become a cause celebre.  These few should, as in the past, be assisted with as much mercy as possible to the situation to have their gender most carefully evaluated and then reinforced.  We are not free, as humankind, to reject biological gender assignment by our Creator.  He has made this a signature of his and of our Creation as human beings in his overall Creation and Purpose:  "He made them male and female…"

To dishonor this is to dishonor Him and his Authority and to subscribe instead to Satan's rebellion, him "who shall think to change times and laws" through the spirit of antichrist that so pervades our world.

***********************
6 April

Saints,
From every side, on every hand come shouts of the End of the Age and the nearness of the Lord's return for his people.  Let us give thanks and prepare ourselves continually "lest any root of bitterness springing up, defile many," lest we grow cold and commit the apostasy of which Peter forespoke:  "…there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts, And saying,  Where is the promise of his coming?  for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of creation." (2 Peter 3:3-4)
There is a great dullness of mass deception, "a strong delusion that they should believe a lie"  lowering its drowsy strength down not only over the unbelievers, but also over multiplied millions of churchgoers who slumber along, pleasing the flesh, and losing all hunger for righteousness and truth, and all hunger and thirst to obey God, preferring instead to allow and negotiate and sanctify every whim of the Flesh and to do and be as little as possible instead of as much as possible.  
Let us throw cold water on our faces and call upon the Lord to keep us awake and aware.  Too many cry "legalism!" for anything they do not want to do, or which does not please their Flesh, but let the soldiers of the Lord set their faces like flint and go on toward him,  "Looking unto Jesus, the Author and the Finisher or our Faith, Who for the joy set before him, endured the cross, despising the shame…and is set down at the right hand of the Father…"

***

Roundup of a few stories of the End of the Age over this week—

Technologies are lining up like enthusiastic wannabes for American Idol to see who will get the final nod to become the Mark of the Beast—
(I don't think it will take until 2040!)

http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/04/01/a-revolution-in-money/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
Futurists predict a revolution in the tenets of finance in the coming decades, similar to the changes that have been sweeping the information and telecommunications industries.
A Revolution in Money
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN APRIL 1, 2014, 6:05 PM
(lead):
Imagine it’s 2040.
You go to the grocery store, and when you look for the checkout counter there is none. There’s no place to pay for your groceries because you already did.
When you walked into the store, a sensor identified you, perhaps from a ring or watch you were wearing that transmitted the information. Or perhaps you didn’t need to wear anything special. Maybe a device in the store figured out who you were using a combination of facial recognition, 3-D body shape identification and your gait. … ...

***
NYTIMES Quotation of the Day for 2 April, 2014

QUOTATION OF THE DAY
"Armageddon has not arrived. Instead, this law is helping millions of Americans, and in the coming years it will help millions more."
PRESIDENT OBAMA, announcing that the government had met its goal by enrolling more than seven million people in health insurance plans under the Affordable Care Act.


***

Said Paul to Timothy:  "In the last days…men shall be incontinent (insane)—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/02/us/police-shootings-of-mentally-ill-suspects-are-on-the-upswing.html?emc=edit_th_20140402&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0

Police Confront Rising Number of Mentally Ill Suspects
By FERNANDA SANTOS  and ERICA GOODE APRIL 1, 2014
(lead):

ALBUQUERQUE — James Boyd, a homeless man camping in the Sandia Foothills here, could hear the commands of the police officers who were trying to move him out.
The problem was that Mr. Boyd, 38, had a history of mental illness, and so was living in a different reality, one in which he was a federal agent and not someone to be bossed around.
“Don’t attempt to give me, the Department of Defense, another directive,” he told the officers. A short while later, the police shot and killed him, saying he had pulled out two knives and threatened their lives.
The March 16 shooting, captured in a video taken with an officer’s helmet camera and released by the Albuquerque Police Department, has stirred protests and some violence in Albuquerque and prompted the FBI to begin an inquiry into the death. But it has also focused attention on the growing number of people with severe mental disorders who, in the absence of adequate mental health services, are coming in contact with the criminal justice system, sometimes with deadly consequences. … ...

***

More on yesterday's blog story on "rumors of war" via climate change, a NYT editorial titled, interestingly enough—
The Aliens Have Landed
APRIL 1, 2014
by Mark Bittman

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/02/opinion/bittman-the-aliens-have-landed.html?emc=edit_th_20140402&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0

***

…and to follow up with the thought of real aliens arriving, the very interesting speculations of Tom Horn and Chris Putnam following their book, ExoVaticanus—

The great delusion sponsored by the Antichrist who shall "think to change times and laws", says Daniel—

forwarded from prophecynewswatch.com.  Bolding added by me.

Vatican Astronomers - Prepare For 'Brother Extraterrestrial'
Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/April01/012.html#8CCqSKkVfqBLMgUb.99


Vatican astronomers have reportedly been working towards locating extraterrestrial life. Earlier in March, the Vatican Observatory cosponsored a major conference on extraterrestrial life that brought together 200 of the leading astrobiologists in the world.   One of the organizers stated that one of the goals of the conference was to figure out “how we can find life among the stars within the next two decades.” Some high profile Vatican astronomers seem quite confident that “something” is out there.  The question that comes to mind is why this level of interest from the Vatican: Is there something they know that the general public isn’t aware of? Why are they taking a lead role in areas that are not within the traditional Catholic scope or domain?   José Gabriel Funes, an Argentine Jesuit priest and astronomer, and the current director of the Vatican Observatory says there is no conflict between believing in God and in the possibility of extraterrestrial civilizations perhaps more evolved than humans: “Just as there is a multiplicity of creatures on earth, there can be other beings, even intelligent, created by God. This is not in contrast with our faith because we can’t put limits on God’s creative freedom.   Why can’t we speak of a ‘brother extraterrestrial’? It would still be part of creation… There could be other beings “who remained in full friendship with their creator.” Another prominent Vatican astronomer, Guy Consolmagno, has publicly suggested that aliens could actually be the “saviors of humankind”.  Truth Wins recently reported the NASA viewpoint of Vatican interest from their website description: Motivated by the rapidly increasing number of known Earth-sized planets, the increasing range of extreme conditions in which life on Earth can persist, and the progress toward a technology that will ultimately enable the search for life on exoplanets, the Vatican Observatory and the Steward Observatory announce a major conference entitled The Search for Life Beyond the Solar System: Exoplanets, Biosignatures & Instruments.  The goal of the conference is to bring together the interdisciplinary community required to address this multi-faceted challenge: experts on exoplanet observations, early and extreme life on Earth, atmospheric Biosignatures and planet-finding telescopes.   Truth Wins also reports researcher Tom Horn saying that “ What they (the Vatican astronomers) are saying now is that they [aliens] are coming here and they’re going to baptize us into their faith and it is going to require us to make changes to our knowledge, to our understanding, of the Gospel. In fact, some of their deepest theologians have said, “Perhaps everything we think we know about the Gospel is going to have to be thrown out.”  Which is quite an alarming statement, given the Biblical warnings given by the Apostle Paul to the Galatians: “But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed. As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be accursed (Galatians 1:8,9).  Tom Horn further asks: “Could it be that the world is far hungrier than I thought to usher in the Man of Sin? The ultimate “fixer” of our nations? And furthermore, would it ever truly be in God’s will for the human race to transcend to some higher level where we no longer need His direct intervention through personal relationship and prayer, but the intervention of another superior being? These alien contact agendas would not surprise me if coming only from the scientific community, but from a body of people whose primary focus and claim is to be God-fearing?”  Tom also quotes the works of select individuals within the Roman Catholic church who perpetuate the idea that our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, is a descendant of alien life and that Mary’s virgin birth was a direct result of an alien abduction scenario. Perhaps a suggestion that Jesus Christ was a descendant of the Nephilim; however irrespective of the intended suggestion or conclusion, these ideas are clearly blasphemous and heretical – worst of all, coming from supposed representatives of Biblical doctrine and truth.   Further, in an article for openminds.tv about a year back, Jason McClellan wrote: “ A new book claims that Vatican astronomers are looking for extraterrestrials. And they are using LUCIFER to do it. Although it shares the same name as Christianity’s fallen angel and the personification of evil, LUCIFER is an instrument attached to a telescope.   As Popular Science explains, LUCIFER is an acronym for the instruments lengthy title, “Large Binocular Telescope Near-infrared Utility with Camera and Integral Field Unit for Extragalactic Research.” This instrument is attached to the University of Arizona’s Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) located on Mt. Graham in south eastern Arizona. The Vatican-owned Vatican Advanced Technology Telescope (VATT) is right next door.”   Against this backdrop readiness to accept extra-Biblical sources of information from “aliens” and to even “throw out the gospel”- how likely is the coincidence that the telescope would accidentally be acronymed “LUCIFER?”  Michael Snyder raises the questions: “So if aliens showed up and wanted to show us a “new way”, would society be willing to accept it?....what would happen someday if “aliens” showed up and claimed that they seeded life on this planet, guided our evolution and are now here to lead us into a new golden age? And what would happen if the Catholic Church gave those aliens their stamp of approval?”  Perhaps the Vatican astronomers should start looking at the Bible first for those answers. 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12 would be a good starting point:   Now, brethren, concerning the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our gathering together to Him, we ask you, not to be soon shaken in mind or troubled, either by spirit or by word or by letter, as if from us, as though the day of Christ had come. Let no one deceive you by any means; for that Day will not come unless the falling away comes first, and the man of sin is revealed, the son of perdition, who opposes and exalts himself above all that is called God or that is worshiped, so that he sits as God in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God.  Do you not remember that when I was still with you I told you these things? And now you know what is restraining, that he may be revealed in his own time. For the mystery of lawlessness is already at work; only He who now restrains will do so until He is taken out of the way. And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord will consume with the breath of His mouth and destroy with the brightness of His coming. The coming of the lawless one is according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs, and lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this reason God will send them strong delusion, that they should believe the lie, that they all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.

***

via BereanCall—

Comment:  Wow, we need a "freedom from atheism foundation"!


 
WISCONSIN GOVERNOR REFUSES ATHEIST DEMANDS TO REMOVE SCRIPTURE FROM SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES [Excerpts]
 The governor of Wisconsin is refusing the demands of a prominent atheist activist organization to remove a Scripture citation from his Twitter and Facebook pages.
 
As previously reported, the Madison-based Freedom from Religion Foundation (FFRF) sent a letter to Walker this past week after becoming aware that he had simply posted 'Philippians 4:13' as his status on his social media accounts last Sunday. The Scripture reads, "I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me."
 
"This braggadocio verse coming from a public official is rather disturbing," FFRF wrote in the letter. "To say, 'I can do all things through Christ, who strengthens me,' seems more like a threat, or the utterance of a theocratic dictator, than of a duly elected civil servant."
 
It demanded that the governor delete the post, contending that it is unlawful for Walker to endorse religion on his official social media pages.
 
"On behalf of our membership, we ask you to immediately delete this religious message from your official gubernatorial Facebook and Twitter," the letter stated. "May we hear from you at your earliest convenience?"
 
However, Laurel Patrick, the press secretary for Walker, told reporters this week that the governor will not bow to atheist demands.
 
"Governor Walker will not remove the post on his social media," she wrote in an emailed statement. "The verse was part of a devotional he read that morning, which inspired him, and he chose to share it."
 
http://christiannews.net/2014/03/23/wisconsin-governor-refuses-atheist-demands-to-remove-scripture-from-social-media-pages/
 
***

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/10745248/Christians-form-human-shield-around-church-in-Chinas-Jerusalem-after-demolition-threat.html

Christians form human shield around church in 'China's Jerusalem' after demolition threat
Christians have flocked to defend a church in eastern China after Communist Party officials claimed it was an "illegal construction" and announced plans to demolish it.
By Tom Phillips, Wenzhou
9:25PM BST 04 Apr 2014

(lead):
Thousands of Chinese Christians have mounted an extraordinary, round-the-clock defence of a church in a city known as the 'Jerusalem of the East' after Communist Party officials threatened to bulldoze their place of worship.
In an episode that underlines the fierce and long-standing friction between China's officially atheist Communist Party and its rapidly growing Christian congregation, Bible-carrying believers this week flocked to the Sanjiang church in Wenzhou hoping to protect it from the bulldozers.
Their 24-hour guard began earlier this week when a demolition notice was plastered onto the newly-constructed church which worshippers say cost around 30 million yuan (£2.91 million) and almost six years to build.
Officials claimed the church had been built illegally and used red paint to daub the words: "Demolish" and "Illegal construction" onto its towering facade.
The threat triggered a furious reaction in Wenzhou, a booming port city known for its vibrant Christian community, said to be China's largest. … ...
**********************************

2 April

Saints,

Wherever you stand on global warming or climate change, this story puts a new prophetic spin in my head.  When Jesus said, "…you will see wars and rumors of wars…but the end is not yet," I have always been willing to accede that war is ever present throughout this Age, and that, yes, the end might be preceded with an escalating numbers of wars, like earthquakes, and that these would be signs, but I see, in considering this, that there could well be many, many smaller wars, before and during the big campaigns of Ezekiel's WW3 and the later battle of Armageddon over shrinking global assets of food, water, commodities, etc. due to the planet becoming diminished in its capacities to produce.  Mass flows of hungry refugees, as are now occurring around Syria, could become commonplace all over the globe.  If planetary and cosmic catastrophes interrupt global news flow, we could be left with a lot of actual "rumors of wars" with the only certainty being that such are happening among us, as society collapses and civil unrest increases for us, and "so it must be" (along with spotty news reports --rumors--all over the globe?

These remain the days to watch and pray.

http://bigstory.ap.org/article/global-warming-dials-our-risks-un-report-says
GLOBAL WARMING DIALS UP OUR RISKS, UN REPORT SAYS

(leads):
YOKOHAMA, Japan (AP) — If the world doesn't cut pollution of heat-trapping gases, the already noticeable harms of global warming could spiral "out of control," the head of a United Nations scientific panel warned Monday.
And he's not alone. The Obama White House says it is taking this new report as a call for action, with Secretary of State John Kerry saying "the costs of inaction are catastrophic."
Rajendra Pachauri, chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change that issued the 32-volume, 2,610-page report here early Monday, told The Associated Press: "it is a call for action." Without reductions in emissions, he said, impacts from warming "could get out of control."
One of the study's authors, Maarten van Aalst, a top official at the International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, said, "If we don't reduce greenhouse gases soon, risks will get out of hand. And the risks have already risen."
Twenty-first century disasters such as killer heat waves in Europe, wildfires in the United States, droughts in Australia and deadly flooding in Mozambique, Thailand and Pakistan highlight how vulnerable humanity is to extreme weather, according to the report from the Nobel Prize-winning group of scientists. The dangers are going to worsen as the climate changes even more, the report's authors said.
"We're now in an era where climate change isn't some kind of future hypothetical," said the overall lead author of the report, Chris Field of the Carnegie Institution for Science in California. "We live in an area where impacts from climate change are already widespread and consequential."
Nobody is immune, Pachauri and other scientists said.
"We're all sitting ducks," Princeton University professor Michael Oppenheimer, one of the main authors of the report, said in an interview.
After several days of late-night wrangling, more than 100 governments unanimously approved the scientist-written 49-page summary — which is aimed at world political leaders. The summary mentions the word "risk" an average of about 5 1/2 times per page.
"Changes are occurring rapidly and they are sort of building up that risk," Field said.
These risks are both big and small, according to the report. They are now and in the future. They hit farmers and big cities. Some places will have too much water, some not enough, including drinking water. Other risks mentioned in the report involve the price and availability of food, and to a lesser and more qualified extent some diseases, financial costs and even world peace. (bolding added)… ...

***

Here's a good one via Koinonia House (Missler).  I think I'll just sue Adam and Eve!   But, at least this shows the acknowledgement of the Truth by the nations around Israel and the admittance that the Hebrews actually were in bondage there.
Egypt Calls for Reparations - from Biblical Times

March 31, 2014
Middle-Eastern countries have a tendency to hold a grudge against Israel, whether over Israel winning the 1967 war or daring to establish independence in 1948. But, as of earlier this month, an Egyptian columnist has called for Israel to pay Cairo reparations - and this time, it’s Biblical. “We want compensation for the Ten Plagues that were inflicted upon us as a result of the curses that the Jews’ ancient forefathers cast upon our ancient forefathers, who did not deserve to pay for the mistake that Egypt’s ruler at the time, Pharaoh as the Torah calls him, committed,” Ahmad Al-Gamal, a writer for the Al-Yawm Al-Sabi’ daily.
— Arutz Sheva

***
The Great Missing Flight Mystery
Ok, I admit I watch too many XFiles and Sci-Fi, but nobody can find that plane, and at this point until someone does, the alien abduction theories hold as much water as any other.  WHAT IF…the pilots--the only present suspects--had their minds taken over whilst the plane was ghosted away to somewhere else;  hey, for all we know, to a "parallel universe" as well as to some spot in the south Indian Ocean.  ("Where's de plane?")  "We may never know," NBC tells us this morning.
With the Vatican reportedly openly admitting they are expecting an "alien brother/savior" to arrive at any time, it would certainly be quite a revelation if the plane suddenly turned up on radar in a landing approach to a major world airport, provided for by the thus announcing aliens…all asking to speak to the chief leader of the world's religions…and gloriously presenting the 237 souls they have managed to save as evidence of their good will.
Sure would make a good movie, wouldn't it? At this point, it's as plausible as anything else.

************************
28 March / Corrective Report of Repentance!  NTF blog update

Saints,

Well, I "no sooner that got the words out of my mouth" when prophecynewswatch.com arrived in my inbox with a report that World Vision has changed its mind and repented of hiring homosexuals, all in one day!  Thank God for that.

Below is the article in total.  One thing in the article continues to trouble me and that is the idea that some people are born homosexual.   This is simply not true.  In spite of the best efforts so sympathetic biological researchers it is not a genetic issue.  We are all born in sin.  We are all, or mostly all, born with a sexual nature, and with the ability to misuse it in countless inventive ways the devil has suggested to us.  No one branch of sexual sin sends a sinner any more to hell than another ones does, and we are all guilty, even the redeemed, says James and "we all offend in many ways."

The solution for everyone is not breaking into classes and appealing for "civil rights."  It is agreeing with God and repenting and studying to walk alter the Lord in any particular area in which we are weak,  accepting grace but not making excuses.  God save us.

bro. Tim

 http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/March28/282.html#VtMA9TQ8Ai9Q1JvM.99


Did World Vision Lose Their Vision?
March 28, 2014 | Debbie Smith


“We bear witness to the redemption offered only through faith in Jesus Christ. The staff we engage are equipped by belief and practice to bear this witness. We will maintain our identity as Christian while being sensitive to the diverse contexts in which we express that identity.” 
The above words are taken from the Core Values of World Vision, one of the most highly rated and respected Christian relief organizations in the world. World Vision assists people in over 100 countries through sponsorship and other methods of assistance, to achieve improved quality of life, in the name of Jesus.
World Vision has historically required its employees to be “sexually abstinent if single and faithful within the covenant of marriage.” Those identifying themselves as homosexual have been required to be abstinent.
In an electrifying move, Richard Stearns, president of the U.S. branch of World Vision announced on March 24th that it would change its policy and allow “married homosexuals” to be employed by the organization. The U.S. branch office is located in Federal Way, Washington and has about 1.100 employees. Washington was one of the first states to legalize same sex marriage.
Mr. Stearns stated that he was seeking to “unify” Christian Churches with the move. He called the decision “a very narrow policy change that should be regarded as symbolic not of compromise but of unity.”
This change” will make our policy more consistent with our practice on other divisive issues. It also allows us to treat all our employees in the same way: abstinence outside marriage, fidelity within marriage,” stated Mr. Stearns in the Christianity Today interview.
Just forty eight hours later, World Vision reversed its decision to hire married homosexuals, acknowledging it “made a mistake.”
In their letter, Wednesday, Stearns and Jim Bere, board chairman, noted that many had come to them “in the spirit of Matthew 18 to express concern and love and conviction.” Mr. Stearns is here referring to Jesus’ teaching on how to confront sin in the church.
“We have listened to you and want to say thank you and to humbly ask for your forgiveness,” the letter says. “We ask that you understand that it was never the board’s intent to cause confusion and pain.” continued the leaders.
Opinions surrounding the policy change and subsequent reversal are divided between those who saw the decision as a departure from sound Christian doctrine and those who welcomed the result as more inclusive of diverging opinions among fellow believers.
Many evangelical Christian leaders voiced their opposition and criticism of the move by World Vision. Among these, Franklin Graham, president of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association and Samaritans Purse, declared that he was “shocked “at the decision.” Mr. Graham also questioned whether “supporting sins and sinful behavior can unite the church.”
Many supporters of World Vision have decided to withdraw support to the organization in the wake of this decision.
On the opposite end of the spectrum were” liberal evangelicals” who lauded the step as creating a more inclusive environment in the church.
Reacting to evangelicals who have suggested that Christians should withdraw their support from World Vision, Rachael Held Evans, an author and self styled liberal evangelical, writes,” Organizations don't get 'farewelled' for hiring divorcees. People don't get kicked out of their churches for struggling with pride or for not wearing head coverings when they pray. The notion that the way to 'punish' World Vision is to withdraw support from its efforts to feed, clothe, heal, comfort, rescue, and shelter 'the least of these' is so contrary to the teachings of Jesus – particularly Matthew 25:31-46-it's hard to know where to start."  Interestingly, Ms. Evans also, later redacted her impassioned statements admitting that perhaps she should have waited to respond when her emotions were not quite so heightened.
Clearly, the issue of same sex marriage and the church’s response to it is one of the most polarizing issues in the body of Christ today.
While the Bible clearly prohibits the practice of homosexuality, it does not single it out but the Apostle Paul, in 1 Corinthians 6: 9-11, lists homosexuality along with adultery, theft, drunkeness, greed, and slander as sins that would keep us out of the Kingdom of God.(NIV)
The sacrifice of Jesus covers all sin and through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit we can change behaviors, just as Paul reminded the Corinthian’s, “that is what some of you were.”
Jesus’ commands that love is to be the identifying mark of true Christians. Many Christians passionately feel that confronting sinners is unloving. Perhaps the definition of love has been altered in today’s church?
”Sometimes love requires us to tell the truth and oppose behavior that is harmful,”acknowledged Frank Turek of the Cross Examined Ministry.
************************
28 March  / Some comments on the World Vision Departure—

Saints,

A response on the "World Vision goes gay" report in my blog for 27 March, from a friend and brother and his wife who has supported them in the past.  The bottom line seems to be, "World Vision, you cannot serve God and Mammon; either you will love the one and hate the other, or hate the first and love the second," to paraphrase our Master.

"Hi Tim - the World Vision thing - what a shocker! Both the initial decision and yesterday's reversal. Here are a couple of my thoughts, forward to your friends if you wish -

1. World Vision has long been a field of both wheat and tares, the faithful working alongside the biblically apostate in faith-based social service. Liberal churches are well-represented in the 50 denominations from which they draw their workers. You reap what you sow.

2. World Vision is based in Seattle, Washington, a state with a same-sex marriage law. So there is instate political pressure to conform.

3. As my first newspaper mentor told me, "when you cut through all of the baloney, the bottom line is money." World Vision draws about a quarter of its funding from the U.S. government, with whom it has had an "arms length" relationship. This funding has declined somewhat in recent years. World Vision fought and won the right, in court, to have Christians-only as employees while still receiving government aid. Nevertheless, the Obama administration has been assertive in its "gays have human rights too" doctrine, not only nationally but internationally. Legislation passed in Uganda, Russia and elsewhere is condemned in the U.S. press but, over there, is seen as a defensive measure against U.S. cultural imperialism. 

Adding 1, 2, and 3, and perhaps getting 7, I suggest that World Vision, already torn from within from by double-mindedness, and feeling pressed from without by state law, the U.S. government, and financial pressures, saw this decision as a viable solution - only to learn that it was out of the gay-rights frying pan, and into the fire of angry evangelical soon-to-be former donors. 

Colette and I helped Casting Crowns solicit WV donors at a concert at Norwich University last year. I won't do so again, although I will continue to help Compassion anytime they ask. I'm wondering if Casting Crowns will be rethinking its affiliation. We will continue to support Zaidinha, our sad little girl in Mozambique, although it angers me that WV has put us in a position of not being able to help her without also supporting apostasy.

Guy"

...Another brother adds, 

"Wow, and the world rushes to the gates of hell!"    —Ross
*************************
27 March

Saints,

Do the Antichrist and the False Prophet have their first face to face today?  Obama meets the Pope today.  A recent national poll says 1 in 10 Americans believe Obama is the Antichrist.  Martin Luther said, "The pope is the antichrist," and the spirit of antichrist is in the False Prophet.  But, we won't know for sure who the final antichrist is until he is "revealed," says St. Paul, when he commits the Abomination of Desolation, and sits down, declaring himself to be the Messiah, upon the mercy seat of the Ark of the Covenant in the rebuilt Temple.  Meanwhile, said St. John, "there are many antichrists."  Many also look to Bishop Malachy's prophecy from 1139 A.D. that this present Jesuit pope is the final pope.  For sure, this hour is a time to watch and pray.

Do we hunger and thirst for righteousness?  Do we pant and long for more and more obedience to the Lord, as though it were very food and drink for ourselves, or do we pose religiously and see how little we can actually give of ourselves?  Do we walk in the Spirit or in the Flesh?

God keep us in thy holy salvation this day and every day!

***

http://www.wnd.com/2014/03/famous-christian-charity-hiring-married-gays/
FAMOUS CHRISTIAN CHARITY HIRING MARRIED 'GAYS'

World Vision "comes out" for antichrist sodomites in its ranks of "missionaries"

				…"and another one bites the dust."


***

http://cnsnews.com/news/article/michael-w-chapman/franklin-graham-some-administration-officials-are-anti-christ#sthash.4u5ziG1t.yJ2mRfn8.dpuf


Franklin Graham: Some Administration Officials Are ‘Anti-Christ’
March 25, 2014 - 3:57 PM

(lead):
 CNSNews.com) – Some of the people working in the Obama administration and in the White House are trying to “completely secularize our military” and are “hostile to Christians,” to the point that they “are anti-Christ in what they say and in what they do,” said Christian evangelist Franklin Graham, the son of world-renowned preacher Rev. Billy Graham… ...


***

State Socialist Control from the cradle to the grave: a new attack in Scotland, while in America more and more pre-school programs--while mothers are forced to work outside the home--are put in place continually—

http://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/top-stories/named-person-children-s-plan-faces-legal-challenge-1-3353760

Named person children’s plan faces legal challenge
by SCOTT MACNAB
(lead):  
A legal challenge to block controversial plans for every child in Scotland to have a named guardian will be lodged next month, as opposition grows among angry parents.
The initiative aims to create a new layer of protection to detect youngsters suffering in abusive families, following a string of child deaths in recent years.
It was passed by MPs last month and means that health visitors, midwives or teachers will now take on the role of a “named person”, to support every youngster up to the age of 18 across Scotland.
The move has been supported by the charity Children 1st but the Christian Institute warns every parent in Scotland should be afraid of the proposed law.
The religious group accuses MSPs of interfering with families’ right to a private and family life, and suggests the plans could contravene the European Convention on Human Rights. … ...


**********************************************

25 March

Dachau, Auschwitz, and Buchenwald in present day Britain?

Saints,

Whenever we see some old movie about the Roman Empire's decadence, or Viking barbarities, or even the evils of the Third Reich, we tend to think how horrible and brutal past ages could be, but we need to stop and recognize that nothing has changed, and we still live in the midst of barbarism. This story is no less about infant sacrifice than when the Philistines and the Edomites sacrificed their children in the fire to Marduk, Molech, and Dagon.  May God soon deliver us from this wicked Age.

(via Drudge.com)
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthnews/10717566/Aborted-babies-incinerated-to-heat-UK-hospitals.html

Aborted babies incinerated to heat UK hospitals
The remains of more than 15,000 babies were incinerated as 'clinical waste' by hospitals in Britain with some used in 'waste to energy' plants.


******************************
23 March

Saints,

Corruption, decay, and apostasy (departure from the Faith) always stalks the Church because we are still made of Flesh and Blood and, all too easily, we want to walk after the Flesh instead of after the Spirit. The constant corruption that infects everything in this world also continually eats at the Church, such that the reformers had as one of their cries, "Semper Reformanda," or "always reforming."  God, in every generation, must raise up new prophetic voices, often hated by the self-satisfied religious establishment of their day, to publish his Word anew.  

"God has no grandchildren," but still calls every soul to individual conversion. This observation, below, is  by none less than John Bunyan (via Berean Call Newsletter) though it sounds as modern as the present day with him even using the term "evangelicalism."  It illustrates why the true Christian must be daily renewing and pursuing his walk with the Lord:

"Unorthodoxy makes its advance in the face of tolerance and undermines orthodoxy like a slowly creeping paralysis. It does not need to repudiate evangelicalism explicitly because it constantly destroys and overthrows it by more subtle means. Unorthodoxy is always happy to keep evangelical terminology because it simply redefines the terms and makes them meaningless. When words can mean anything they mean nothing."
 
--John Bunyan (28 November 1628 - 31 August 1688, English Christian writer and preacher, who was imprisoned twice for his ministry)

***

http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2014/March14/144.html

Gamers Beware - You are Being Watched Inside And Outside The Game
March 14, 2014 | Debbie Smith
(lead):  Unfocused, mass surveillance of citizens by their government, until last year, most of us would have thought this improbable. However, since Edward Snowden leaked classified government surveillance documents last year, reports keep surfacing revealing the extent to which governments have used technological advances to spy on ordinary citizens.
A surveillance initiative dubbed Optic Nerve, intercepted and filed away Yahoo webcam images of millions of online users, between 2008 to 2010, according to an article in the Guardian.
During that same period, NSA and its British counterpart, Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), also considered using the popular gaming system, Microsoft Xbox360 with Kinect camera.
In Orwellian fashion, this surveillance system was used for experiments in facial recognition; to monitor existing targets and for discovering new targets to be surveyed.
Microsoft’s Xbox system with the Kinect camera allows users to control the system, play games, and scroll through the menus using only hand gestures.
 What Microsoft did not reveal? The fact that the system cannot be powered on without the Kinect,  which is designed to detect heartbeats and eye movements, and requires  positioning yourself in front of the camera to be activated.
There are an estimated 10 million of these systems in homes today.
Not only did these intelligence agencies use real world monitoring, they also infiltrated online games such as the virtual world of “Second Life” and the popular “World of War Craft”.
Apparently, the spies invented make-believe characters to mine for data, recruit informants, and collect contents of communications between gamers. Developing their own avatars, these government operatives posed as elves, gnomes, and super models, all in an attempt to gain information about terror or criminal networks.
According to a New York Times report, the Pentagons Special Operations Command built mobile games that were used “as vehicles for intelligence agencies to collect information about users.” … ...


***


The soon-arriving tsunami of brain implants for a widening population—

The onset of "superpowers" and of the Transhumanist Man:  reasons Christ must come soon, for these seeming advancements will actually degenerate the Created Human into various monstrosities and hells engineered by the enemy of God.

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304914904579435592981780528?mod=WSJ_hpp_MIDDLENexttoWhatsNewsFifth&mg=reno64-wsj&url=http%3A%2F%2Fonline.wsj.com%2Farticle%2FSB10001424052702304914904579435592981780528.html%3Fmod%3DWSJ_hpp_MIDDLENexttoWhatsNewsFifth

THE SATURDAY ESSAY
The Future of Brain Implants
How soon can we expect to see brain implants for perfect memory, enhanced vision, hypernormal focus or an expert golf swing?

By GARY MARCUS and CHRISTOF KOCH
March 14, 2014 7:30 p.m. ET
(LEAD):  

What would you give for a retinal chip that let you see in the dark or for a next-generation cochlear implant that let you hear any conversation in a noisy restaurant, no matter how loud? Or for a memory chip, wired directly into your brain's hippocampus, that gave you perfect recall of everything you read? Or for an implanted interface with the Internet that automatically translated a clearly articulated silent thought ("the French sun king") into an online search that digested the relevant Wikipedia page and projected a summary directly into your brain?… ...

********************************************
12 March

Dear Readers,

I have been AFK (Away From Keyboard) for some weeks as far as the frequency of the prophecy newsletter for the website New Testament Fellowship (ntfellowship.net).  This is due to my web host dropping its provision for bulk email, and at about the same time my mac mail management program lost part of its mind, so to speak (glitched out)!  On top of that my secular work has been keeping me very busy.  But the Spirit constrains me to make an effort to right the boat and keep going.

I am having to rebuild my mailing list, having lost some of you in the web host change.  I have gone back to an old list on another computer.  It was actually more expansive than the recent list, SO, if you get this, and hadn't heard from me in several years, either "Welcome back!" or send me an unsubscribe, and I will get you right back off it.

A personal dream, just this last night, of a coming "hurricane," not just a literal one, which is bad enough, but a cascade of chaotic world events, prompts me to get back to work in this ministry of calling the people of the Lord to live lives watching for the return of his very Person, among the most important events of all history and of our Faith.

brother Tim


Saints,

I am usually reporting on events that herald Bible prophecies of the End of the Age here, and not prophesying myself, but I want to report a dream just had that you who watch may take note and consider.  

I was here in Vermont in my home region, the northwest quadrant.  I had been walking in favored woods and wilds and fishing for trout though without success.  The dream changed to riding in a car beside a driver, who for unexplained rationales, was my long departed father.  We were going rather too fast and seemingly carelessly though no accident occurred.  It seemed like we were coming back from going into the hills for the trout fishing.  I wondered where we were and said something like,  "Are we in the hills behind Williston?"  The reply I got (more like a "voiceover" than from my father) was, "We are entering Furacao."  I thought to myself that that is a pretty strange name for old yankee towns, and the reply came to me, "This is a new town being built, very different."  As we drove on into it, there was a chaos of new building, congestion, and hurry and busyness.  It was not the same quiet rurality I have always known, but rather like a swirling sewer of new city life developing and that almost instantly.  Bad change was in the air everywhere.  It was clear there would soon be no place left for quiet, nature, or peacefulness.

I woke up with the name Furacao in my mind, fired up the computer and surfed the term.  It turns out it is a legitimate word which means in Portuguese, "Hurricane."  To my own recollection, I have never heard it before and had no conception of its definition.  The sense of the dream was that unstoppable chaos was at hand.


***


Today's news—

Where, oh where is that airliner?  Conspiracy theorists wonder if the whole thing is publicity for a remake of LOST, or, worse yet, is this the big alien abduction where all the passengers later wander out of a foggy field in Kansas in a hypnotic daze?  Great movie up ahead at any rate, eh?

***

The CIA, under the Executive Branch of Democrat Obama and Democratic Senator Feinstein enter into open war today—

Perplexity of Nations — The Pending Collapse of American Government?

Feinstein vs. the CIA:  Spy vs. Spy?

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/12/opinion/dowd-the-spies-who-didnt-love-her.html?emc=edit_th_20140312&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=51823757&_r=0

The Opinion Pages OP-ED COLUMNIST  (Maureen Dowd's column)
The Spies Who Didn’t Love Her
(lead):
WASHINGTON — Even “Homeland” never thought of a plot this wild.
The C.I.A. hacks into computers that Senate intelligence committee staffers are using in the basement of a C.I.A. facility because the spy agency thinks its Congressional overseers have hacked into the C.I.A. network to purloin hidden documents on torture. It puts a whole new tech twist on the question from Juvenal’s “Satires:” Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? Who will guard the guards themselves? … ...

***

Some things sitting on the desktop these last several weeks—

Hacked and breached accounts are now so ubiquitous, what's the world to do?  interestingly, bio-identification is now so advanced that every person can be identified certainly in various different cross checking ways.  All we need to do is tie each person's biometrics to one number for each individual, and we can solve the great digital rip-offs that are occurring on the scale of tens of millions.

How long will it be before the inevitable is figured out and implemented?  Not very.


http://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/08/your-money/sidestepping-the-risk-of-credit-and-debit-card-fraud.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20140208
Sidestepping the Risk of a Privacy Breach
FEB. 7, 2014

(lead):
This week, we reached the inevitable point in the controversy over the credit and debit card breaches where grim-face retail executives from Target and Neiman Marcus, industry experts and consumer advocates turned up in Washington. They raised their hands and delivered well-rehearsed statements to our elected representatives.
It’s a familiar bit of theater, but their messages about the security of our personal data when we pay using plastic were startling.
“The innovations that are driving the industry forward and presenting consumers with exciting new methods of making purchases is also rapidly expanding beyond the bounds of our existing regulatory and consumer protection regimes,” went the written testimony of James A. Reuter, speaking on behalf of the American Bankers Association. “And, as has historically been the case, the criminals are often one step ahead as the marketplace searches for consensus.” … ...

***
Demon Toy?

Now, this is bizarre:  A digital robot toy begins to show programmed multiple personalities—in a cyber-world virtual demonic possession—

"Art imitates Life"?  or "The devil is in the details (algorithms)"?

Wow.  Tell me we're not in the time of the End, and what awaits yet?


http://www.scotsman.com/news/odd/furby-toys-turn-nasty-seedy-and-inappropriate-1-3298987

Furby toys ‘turn nasty, seedy and inappropriate’
by JANE BRADLEY

IT was one of the most coveted gifts of the festive period and turned up under thousands of Christmas trees last year.
But now parents have hit out at popular must-have toy the Furby Boom after it emerged that some of the creatures have developed “inappropriate” second personalities which have upset their children.
The Furby, an electronic robotic toy which requires children to talk to and stroke it, as well as feed and put it to sleep, was a major hit when makers Hasbro relaunched the 1990s classic last year. The cute creation made it into the toy hit lists for Christmas 2013.
But parents have told how the initially sweet, usually childlike creatures, which chat to their young owners, can suddenly morph into a “slightly seedy” male voice which shouts insults and “inappropriate” phrases.
Businesswoman Lisa Mennie from Glasgow was sent the £60 toy from her parents as a Christmas present for her daughter Zoe, four.
“It has two personalities,” she said. “One is a nice, sweet, little girl baby Furby and then, without warning, it suddenly turns into what Zoe calls ‘that big fat man’ which talks in a gruff American male voice and burps and farts.
“She is quite a robust little girl and usually isn’t too concerned about anything, but this has started to bother her a little bit.
“It says things like, ‘Oh baby’ in a seedy man’s voice, which I don’t think is appropriate for a child and, on one occasion, it told her it didn’t like her, which really upset her.”
Ms Mennie turned to the internet to find a solution to the problem and discovered that other parents suffering similar problems had posted instructions on how to reset the toy.
This involved turning it upside down, pushing in its tongue and pulling its tail. “That worked for a while, but suddenly it will switch back to the male personality,” said Ms Mennie.
“I have to keep resetting it, but now Zoe is wary of it. She doesn’t know when it will suddenly become the evil Furby.”
She added: “It’s a shame, because if this goes on, she is going to push it to one side and not want to play with it any more, which is not what you want from a toy that costs so much.”
A spokeswoman for Hasbro said that the toy was designed to have more than one personality, switching to a less friendly version if the child does not show it enough attention.
But parents argued that the toy changed to a “nasty” personality despite being lavished with attention by their children.
“Our daughter had already been doting on the thing. What more could it want?” asked one parent online.
Tina Woolnough, spokeswoman for the National Parent Forum of Scotland, warned that the “nasty” Furby could encourage bad behaviour in children. We don’t want electronic toys presenting antisocial behaviour to youngsters,” she said. It could be quite influential. The toy manufacturers need to think about what behaviour they are modelling and the effect it could have on children, either by them copying it or the stress in the fact they can do nothing about it.”
***
http://www.infowars.com/u-s-army-builds-fake-city-in-virginia-to-practice-military-occupation/
U.S. Army Builds 'Fake City" in Virginia to Practice Military Occupation
(excerpt):
Fort Hood soldiers are also being taught by their superiors that Christians, Tea Party supporters and anti-abortion activists represent a radical terror threat mirroring rhetoric backed by the Department of Homeland Security which frames “liberty lovers” as domestic extremists.

***

26 January

Saints,

God rest you this day.  The world goes mad, but we are comforted in the knowledge of God and in the Comfort of the Holy Spirit.  We are not of this world.

***

"Ho-hum, another public multiple murder"

The unfortunate nearly daily news by now—

Mass shootings daily—
Yet still give thanks that we are not in the Middle East where anarchy haunts the streets continually by war, suicide bombers, riots and revolutions.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/26/us/3-reported-dead-in-maryland-mall-shooting.html?emc=edit_na_20140125

Three People Are Killed in Shooting at Mall in Maryland, Police Say
Three people were killed in a shooting at a mall in Maryland on Saturday, officials said.The shooting was reported around 11:15 a.m., and about an hour later law enforcement officials reported that there had been no additional shots heard and that they believed the episode was over. Three people were confirmed dead in the shooting, according to the Howard County Police Department, but it gave no further details or identities.A spokesman for the Police Department, in a Twitter message, said: “One deceased subject located near gun and ammunition. ID unknown.”People inside the mall were being asked to stay there until police officers could clear each area safely.The mall, called The Mall in Columbia, is in Columbia, Md., between Washington and Baltimore. It is about 25 miles northeast of Washington.


***

A laughable, yea, hilarious, headline (whatever the story says)—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/26/us/politics/it-only-seems-that-political-corruption-is-rampant.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20140126&_r=0
POLITICS
It Only Seems That Political Corruption Is Rampant
By MICHAEL WINES JAN. 25, 2014


************************
22 January

Saints,

"RWWW — Robot World Wide Web"

By now, you've heard of "the internet of things," how more and more "things"—refrigerators, microwaves, home security and door locks and garage door openers and vehicle to vehicle internet interfaces, even "toy drones with video cams for $300" are being run with one's smartphone, etc.  You may get a notice from your refrigerator to buy more milk on the way home, told to buy less fatty meat this week, or use your thumbscan on your smart phone to open your front door as you pull up, check and report your blood pressure in the way up the walk, etc., etc.

NOW, this internet of things is being extended to a universal "chat line" between robots and robotic devices, "thinking and doing machines"…an internet of robots. Is this the Beast growing its first worldwide "fingers and toes, arms and legs" in the real world, devices by which it will begin to be able to take direct action?  Worth watching.  "What I say unto you, I say unto all, watch."  (Mark 13:37)


(via khouse.org)
http://www.eetimes.com/author.asp?section_id=8&doc_id=1320677

Industrial Control DesignLine Blog

OMG, Robots Communicating on Their Own Web
Carolyn Mathas


1/16/2014 12:45 PM EST

EU-funded scientists are demonstrating an RWWW -- that's Robot World Wide Web -- so that robots that are connected can share information. Does that conjure up potential issues?
This brain-sharing idea proposes that a common robot brain will actively transmit algorithms to perform simple tasks. For the time being, humans can also contribute. There are obvious questions -- and the fact that RoboEarth has built in a single point of failure for participating robots means that they've asked the same questions about security that are going through my head.
Five universities in Europe are taking part in the development, along with Philips research scientists. An initial demonstration is taking place at Eindhoven University in the Netherlands, mostly involving patient care. The system is cloud-based so that tasks can be easily offloaded, avoiding power and storage shortages.
On one hand, yeah, I can see this is useful, as how many times have simple programs been created that could have just as easily been shared, speeding development? At the same time... maybe I read too much SciFi.
AI has come a long way, you know. Already it's the stuff that drones and other, more sinister robots are made of. Google and Facebook are investing in robots and AI. One only need visit Singularity University's website to see how far things have progressed.
So, weigh in. Is this a good thing? What do you think is needed to ensure security -- from the outside and inside?

************************
20 January

Saints,

Here's a lighter take on breaking Tech.  Yes, it needs to be pointed out that the evil use of Tech brings in a frightening Brave New World of the End of the Age, BUT, as also pointed out in the last newsletter, "the knowledge of Good" also advances and not "the knowledge of Evil" only.  God lets us explore his universe of ideas and discoveries and even blesses our limited perspective as long as we learn that we cannot save ourselves by them.  But, still He can and does "enjoy with us" the thrill of our discoveries.  

Imagine a bunch of these things (click on the link!) racing or playing polo or doing a steeplechase! while the humans driving them learn how not to kill themselves while using them.  Talk about "the future is now;"  wow, these things would make you feel llke you are in a virtual reality game but while you are romping through "real reality."  Of course, the potential for terrible uses still exists, too, but imagine how many handicapped people will have great new liberties, how many new sporting thrills will arrive, etc., etc.

"What is Man that Thou are mindful of him (God thinks about and watches our antics with pleasure at least for the things not tainted with evil) or the son of Man that Thou visiteth him (looks in on him)?  Thou hast made him a little lower than ,the angels;  Thou hast crowned him with glory and with honor…." so prophesied the Psalmist unto, of, and by God!

You must see the artist's rendering; click the link:

http://www.gizmag.com/prosthesis-human-piloted-racing-robot/30501/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=71e9748194-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-71e9748194-89976034

ROBOTICS

Prosthesis human-piloted racing robot aims to usher in a new sport
***
…and a little more fun in a somber world—
Drudge reports today that a new rock, not there shortly before, has turned up in the Mars Rover's camera.  Turns out, it looks like a jelly donut and has minerals in it that are not seen in the area otherwise.  No one knows how it got there--cast there by volcanic action, or a meteorite shard are NASA's best guesses though they are suffering consternation about it?  I am doing just as well to guess that some of the Nephilim,  maybe hiding inside the planet from our sensors now, having abandoned the city on the Plain of Cydonia when we got sophisticated enough to spot them there, preparing to return to Earth for the reign of antichrist, made a stop at their local version of Dunkin' Donuts, stopped by, well cloaked, to mock the Rover..and then dropped their donut!  
Far-fetched? Absolutely!  Tongue in cheek, five by five, and then some. But what's just as farfetched?  That the NASA idiots of our great and illuminated "science," primarily babbling atheism, would put the Rover down inside a crater to crawl around looking for quadzillion year old proofs of life via evolution when there are all kinds of signs of an intelligent civilization on the Plains of Cydonia: a pyramid, a sphinx face, lines of old architecture, etc.  How appropriate that these Nephilim "dropped a donut" in front of the wheel of the Rover and right under one of its cameras!  Frankly, though I am waxing completely silly, it makes as much or more sense as "the fool who hath said in his heart, there is no God."  (Psalms 14 and 53).
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/nasa-says-mars-mystery-rock-that-appeared-from-nowhere-is-like-nothing-weve-ever-seen-before-9070323.html
Nasa says Mars mystery rock that ‘appeared’ from nowhere is ‘like nothing we’ve seen before’

*************************
19 January

Breaking news as I "go to press"…to press the Send Button, that is!
California's Jerry Brown waxes downright apocalyptic on the California drought.  California is one of our, if not the chief, breadbaskets for many items of US food consumption.  Is famine on the western horizon?  For believers, remember the Manna, even the quails, the water from the Rock, the ravens that fed Elijah, and the feeding of the 5000 and of the 4000.

Saints,
Slight apologies for two tech-heavy newsletters in a row, but if we are paying any attention at all, technology is exploding in front of us.  The exponential explosion of technology is probably the most significant factor in Daniel's prophecy, so beautifully understated, that at the time of the end "knowledge shall increase."  The limiting factor seems to be only our inability to see how big and all encompassing it is.  We are being monitored, studied, profiled and filed, behavior-modified and conditioned in ways and directions that we cannot even comprehend, and "the Great AI in the sky" (or the Cloud, etc.), the Beast prophesied by St. John and the Lord Jesus, seems to be multiplying its invading tentacles by the nano-second.  Your phone leads you about like a ring in a pig's nose; your refrigerator rats you out on your bad food habits, body monitors tell you how to exercise better, or buzz your midsection when you slump to less than a posture-perfect position (and running fanatics feel naked if they start their run without being fully wired with monitors), others remind you when to take your meds, or will even simply administer them for you; your car plots where you go and how fast, the stops you make and how long you spend there before driving again.  Your car, which you own and hold the title too, can now be made to testify against you in a court of law at any time, with its black box laid on the witness table.
Recent press tells us (reported in earlier newsletters) that by 2020, only 5 plus years up ahead--and very likely that will turn out to be too conservative a prediction--implantation of computer elements into our bodies and, worse, our brains, nervous systems, minds will become as common and "popular" as the ubiquitous use of smart phones is at present--and the smart phones will be the "tech dinosaurs" at that point!  Five years or less until many of the people, at least of the West and the developed nations, will no longer have a free will or individuality apart from the Mind of the Beast!  And many of the "avant-garde" of the masses run toward it with "unbridled enthusiasm"!  "Mark me!  Mark me! Mark me!  Oh, let me be first!"
(God himself, of course, hinders the Beast, and it cannot fully manifest without his permission, so we cannot set times certainly, but nearly all is ready, and He will lift his hand when He chooses--2 Thessalonians 2.  But our job is to watch--Mark 13:37.)

We are being literally pinned down and forced to enter into the Machine.  I am not one to deny progress, nor to become a Luddite, a group who tried to destroy machines long ago to save their jobs, nor a saboteur, named for the French "sabot," wooden shoe, who threw those shoes into the cogs of machines for the same reasons as the Luddites.  We have bought, at the terrible cost of the Fall, "the knowledge of Good and Evil," and we will pay the price of the "knowledge of evil" until our full redemption comes, BUT, at this time the Great Cancer of it seems to be near to its full and utter metastasizing.  Technology and technological invasion of our humanity seems to be going completely mad, or intent on driving us completely mad.  The planet is full of wars and rumors of wars;  society is breaking down everywhere; murders and mass murders, bombings and suicide killers are so commonplace that we begin not to notice, and everywhere the comforts of the Beast welcome us in to the saner and safer world inside its belly--a promise of paradise for those who will only succumb to "the Matrix," (means, the womb) of the Beast.

Postscript:  Freak out?  No.  God said after the Flood that seedtime and harvest would continue until the End.  He has all things in his hands.  Though we paid with mortality for our souls to obtain "the knowledge of good and evil," we did also obtain some knowledge of good.  Let us advance and invent and discover all that we can of the good…only not falling into satan's trap in our lust for more.  I plan to refuse any chips or implants that will affect my consciousness or will indicate my allegiance to the Beast's One-World System that is coming, or will shut down or attack my body from the inside.  But, in the meantime, if someone invents an exoskeleton, for example, that will let my aging body again backpack heavy loads on long walking trips into the wilderness, that is actuated by its computer reading my leg signals or, maybe, even by reading my brain waves through a removable neural-reading hat, I just might give it a try.  "Goodness" advances too, but we are going to need some pretty amazing discernment to get through this thing that is coming upon us.  Remember, God says, that, if it were possible, even the very elect would be deceived.  God spare us:  "If any man thinks he knows anything, he knows nothing yet as he ought to know….but if any man loves God the same is known by him," said Paul to the Corinthians.  Hold us tight through this mighty storm, O Lord Whom we love, until you take us up!


***

Be careful.  Google, iPhone and their ilk want to take over the job of thinking for you…
Everywhere you go, Big Brother is watching out for your "best interests."


http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303453004579290632128929194?mod=WSJ_hpp_LEFTTopStories&mg=reno64-wsj&url=http%3A%2F%2Fonline.wsj.com%2Farticle%2FSB10001424052702303453004579290632128929194.html%3Fmod%3DWSJ_hpp_LEFTTopS


What Secrets Your Phone Is Sharing About You
Businesses Use Sensors to Track Customers, Build Shopper Profiles

***

See the 'bots that are coming to your street, and even moving into your refrigerator and TV:  (When you peer into the 'fridge looking for a bite, Google will be looking back at you…and taking notes!)

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/01/13/shooting-for-the-moon-google-hopes-to-own-the-future/?_r=0
Shooting for the Moon, Google Hopes to Own the Future
By NICK BOLTON


***

http://www.zdnet.com/googles-reach-expands-into-your-home-more-via-3-2-billion-nest-acquisition-7000025109/
Google's reach expands into your home more via $3.2 billion Nest acquisition
 Summary:  Nest gives Google some design know-how as well as a lot of home energy data. Google's tentacles are spreading into your home even more.

***

The only hope for the future is self-driving cars, this article intones, as we will be so distracted by all the smart device informing us continually, that we will not have the concentration left to drive!
Quotes:  "The problem is that your brain didn't evolve to process all of that information at the same time,"
"The more stuff you have, the less you are able to focus on individual things," Miller said. "There is very limited bandwidth for conscious thought."
Is it possible to "walk in the Spirit" and head-trip or tech-trip at the same time?
http://www.nbcnews.com/technology/smart-life-how-connected-cars-clothes-homes-could-fry-your-2D11890018
The 'smart life': How connected cars, clothes and homes could fry your brain
Keith Wagstaff NBC News

***
Commentary—  The future is upon us;  a real and present danger first appearing as "Siri" and her brood but will true Artificial Intelligence include malice also?  The Fall and the Curse of Sin means Man cannot create anything that does not also have "the knowledge of evil" about it.  Will the immediate and intermediate future see us "out of the frying pan and into the fire" via the Transhumanism and Artificial Intelligence coming at us with tidal wave strength?
Terminated: Machines 'Might Fight Us'
http://www.wnd.com
via prophecynewswatch.com.
The human race faces a real danger from machines that get too smart, said a New York University professor in a network TV appearance. And he’s not talking about sci-fi movies.  “It’s likely that machines will be smarter than us before the end of the century – not just at chess or trivia questions, but at just about everything, from mathematics and engineering to science and medicine,” Gary Marcus told his New Yorker readership.  Marcus appeared recently on “CBS This Morning” with James Barrat, author of “Our Final Invention: Artificial Intelligence and the End of the Human Era”:  While some artificial intelligence already is ubiquitous – the iPhone’s Siri and Google Search – incredible changes are envisioned in the few decades.  Marcus warned that the changes will happen and that people need to be making preparations now.  “There’s the potential of machines that might fight us for resources,” he said. “It’s not guaranteed … you see the kind of ‘Terminator’ scenario, and people laugh at it because that’s science fiction. But we don’t actually have a guarantee that it won’t happen.”  Marcus added, “I think its really important to start thinking now to keep us from having that kind of scenario. Nobody has the perfect solution that will guarantee that machines do what we want them to do. [There's] already the problem of machines doing what we tell them to do rather than what we really want them to do.”  Investigate the growing trend of blending human and machine, called “transhumanism,” at the WND Superstore.  It’s not a new idea. Decades ago, Hollywood portrayed a computer with a mind of its own, HAL, in “2001: A Space Odyssey.” HAL warned his human operators, “I know that you and Frank were planning to disconnect me, and I’m afraid that’s something I cannot allow to happen.”  More confrontations with machines came in the 1983 movie “WarGames,” followed by “Her,” “I, Robot,” “Blade Runner,” “Almost Human” and others.  While the movies are fiction, drones are being developed, according to Barrat, that are autonomous and can “commit assassinations without humans in the loop.”  Soon will come battlefield robots with similar capabilities, he said.  “Are we ready ethically to introduce those machines into the world?” he wondered.  Barratt said “absolutely” there will be machines that evolve beyond a human’s ability to control them.  Fortunately, both CBS guests agreed that humans still have an advantage when it comes to logic. A human easily can answer the question, “Can alligators go over hurdles in a steeplechase?” But computers might not.  But, said Barrat, even the logic problem is being addressed in the development of advanced machines.  Marcus wrote in his New Yorker blog that there might be “a few jobs left for entertainers, writers, and other creative types, but computers will eventually be able to program themselves, absorb vast quantities of new information, and reason in ways that we carbon-based units can only dimly imagine.”  “And they will be able to do it every second of every day, without sleep or coffee breaks.”  Marcus cited Barrat’s work: “A purely rational artificial intelligence, Barrat writes, might expand ‘its idea of self-preservation … to include proactive attacks on future threats,’ including, presumably, people who might be loathe to surrender their resources to the machine.”  If machines “will eventually overtake us,” added Marcus, “as virtually everyone in the A.I. field believes, the real question is about values: how we instill them in machines, and how we then negotiate with those machines if and when their values are likely to differ greatly from our own.”  The blending of human and machine capabilities already is the subject of vast research projects that contemplate changes in the actual makeup of a human being. In an audio series called “Something Transhuman This Way Comes: Genetic Engineering and the Ubermenschen (Super Men) of Tomorrow,” leading researchers share their specialized knowledge about what can be expected in the future and how to prepare for it.  Marcus quotes A.I. researcher Steve Omohundro in his warning.  “If it is smart enough, a robot that is designed to play chess might also want to … build a spaceship’ in order to obtain more resources for whatever goals it might have.”  Marcus continues: “Barrat worries that ‘without meticulous, countervailing instructions, a self-aware, self-improving, goal-seeking system will go to lengths we’d deem ridiculous to fulfill its goals,’ even, perhaps, commandeering all the world’s energy in order to maximize whatever calculation it happened to be interested in.”

*******

and finally, a non-tech piece from today's NYTimes—

Israel hunkers down into siege mentality with chaos and anarchy on every side—

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/19/world/middleeast/region-boiling-israel-takes-up-castle-strategy.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20140119&_r=0
Region Boiling, Israel Takes Up Castle Strategy
By JODI RUDOREN   JAN 18, 2014
Quotes from the piece:
What we see now is a collapsing of a historical system, the idea of the national Arabic state. It means that we will be encircled by an area which will be no man’s land at the end of the day.”
“From the Straits of Gibraltar to the Khyber Pass, it’s very hard to come by a safe and secure area,” Mr. Netanyahu told reporters here on Thursday. “Peace can be built on hope, but that hope has to be grounded in facts,” he said. “A peace that is not based on truth will crash against the realities of the Middle East.”
“The region is full of bad choices. What that requires you to do is take your security very seriously. And you shouldn’t be intimidated by people saying, ‘Well, that’s a worst-case analysis,’ because lately, the worst is coming through.”
************************
9 January

Saints,

Vermont:  Great Scenery, but otherwise a last days, rural Sodom and Gomorrah  The roots of the evil are deep;  Vermont even has a town, from revolutionary days even dared to be named Sodom and Vermont has long been a hotbed of sodomite perversions, occultism and heresy, being a first and chief center of Unitarianism after that spiritual plague first infected the Puritan-founded Congregationalists in Boston.

News stories over the last year place Vermont as, statistically, the most irreligious state in the Union, and just this October, national news stories reported Vermont is the "most stoned" state in the Union with one in six as substance abusers.

Now, Shumlin the Governor devotes his whole State of the State Address to Vermont's Heroin Epidemic.  Along with many other Vermonters, I wrote him last year to advocate against Vermont's then pending new Euthanasia law.  His official reply was basically, thank you very much, but I am going to support it.

What's amazing is how politicos, especially leftist ones apparently, cannot see any connection between these trends and events and decisions and cannot see the effect of Vermont's Wicked Side of History as a set of forces in cascade.  What will the End be but a blasted wilderness of raging perversions, addictions, and mass insanity?  Now, Heroin Addiction too is to be seen as a treatable malady--What?  treatable with another drug and more therapy babble?--rather than as a sin that can only be treated by repentance and deliverance.  "The fool hath said in his heart, there is no God."  (Psalms 14 and 53)

For Gospel workers here, it is surely a matter of plucking a few out of the fire, "hating even the garments spotted by the flesh."  (Jude 23)  Judgment Hangs in the Air.  Vermont, Repent or Perish!

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/09/us/in-annual-speech-vermont-governor-shifts-focus-to-drug-abuse.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20140109
In Annual Speech, Vermont Governor Shifts Focus to Drug Abuse
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE  JAN. 8, 2014
(LEAD):

MONTPELIER, Vt. — In a sign of how drastic the epidemic of drug addiction here has become, Gov. Peter Shumlin on Wednesday devoted his entire State of the State Message to what he said was “a full-blown heroin crisis” gripping Vermont … …


*************************
3 January, 2014

Saints,

Pharmaceutical Spin-Doctoring:  Modern Day Sorcery?

Many students of Scripture know that the KJV of St. John's "sorcery" in Revelation is "pharmakeia," the use of potions to alter consciousness.  Today, how many mental diseases are created for profit (when once they were only standard human weaknesses dealt with by self-discipline, training, personal growth, familial love and order, and societal morality)?

At the time of the End, says John, "by thy sorceries were all nations (implies also large demographics and population groups?) deceived."  (Revelation 18:23d)


http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/19/opinion/an-epidemic-of-attention-deficit-disorder.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20131219

EDITORIAL
An Epidemic of Attention Deficit Disorder
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
Published: December 18, 2013

(lead):  

The hard-sell campaign by drug companies to drive up diagnoses of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, or A.D.H.D., and sales of drugs to treat it is disturbing. The campaign focused initially on children but is now turning toward adults, who provide a potentially larger market. … …

(excerpt):
A two-decade campaign by pharmaceutical companies promoting the pills to doctors, educators and parents was described by Alan Schwarz in The Times on Sunday. The tactics were brazen, often misleading and sometimes deceitful. Shire, an Irish company that makes Adderall and other A.D.H.D. medications, recently subsidized 50,000 copies of a comic book in which superheroes tell children that “Medicines may make it easier to pay attention and control your behavior!” Advertising on television and in popular magazines has sought to persuade mothers that Adderall cannot only unleash a child’s innate intelligence but make the child more amenable to chores like taking out the garbage.
The potential dangers should not be ignored. The drugs can lead to addiction, and, in rare cases, psychosis, suicidal thoughts and hallucinations, as well as anxiety, difficulty sleeping and loss of appetite. … ...


